NASFAA Credentials Earned: 19,560
Individuals Credentialed: 6,424
as of 4/13/2020

**EASFAA (1,713)**

Aaron, Deborah from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/18

Acheson, Lisa from Granite State College (Concord, NH) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/21/16
Consumer Information on 10/13/16
Cost of Attendance on 2/17/16
Direct Loans on 5/14/16
Need Analysis on 11/30/16
Professional Judgment on 11/4/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/23/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/7/17
Verification on 12/8/16

Adams, Kathryn from Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/6/16

Adner, Nicole from St. Lawrence University (Canton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/13/20

Aguilar, Kira from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 5/10/18
Cost of Attendance on 9/28/18
Direct Loans on 3/4/20
Need Analysis on 6/15/18
Professional Judgment on 12/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18
Student Eligibility on 5/24/18
Verification on 5/29/18

Aitcheson, Rozanna from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/3/19
Verification on 2/17/19

Aja, Cassandra from Norwich University (Northfield, VT) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/2/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/16/20
Verification on 12/20/19

Albano, Michael from Wesleyan University (Middletown, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/17/14

Alicea, Rosemarie from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/4/15

Allan, Robert from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Almonte, Vanessa from Kingsborough Community College (Brooklyn, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/18

Altenderfer, Eliza from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/7/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/7/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/7/17
  Verification on 8/7/17

Amos, Renee from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/24/18
  Direct Loans on 4/24/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/24/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/15
  Student Eligibility on 11/9/15

Anderson, Katherine from Berklee College of Music (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/10/14

Andrews, Rodrick from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/28/18

Annylusse, Marie from Cambridge College (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/20/16

Antigua, Jinette from North Shore Community College (Danvers, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/28/17

Arango, Elizabeth from William Paterson University of New Jersey (Wayne, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/22/17

Armsby, Priscilla from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19

Auger, Beth from Quinsigamond Community College (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 12/2/16

Augustyn, Amanda from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/20/18

Austerberry, James from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/20/19

Austin, Sarah from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/13/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/26/18
  Verification on 11/6/17

Austin, Sharon from New Jersey Higher Education Student Assistance Authority (Trenton, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/26/16

Backstedt, Simone from Westfield State University (Westfield, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/2/14

Bailey, Joseph from Genesee Community College (Batavia, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 3/27/13

Balcom, Anna from Massachusetts Bay Community College (Wellesley Hills, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/22/14
  Cost of Attendance on 2/12/14
  Student Eligibility on 3/7/14

Banfield, Lisa from The New School (New York, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/27/18
  Direct Loans on 12/14/17

Banfield, Shannon from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/25/20

Baptista, Leslie from Husson University (Bangor, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/20

Bargher, Barbara from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/20/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Baright, Amanda from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/28/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/18

Barletta, Amanda from Excelsior College (Albany, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 12/7/17
- Professional Judgment on 4/24/19

Barnhart, Meredith from Massachusetts Educational Financing Authority (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/29/14
- Direct Loans on 10/3/14

Barry, Zoya from William Paterson University of New Jersey (Wayne, NJ) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/22/17

Barton, Alex from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

Baum, Megan from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/27/19
- Professional Judgment on 3/22/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/20/19
- Verification on 11/7/18

Baywood, Charles from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/25/19

Becirovic, Allyson from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/6/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/1/16

Beck, Debbie from White Mountains Community College (Berlin, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 9/26/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/15/18
- Verification on 8/20/18

Bednarz, Debbie from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/7/19

Beer, Dianne from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/19

Beer, Laura from The College Board (New York, NY) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 8/16/15

Behm, Bonnie Lee from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cash Management on 8/12/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/19/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/19

Beighley, Brian from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/11/19
- Need Analysis on 3/11/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/11/19
- Verification on 2/21/20

Belle, Jonathan from Ramapo College of New Jersey (Mahwah, NJ) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 2/13/19

Benefield, Allyssa from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/20/16
- Application Process on 8/15/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/12/16
- Consumer Information on 10/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 2/9/16
- Direct Loans on 8/16/16
- Need Analysis on 8/26/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/10/16
- Student Eligibility on 8/18/16

Benjamin, Lana from Washington Adventist University (Takoma Park, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/12/16
Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Benson, Aaron from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Bentley, Rebecca from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/12/14

Bergeron, Sarah from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Worcester, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/17/19
Verification on 12/19/19

Bergmeier, Tyler from Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 8/10/15
Need Analysis on 10/20/15

Berkins, Patricia from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/22/17
Direct Loans on 3/24/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/24/16

Best, Azalia from Baruch College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/19

Bethin, Thomas from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 12/27/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 8/1/18
Need Analysis on 2/10/19
Student Eligibility on 6/15/18
Verification on 1/18/19

Bevilacqua, Joseph from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 4/5/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/28/16
Direct Loans on 10/19/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/11/18
Need Analysis on 4/18/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/11/19
Student Eligibility on 4/24/18
Verification on 12/19/17

Bienvenue, Suzanne from Financial Aid Services & Genesis-SMSS (Salem, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/9/16

Bimshas, Sarah from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/28/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/28/16

Bishop, Olivia from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 7 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/11/19
Cash Management on 10/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 10/14/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/12/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/4/18
Student Eligibility on 8/4/18
Verification on 10/16/19

Bishop, Rich from Retired from Central Connecticut State University (Newington, CT) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/3/18
Application Process on 7/2/18
Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/18
Cash Management on 7/9/18
Consumer Information on 7/4/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/18
Direct Loans on 7/11/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/8/18
Gainful Employment Test on 7/7/18
Need Analysis on 7/6/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Bisson, Michelle from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 7/8/19

Black, Lauren from Wagner College (Staten Island, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 8/5/18

Black, Linda from College of the Atlantic (Bar Harbor, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/5/19

Blanton, Brandi from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 5/3/18
   Student Eligibility on 5/25/18

Bloom, Sue from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 5/11/19

Bocchi, Tracy from Washington Saratoga Warren Hamilton Essex BOCES-Practical Nursing (Saratoga Springs, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/18/19

Boddorf, Brittany from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 6/17/19
   Verification on 3/17/20

Boling, Gena from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 17 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 5/17/16
   Application Process on 3/8/16
   Campus-Based Programs on 4/15/16
   Cash Management on 9/19/16
   Consumer Information on 5/26/16
   Cost of Attendance on 12/31/15
   Direct Loans on 1/28/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/4/18
   Gainful Employment Test on 10/5/18
   Need Analysis on 8/30/15
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/9/16
   Professional Judgment on 8/30/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/16
   Student Eligibility on 11/24/15
   TEACH Grants on 10/18/16
   Verification on 3/30/16

Bonito, Nicole from New England Law | Boston (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/29/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/19

Boren, Chison from The Boston Educational Network, Inc. (Dover, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 11/12/15

Boronico, L. from St. Vincent's College (Bridgeport, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/30/14

Boscher-Murphy, Catherine from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 12 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 9/14/17
   Application Process on 4/30/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 2/23/19
   Cash Management on 5/13/17
   Consumer Information on 10/8/18
   Cost of Attendance on 4/30/17
   Need Analysis on 5/13/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/14/17
   Professional Judgment on 12/5/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/30/17
   Student Eligibility on 4/14/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 4/14/17

Boucher, Melissa from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/3/18

Bouse, AnnMarie from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/11/19
  Direct Loans on 5/13/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/30/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/15/19
  Verification on 11/20/19

Boyle, Nicole from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/13/15
  Need Analysis on 1/2/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/7/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/20/16
  Verification on 12/7/16

Bradley, Allison from Stevenson University (Stevenson, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/24/15

Bradley, Joseph from University of Delaware (Newark, DE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/12/16

Branchina, Lisa from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/4/17

Brandenburg, Mary Beth from Loyola University Maryland (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/17/15

Brannan, Jeremy from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/6/15

Braun, Jordan from Seton Hall University School of Law (Newark, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/25/18

Brereton, Brandon from Hagerstown Community College (Hagerstown, MD) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/24/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/6/18
  Verification on 12/23/16

Brett, Jonathan from Boston University Medical Campus (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/14/15

Broderick, Mac from Granite State College (Concord, NH) achieved 7 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/13/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/6/17
  Need Analysis on 12/6/16
  Professional Judgment on 11/9/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/14/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/12/16
  Verification on 12/21/16

Brodskiy, Iren from Eastern International College (Jersey City, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/6/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/7/20

Brown, Diane from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/7/19
  Application Process on 5/29/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/18/20
  Cash Management on 7/7/19
  Consumer Information on 7/14/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/2/20
  Direct Loans on 7/4/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/24/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 4/2/20
  Need Analysis on 7/27/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/5/19
  Professional Judgment on 1/21/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/28/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/4/19
Student Eligibility on 6/23/18
TEACH Grants on 2/17/20
Verification on 1/21/19

Brown, Lynn from Saint Joseph’s College of Maine (Standish, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/22/19

Brown, Teresalee from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/17
Verification on 12/21/18

Bruntz, Crystal from Citizens Bank (Dedham, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/16/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/28/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/31/15

Buckle, Eileen from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/19/16
Need Analysis on 6/19/16

Buckley, Joyce from Merrimack College (North Andover, MA) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/29/16
Direct Loans on 1/4/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/8/16
Student Eligibility on 8/22/14
Verification on 5/17/16

Bunn, Keith from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/14/18

Burick, Caitlyn from Mercyhurst University (Erie, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16

Burton, Ashley from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/14/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/8/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/29/18

Burwell, Michelle from Felician University (Lodi, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/9/20
Cash Management on 1/5/18

Bush, Timothy from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/20/16
Direct Loans on 7/14/16
Verification on 8/12/16

Butterfield, Lynn from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 8/26/16
Student Eligibility on 10/11/19

Butterfield, Robyn from Massachusetts Bay Community College (Wellesley Hills, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/9/19
Cash Management on 8/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18

Bybee, Tamika from Howard Community College (Columbia, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/17

Byer, Jonathan from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 1/3/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/24/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/10/16

Byrnes, Erin from Cazenovia College (Cazenovia, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/28/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/11/18

Byrum, Georgene from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/15/16

Caines, Genene from Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/1/16

Cairns, Amanda from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Capodice, Nicholas from Kean University (Union, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/9/16
- Need Analysis on 3/4/16

Capodice, Nicholas from Drew University (Madison, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cash Management on 2/14/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/18

Cardillo, Jamie from Stevenson University (Owings Mills, MD) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 7/8/14

Carew, Tara from Anne Arundel Community College (Arnold, MD) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/19

Carrero, Sarah from Kean University (Union, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/9/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/9/18

Carroll, Shannon from NHTI - Concord's Community College (Concord, NH) achieved 5 credentials:
- Cash Management on 10/6/17
- Cost of Attendance on 1/27/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/16/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/21/15
- Verification on 9/30/15

Carter, Amanda from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 10/24/18

Carter, Bethany from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 12/4/15

Carusello, Joseph from MCPHS University (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/18/14
- Direct Loans on 4/29/14

Casaine, Wilbert from The College of New Jersey (Ewing, NJ) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 2/25/17

Castelli, Vivian from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 2/25/17

Cathers, Jennifer from Pace University Pleasantville Campus (Pleasantville, NY) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/2/19

Cattell, Kenyan from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 4/30/14

Ceccacci, Kelly from Fairleigh Dickinson University, Florham Campus (Madison, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/28/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/19/17

Chism, Kaylynn from Frederick Community College (Frederick, MD) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/26/19

Chiu, Danny from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16

Church, Shyann from King's College (Wilkes Barre, PA) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 3/22/19

Ciaschi, Patrick from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 3/21/20

Cipolla, Andrea from University of Maryland Global Campus (College Park, MD) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 11/14/16

Clark, Mary from Keene State College (Keene, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/12/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/3/19
- Professional Judgment on 5/30/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19

Clary, Shalena from Corning Community College (Corning, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 1/3/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/25/18

Cleary, Megan from The George Washington University, School of Medicine & Health Sciences (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credential:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/29/19

Clifford, Anna from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/25/16

Clough, Sharon from Regent Education (Myersville, MD) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/28/15
  Application Process on 11/30/14
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/11/15
  Cash Management on 6/20/15
  Consumer Information on 3/18/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/30/14
  Direct Loans on 5/25/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/25/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 12/30/17
  Need Analysis on 6/10/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/16/15
  Professional Judgment on 6/20/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/19/15
  Student Eligibility on 5/27/15
  TEACH Grants on 6/15/15
  Verification on 6/9/15

Cloutier, Nick from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/4/17

Collins, Heidi from Mercyhurst University (Erie, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/27/19

Connolly, Alison from Massachusetts Board of Higher Education Office of Student Financial Assistance (Malden, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/24/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/10/19

Connors, Christopher from Stockton University (Galloway, NJ) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/22/19
  Application Process on 2/23/19
  Cash Management on 3/10/19
  Cost of Attendance on 2/24/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/13/17
  Verification on 3/18/19

Connors, Keirsten from Brown University (Providence, RI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/19/17

Conroy, Colleen from Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/8/15
  Verification on 12/2/17

Conway, Jodi from Conway College Aid, LLC (West Barnstable, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/23/18

Correa, Gloria from Mount Wachusetts Community College (Gardner, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/26/16

Cortez-Stolar, Zoraida from Rowan College South Jersey (Vineland, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/17/16

Cottom, Jacquelyn* from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
  Consumer Information on 5/12/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/2/14
  Verification on 12/28/16

Couture, Christopher from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/24/16

Covey-Robbins, Robert from West Chester University (West Chester, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/4/19
  Verification on 6/23/19

Coviello, Christina from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/13/15

Coyne, Meghan from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Crawley, Aaron from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 12/18/13

Creager, Susan from Salisbury University (Salisbury, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 1/15/15

Creque, Rachael Ann from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Cash Management on 8/25/17

Cromie, Matthew from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/27/16

Cronin, Sandra from Point Park University (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/13
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15

Crowe, Anthony from Berklee College of Music (Boston, MA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/18/13
   Cost of Attendance on 12/20/13
   Need Analysis on 12/19/13
   Return of Title IV Funds on 9/29/15

Crowe, Jaime from Columbia University in the City of New York (New York, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/15/17
   Need Analysis on 5/15/17

Cummings, Lisa from Saint Michael’s College (Colchester, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 12/12/15
   Verification on 3/27/16

Cumpston, Whitney from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 8/9/18

Cunningham, Nicole from College of the Holy Cross (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 9/18/14

Curcio, Ellen from Ursinus College (Collegeville, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 11/17/19

Currie, Deirdre from University of Scranton (Scranton, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/19
   Student Eligibility on 11/5/19

Curto, Allene from Springfield College (Springfield, MA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 5/19/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 1/28/18
   Student Eligibility on 5/19/19
   Verification on 2/4/18

Czaplicki, Corey from Bryant & Stratton College Online (Orchard Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/25/19

D’Urso, Jenifer from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 3/25/16

Davenport, Corey from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/21/18
   Student Eligibility on 12/19/17

David, Megan from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18

Davis Moore, Nichole from University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/18

Davis, Charles from Gwynedd-Mercy University (Gwynedd Valley, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 11/11/19
   Need Analysis on 12/26/18
   Student Eligibility on 3/10/20
   Verification on 4/28/19

Davis, Darlene from The Catholic University of America (Washington, DC) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 1/27/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/18/14
   Student Eligibility on 10/28/14
   Verification on 9/29/13

Davis, Lindsay from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
De Jesus Molinari, Eigna from Universidad Del Este (Carolina, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Debrand, Mariel from Cambridge College (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/14/17

Decarlo, Donna from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 2/8/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/24/19
Student Eligibility on 2/14/18

DeCastro, Abigail from Clarkson University (Potsdam, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/26/20

DeCecco, Julia from Manhattanville College (Purchase, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/3/19

Del Monaco, Doreen from Stonehill College (Easton, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/7/13

Del Plato, Karen from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/22/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18

Demchak, Catherine from McClintock & Associates, P.C. (Bridgeville, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/18
Consumer Information on 4/16/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/18

Depew, Charles from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/13/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/4/16

DeRise, Eric from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 2/8/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/12/16

Dershem, Kristin from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/30/17
Professional Judgment on 9/6/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/6/17
Verification on 8/30/17

DeSantis, Gregory from Housatonic Community College (Bridgeport, CT) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/12/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/26/13
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/11/13
Student Eligibility on 4/10/13
Verification on 9/27/13

Di Salvo, Tara from Plymouth State University (Plymouth, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/1/16
Consumer Information on 11/14/16

Diaz, Neida from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 5/4/18
Student Eligibility on 5/22/18
Verification on 6/4/18

DiFalco, Rebecca from Stonehill College (Easton, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 9/23/13

DiGuilio, Melissa from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/15/16
Direct Loans on 9/29/16

Dimalanta, Keith Curtis from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/13/17

Dixon, Erin from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/13/17

Dixon, Windee from University of Maryland Global Campus (College Park, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/4/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dobson, Alyssa from Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania (Slippery Rock, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/31/18

Doherty, Megan from Cambridge College (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/21/16

Dolly, Kate from Princeton University (Princeton, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/19

Dominos, Brian from Porter and Chester Institute (Canton, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/4/15

Dominguez, Ivelisse from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Newark Campus (Newark, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/18

Donahue, Patricia from Binghamton University State University of New York (Binghamton, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/23/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/24/19

Drayer, Anna from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/9/18

DuBois, Lori from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/19

Dulude, Ryan from Community College of Vermont (Montpelier, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/19
Verification on 11/15/19

E’We, Kelly from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/10/20
Application Process on 5/9/18
Campus-Based Programs on 9/14/19
Cash Management on 10/6/19
Consumer Information on 10/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/19/18
Direct Loans on 9/20/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/13/19
Need Analysis on 10/26/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/5/18
Professional Judgment on 1/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/1/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19
Student Eligibility on 6/28/18
TEACH Grants on 9/19/19
Verification on 3/27/19

Eaton, Sharon from University of New Hampshire Manchester Campus (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 9/29/15

Ebberts, Judith from Pennsylvania Highlands Community College (Johnstown, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 1/8/19

Ebel, Linda from Citizens School of Nursing (New Kensington, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/29/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/30/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/22/19
Student Eligibility on 11/27/19

Edwards, Erin from Genesee Community College (Batavia, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18

Egan, Heather from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/6/19
Application Process on 5/7/18
Campus-Based Programs on 7/29/19
Cash Management on 8/6/19
Consumer Information on 8/5/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/14/18
Direct Loans on 6/2/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/25/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 10/25/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/17/18
Professional Judgment on 1/1/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/16/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/1/19
Student Eligibility on 5/22/18
TEACH Grants on 8/5/19
Verification on 6/6/18

Eimer, Anne from Rowan College South Jersey (Vineland, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/12/15
  Consumer Information on 4/23/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/29/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/15

Eley, Benjamin from Princeton University (Princeton, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/10/18

Elias, Marijo from King's College (Wilkes Barre, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/12/17

Emeny, Danielle from Morrisville State College (Morrisville, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/31/20

Eng, Donna from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/4/17

Enos, Elizabeth from Trinity College (Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/14/14

Eppeley, Ashley from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/31/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/31/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/7/17
  Verification on 8/31/17

Erwin, Anthony from NASFAA - Blue Icon Advisors, LLC (Washington, DC) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/3/19
  Application Process on 12/18/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/6/19
  Cash Management on 1/3/19
  Consumer Information on 1/7/19
  Cost of Attendance on 12/20/18
  Direct Loans on 1/13/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/7/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 1/21/19
  Need Analysis on 12/20/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/3/19
  Professional Judgment on 1/4/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/21/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/6/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/18
  TEACH Grants on 1/20/19
  Verification on 12/20/18

Fagan, Peter from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/21/19

Fagan-Murdock, Calette from Monroe College New Rochelle Campus (New Rochelle, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/15

Farkas, Jennifer from Yale University School of Public Health (New Haven, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/9/15

Farrell, Aimee from Philadelphia University (Philadelphia, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/18/15

Faulk, Aleesha from Cabrini University (Radnor, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14

Faulkner, Suzanne from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/27/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/29/16

Fell, Deanna from Goodwin College (East Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ferguson, Rosa from Northampton Community College (Bethlehem, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 6/20/18
Professional Judgment on 6/25/18

Fernandes, Carrie from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/19

Fernandes, Christopher from Benjamin Franklin Institute of Technology (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/20/16

Ferreira, Kenneth from Franklin Pierce University (Rindge, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/17/16

Ferrucci, Rosemary from New York Institute of Technology (Old Westbury, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/4/19

Fidler, Patricia from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Fiebig, Lindsay from Arcadia University (Glenside, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/9/17

Fils, Ritchie from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/24/19

Finegan, Katie from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/22/15

Fisichella, Angelica from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/7/19

Flogaites, Jessica from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/10/19

Follick, Erica from Stony Brook University (Stony Brook, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/13/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/19

Fontaine, Siesonn from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/16

Forgie, Christine from Sussex County Community College (Newton, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/27/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/10/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/21/17
Verification on 2/7/19

Franquet, Holly from ECMC Education (Bridgeport, CT) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/16/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/19/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/20/19
Professional Judgment on 12/30/18
Verification on 10/27/19

Frazier, Meghan from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/21/16

Frisbie, Ashley from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Frisbie, Ashley from Ursinus College (Collegeville, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/23/17

Fuino, John from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/1/17

Fullerton, Denise from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/28/14

Gabriel, Anthony from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/26/19

Gallihue, Suzanne from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/2/16

Garant, Jessica from University System of New Hampshire (Concord, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 6/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/9/17

Gavin, Jennie from Husson University (Bangor, ME) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/22/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/12/19

Gearhart, Gregory from Messiah College (Mechanicsburg, PA) achieved 6 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
Cash Management on 5/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/17/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/18
Student Eligibility on 11/20/19
Verification on 11/18/15

George, Michael from SUNY College At Geneseo (Geneseo, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/15/17

Georges, Alia from Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering (Needham, MA) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 12/9/17
Consumer Information on 1/1/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/15/17
Need Analysis on 12/18/17
Professional Judgment on 12/22/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/19
Student Eligibility on 3/28/19

Giglio, Grace Ann from Ocean County Vocational-Technical Schools (Toms River, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/30/16

Giles, Amelia from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/15/16
Need Analysis on 3/25/16
Verification on 2/10/19

Gingrich, Emily from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 4/3/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/4/19
Direct Loans on 10/19/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/28/18
Need Analysis on 4/11/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/15/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/17
Student Eligibility on 12/27/16

Giordano, Maria from Atlantic Cape Community College (Mays Landing, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/19/16

Givens-Daniels, Janessa from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14
Professional Judgment on 7/8/14

Gizynska, Kinga from Mercy College (Dobbs Ferry, NY) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 2/13/17
Consumer Information on 11/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/18

Glover, Retha from Rowan College South Jersey (Vineland, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/31/19

Glover, Ross from Hult International Business School (Cambridge, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/24/19
Verification on 11/17/19

Gomes, Jocelyn from Massachusetts College of Art and Design (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19

Gomez, Johanna from American University of Antigua (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/18

Gonthier, Sheri from NHTI - Concord's Community College (Concord, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/18/16

Gonzalez, Milton from New Jersey Institute of Technology (Newark, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/14/17
Verification on 11/17/17

Good, Carol from Messiah College (Mechanicsburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/14/16

Goossen, Kelli from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/31/17
Student Eligibility on 6/2/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gordon, Nechama from Higher Education Compliance and Mangement (Lakewood, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 8/9/17
  - Consumer Information on 7/7/17
  - Student Eligibility on 6/7/17

Gordon, Tracy from Syracuse University (Syracuse, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/19/15

Gordy, Pamela from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Application Process on 1/20/19

Gorini, Robin from Franklin and Marshall College (Lancaster, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 12/2/19

Goslin, Rita from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 6/30/17
  - Verification on 12/19/18

Grant, Susan from N/A (Reading, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/13
  - Student Eligibility on 10/28/13
  - Verification on 12/20/13

Gray, Yvelisse from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 10/31/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/1/18

Gregorio, Paula from Manhattan Institute (New York, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/30/16
  - Consumer Information on 5/3/17
  - Student Eligibility on 12/1/16

Griffith, Michael from Community College of Vermont (Montpelier, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 11/7/19
  - Verification on 10/29/19

Griff, Nicole from Hilbert College (Hamburg, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/20/14

Griggs, LaSonya from Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 12/12/15
  - Verification on 11/26/17

Grip, Linda from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 12/1/17

Grzybowski, Pamela from Frederick Community College (Frederick, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 12/18/19

Gualco, Brianna from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/20/17

Guerrero, Melissa from Felician University (Lodi, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/8/18
  - Verification on 12/19/19

Guichardo, Rosemary from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 10/25/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/9/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/17
  - Verification on 8/14/18

Guiral, Alejandro from Berkeley College (Woodland Park, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Gainful Employment Test on 2/22/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/29/20
  - Verification on 3/3/20

Gundersen, Matthew from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 9 credentials:
  - Application Process on 5/30/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 12/6/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/2/19
  - Need Analysis on 10/26/18
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/18
  - Professional Judgment on 12/31/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/1/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/29/18
  - Verification on 9/19/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Guntrum, Sheena from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
  - Direct Loans on 6/29/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/18

Guralnick, Jacquecelle from Guttman Community College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credential:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/18

Gutierrez, Christine from Eastern International College (Jersey City, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 2/13/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 8/3/18

Haas, Constance from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 11/30/19
  - Need Analysis on 3/29/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/12/20

Hagler, Leslie from University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 12/15/16

Hahn, Vivian from Mitchell College (New London, CT) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 3/27/16

Haight, Timothy from Swarthmore College (Swarthmore, PA) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 1/3/20
  - Cash Management on 3/29/20
  - Direct Loans on 1/20/20
  - Need Analysis on 9/19/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/16/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/8/20
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/25/18
  - Verification on 11/25/19

Hallback, Dionne from The College of New Jersey (Ewing, NJ) achieved 1 credential:
  - Professional Judgment on 1/11/17

Halle, Kathryn from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 2/20/20
  - Campus-Based Programs on 1/7/20
  - Student Eligibility on 12/19/19

Hallman, Katie from Kutztown University of Pennsylvania (Kutztown, PA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/23/14

Hammond, Peggy from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 12/5/14

Hankinson, Lucy from Sterling College (Craftsberry Common, VT) achieved 1 credential:
  - Direct Loans on 12/11/17

Hanley, Karen* from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/24/14
  - Student Eligibility on 10/31/14

Hanlon, Erin from Laboure College (Milton, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/28/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/14/19

Hanlon, Suzanne from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 6/30/17
  - Verification on 2/28/17

Hanna, Lauren from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 1 credential:
  - Direct Loans on 6/11/19

Hanson, Megan from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credential:
  - Student Eligibility on 11/22/17

Harrison, Tammy* from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credential:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/6/19

Hase, David from Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credential:
  - Direct Loans on 5/2/14

Hasso, Stefanie from Education Affiliates (West Mifflin, PA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 4/4/16

Hawkins, Philip from The George Washington University Law School (Washington, DC) achieved 17 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 12/5/15
  - Application Process on 8/16/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Campus-Based Programs on 9/17/15
Cash Management on 1/3/16
Consumer Information on 1/2/18
Cost of Attendance on 9/7/15
Direct Loans on 12/6/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/17/17
Gainful Employment Test on 11/17/17
Need Analysis on 10/9/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/10/16
Professional Judgment on 9/6/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/20/15
Student Eligibility on 9/20/15
TEACH Grants on 12/5/15
Verification on 9/22/17

Hawkins, Stacey from Clarkson University (Potsdam, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/12/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/18/17

Hayden, Shatara from Columbia University in the City of New York Business School (New York, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/22/17
  Cash Management on 6/4/17

Haynes, Robbin from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/12/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/18

Heffeman, Michael from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/11/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/2/17

Henry, Lori from Anne Arundel Community College (Arnold, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/6/16
  Student Eligibility on 5/4/17

Hepburn, Pamela from Norwich University (Northfield, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/23/19
  Verification on 3/31/16

Hernandez, Lisamaris from Inter American University of Puerto Rico (San Juan, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/18

Herrera, James from Automeca Technical College, Inc. (Bayamon, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/21/17

Hicks, Sarah from Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/4/15
  Verification on 11/28/17

Hiddemen, Amanda from Stockton University (Galloway, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/16/15

High, Deanna from Lycoming College (Williamsport, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/25/17
  Verification on 12/20/16

Higinbothom, Ansley from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/17/17

Hill, Edward from Rider University (Lawrenceville, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/22/19

Hill, Yolanda from New England Culinary Institute (Montpelier, VT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/16/16

Hirzel, Beth from Word of Life Bible Institute (Pottersville, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/13/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/19/15

Hmielewski, Kristin from Marlboro College (Marlboro, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 1/10/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/5/20

Ho, Ellaine from Teachers College, Columbia University (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19

**Hoey, Luke** from McClintock & Associates, P.C. (Bridgeville, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/11/17

Hoff, Shaun from State University of New York at New Paltz (New Paltz, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/25/14

Holland, Catherine from University of Massachusetts Boston (Boston, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/18/18
Verification on 11/24/18

Holland, James from University of the Sciences in Philadelphia (Philadelphia, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 5/8/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/8/19
Verification on 1/22/20

Holster, Melissa from Bunker Hill Community College (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 9/22/14

Hoskey, Lisa from Cayuga Community College (Auburn, NY) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/15/15
Cash Management on 11/22/16
Consumer Information on 3/29/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18

House, Trisha from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/5/14

Howard, Wyeth from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/9/15

Howell, Monique from Brandeis University Graduate School of Arts & Science (Waltham, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/21/20

Hoyt, Nicole from Empire State College, State University of New York (Saratoga Springs, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Hsiung, Tonya* from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 10/4/18
Cost of Attendance on 5/11/17
Direct Loans on 2/22/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/2/18
Need Analysis on 4/5/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/9/18
Professional Judgment on 10/10/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/18
Student Eligibility on 3/24/17
Verification on 9/18/13

Hughes, Lori from La Guardia Community College (Long Island City, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/14/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/15

Humbert, Mark from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/1/17

Humphreys, Jo Ann from The Catholic University of America (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/5/17

Hussey, Tammi from Seton Hall University (South Orange, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/22/16
Professional Judgment on 5/16/16

Ibanez, Melissa from University of Pittsburgh at Bradford (Bradford, PA) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/10/16
Cash Management on 10/28/18
Consumer Information on 3/6/17
Direct Loans on 10/27/19
Gainful Employment Test on 1/15/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/7/18

Ingerson, Kelly from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 5/22/15
Isaacs, Kingsley from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/15/19
Jackson, Michelle from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/19/17
Jacobs, Kerri from Massasoit Community College (Brockton, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15
Jamak, Nermina from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/7/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/1/17
James, Erica from Columbia University in the City of New York (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/7/16
Janke, James from Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/5/17
Jenkins, Deborah from Wor-Wic Community College (Salisbury, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/5/18
Jensema, Ryan from Community College of Allegheny County North Campus (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/13/19
Johnson, Alicia from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/19/19
Johnson, Katrina from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/30/13
Student Eligibility on 10/8/13
Johnson, Kyrie from Wheaton College (Norton, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 11/9/18
Johnson, Lyndsay from Stony Brook University (Stony Brook, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 4/10/20
Student Eligibility on 4/12/20
Johnson, Marie from University of Vermont (Burlington, VT) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/1/16
Johnson, Marlene from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/18/13
Johnson, Roseanne from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/18/14
Johnston, Ashley from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/18
Johnston, Jeff from Sallie Mae (Newark, DE) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/5/18
Johnston, Shante from Iona College (New Rochelle, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19
Jones, Matokia from Prince George's Community College (Largo, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/24/16
Jordan, Ann from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14
Jordan, Jennifer from Brookdale Community College (Lincroft, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/8/17
Joseph, Melissa from New York University (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/28/19
Joseph, Nadege from The New School (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 9/10/17
Kapalka, Laura from Luzerne County Community College (Nanticoke, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/11/16
Verification on 3/23/18
Karam, Timothy from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/22/16
Need Analysis on 3/14/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Karcher, Samuel from Community College of Vermont (Montpelier, VT) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 4/25/18
Katz, Regina from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 3/22/19
Kay, Audrey from Lesley University (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/19/18
Kayser, Tristia from Columbia University in the City of New York (New York, NY) achieved 6 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 9/15/18
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/16/18
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/13/18
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/27/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
   Verification on 7/15/18
Keaney, Christopher from SUNY Delhi (Delhi, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 11/20/18
Kelly, David from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16
Kende, Ashley from Eastern International College (Belleville, NJ) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 2/1/17
   Consumer Information on 11/26/18
   Cost of Attendance on 8/2/18
   Need Analysis on 4/9/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/6/20
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/18
Keuffel, Elizabeth from Saint Anselm College (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 5/29/17
Khalil, Magda from The American University in Cairo (New York, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 5/1/17
   Direct Loans on 12/16/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/18
Khandhar, Urvi from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Newark Campus (Newark, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/18
Kim, Hanjay from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 8/5/16
Klara, Marykay from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 3/15/18
Klein, Jordan from St. John's College (Annapolis, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/21/20
Klingsberg, Fran from Queensborough Community College (Bayside, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/4/19
Knowlton, Jessica from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 8/10/16
Knox, Jessica from Wellesley College (Wellesley, MA) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/20/13
   Cost of Attendance on 12/5/13
   Need Analysis on 11/6/14
   Return of Title IV Funds on 5/1/14
   Student Eligibility on 1/28/14
Koonce, Kelci from The New School (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 12/14/17
Koopsma, Katrina from Access Group (West Chester, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 5/13/16
Kopp, Eric from Franklin and Marshall College (Lancaster, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 3/19/19
Kopp, Liza from Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania (Lock Haven, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/19/15
Kovalick, Heidi from Stockton University (Galloway, NJ) achieved 14 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 5/8/17
   Application Process on 4/30/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cash Management on 3/14/18
Consumer Information on 5/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 9/26/18
Direct Loans on 3/25/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/1/19
Need Analysis on 7/5/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/18
Professional Judgment on 12/18/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18
Student Eligibility on 5/3/18
Verification on 5/23/18

Koziell, Kerry from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 2/10/16

Kreutter, Tayler from Roberts Wesleyan College (Rochester, NY) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 11/14/16
Cash Management on 4/18/17
Consumer Information on 3/6/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/1/17
Direct Loans on 7/6/17
Need Analysis on 1/25/17
Professional Judgment on 12/14/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18
Student Eligibility on 12/19/16
Verification on 1/3/20

Krapiak, Martha from Neumann University (Aston, PA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/9/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/21/18
Need Analysis on 12/11/18
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18
Verification on 6/21/19

Krygier, Stacy from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/5/14
Direct Loans on 5/6/15
Need Analysis on 3/13/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/25/14
Professional Judgment on 7/6/14

Kulig, Nicole from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15

Kuzmack, Adelaide from Stony Brook University (Stony Brook, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/13/18

LaBarbera, Roberta from University of Massachusetts Amherst (Amherst, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 2/29/16
Verification on 2/27/16

Labonte, Angela from White Mountains Community College (Berlin, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/18/16
Student Eligibility on 12/6/17

LaBonte, Michelle from Suffolk University (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/19
Verification on 5/8/13

Lace, Mandi from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/22/18

Lake, Kelly from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/8/17

Lakis, Jim from Lycoming College (Williamsport, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/17/16
Verification on 11/18/15

Lamb, Marsha from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/25/18

Landry, Kelsey from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/17
Langille-Lewis, Christine from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:

Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/17

Lanzetta, John from Champlain College (Burlington, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16
Verification on 11/17/15

LaPresta, Christine from Niagara University (Niagara University, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/18

Latgis, Deanna from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/23/16

Lavery, James from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/20/19
Application Process on 3/15/19
Need Analysis on 10/24/19
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/4/19
Student Eligibility on 11/7/18
Verification on 10/10/18

Lavigne, Jeanine from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/14

Lawson, Theresa from AccessLex Institute (West Chester, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/17/16

Lawton, Nicole from Financial Aid Services & Genesis-SMSS (Salem, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/9/16

Leary, Ellen from Porter and Chester Institute (Canton, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/4/15

Leclerc, Michelle from Saint Joseph’s College of Maine (Standish, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/31/13

Lee, Meredith from The University of Maine (Orono, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/3/19

Lee, Rebecca from Harrisburg Area Community College Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/11/19

Leete, Jessica from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15

Lefavour, Angela from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/4/16

Leipold, Fawn from Johns Hopkins Carey Business School (Columbia, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/5/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/14/19

Lemma, Brian from Georgetown University (Washington, DC) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/17/16
Need Analysis on 3/5/17

Leone, Sarah from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/30/17

Lessard, Lisa from Wentworth Institute of Technology (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/21/17

Lewis, Christopher from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 11/29/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/27/18
Direct Loans on 12/6/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/19
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18

Lewis, Erica from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 3/9/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/21/19
Student Eligibility on 3/8/19
Verification on 12/2/18

Leyva, Raul from Apex Technical School (Long Island City, NY) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Libby, Grace from Goodwin College (East Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/25/17

Liddell, Kristen from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/18

Lincourt, Andrew from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/4/20
Verification on 3/3/19

Liocano, Kelly from Mercyhurst University (Erie, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17

Lippincott, Jeffrey from University of Scranton (Scranton, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/19
Student Eligibility on 11/5/19

Lipsett, Scott from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/24/18
Student Eligibility on 2/12/18

Liszcz, Allen from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 6/11/16
Direct Loans on 6/11/16
Verification on 6/11/16

Little, Derrick from Community College of Baltimore County (Catonsville, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/30/18

Livingston, Danena from University of Maryland, Eastern Shore (Princess Anne, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15

Livio, Michael from Princeton Theological Seminary (Princeton, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/12/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/22/16

Lockward, Ana from Molloy College (Rockville Centre, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/17/17

Lodyga, Amanda from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/15

Lofman, Alyse from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15

Logan, Tyler from Georgetown University (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/20

Lohan-Bremer, Maureen from State University of New York at New Paltz (New Paltz, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18

Lohrey, Ann from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 6/16/16
Professional Judgment on 2/2/17
Student Eligibility on 1/3/17
Verification on 11/14/15

Long, Jessica from Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Loomis, Sarah from Western Pennsylvania Hospital School of Nursing (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/16/19

Lopez, Felix from Columbia University in the City of New York (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/26/14

Lu, Sharon from New Jersey City University (Jersey City, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/18/18

Lutz, Diane from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/18

Lye, Lisa from Hunter Business School (Levittown, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/2/17

Macias, Stephanie from New York University (Brooklyn, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/16/19

Macinnes, Patricia from Assumption College (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/19/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Macri, Jennifer from New Jersey City University (Jersey City, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/18/18

Maddox, Robert from St. Mary's College of Maryland (St. Mary's City, MD) achieved 1 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/25/16

Makris, Martha from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 3/24/16

Malenfant, Linda from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Cash Management on 11/29/16

Manely, Eric from University of Scranton (Scranton, PA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 5/26/16

Mantenuto, Jessika from University of New Hampshire (Durham, NH) achieved 1 credentials:  
Application Process on 12/8/15

Martin, Derrick from University At Buffalo (Buffalo, NY) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 2/25/19

Martin, Mary from Nashua Community College (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 12/20/13

Martinez, Anthony from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 2 credentials:  
Application Process on 3/16/18  
Student Eligibility on 3/16/18

Martinez-Sullivan, Claribel from New York City College of Technology (Brooklyn, NY) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 5/21/16

Martorano, Nancy from Stockton University (Galloway, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:  
Cash Management on 3/20/18

Marvel, Kristina from University System of New Hampshire (Concord, NH) achieved 1 credentials:  
Campus-Based Programs on 6/8/17

Masiello, Valentina from Molloy College (Rockville Centre, NY) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/16/17

Mason, Danielle from Lincoln Educational Services (West Orange, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/13

Masse, Melissa from Lycoming College (Williamsport, PA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 5/25/17  
Verification on 4/1/16

Masters, Amy from Genesee Community College (Batavia, NY) achieved 2 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/10/16  
Verification on 11/12/15

Mastria, Trevor from Felician University (Lodi, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 12/19/19

Matchus, John from Community College of Vermont (Montpelier, VT) achieved 2 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18  
Verification on 3/6/20

Maxson, Becky from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 5 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 4/29/18  
Cost of Attendance on 10/18/15  
Direct Loans on 5/16/15  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16

May, Katie from Connecticut College (New London, CT) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 5/19/16

McAleavey, Carol from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:  
Need Analysis on 5/1/19  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/30/18

McCullie, Jon from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Application Process on 12/16/15

McCarthy, Theresa from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 4 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 9/5/17  
Professional Judgment on 8/29/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/13/17
Verification on 8/29/17

McCorry, Lauren from Saint Vincent's College (Bridgeport, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/18/13

McDermott, Anne from Salve Regina University (Newport, RI) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/8/18
  Consumer Information on 5/15/19
  Cost of Attendance on 9/24/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/15/19

McDermott, Erin from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 5 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/24/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/11/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/13/19
  Student Eligibility on 9/20/19
  Verification on 11/9/18

McDevitt, Emily from Fairleigh Dickinson University, Florham Campus (Madison, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/6/19

McDevitt, Sara from Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/12/19

McDowell, Steven from Asnuntuck Community College System Office (Enfield, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/2/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/16

McFadzen, Ali from Wesleyan University (Middletown, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/4/18
  Consumer Information on 4/12/17

McFarland, Rebecca from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 2/12/18

McGarry, Felicia from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/3/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/15

McGeachy, Khadine from New York University (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/2/19

McGee-Kraus, Sonia from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/22/18

McGehee, James from Bentley University (Waltham, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/23/15

McGranahan, Mary from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/27/18

McKenna, Alexis from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/28/19
  Cost of Attendance on 8/8/19
  Direct Loans on 6/27/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/25/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/6/16

Mckibbin, Christine from Johns Hopkins Carey Business School (Columbia, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19

Mclaughlin, Andrew from McDaniel College (Westminster, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/4/17

McMenemy, Ryan from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/18

McPaul, Alice from Kean University (Toms River, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/20/17

Mecca, Rachel from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/29/19
  Cash Management on 4/24/18
  Consumer Information on 1/24/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/7/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/22/17

Megas, Nicole from St. George's University (Great River, NY) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19

Mele, Kencia from Seton Hall University (South Orange, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/17

Mendoza, Sylvia from Hudson County Community College (Jersey City, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/7/18
Consumer Information on 4/19/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/4/19
Verification on 11/22/18

Mertz, Jennifer from Lehigh University (Bethlehem, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/4/14

Metzgar, Shelby from Frederick Community College (Frederick, MD) achieved 1 credentials:

Meyer, Jonathon from Houghton College (Houghton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/29/16

Michaels, Cathy from New York Institute of Technology (Old Westbury, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/18/17

Michaud, David from University of Bridgeport (Bridgeport, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/9/14

Midolo, Kimberly from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/4/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/10/16
Verification on 3/28/16

Milazzo, Tanya from State University of New York Upstate Medical University (Syracuse, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/12/15

Miller, Laura from Northampton Community Colleges (Bethlehem, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/19/19
Verification on 2/16/18

Miller, Mary from Champlain College (Burlington, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19
Verification on 11/25/19

Miller, Michelle from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/7/14

Miller, Samantha from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/18/18

Minchello, Carla from Bentley University (Waltham, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/8/14

Mirsky, Gail from Molloy College (Rockville Centre, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/9/17

Mitchell, Scott from North Country Community College (Malone, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16

Monahan, Megan from Goodwin College (East Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16

Moquin, Joanne from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 3 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/7/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/18
Verification on 3/31/16

Morales, Taina from Middlesex County College (Edison, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/17/20

Morejon, Anthony from Boston University College of Engineering (Boston, MA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/11/18
Professional Judgment on 10/1/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18

Morrill, Steven from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/22/19
Direct Loans on 3/6/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/30/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/1/16

Morris, Jeanette from Frederick Community College (Frederick, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/20/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Mount, Jodie from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/16/19
Professional Judgment on 7/13/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14

Moyer, Margaret from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/30/14

Moynahan, Alexis from University of Maryland Global Campus (College Park, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/16/18

Muhammad, Tynisa from Lehigh Carbon Community College (Schnecksville, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/16/19

Muldowney, Jennifer from Lasell University (Newton, MA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/18/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/15/18
Professional Judgment on 10/29/17
Student Eligibility on 2/15/18
Verification on 2/6/18

Mullins, Cathy from Keene State College (Keene, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/8/17

Munier, Craig from U.S. Department of Education (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/14

Murray, Jane from Nashua Community College (Nashua, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/9/15
Student Eligibility on 12/9/15

Murray, Michael from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/22/19
Consumer Information on 11/3/18
Need Analysis on 3/28/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/6/20

Myers, Michael from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/19/13
Student Eligibility on 9/30/13

Mynahan, Rhonda from Saint Joseph’s College of Maine (Standish, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/14/19

Narciso, Cedric from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/23/16

Naylor, Thalassa from Sallie Mae (Newark, DE) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/29/19

Nepveu, Andrea from Granite State College (Concord, NH) achieved 7 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/13/15
Gainful Employment Test on 6/7/17
Need Analysis on 11/29/16
Professional Judgment on 11/10/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/2/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/19/17
Verification on 12/6/16

Neris, Katherine from City College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/9/20

Nielsen, Parker from University of Maryland Global Campus (College Park, MD) achieved 8 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 10/26/18
Direct Loans on 12/19/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17
Student Eligibility on 3/29/19
Verification on 5/15/17

Nugent, Mary Ellen from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14

Nulty, Shannon from Rider University (Lawrenceville, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 11/15/18
Nunez-Gonzalez, Yudelka from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/17/18
O’Hara, Karla from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/15/13
O’Leary, Eileen from Retired from Stonehill College (Bridgewater, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/7/15
O’Neil, Sarah from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/16
O’Roark, Patricia from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/25/17
Okimatsu, Sarah from New York University (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/23/17
Oliver, Tammy from Tompkins Cortland Community College (Dryden, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15
Verification on 12/23/17
Olmsted, Kelly from Jamestown Business College (Jamestown, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/7/17
Verification on 2/20/18
Ortiz, Loida from Nyack College New York City Campus (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/24/19
Ortiz-Harvey, Cristina from Guttman Community College (New York, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/18/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/17
Verification on 8/5/17
Osorio, Kelly from East Stroudsburg University (East Stroudsburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/18/16
Ospina, Daniela from Central Connecticut State University (New Britain, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/28/17
Student Eligibility on 6/20/18
Ouellette, Brandon from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/4/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/18
Student Eligibility on 10/2/19
Oxendine, Candida from Colby College (Waterville, ME) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/31/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
Paglierani, Angelina from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 2/16/17
Papalios, Barbie from Brandeis University (Waltham, MA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 2/26/16
Cost of Attendance on 2/19/16
Direct Loans on 5/13/15
Need Analysis on 2/27/16
Professional Judgment on 2/17/16
Parkinson, Matthew from Goodwin College (East Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
Pasche, Shonica from Keystone Technical Institute (Harrisburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/20/15
Paterson, Valerie from Episcopal Divinity School (Cambridge, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/4/16
Verification on 12/30/16
Patterson-Stanley, Tanya from NYIT College of Osteopathic Medicine (Old Westbury, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/14/16
Paul, Danielle from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/8/17
Paul, Jennifer from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 3/30/20
Direct Loans on 7/27/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/25/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Pearce, Gina from Middlesex Community College (Lowell, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/20/20

Peavler, Lauren from Discover Student Loans (Fairport, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/19/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19

Penta, Jeffrey from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 12/23/14
Campus-Based Programs on 8/5/15
Cost of Attendance on 3/7/15
Direct Loans on 12/30/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/23/15
Student Eligibility on 12/23/14

Pepitone, Dianne from The College of Westchester (White Plains, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/26/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/15

Peretta, Roza from Maria College of Albany (Albany, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/16/19

Perez, Regina from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Newark Campus (Newark, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/15/19

Perez, Samantha from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/2/19

Peters, Anna from The King's College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/6/16

Philibotte, Kathy from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/13

Phillips, Marisa from La Guardia Community College (Long Island City, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/17/20

Piotrowski, Kevin from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/20/16
Application Process on 8/23/16
Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/17
Cash Management on 11/22/17
Consumer Information on 8/12/16
Cost of Attendance on 7/7/17
Direct Loans on 11/29/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/20/17
Gainful Employment Test on 12/1/17
Need Analysis on 12/1/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/28/17
Professional Judgment on 12/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/16
Student Eligibility on 4/3/17
TEACH Grants on 12/7/17
Verification on 12/1/17

Piper, Jonathan from Howard Community College (Columbia, MD) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/20/18
Application Process on 11/28/18
Cash Management on 7/13/18
Consumer Information on 7/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/12/18
Direct Loans on 12/13/18
Need Analysis on 12/14/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/21/18
Student Eligibility on 12/6/18
Verification on 12/11/18

Piper, Nicole from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/16

Pipper, Amanda from Edinboro University of Pennsylvania (Edinboro, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/23/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Plante, Melissa from Granite State College (Concord, NH) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/12/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/13/17
- Cash Management on 10/16/17
- Consumer Information on 10/12/16
- Direct Loans on 7/12/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/16/17
- Need Analysis on 11/23/16
- Professional Judgment on 11/1/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/27/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/15/16
- Student Eligibility on 10/30/17
- Verification on 11/23/16

Podgorni, Julie from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/23/19
- Verification on 12/23/18

Poindexter, Fred from University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/23/17

Pollard, Christopher from The George Washington University (Washington, DC) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/25/19
- Consumer Information on 4/3/19
- Direct Loans on 12/14/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18

Pollard-Alford, M. from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/28/18
- Cost of Attendance on 2/4/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/29/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/25/18

Posner, Amy from Antioch University New England (Keene, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/18
- Verification on 3/25/18

Powell, Steve from Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing (Baltimore, MD) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/3/18
- Direct Loans on 8/15/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/16/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/25/18
- Verification on 7/11/18

Prestridge, Kim from Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/3/16
- Need Analysis on 10/28/15
- Professional Judgment on 10/24/16

Prewett, Nicholas from Stony Brook University (Stony Brook, NY) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/19/16
- Application Process on 5/8/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/11/15
- Cash Management on 11/5/15
- Consumer Information on 12/21/16
- Cost of Attendance on 5/11/15
- Direct Loans on 5/13/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/11/15
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/5/18
- Need Analysis on 5/8/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/7/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/15/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/21/15
- Student Eligibility on 5/8/15
- TEACH Grants on 9/20/18
- Verification on 5/11/18

Prince, Lauren from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/19/19

Proietti, Amy from Greenfield Community College (Greenfield, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/24/14

Purrington, Kristen from Lakes Region Community College (Laconia, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/18/16

Quiles Charon, Elisa from Universidad Del Este (Carolina, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Quinlan, Melissa from Goodwin College (East Hartford, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/25/17

Quinn, Katie from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/11/15
Professional Judgment on 12/13/16
Student Eligibility on 3/24/20

Quinn, Maribeth from JFK Muhlenberg Snyder Schools (Plainfield, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/1/16

Rafferty, Kathleen from Plymouth State University (Plymouth, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/12/17
Student Eligibility on 12/21/17

Ramirez, Aurelio from Massachusetts College of Art and Design (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/18

Randolph, Amanda from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/25/19
TEACH Grants on 10/4/18

Rankin, Crystal from Clarion University of Pennsylvania (Clarion, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/17/19

Ratte, Darleen from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/13/17
Direct Loans on 4/6/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/6/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/29/18

Raymond, Stacey from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/15/19

Redfern, Leigh-Anne from Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/16/16

Reilly, Andrea from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/30/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/17

Reilly, Thomas from NYIT College of Osteopathic Medicine (Old Westbury, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/22/16

Revangil, Wesley from Yale University School of Nursing (New Haven, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/27/19
Verification on 5/5/17

Revill, Herbert from University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/13/20

Reyes, Jennifer from Apex Technical School (Long Island City, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/7/19
Verification on 3/17/20

Riebel, Brad from Sallie Mae (Bloomington, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/30/17

Rimocy, Stephanie from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/19/17

Rivera, Mark from Borough of Manhattan Community College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/18

Rivera-White, Eveliz from Mount Wachusett Community College (Gardner, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/11/15

Rivers, Jayne from Marlboro College (Marlboro, VT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/22/20

Rizzo, Wendy from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/2/14
Verification on 3/4/20

Roberts, Curtis from Washington Adventist University (Takoma Park, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/27/18

Robinson, Kelly from Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania (Slippery Rock, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/13/18

Rocca, David from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/18

Rodriguez Soiza, Julio from Universidad Metropolitana (Cupey, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Rodriguez, Christopher from Middlesex County College (Edison, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/17/19
Consumer Information on 4/5/19
Gainful Employment Test on 5/31/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/7/16

Rodriguez, Christopher from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/17/16

Rodriguez, Mildred from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 5/2/18
Student Eligibility on 5/3/18

Rokas, Ted from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16

Rollins, Sandra from Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine (Stratford, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/30/16

Roorbach, Susanna from Houghton College (Houghton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/4/16

Rose, Caryn from Anne Arundel Community College (Arnold, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/5/18

Rose, Matt from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/16

Ross, Amy from The University of Maine (Orono, ME) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/3/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/11/17

Ross, Linda from Reading Hospital School of Health Sciences (Reading, PA) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/21/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16
Verification on 11/18/15

Rossi, Daniel from Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 6/1/18

Roy, Saswati from Middlesex County College (Edison, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/5/20
Verification on 2/28/17

Ruggless, Michael from Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 5/24/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/9/16

Ruiz, Renee from Nashua Community College (Nashua, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/25/15

Runnells, Cynthia from Frederick Community College (Frederick, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/27/19

Rush, Brandon from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/27/17
Application Process on 2/27/20
Campus-Based Programs on 4/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 9/13/18
Direct Loans on 4/15/19
Need Analysis on 4/23/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20
Professional Judgment on 6/16/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ryan, Gary from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/4/16

Rydzik, Meghan from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey Newark Campus (Newark, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/9/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/16
  Verification on 9/14/16

Saadi, Christine from Alvernia University (Reading, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/13/17

Saccullo, Shana from Asnuntuck Community College System Office (Enfield, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/18/19
  Verification on 11/25/19

Sadykova, Leissan from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/22/18
  Application Process on 7/14/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/20/18
  Cash Management on 7/22/18
  Consumer Information on 7/22/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/18
  Direct Loans on 7/17/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/16/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 7/22/18
  Need Analysis on 7/18/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/14/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/21/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/20/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/15/18
  TEACH Grants on 7/21/18
  Verification on 7/15/18

Sakajani, Chandra from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 8/9/18
  Student Eligibility on 8/7/18

Samuels, Jasmine from Boston University School of Education (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/25/18

Sanchez, Katherine from Baruch College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/17/17

Sandman, Michele from The College of Westchester (White Plains, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/6/14
  Verification on 4/23/16

Sanjines, Carmen from Borough of Manhattan Community College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/29/17

Sarvis, Courtney from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/8/17

Satagaj, Kathryn from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19
  Verification on 12/17/18

Schaad, Sara from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/18

Schillinger, Rosario from University of Connecticut (Storrs, CT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/18
  Verification on 4/4/16

Schirmacher, Kim from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18
  Verification on 3/1/17

Schmid, Jill from New Jersey Higher Education Student Assistance Authority (Trenton, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Schmidt, Christina from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/10/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/21/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/19

Schmittinger, Tristan from Rider University (Lawrenceville, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/22/19

Schohn, Samantha from Mercyhurst University (Erie, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 12/3/18
- Need Analysis on 6/1/19

Schreiber, Rebecca from Pennsylvania State University Dickinson School of Law (Carlisle, PA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 4/30/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/6/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/15
- Verification on 2/24/17

Schultz, Nathan from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/20/19
- Application Process on 3/18/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/6/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/11/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/7/18
- Verification on 10/31/18

Sciulli, Karen from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/28/16

Scott, Jeffrey from Excelsior College (Albany, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/14/18

Scott, Joseph from University of Maryland, Baltimore County (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/15/17

Scott, Melissa from AccessLex Institute (West Chester, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/26/16

Semerd, Scott from East Stroudsburg University (East Stroudsburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/11/18

Seuch, Lori from Massachusetts Educational Financing Authority (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/19/14

Severance, Kendra from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/14

Seymour, Laurie from Binghamton University State University of New York (Binghamton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/18

Shah, Jasmine from Westfield State University (Westfield, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/21/18

Shak, Beth from CollegeFit (Madison, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/21/15

Shashok, Alan from University of Vermont (Burlington, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 2/23/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/26/17

Sheehy, Jennifer from University of Massachusetts Medical School (Worcester, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/4/15

Sherwood, Sean from Binghamton University State University of New York (Binghamton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/18

Shatembari, Alkida from Baruch College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/8/17

Sibley, Jodi from Norwich University (Northfield, VT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18
- Verification on 3/31/16

Siegenthaler, Rachel from Anne Arundel Community College (Arnold, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/1/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Silvernail, Michael from Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government (Cambridge, MA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/28/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/16/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/17
- Verification on 8/15/17

Simmons, Naree from Moravian College (Bethlehem, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/18/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/6/18

Singh, Emily from Husson University (Bangor, ME) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/18
- Verification on 3/29/17

Skaggs, Hali from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/3/16
- Cash Management on 3/7/17
- Consumer Information on 2/28/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/8/17
- Direct Loans on 7/6/17
- Need Analysis on 1/26/17
- Professional Judgment on 10/18/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/1/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/22/16

Slack, Jessica from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/5/14

Smith, Ashley from Montgomery County Community College (Blue Bell, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/5/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/18

Smith, Janessa from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 3/23/16

Smithson, Danielle from Lincoln University (Lincoln University, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/18

Sorrentino, Felicia from MCPHS University (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/25/13
- Cost of Attendance on 2/6/14

Sosenko, Marisa from Binghamton University State University of New York (Binghamton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 4/26/18

Soto, Marta from Upr Aguadilla (Aguadilla, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 4/17/19

Souders, Tara from Education Affiliates (Baltimore, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/30/17

Southerland, Erin from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/16/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 4/17/19
- Cost of Attendance on 3/23/18
- Direct Loans on 8/15/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/28/18
- Need Analysis on 4/11/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/11/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/8/16
- Verification on 12/14/17

Spina, Erin from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/9/15

Spinnato, Amy from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/27/14

Sponholtz, Mandy from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/19/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
St. Jean, Emily from Saint Anselm College (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/19
  Direct Loans on 8/3/18

Stauffer, Julie from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Stauffer, Patricia from Northpoint Bible College (Haverhill, MA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/16/16
  Cash Management on 9/30/17
  Need Analysis on 8/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/16

Stavrinos, Elizabeth from Simmons College (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/14/20

Steele, Roxanne from Monroe College New Rochelle Campus (New Rochelle, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/30/19

Stokes, Roberta from University of Maryland, Eastern Shore (Princess Anne, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/20/15

Stout, Bryan from Messiah College (Mechanicsburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/28/16

Stover, Meredith from Babson College (Babson Park, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 9/22/14

Stoyanova, Eugenia from Mercer County Community College (Trenton, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/19/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/30/16

Strougo, Shama from New York University School of Medicine (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/23/15

Strutz, Deidre from The College at Brockport State University of New York (Brockport, NY) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/7/16
  Professional Judgment on 10/7/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/30/15
  Student Eligibility on 9/29/15

Sturlaugson, Travis from Montgomery College Takoma Park Campus (Takoma Park, MD) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 9/19/16
  Need Analysis on 5/31/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/31/18

Suppan, Ashling from Ursinus College (Collegeville, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/11/19

Suzuki, Hayato from Montclair State University (Montclair, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/14/16

Swenson, Brian from Boston College (Chestnut Hill, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/4/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/29/19

Tabor, Anne from Husson University (Bangor, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/11/18

Taj, Asia from New Jersey Institute of Technology (Newark, NJ) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/3/19
  Application Process on 2/2/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/9/19
  Cash Management on 2/17/19
  Consumer Information on 1/26/19
  Cost of Attendance on 2/3/19
  Direct Loans on 2/24/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/10/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 3/16/19
  Need Analysis on 2/16/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/17/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/16/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/9/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/9/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Student Eligibility on 1/22/19
TEACH Grants on 3/19/19
Verification on 3/3/19

Taveras, Lilibeth from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/27/19

Telechowski, Judith from King’s College (Wilkes Barre, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/17

Temchenko, Anastasiya from University of Massachusetts Boston (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/18/13

Thomas, Maurice from Mercer County Community College (Trenton, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/13/15
Professional Judgment on 5/17/16

Thon, Nichole from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/5/20

Tibbens, Bradley from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 3/23/18

Tibbetts, Kimberly from Wentworth Institute of Technology (Boston, MA) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/19/19
Verification on 12/20/18

Tighe, Karla from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 5/17/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/22/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/18/19
Need Analysis on 10/26/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/12/19
Professional Judgment on 3/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/19
Student Eligibility on 10/29/18
Verification on 3/25/19

Tilghman, Jane from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/17/16

Tilton, Elizabeth from Unity College (Unity, ME) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/6/18
Cost of Attendance on 4/14/17
Direct Loans on 7/17/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/17

Toomey, Lauren from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/16

Torres, Lilia from Inter American University of Puerto Rico (San Juan, PR) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/12/19

Torres, Viviana from St. John’s University (Queens, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17

Trabucchi, Shari from Saint Anselm College (Manchester, NH) achieved 11 credentials:
Application Process on 10/4/15
Campus-Based Programs on 6/24/17
Cash Management on 12/3/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/30/16
Direct Loans on 10/10/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/23/17
Need Analysis on 12/21/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/13/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/20/16
Student Eligibility on 11/29/15
Verification on 11/22/15

Tran, Chan from Molloy College (Rockville Centre, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/16/17
Verification on 12/24/17

Tran, Vicky from Harrisburg Area Community College Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/11/19

Travers, Barbara from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/16
Trice, Holly from University of Maryland, Eastern Shore (Princess Anne, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/15/15

Turner, Ashley from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/7/20
  Student Eligibility on 1/6/20

Urquilla, Larissa from Charter Oak State College (New Britain, CT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/15/16

Vachon, Nikki from Finance Authority of Maine (Augusta, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/25/17

Valdivieso, Yurisa from Seton Hall University (South Orange, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20

Valentine, Amy from The Culinary Institute of America (Hyde Park, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/20/17

Vancil, Sara from U.S. Department of Education (Washington, DC) achieved 15 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/11/17
  Application Process on 10/11/13
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/25/15
  Cash Management on 7/21/17
  Consumer Information on 7/3/17
  Cost of Attendance on 10/7/13
  Direct Loans on 11/3/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/15/15
  Need Analysis on 10/7/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/2/15
  Professional Judgment on 9/29/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/15
  Student Eligibility on 10/11/13
  TEACH Grants on 11/4/15
  Verification on 10/28/15

Vargas, Melissa from New York Conservatory For Dramatic Arts (New York, NY) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/15/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/30/16
  Need Analysis on 3/3/16
  Professional Judgment on 12/23/16

Vasquez, Antonio from State University of New York at Oswego (Oswego, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/15/18

Veenstra, Caitlyn from University System of New Hampshire (Concord, NH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/8/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/9/17

Velez, Angelica from Stockton University (Galloway, NJ) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/1/16
  Professional Judgment on 12/19/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/18

Velez, Josué from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/20/19

Visconti, Elizabeth from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/13/16
  Application Process on 4/23/18
  Consumer Information on 10/6/16
  Direct Loans on 4/23/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/18
  Need Analysis on 7/29/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/24/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/28/16
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/16
  Verification on 4/26/16

Vliet, Bryan from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
  Direct Loans on 5/20/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18
Verification on 8/7/18

Volpi, Charles from Brookdale Community College (Lincroft, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/8/17

Wagner, Kristen from Syracuse University (Syracuse, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/27/16

Walch, Nathan from Villanova University (Villanova, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/26/18

Walker, Vicki from NYIT College of Osteopathic Medicine (Old Westbury, NY) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 9/20/17
Consumer Information on 8/24/17
Direct Loans on 6/22/17
Gainful Employment Test on 9/15/17
Professional Judgment on 8/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/17
Student Eligibility on 6/16/17

Wallace, Shannon from St. Mary’s College of Maryland (St. Mary’s City, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/16/18

Walter, Megan* from NASFAA (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/12/17

Walters, Isis-Umana from Baruch College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/8/17

Ward, Christine from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/18/18

Ward, Kathryn from St. Mary’s College of Maryland (St. Mary’s City, MD) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/21/20

Wassel, Natalia from Citizens School of Nursing (New Kensington, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 7/6/16
Verification on 9/29/16

Waterman, Nicole from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/17/18

Watson, Lori from The University of Maine (Orono, ME) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/11/17

Watson-Hall, Sherrell from Kean University (Union, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/18

Waxter, Catherine from Triangle Tech Inc - Greensburg (Greensburg, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16

Weaver, Matthew from Ithaca College (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/13/20

Weaver, Stephanie from Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania (Lock Haven, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/16/15

Wehrli, Damon from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/19/16

Weibley, Lindsey from Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/18/19
Verification on 12/13/18

Weintrob, Rachel from Binghamton University State University of New York (Binghampton, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18

Weldon, Kathleen from Harford Community College (Bel Air, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/20/17
Verification on 4/4/16

Welliver, Justin from Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, NY) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/5/19
Verification on 2/20/19

Wetterhorn, Anna from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/12/14

White, Megan from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 7 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Application Process on 11/29/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/3/19
Direct Loans on 12/6/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/5/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/19
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18

Whiten, Jordanna from Southern New Hampshire University (Manchester, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/15/17
  Direct Loans on 12/6/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18

Whiting, Michael from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/23/18

Wickham, Jennifer from Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/14/18

Wickstrom, Julie from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/28/16

Wilcox, Marsha from St. Mary's College of Maryland (St. Mary's City, MD) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18
  Verification on 4/5/16

Wiley, Briana from Boston University (Boston, MA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19

Wilkins, Chardey from Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/11/20
  Direct Loans on 3/12/20
  Student Eligibility on 10/4/19

Wilkinson, Ajana from American University of Antigua (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/18

Wilkinson, Amy from Gettysburg College (Gettysburg, PA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 1/18/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18

Willhauck, Stephen from University of Rochester (Rochester, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/19/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/18

Williams, Angelika from Howard University (Washington, DC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/15/18

Willis, Erin from Baruch College (New York, NY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/6/17
  Verification on 11/14/17

Willse, Christine from Rowan University School of Osteopathic Medicine (Stratford, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/13/19
  Verification on 3/30/16

Wilson, Douglas from Kean University (Union, NJ) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/17/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/2/16
  Direct Loans on 6/18/16
  Need Analysis on 4/1/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/7/17
  Verification on 9/30/18

Wilson, Joanne from Barry Fox College Finance (Merrick, NY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/27/16

Wilson-Wylie, Karen from Ocean County College (Toms River, NJ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/18/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/4/19

Wright, Kelli from Rivier University (Nashua, NH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/20/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/28/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/28/16

Wright, Margo from Yenko (Brooklyn, NY) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Wright, Renee from Mercyhurst University (Erie, PA) achieved 5 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 4/12/18
- Application Process on 9/24/13
- Professional Judgment on 5/18/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16
- Verification on 12/24/16

Wright, Soney from University of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, PA) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 2/26/16
- Verification on 2/9/16

Yam, Amy from City College (New York, NY) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 3/14/20

Yeckley, Brad from The Pennsylvania State University (University Park, PA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 12/30/13

Zimmermann, Christian from College of Southern Maryland (La Plata, MD) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 3/2/17
- Cash Management on 3/16/17
- Consumer Information on 5/12/17
- Direct Loans on 8/5/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/1/19

Zuppardi, Wynette from Brown University (Providence, RI) achieved 1 credentials:

- Consumer Information on 2/12/17

*X Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Abing, Vera from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/29/19
- Cost of Attendance on 10/29/19
- Need Analysis on 8/26/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

Abrams, Jacob from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/16/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/28/15
- Cost of Attendance on 12/22/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/29/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/23/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/21/15
- Verification on 12/22/15

Ackles, Sylvia from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/27/20
- Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/18
- Verification on 6/21/17

Acosta, Angela from University of Michigan - Dearborn (Dearborn, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/17

Adams, Jennifer from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 1/18/17

Adams, Kirby from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/16/20
- Consumer Information on 2/1/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
- Professional Judgment on 5/31/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/1/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/16/16
- Verification on 9/28/16

Adams, Mayra from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 9/30/16

Adkins, Mary from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 3/16/18

Aegerter, Samantha from Waukesha County Technical College (Pewaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/2/20

Agnew, Marie from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 4/11/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/11/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/10/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/30/18

Ahlgren, Scott from Black Hawk College (Moline, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/17

Ahrenholtz, Tiffany from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/24/15

Ahrens, Becky from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/11/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/30/19

Aker, Helen from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/27/18

Akey, Camille from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 2/2/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Alessandro, Lisa from Virginia Marti College of Art and Design (Lakewood, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/15

Alexander, Rebecca from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/15
Verification on 11/18/15

Alferez, Jose from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19

Alford, Keyimani from Madison Area Technical College (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/20/18

Ali, Adeeba from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 9/15/16
Cost of Attendance on 9/21/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/7/18
Professional Judgment on 9/19/16
Student Eligibility on 9/14/16
Verification on 9/22/16

Allen, Christopher from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/21/17

Allen, Holly from Barnes-Jewish College of Nursing (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/18

Allen, Julie from Tiffin University (Tiffin, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/11/18
Verification on 11/16/17

Allen, LaJanis from Douglas J. Aveda Institute (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/12/19

Aluko, Oluseun from Felbry College School of Nursing (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/18

Amacher, Misty from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/28/16

Amos, Maureen from Northeastern Illinois University (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/6/19
Cash Management on 4/7/19
Professional Judgment on 7/18/17

Anderkin, Leanna from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/15

Anderson, Camille from Southeastern Community College (West Burlington, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/8/19
Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
Verification on 9/25/19

Anderson, Jill from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/8/17

Anderson, Lauren from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/27/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/29/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19

Anloague, Ryan from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 1/16/20
Professional Judgment on 2/18/20
Student Eligibility on 3/22/19
Verification on 6/7/19

Ant, Susan from Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/18

Archambeau, Jessica from Rochester College (Rochester Hills, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/8/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/13/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/19

Armellino, Phillip from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 10/1/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Armentrout, Renae from Coe College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/25/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/14/19
- Cost of Attendance on 4/26/16
- Direct Loans on 8/14/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/14/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/19/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/14/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/9/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 4/25/19
- Verification on 5/9/17

Arnold, Judy from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/22/15
- Verification on 7/16/17

Arnold, Mae from Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (Edwardsville, IL) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Arrington, Shane from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/23/17
- Consumer Information on 11/3/16
- Cost of Attendance on 11/21/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/8/16
- Professional Judgment on 10/27/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/8/16
- TEACH Grants on 1/24/17

Ashman, Sarah from Saint Luke’s College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 8/10/18

Aubry, Erinn from Northeast Wisconsin Technical College (Green Bay, WI) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 3/14/19

Austin, Jessica from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/22/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/24/19
- Professional Judgment on 1/17/20
- Verification on 2/16/18

Averyheart, Alexis from Cuyahoga Community College (Highland Hills, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 3/11/20

Ayala, Jose from University of Illinois At Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/10/18

Ayaz, Qaisar from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 2/23/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/5/20

Ayers, Lindsey from Metropolitan Community College - Blue River (Independence, MO) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/23/16
- Application Process on 6/21/16
- Consumer Information on 2/14/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/10/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/18/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/23/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/10/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/22/18
- Verification on 7/18/16

Baalbaki, Ibrahim from Madison Area Technical College (Madison, WI) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/26/17
- Direct Loans on 7/24/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/3/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/3/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/26/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Babits, Anthony from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 12 credentials:

   Administrative Capability on 11/27/19
   Application Process on 10/24/19
   Consumer Information on 11/27/19
   Cost of Attendance on 10/24/19
   Direct Loans on 11/21/19
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/22/19
   Need Analysis on 10/24/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/24/19
   Professional Judgment on 2/1/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/19
   Student Eligibility on 10/24/19
   Verification on 11/18/19

Bacon, Julie from Augustana College Rock Island (Rock Island, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

   Verification on 11/26/14

Badger, Barbara from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 12 credentials:

   Application Process on 5/16/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 8/2/19
   Cost of Attendance on 7/1/16
   Direct Loans on 8/30/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/9/19
   Need Analysis on 10/7/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/22/19
   Professional Judgment on 7/29/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 1/23/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/7/18
   Student Eligibility on 7/19/19
   Verification on 5/8/17

Baer, Lori from Kansas City Art Institute (Kansas City, MO) achieved 4 credentials:

   Cost of Attendance on 12/8/15
   Professional Judgment on 12/12/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/13/17
   Student Eligibility on 1/6/16

Bailey-Martinez, Karen from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:

   Application Process on 11/19/18
   Student Eligibility on 12/9/18

Baker, Gisella from Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 1 credentials:

   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/9/16

Baker, Joseph from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:

   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/18/19

Baker, Lisa from Delta College (University Center, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

   Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18

Balk, Joanne from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 3 credentials:

   Consumer Information on 11/29/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/16/18
   Verification on 11/22/17

Banks, Willie from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

   Verification on 4/24/17

Barbour, Ellen from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 4 credentials:

   Cash Management on 2/11/20
   Consumer Information on 12/24/19
   Cost of Attendance on 7/16/18
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/3/20

Barnhart, Amy from Wittenberg University (Springfield, OH) achieved 5 credentials:

   Administrative Capability on 8/29/16
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/3/16
   Cash Management on 9/28/16
   Consumer Information on 8/30/16
   Student Eligibility on 10/7/16

Barr, Naomi from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Barrett, Kindra from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/4/18
- TEACH Grants on 9/24/18

Barry, Aissata from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/22/18
- Application Process on 9/5/18
- Consumer Information on 12/14/18
- Cost of Attendance on 12/10/18
- Direct Loans on 10/4/18
- Need Analysis on 12/21/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/2/18
- Verification on 12/17/18

Barta, Holly from Great Lakes Truck Driving School (Columbia Station, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 8/26/16

Bartel, Tonia from Missouri Valley College (Marshall, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19
- Need Analysis on 7/19/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/11/19
- Verification on 8/2/19

Bartels, Bailey from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 2/19/19
- Professional Judgment on 3/6/17

Bass, Angela from University of Wisconsin Extended Campus (Madison, WI) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/21/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/16/19
- Need Analysis on 7/22/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/23/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/6/19

Bates, Christin from Kirtland Community College (Grayling, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 12/11/15

Bates, Tamiya from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/18

Battle, Renee from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 8/1/16

Baumann, Mary from Capital University (Columbus, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/3/19
- Application Process on 3/10/19
- Cost of Attendance on 2/26/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/20/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/29/18
- Verification on 9/6/16

Baumgarten, Elizabeth from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 4/12/19

Bausley, Gwendolyn from West Virginia State University (Institute, WV) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/17

Baxa, Sarah from Waubonsee Community College (Sugar Grove, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/5/16

Beccera, Patricia from City Colleges of Chicago - Harold Washington College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/24/19

Bedney, Elynda from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Beeler, Destinee from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (Saint Mary-Of-The-Woods, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/15/19

Belfiore, Cathy from Oberlin College (Oberlin, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Bell, Faith from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/3/19

Belusar, Amanda from Alpena Community College (Alpena, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/9/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19
Verification on 5/2/17

Belyn, Julianna from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/5/16
Cost of Attendance on 1/16/15
Need Analysis on 6/27/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
Professional Judgment on 6/17/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/15
Student Eligibility on 10/21/14
Verification on 11/19/15

Bendes, Caren from University of Detroit Mercy (Detroit, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/9/18
Professional Judgment on 1/16/17
Verification on 1/15/17

Bendetta, Anastasia from Ohio Dominican University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/8/19

Benfield, Linda from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/25/18

Bengs, Juliana from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/2/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/19

Benrud, Rachel from Mayo Clinic College of Medicine (Rochester, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/4/20

Berg, Sabrina from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/14/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/19
Professional Judgment on 11/8/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/24/19
Student Eligibility on 9/1/19

Berkelman, Robert from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/14/16
Application Process on 4/8/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/22/15
Cash Management on 5/14/17
Consumer Information on 11/22/16
Cost of Attendance on 10/30/15
Direct Loans on 9/22/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/23/15
Need Analysis on 5/14/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/4/16
Professional Judgment on 10/19/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/24/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/16/15
Student Eligibility on 10/29/15
TEACH Grants on 9/21/18
Verification on 7/8/15

Berlin, Linda from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
Cash Management on 6/16/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Bernardy, Jon from Horace Mann (Springfield, IL) achieved 1 credentials: 
Direct Loans on 12/7/17

Berndt, Patricia from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 2 credentials: 
Cost of Attendance on 7/8/16 
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/27/16

Betz, Bridgette from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 3 credentials: 
Cash Management on 11/22/16 
Consumer Information on 11/22/16 
Direct Loans on 4/4/18

Bevans, Jean Ann from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 8 credentials: 
Application Process on 2/7/17 
Campus-Based Programs on 2/7/17 
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/8/17 
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/3/18 
Professional Judgment on 2/6/17 
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/29/16 
Student Eligibility on 1/30/17 
TEACH Grants on 6/5/18

Beyal El Keurti, Taylor from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 7 credentials: 
Application Process on 5/1/19 
Campus-Based Programs on 6/27/19 
Cost of Attendance on 5/3/19 
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/19/19 
Need Analysis on 5/9/19 
Student Eligibility on 5/2/19 
Verification on 6/13/19

Bhaumik, Kristin from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials: 
Professional Judgment on 11/15/16 
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19 
Student Eligibility on 12/4/19 
Verification on 1/24/17

Bialk, Sue from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 2 credentials: 
Need Analysis on 7/18/17 
Professional Judgment on 2/23/19

Biegane, Tiffany from Northland Community and Technical College (Thief River Falls, MN) achieved 1 credentials: 
Verification on 2/15/19

Biel, Michael from Purdue University Northwest Hammond Campus (Hammond, IN) achieved 2 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 8/9/19 
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/14/18

Bielmeier, Robert from Parkland College (Champaign, IL) achieved 3 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 7/2/19 
Application Process on 4/9/19 
Need Analysis on 4/8/19

Biney, Arika from St. Louis Community College -Meramec (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials: 
Verification on 5/15/17

Birdsell, Rebecca from Illinois College (Jacksonville, IL) achieved 1 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 4/6/18

Birkey, Phil from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 11 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 6/28/19 
Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/19 
Cost of Attendance on 1/16/18 
Direct Loans on 3/27/19 
Need Analysis on 7/17/18 
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/3/18 
Professional Judgment on 5/15/19 
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/11/18 
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/7/18 
Student Eligibility on 6/11/18 
Verification on 12/12/18

Birmingham, Kelly from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials: 

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Birrittella, Angela from University of Wisconsin - La Crosse (La Crosse, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 6/22/18

Birt, Grace from Cedarville University (Cedarville, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/13/19
   Cost of Attendance on 7/23/19
   Need Analysis on 7/16/19
   Professional Judgment on 6/26/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18
   Student Eligibility on 6/13/19
   Verification on 11/21/18

Bishop, Carrie from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
   Cash Management on 12/20/17
   Consumer Information on 11/21/17
   Professional Judgment on 6/30/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/18
   Student Eligibility on 10/30/18
   Verification on 6/30/17

Bishop, Clarence from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Bitner, Christie from Cedarville University (Cedarville, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
   Application Process on 8/5/18
   Cost of Attendance on 7/19/18
   Direct Loans on 3/30/19
   Professional Judgment on 8/11/18
   Return of Title IV Funds on 10/4/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/12/18
   Student Eligibility on 7/4/18

Black, Stacey from Cuyahoga Community College District - Eastern Campus (Highland Hills, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 9/29/16

Blackburn, Brittany from Greenville University (Greenville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/18/18

Blackshear, Regina from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 4/25/17

Blackwell, Sheila from Butler University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 10/1/18

Blad, Alexandra from Allen College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 4/20/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/17

Blakney, Staci from Heartland Community College (Normal, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/10/18
   Professional Judgment on 5/27/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/18
   Student Eligibility on 1/6/19

Bland, Sandra from Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/23/19

Blevins, Sarah from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 9 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/26/18
   Cost of Attendance on 7/11/19
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/9/20
   Need Analysis on 10/18/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/24/19
   Professional Judgment on 6/20/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/19
   Student Eligibility on 11/12/18
   Verification on 8/1/19

Blizzard, Mary from West Virginia Community & Technical College System (Charleston, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 3/15/18
   Consumer Information on 10/14/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Block, Mitchell from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/26/17

Bloom, LaDonna from Manchester University (North Manchester, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 10/25/19
Direct Loans on 9/11/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/21/19
Professional Judgment on 5/10/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/29/17
Verification on 5/5/17

Bluntschly, Chanel from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 6/12/18
Cost of Attendance on 5/24/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18

Bodart, Triena from Moraine Park Technical College (Fond Du Lac, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 4/13/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/17
Need Analysis on 4/30/17
Verification on 5/29/17

Bode, Heather from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 8/2/19

Bode, Robert from University of Wisconsin - River Falls (River Falls, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/9/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/19

Boelkes, Randi from Mercy College of Health Sciences (Des Moines, IA) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 7/13/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/16/16
Consumer Information on 7/6/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/6/16
Direct Loans on 6/29/16
Need Analysis on 7/20/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/10/16
Professional Judgment on 9/15/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/16/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/13/16
Student Eligibility on 7/28/16
Verification on 8/17/16

Boggs, Becky from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 10/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 3/13/18
Direct Loans on 5/14/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/22/18
Gainful Employment Test on 12/7/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/18
Student Eligibility on 3/21/18
TEACH Grants on 9/28/18
Verification on 4/26/19

Bolen, Amy from Valley College (Beckley, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/31/18
Application Process on 11/2/18
Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/18
Cash Management on 7/17/18
Consumer Information on 7/16/18
Cost of Attendance on 2/10/18
Direct Loans on 11/26/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/6/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Gainful Employment Test on 2/15/18
Need Analysis on 2/21/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/18
Professional Judgment on 11/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/17
Student Eligibility on 2/14/18
TEACH Grants on 2/20/20
Verification on 11/14/17

Bolen, Kevin from Academy of Careers and Technology (Beckley, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/31/15
  Cost of Attendance on 12/22/15
  Student Eligibility on 12/21/15
  Verification on 11/1/15

Bollinger, Brian from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/17/19
  Application Process on 3/17/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/14/19
  Cash Management on 12/17/19
  Consumer Information on 1/24/20
  Cost of Attendance on 12/23/19
  Direct Loans on 12/22/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/19/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 12/16/19
  Need Analysis on 12/26/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/20/19
  Professional Judgment on 12/17/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/24/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/26/19
  TEACH Grants on 12/17/19
  Verification on 1/23/20

Bond, Melanie from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/18
  Verification on 4/30/18

Bond, Royce from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/31/18

Bondareva, Ekateryna from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/29/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/22/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/29/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/12/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/21/17

Bonnema, Carly from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/16/19
  Verification on 11/26/18

Boring, Denise from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/19
  Need Analysis on 8/2/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/26/19

Borisch, Jaimie from Herzing University (Menomonee Falls, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/14/17

Bornhop, Jason from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  TEACH Grants on 9/26/18

Borsch, Amber from Rasmussen College - Bloomington (Bloomington, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/22/17
  Need Analysis on 3/9/20

Bovee, Valerie from Martin Luther College (New Ulm, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 9/8/17

Bovenizer, Philip from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 15 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Bowen, Christopher from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/27/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 8/1/16
  - Need Analysis on 3/31/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/21/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/16
  - Student Eligibility on 7/29/16

Bowen, Jessica from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 7 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/15/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/20/15
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/15
  - Professional Judgment on 12/1/16
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/16
  - Verification on 5/15/15

Bowens, Janice from Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College (Mt. Gay, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 6/16/17
  - Application Process on 10/5/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 4/16/19
  - Cash Management on 6/22/17
  - Consumer Information on 6/15/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/11/17
  - Direct Loans on 10/19/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/17
  - Gainful Employment Test on 5/21/18
  - Need Analysis on 1/31/18
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/17
  - Professional Judgment on 4/16/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/20
  - Student Eligibility on 10/5/17
  - TEACH Grants on 5/10/18
  - Verification on 10/11/17

Bowman, Amanda from Lincoln Christian University (Lincoln, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/17/14

Bowyer, Amanda from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/19/15

Boyd, Adrian from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18

Boykins, Lalita from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/7/16
  - Consumer Information on 9/14/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 8/3/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/11/16
  - Student Eligibility on 7/21/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Boyle, Pamela from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/15
Verification on 2/28/14

Braddish, Dustin from Missouri State University (Springfield, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/11/18
Student Eligibility on 5/10/18
TEACH Grants on 10/29/18

Bradfield, Loretta from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/29/16

Bradley, Apryl from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
Cash Management on 3/20/20
Consumer Information on 12/30/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/19/19
Direct Loans on 12/18/19
Need Analysis on 8/5/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/21/19
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18
Verification on 11/26/18

Brady, Jennifer from Minnesota State University Mankato (Mankato, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/10/17

Brady, Jennifer from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 9/3/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/28/19
Verification on 12/14/18

Bragg, Ethan from William Jewell College (Liberty, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/9/19

Branch, Kayla from Beloit College (Beloit, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 8/13/18
Professional Judgment on 8/16/18
Student Eligibility on 8/14/18

Brandt, John from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/13/15

Brandt, Megan from Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/18/16
Verification on 12/16/13

Brandy, Cleone from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/17/19
Verification on 12/4/18

Branson, Salinda from Spoon River College (Canton, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/13/17

Brennan, Darren from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/28/16

Brewer, Lucas from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/7/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/16
Verification on 12/11/17

Brimeyer, Shelly from Iowa Student Loan Liquidity Corporation (West Des Moines, IA) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/26/18
Consumer Information on 7/27/18
Direct Loans on 7/27/18
Professional Judgment on 6/27/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/18

Brinovec, Katie from Notre Dame College (South Euclid, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/21/16

Britton, Shawn from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 9/23/19
Student Eligibility on 9/24/19

Brodribb, Sara from St. Charles Community College (Cottleville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/7/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Brooker, Lisa from Schoolcraft College (Livonia, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 2/11/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/18/20
- Professional Judgment on 11/20/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/20/19
- Verification on 11/20/19

Brookins, Amber from Ohio University (Athens, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/17/18

Brookover, Joe from Mercy College of Health Sciences (Des Moines, IA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/4/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/20/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/20/15

Brooks, Casey from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/26/19
- Direct Loans on 8/2/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/28/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/3/19

Brooks, Jeffrie from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/20/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/18/15
- Cost of Attendance on 12/7/15
- Direct Loans on 12/17/15
- Need Analysis on 11/25/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/24/15
- Verification on 12/2/15

Brooks, Julie from University of Central Missouri (Warrensburg, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 4/18/19

Brooks, Kimberly from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 11/26/19
- Need Analysis on 11/25/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/22/19
- Verification on 11/22/19

Brooten, Wendie from Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College (Shell Lake, WI) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 12/23/19

Broughton, Ross from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19

Brown, Cassandra from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/3/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/19
- Cost of Attendance on 5/15/19
- Direct Loans on 6/21/19
- Need Analysis on 5/15/19
- Professional Judgment on 5/10/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/26/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/10/19
- Verification on 5/1/19

Brown, Colleen from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/25/16
- Cash Management on 7/17/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/10/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/29/17
- Need Analysis on 4/29/17
- Professional Judgment on 10/10/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/10/17
- Verification on 7/17/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Brown, Ida from Illinois Valley Community College (Oglesby, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 12/17/18
Direct Loans on 11/9/17
Professional Judgment on 6/4/18
Student Eligibility on 12/18/18
Verification on 5/4/17

Brown, Kathleen from Saint Mary's College (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/15/19
Professional Judgment on 5/19/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/28/17
Verification on 9/22/16

Brown, Randi from Kent State University (Kent, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/17

Brown, Sharon from Cuyahoga Community College Eastern Campus (Highland Hills, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/22/16

Brown, Shunkea from Career Quest Learning Center (Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/13/16

Brown, Tammy from Concord University (Athens, WV) achieved 15 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/18/16
Application Process on 1/9/16
Campus-Based Programs on 3/4/18
Cash Management on 8/19/18
Consumer Information on 8/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/9/16
Direct Loans on 12/21/15
Gainful Employment Test on 3/4/18
Need Analysis on 12/27/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/26/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/3/17
Student Eligibility on 1/10/16
TEACH Grants on 6/5/18
Verification on 12/3/17

Brown, Tequilla from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/25/17

Browning, Jordan from University of Charleston (Charleston, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/17
Verification on 11/28/17

Broyles, Stephanie from Rolla Technical Institute/Center (Rolla, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/20/19

Bryant, Lora from Alderson Broaddus University (Philippi, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/11/17
Application Process on 10/15/15
Campus-Based Programs on 11/4/15
Cash Management on 12/21/16
Consumer Information on 12/14/16
Cost of Attendance on 10/21/15
Direct Loans on 11/18/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/4/15
Need Analysis on 12/23/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/23/15
Professional Judgment on 11/13/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/16
Student Eligibility on 11/13/15
TEACH Grants on 11/17/16
Verification on 12/9/15

Buchanan, James from West Virginia State University (Institute, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 4/12/19
Consumer Information on 12/23/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Bucher, Bridgit from Ivy Tech Community College of IndianaLafayette Campus (Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:

Need Analysis on 7/24/19

Buddell, Huong from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 4/12/19

Buehner, Linsey from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 3/6/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/12/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/11/18

Buikema, Michele from Kankakee Community College (Kankakee, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

Cash Management on 5/13/19

Bulicz, Matthew from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 17 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 6/14/19
Application Process on 7/19/19
Campus-Based Programs on 5/23/19
Cash Management on 8/11/17
Consumer Information on 7/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 8/22/17
Direct Loans on 4/19/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/3/17
Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18
Need Analysis on 5/3/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/7/19
Professional Judgment on 9/29/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/29/17
Student Eligibility on 4/18/18
TEACH Grants on 11/19/18
Verification on 7/19/19

Bundy, Blake from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 12/26/16

Bundy, Brad from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 9 credentials:

Application Process on 6/12/19
Consumer Information on 7/5/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/13/19
Need Analysis on 6/28/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/19
Professional Judgment on 6/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/19
Student Eligibility on 6/11/19
Verification on 7/5/19

Buntin, Ashlea from William Jewell College (Liberty, MO) achieved 8 credentials:

Application Process on 6/30/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/9/15
Cost of Attendance on 6/30/16
Direct Loans on 9/15/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/9/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/15
Verification on 5/15/19

Burch, Kristine from Delta College (University Center, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/19

Burcker, Dana from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 6 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 8/15/18
Application Process on 12/11/18
Consumer Information on 8/18/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/15/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/22/18
Student Eligibility on 12/14/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Burgess, Amanda from Augsburg College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:

Professional Judgment on 8/30/17

Burgess, Lindsey from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:

Cash Management on 11/1/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/19
Student Eligibility on 12/17/19
TEACH Grants on 11/21/19

Burke, Lisa from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 12/4/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/10/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/11/17

Burkett, Jacob from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 5 credentials:

Need Analysis on 6/21/19
Professional Judgment on 3/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18
Student Eligibility on 3/16/19

Burkett, Sean from Metropolitan Community College - Longview (Lee's Summit, MO) achieved 6 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 7/13/16
Application Process on 4/28/16
Cost of Attendance on 5/27/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/24/16
Professional Judgment on 7/19/16
Verification on 6/10/16

Burns, Tenika from City Colleges of Chicago - Harold Washington College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:

Return of Title IV Funds on 4/9/18

Burt, Kelly from John Carroll University (University Heights, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

Need Analysis on 6/14/18
Verification on 9/13/18

Burton, Ben from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credential:

Return of Title IV Funds on 7/13/18

Buse, Lesley from Northeast Iowa Community College (Calmar, IA) achieved 12 credentials:

Application Process on 6/15/17
Campus-Based Programs on 6/26/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/4/17
Direct Loans on 7/23/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/17/17
Need Analysis on 7/22/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/3/17
Professional Judgment on 6/20/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/12/17
Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
Verification on 6/19/17

Butcher, Nichole from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/24/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/20/18
Professional Judgment on 2/3/20

Bute, Joann from Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 3 credentials:

Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/12/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/17
Student Eligibility on 10/22/15

Butka, Kimberly from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credential:

Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Butler, Calvin from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credential:

Verification on 12/18/17

Butler, Carrie from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 1 credential:

Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

Butler, Jaime from DeVry University (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 1 credential:

Administrative Capability on 4/3/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Butler, Neidra from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/25/17

Butnik, Kristin from Northwestern University (Evanston, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/23/20

Butz, Kristine from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/21/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/15/19
Student Eligibility on 11/22/19

Byrne, Michael from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/28/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/9/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/10/18
Verification on 11/6/16

Byxbee, Olga from American Public University System (Charles Town, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/27/17

Cabral, Joyce from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 10/5/17
Cost of Attendance on 2/8/16
Direct Loans on 7/28/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/13/17
Need Analysis on 2/3/16
Student Eligibility on 10/30/17
Verification on 10/27/17

Cabrera, Erik from University of Illinois at Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/18

Cage, John from University of Wisconsin - Platteville (Platteville, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/28/19

Calabrese, M.E.G. from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/20/17

Call, Jason from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/22/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/22/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/18/17
Professional Judgment on 12/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/12/17
Student Eligibility on 3/21/18
Verification on 12/19/17

Camacho, Maureen from City Colleges of Chicago - Harold Washington College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19

Cameron, Sophia from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/15/18

Campbell, Michael from American Business & Technology University (Saint Joseph, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/6/15
Application Process on 8/24/14
Campus-Based Programs on 10/18/14
Cash Management on 6/4/15
Consumer Information on 4/27/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/4/14
Direct Loans on 5/4/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/9/15
Gainful Employment Test on 5/2/17
Need Analysis on 3/2/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/12/14
Professional Judgment on 6/23/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/13
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/15
Student Eligibility on 10/17/14
TEACH Grants on 8/8/15
Verification on 8/3/14

Campbell, Yvonne from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 7 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cannon, Mary from Hondros College School of Nursing (Westerville, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 10/18/17
  - Consumer Information on 10/19/16
  - Direct Loans on 4/26/17
  - Student Eligibility on 8/18/16
  - Verification on 9/28/16

Cantú, Amanda from University of St. Thomas (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 1/24/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 4/3/17
  - Need Analysis on 12/18/17
  - Student Eligibility on 3/3/17
  - Verification on 1/29/18

Cappel, Darian from Galen College of Nursing - Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credential:
  - Student Eligibility on 11/25/19

Caputo, Andrea from Hiram College (Hiram, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 10/18/16
  - Professional Judgment on 8/14/17
  - Verification on 7/19/16

Cardamone, Tina from University of Detroit Mercy (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credential:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/9/18

Cardenas, Ana from American Academy of Art (Chicago, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 8/7/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/16/19
  - Professional Judgment on 8/8/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/17
  - Verification on 4/15/17

Carey, Kim from Manchester University (North Manchester, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 2/14/20
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
  - Professional Judgment on 7/11/17
  - Verification on 12/23/16

Carl, Heidi from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credential:
  - Student Eligibility on 12/18/15

Carlson, Sarah from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 5/8/17

Carmien, Bethany from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 12/1/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/27/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/18/18

Carney, Jennifer from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/23/19
  - Need Analysis on 7/15/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/5/19
  - Professional Judgment on 1/18/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18
  - Student Eligibility on 11/2/18
  - Verification on 3/28/18

Carowick, Zachary from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 11/25/18
  - Application Process on 11/24/18
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/18
  - Cash Management on 11/26/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Carpenter, Carol from Cornerstone University (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 1/4/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/17
  - Verification on 1/4/17

Carpenter, Robert from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 3/29/19
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/3/18
  - Gainful Employment Test on 10/10/18
  - Need Analysis on 3/28/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/19
  - Professional Judgment on 3/29/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/24/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19
  - TEACH Grants on 9/26/18
  - Verification on 4/8/19

Carr, Rebecca from Art Academy of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 5/28/18
  - Professional Judgment on 1/20/20

Carrell, Kelly from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 14 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 6/19/18
  - Application Process on 7/31/18
  - Campus-Based Programs on 7/31/19
  - Consumer Information on 6/25/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 9/7/18
  - Direct Loans on 7/24/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/20/19
  - Need Analysis on 9/7/18
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/25/19
  - Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/18
  - Student Eligibility on 8/16/18
  - Verification on 12/20/16

Carrillo, Laura from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 6/27/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18

Carson, Tamika from City Colleges of Chicago - Malcolm X. College (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 7/9/18
  - Professional Judgment on 7/10/18

Carter, Andrew from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17

Carter, Annie from Paul Mitchell the School - St. Louis (St. Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/24/14
  - Verification on 12/16/13

Carter, Ashley from Lansing Community College -1121 (Lansing, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/1/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/17

Carter, Marian from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/23/15

Carter, Nina from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 8/29/19

Carter-Fischer, Wendy from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 9/24/15

Cascio, Stephanie from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Case, Martin from St. Elizabeth School of Nursing (Lafayette, IN) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/9/20
  Application Process on 2/29/20
  Cash Management on 1/18/18
  Consumer Information on 12/1/19
  Cost of Attendance on 3/14/18
  Direct Loans on 7/11/18
  Need Analysis on 6/23/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/17/19
  Professional Judgment on 10/4/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/28/18
  Verification on 3/16/18

Cassar, Josephine from St. Clair County Community College (Port Huron, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/24/19
  Application Process on 4/16/19
  Consumer Information on 4/30/19
  Need Analysis on 4/22/19
  Verification on 5/9/19

Cassinelli, Meaghan from Kishwaukee College (Malta, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/12/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/2/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/18

Castree, James from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/17/18

Castro, Noel from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/30/19

Catanese, Kellie from Macomb Community College (Warren, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/4/19

Caulkins, Brian from University of Charleston (Charleston, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/17/17
  Cost of Attendance on 10/31/17
  Direct Loans on 11/7/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/10/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/18/18
  Need Analysis on 10/31/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/9/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/18/17
  TEACH Grants on 5/18/18
  Verification on 10/20/17

Cazares, Norma from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/17

Cederberg, Alisha from Kalamazoo Valley Community College (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/7/18
  Consumer Information on 9/9/19
  Need Analysis on 2/1/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/25/20
  Professional Judgment on 11/11/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/25/13
  Verification on 11/11/16

Chadwell, Jennifer from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/18/19

Chambers, Benjamin from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/21/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/25/16
  Cash Management on 12/8/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 10/26/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/26/16
Need Analysis on 10/25/16
Professional Judgment on 10/21/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/7/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/21/16
Student Eligibility on 10/24/16
TEACH Grants on 10/21/16
Verification on 11/4/16

Chambers, Lisa from Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/7/20
  Cost of Attendance on 2/20/20
  Direct Loans on 7/5/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/11/19

Chandler, Jennifer from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/17/19
  Application Process on 6/17/19
  Consumer Information on 7/23/19
  Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/19/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

Chandra, Prem from Richland Community College (Decatur, IL) achieved 13 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/30/19
  Application Process on 2/24/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/11/20
  Cash Management on 10/13/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/29/18
  Direct Loans on 7/3/18
  Need Analysis on 10/18/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/9/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/3/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/19/18
  Verification on 4/15/17

Chapman, Kelli from Oakland University (Rochester, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/4/15

Chapman, Sarah from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 12/27/16

Charles, Shani from University of Chicago Student Loan Administration (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/3/17
  Verification on 6/24/17

Charlier, Cynthia from Illinois Central College (East Peoria, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/3/16

Chen, Abby from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/17
  Verification on 6/19/17

Chenault, Patrick from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/15/17

Chibundi, Francis from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/3/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/3/20

Chinn, Wendy from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Southwest Campus (Evansville, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/18/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/18/17

Cho, Esther from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/9/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Christensen, Jessica from Concordia College (Moorhead, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 6/6/17
   Direct Loans on 8/14/17

Christian-Webb, Katlin from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/16/15
   Campus-Based Programs on 3/22/18
   Student Eligibility on 3/7/18
   TEACH Grants on 10/26/16
   Verification on 11/5/15

Christopher, Diana from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/26/19
   Direct Loans on 6/28/18
   Need Analysis on 7/22/19
   Student Eligibility on 7/17/19
   Verification on 12/22/16

Church, Deanna from Southeastern Community College (West Burlington, IA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 9/25/19
   Professional Judgment on 9/24/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/9/19
   Verification on 9/30/19

Churchill, Beth from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 1/17/15
   Need Analysis on 3/16/15
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Cichon, Jeff from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 4/8/19

Claasen, Rebecca from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 4/27/18
   Direct Loans on 5/31/18
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/26/18
   Gainful Employment Test on 12/10/18
   Need Analysis on 5/10/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/24/19
   Professional Judgment on 7/9/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/11/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/19
   Student Eligibility on 4/28/18
   TEACH Grants on 11/26/18
   Verification on 7/9/19

Clark, Andrea from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 9/16/16

Clark, Debra from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 1/19/18
   Direct Loans on 5/24/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/18
   Gainful Employment Test on 6/13/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/17/18
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/18
   Verification on 12/5/18

Clark, Kendra from College of Lake County (Grayslake, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 5/8/17

Clem, Angela from Macalester College (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/6/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/17
   Student Eligibility on 5/12/17
   Verification on 11/7/17

Clever, Aymee from Black Hawk College (Moline, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 12/17/17

Clifford, Christine from Midwestern University Illinois Campus (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/23/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Clifton-Rice, Lara from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 11/21/18

Coartney, Paula from Eastern Illinois University (Charleston, IL) achieved 2 credentials: Direct Loans on 5/28/19 Verification on 5/30/19

Colangelo, Taryn from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Professional Judgment on 11/29/16

Cole, Beth from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 3 credentials: Administrative Capability on 4/11/18 Cash Management on 3/23/18 Verification on 4/4/16

Cole, Lindsay from Ohio Valley College (Vienna, WV) achieved 1 credentials: Professional Judgment on 11/6/17

Cole, Marilyn from Kirtland Community College (Grayling, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Student Eligibility on 11/10/19

Cole, Robert from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 2 credentials: Application Process on 9/17/16 Student Eligibility on 9/17/16

Coleman, Deb from University of Michigan - Dearborn (Dearborn, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13

Coleman, Gregory from St.Louis College Of Health Careers (Fenton, MO) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/13/17

Collier, Robert from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 4 credentials: Administrative Capability on 5/17/19 Campus-Based Programs on 4/29/19 Professional Judgment on 5/13/19 Verification on 5/17/19

Collins, Bobby from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeport, MO) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 4/26/17

Collins, Lori from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Direct Loans on 5/19/16

Conklin, Kelsey from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials: Return of Title IV Funds on 12/10/14

Conner, Maura from The University of Toledo (Toledo, OH) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 11/15/18

Conway, Jennifer from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 2 credentials: Direct Loans on 11/22/17 Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/12/16

Conway-Flint, Jami from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials: Student Eligibility on 6/6/16

Cook, Nicole from Kellogg Community College (Battle Creek, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17

Cooper, Jennifer from Mid Michigan College (Harrison, MI) achieved 1 credentials: Administrative Capability on 3/8/18


Cordell, Deanne from Northwest Missouri State University (Maryville, MO) achieved 1 credentials: Direct Loans on 6/1/19

Cordero, Daisy from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cordova, Debra from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 1/26/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 3/29/17
  - Direct Loans on 6/26/17
  - Student Eligibility on 2/24/17

Cornell, Michelle from Illinois State University (Normal, IL) achieved 12 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/26/19
  - Application Process on 2/20/19
  - Consumer Information on 11/13/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 2/21/19
  - Direct Loans on 11/13/17
  - Need Analysis on 2/21/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/4/18
  - Professional Judgment on 5/23/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/19
  - Student Eligibility on 2/20/19
  - Verification on 3/26/19

Cornish, Margaret from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 2/6/20
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/14
  - Student Eligibility on 2/15/20
  - Verification on 11/25/18

Cornwell, Kenneth from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/6/16
  - Consumer Information on 11/22/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/13/16
  - Student Eligibility on 11/22/16

Corona, Mark from Metropolitan Community College - Penn Valley (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 9/8/16
  - Application Process on 4/18/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/12/15
  - Cost of Attendance on 12/15/15
  - Direct Loans on 9/30/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/12/15
  - Need Analysis on 7/27/15
  - Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/15
  - Student Eligibility on 12/15/15
  - Verification on 5/13/15

Correll, Allecia from Illinois Wesleyan University (Bloomington, IL) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/29/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 4/18/19
  - Direct Loans on 7/31/18
  - Need Analysis on 5/7/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/9/19
  - Professional Judgment on 5/14/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/16/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/9/18
  - Student Eligibility on 12/6/18
  - Verification on 2/20/18

Cosby, James from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 7/31/16

Coulman, Heather from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15

Coulson-Larmore, Natalie from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/18

Coulter, Tina from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/18
Verification on 11/20/18

Coup, Whitney from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/12/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/6/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/10/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/6/17

Cox, Charles from Spoon River College Macomb Campus (Macomb, IL) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/14/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/26/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/17
  Direct Loans on 6/28/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/17
  Need Analysis on 6/22/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/10/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/20/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
  Verification on 5/11/17

Crane, Natalie from University of Charleston (Charleston, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/21/15
  Cost of Attendance on 11/18/15
  Student Eligibility on 10/21/15

Crank, Elizabeth from Blackhawk Technical College (Janesville, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 5/31/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/3/19
  Verification on 2/13/18

Crawford, Natalie from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/5/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 12/5/18
  Need Analysis on 7/6/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/8/18
  TEACH Grants on 10/19/18
  Verification on 12/18/17

Crawford-White, Demarus from Central State University (Wilberforce, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/26/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/5/16

Crenshaw, Monica from Ivy Tech Community College (Evansville, IN) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/19/17
  Direct Loans on 7/19/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/13/17
  Verification on 6/22/17

Croat, Lisa from Mercy College of Health Sciences (Des Moines, IA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/18/16
  Direct Loans on 5/18/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/16
  Student Eligibility on 10/14/15
  Verification on 5/9/17

Cronin, Stephanie from Cedarville University (Cedarville, OH) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/10/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/26/17
  Consumer Information on 11/30/17
  Cost of Attendance on 7/28/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/17/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/25/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/18/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Croom-Reynolds, Beverly from Cuyahoga Community CollegeWestern Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/27/20
  Verification on 9/30/16

Crosswhite, Cindy from Bradley University (Peoria, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/4/18

Crosswhite, Cynthia from Methodist College (Peoria, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/9/16
  Verification on 5/12/17

Crotte, Kirsten from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/20/17
  Professional Judgment on 5/1/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/20/17
  Student Eligibility on 8/30/16
  Verification on 4/18/17

Crotty, Jessica from Rasmussen College - Lake Elmo (Lake Elmo, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 6/12/19
  Direct Loans on 6/30/17
  Need Analysis on 7/5/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/2/18

Crowell, Kelly from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/10/15

Crozier, Ann from Butler University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/13/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/13/19
  Professional Judgment on 10/16/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/20/18

Crupper, Vickie from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/14/16
  Consumer Information on 12/29/16

Cruz, Gabriela from City Colleges of Chicago - Richard J. Daley College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18

Cubranich, Jeremy from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/28/16

Cuellar, Guadalupe from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17
  Verification on 5/10/18

Cullen, Rebecca from Coe College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15

Cummings, Christina from Edison State Community College (Piqua, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/13/19

Cunanan, Joseph from DePaul University Lincoln Park Campus (Chicago, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/3/19
  Direct Loans on 6/25/18
  Need Analysis on 6/26/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/30/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/18

Cunningham, Karie from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/2/18
  Application Process on 7/3/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/17
  Cash Management on 7/30/18
  Consumer Information on 12/12/17
  Cost of Attendance on 7/18/17
  Direct Loans on 7/31/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 8/2/18
  Need Analysis on 7/16/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/1/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Curry, Mark from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/20/16

Curtis Lindsey, Bridget from City Colleges of Chicago - Richard J. Daley College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/18

Curtis, Julie from Milwaukee School of Engineering (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/21/19
- Application Process on 7/7/19
- Consumer Information on 7/21/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/19
- Direct Loans on 7/21/19
- Need Analysis on 7/21/19
- Professional Judgment on 2/28/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/7/19
- Verification on 7/21/19

Curtis, Michelle from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials: Consumer Information on 8/6/19

Cutright, April from West Virginia Wesleyan College (Buckhannon, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/11/16
- Application Process on 11/17/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/12/15
- Cash Management on 12/2/16
- Consumer Information on 9/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 11/9/15
- Direct Loans on 12/8/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/2/15
- Need Analysis on 11/20/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/10/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/16/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/11/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/11/15
- TEACH Grants on 10/31/16
- Verification on 11/18/15

Czech, Ryan from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/15/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/1/18
- Student Eligibility on 1/23/20
- Verification on 1/4/19

Dabler, Victoria from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/12/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/13/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/13/17

Dahlheimer, Rhonda from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 7/27/16

Dahlheimer, Rhonda from Kent State University (Kent, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/18
- Verification on 11/27/18

Dahnke, Erin from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/10/14
- Student Eligibility on 8/23/16

Daley, David from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 9 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Application Process on 6/14/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/11/19
Direct Loans on 7/25/19
Need Analysis on 7/23/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/19
Professional Judgment on 7/24/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19
Student Eligibility on 7/12/19
Verification on 7/24/19

Daniel, Kylee from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/2/18

Daniluk, Tanya from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/18

Dare, Jacqueline from University of Michigan - Dearborn (Dearborn, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/25/18

Darrow, Alanna from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/8/18
  Cash Management on 6/19/15
  Professional Judgment on 4/26/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/18

Davenport, Bethany from Mount Mercy University (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/27/16

David, Laura from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/27/18

Davidovac, Aleksandra from American Academy of Art (Chicago, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/1/16
  Cost of Attendance on 6/5/19
  Direct Loans on 5/7/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/30/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/22/16
  Verification on 4/12/17

Davidowski, Jana from University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point (Stevens Point, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/20

Davies, Amy from Ozarks Technical Community College (Springfield, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/9/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/19
  Verification on 4/4/19

Davis, Alexiss from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 12/2/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/18
  Verification on 4/14/17

Davis, Carissa from Morton College (Cicero, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/17/17
  Student Eligibility on 4/28/18
  Verification on 2/28/18

Davis, Carol from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/2/16
  Cost of Attendance on 1/18/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/30/17
  Professional Judgment on 1/11/17

Davis, Deanna from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/24/16

Davis, Jamie from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/23/15
  Student Eligibility on 3/26/18
  Verification on 7/22/15

Davis, Karen from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/31/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Davis, Leana from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/13/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/9/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/13/17

Davis, Shannon from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/26/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/31/19
  Cost of Attendance on 12/13/19
  Direct Loans on 12/19/19
  Need Analysis on 12/13/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/31/19
  Verification on 6/3/19

Davis, Veronique from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/19

Davison, Alexandria from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/27/20
  Verification on 6/5/19

De La Rosa, Britanny from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 9/1/16

Dean, Diane from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/29/14

DeGalan, Susan from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/15

Degarmo, Tiffany from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/15/20

Deines, Tamara from Lindenwood University (Saint Charles, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/16/20

Del Olmo, Ivonne from City Colleges of Chicago - Richard J. Daley College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/27/19

Delbridge, Kristina from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/1/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/26/20
  Student Eligibility on 12/10/19
  Verification on 11/18/19

DeLonis, Alex from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/26/20
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/1/16
  Direct Loans on 3/15/16
  Need Analysis on 5/20/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/6/19
  Professional Judgment on 3/29/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/7/16
  Student Eligibility on 3/29/16
  Verification on 3/2/16

DeMaa, Kimberly from Moraine Park Technical College (Fond Du Lac, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/28/17

DeMarb, Shelby from Heartland Community College (Normal, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/6/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/6/18
  Verification on 7/1/19

Denissen, Amy from Rasmussen College - Wausau (Wausau, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/18/17

Denja, Leighanne from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/10/17

Dennie, Jessica from Minneapolis Community & Technical College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 6/5/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dent, Ranan from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/28/17

Derby, Michelle from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/3/17
Verification on 7/19/17

Derosa, Andrea from Lincoln Land Community College (Springfield, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/5/19

Derscheid-Hanna, DeAnn from Waldorf University (Forest City, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/20/19

Desgranges, Kim from Cornerstone University (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/6/20
Student Eligibility on 1/31/20
Verification on 1/23/20

Desmith, Marsha from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/20/19
Application Process on 11/14/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/16/18
TEACH Grants on 9/25/18

Dettmer, Tara from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 6/27/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/19/15
Cost of Attendance on 1/13/16
Direct Loans on 10/5/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/15
Need Analysis on 8/28/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/29/15
Professional Judgment on 8/31/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/25/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/25/15
Student Eligibility on 1/13/16
Verification on 5/29/15

DeVries, Linda from Montcalm Community College (Sidney, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/6/18
Professional Judgment on 1/17/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/17
Verification on 1/13/17

DeWitt, Ashley from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/10/19

Diamond, Kayla from College of Menominee Nation (Keshena, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/21/19

Diaz, Graciela from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/26/19

Diaz, Karina from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/19/18
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18

Dick, Daniel from Saint Louis University (St. Louis, MO) achieved 11 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/8/15
Cost of Attendance on 12/26/15
Direct Loans on 9/15/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/24/15
Need Analysis on 7/8/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/6/15
Professional Judgment on 9/14/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/27/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/27/15
Student Eligibility on 12/27/15
Verification on 8/29/15

Dick, David from Grand Rapids Community College (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 8/12/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/11/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/11/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dick, Tina from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/22/19

Dickson, Jason from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 8/7/15
Professional Judgment on 8/31/15

Diekmann, Beth from Rochester Community and Technical College (Rochester, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/25/19

Diercks, Kim from Wartburg College (Waverly, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/13/16

Digman, Becky from University of Wisconsin - Platteville (Platteville, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/28/19

Dilulio, Adam from Cuyahoga Community College Western Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/30/16

Dingmann, Melissa from Minnesota State University Moorhead (Moorhead, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/19/19

Diskin, Rebecca from Missouri Southern State University (Joplin, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/24/18
Gainful Employment Test on 10/29/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/18/16
TEACH Grants on 10/23/18

Dixon, Curtis from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/19/18

Diznoff, Amy from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/1/15
Cost of Attendance on 12/9/15
Student Eligibility on 12/4/15

Dlesk, Kelly from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/16/18
Application Process on 11/12/18
Campus-Based Programs on 5/22/19
Cash Management on 8/17/18
Consumer Information on 8/15/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/20/18
Direct Loans on 12/13/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/7/18
Gainful Employment Test on 11/4/19
Need Analysis on 12/5/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/18
Professional Judgment on 5/23/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/23/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/17/19
Student Eligibility on 11/9/18
Verification on 12/11/18

Dobbs, Damia from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/12/16
Professional Judgment on 1/31/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/27/17

Dobner, Benjamin from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/27/19

Dodds, Paul from Northwestern University (Evanston, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/26/18
Professional Judgment on 5/3/18

Doebling, Johanna from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/5/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dollenga, Leonard from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/30/18

Dominguez, Blanca from DeVry University (Naperville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/19

Donat, Audrey from Indiana University Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/5/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/7/16

Doten, Casey from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/9/16

Douglas, Diane from University of Minnesota, Rochester (Rochester, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/6/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/6/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/17/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/3/18

Downing, Rossann from Metropolitan Community College - Penn Valley (Kansas City, MO) achieved 15 credentials:

  Administrative Capability on 9/12/16
  Application Process on 4/21/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/12/15
  Cash Management on 5/15/17
  Consumer Information on 12/14/16
  Cost of Attendance on 12/16/15
  Direct Loans on 9/28/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/29/15
  Need Analysis on 7/29/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/9/15
  Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/15
  Student Eligibility on 12/16/15
  Verification on 5/20/15

Doyle, Garrett from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/29/19
  Direct Loans on 12/29/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/30/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/29/19

Drabik, Brian from Northwestern University (Evanston, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/5/20

Drake-Tapp, Darcy from Riverland Community College (Austin, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/20/19
  Verification on 3/19/20

Dreger, John from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/19/15

Duckwall, Johanna from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/7/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/22/15
  Cost of Attendance on 8/2/15
  Direct Loans on 10/3/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/10/15
  Need Analysis on 8/9/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/12/15
  Professional Judgment on 9/29/15
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/15
  Verification on 7/8/15

DuClos, Shari from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/15/16
  Direct Loans on 6/28/19
  Need Analysis on 7/11/17
  Professional Judgment on 2/22/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/22/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/26/19
Student Eligibility on 5/25/18
Verification on 12/29/17

Dudash-Bell, Jody from Lansing Community College -1121 (Lansing, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/3/17
  Verification on 2/2/17

DuFresne, Timothy from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/18/18
  Application Process on 6/26/17
  Cost of Attendance on 7/3/17
  Direct Loans on 7/4/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/8/17
  Need Analysis on 7/4/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/20/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/17

Dukes, Chelsie from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/20/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/20/19

Duncombe, Kemmoree from Kirtland Community College (Grayling, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/4/18
  Cash Management on 4/26/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/26/17

Dunham, Regina from Oakland Community College (Farmington Hills, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/3/18

Dunn, Julie from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/4/19

Dunn, Kelly from Northland College (Ashland, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/28/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/20
  Student Eligibility on 6/28/18
  Verification on 2/28/18

Dunne, Michele from Grand View University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/31/15

Duraine, Angela from Walsh University (North Canton, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/8/20
  Student Eligibility on 6/21/16
  Verification on 10/29/17

Durovey, Rebecca from Indiana Wesleyan University (Marion, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18

Dusek, Bridget from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 11 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/23/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/31/19
  Cost of Attendance on 5/29/19
  Direct Loans on 5/1/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/29/19
  Need Analysis on 6/11/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/6/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/25/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/10/19
  Verification on 7/1/19

Duvall, Angela from Cox College (Springfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/4/18

Duvall, Danielle from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/22/18
  Application Process on 1/13/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/19
  Cash Management on 8/28/18
  Consumer Information on 7/31/18
  Cost of Attendance on 12/18/18
  Direct Loans on 12/18/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dye, Yolanda from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/8/16
- Verification on 7/23/16

Earl, Austin from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/13/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/27/18
- Verification on 12/6/18

Eastin, Haiti from Parkland College (Champaign, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/11/18
- Cost of Attendance on 3/26/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/28/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/11/18

Eaton, Nathan from Methodist College (Peoria, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/14/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/4/20
- Direct Loans on 5/10/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/8/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/21/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/2/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/14/18
- Verification on 5/2/17

Ebbesmeyer, Karen from Central Methodist University (Fayette, MO) achieved 13 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/19/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/28/15
- Consumer Information on 2/16/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/15/16
- Direct Loans on 5/30/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/13/15
- Need Analysis on 5/22/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/29/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/23/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/10/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/11/15
- Student Eligibility on 3/17/18
- Verification on 7/14/15

Eck, Kimberly from Illinois Student Assistance Commission (Springfield, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/24/18
- Consumer Information on 11/7/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/28/18

Eckstein, Daniel from ECMC (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/10/18
- Need Analysis on 7/17/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/18

Eden, Deanna from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/19/15
- Cost of Attendance on 11/9/15
- Direct Loans on 12/17/15
- Need Analysis on 10/20/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19

Edwards, Bonnie from BridgeValley Community & Technical College (South Charleston, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/20/17
- Application Process on 12/23/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/1/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cash Management on 1/20/17
Consumer Information on 11/4/16
Cost of Attendance on 12/23/15
Direct Loans on 1/15/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/23/16
Gainful Employment Test on 3/2/18
Need Analysis on 11/10/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/27/17
Professional Judgment on 10/21/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/25/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/4/16
Student Eligibility on 1/25/16
TEACH Grants on 11/9/16
Verification on 12/12/16

Edwards, Jeff from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/14

Edwards, Mary from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/30/18
Professional Judgment on 6/3/18
Verification on 2/13/19

Edwards, Megan from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 1/28/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/19/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/18
Verification on 6/19/17

Edwards, Miwa from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 11/2/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/8/18
Direct Loans on 11/20/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/19
Need Analysis on 11/13/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/18/19
Student Eligibility on 11/3/18
Verification on 12/5/18

Ehalt, Monica from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (Coon Rapids, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/8/17
Direct Loans on 8/6/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/18/19

Ehlers, Isaac from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/6/19
Verification on 11/19/18

Eickhoff, Ellen from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/25/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/19

Eiermann, Kimberly from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/1/19
Student Eligibility on 6/28/19

Eldred, Teri from University of Detroit Mercy (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16

Elenbaas, Paula from Calvin College (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/11/15

Elgin, Stephany from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/17/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
Direct Loans on 10/11/19
Need Analysis on 7/19/19
Professional Judgment on 9/19/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/17/19
Student Eligibility on 7/1/19
Verification on 7/22/19

Elkthunder, Robin from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ellis, Bridget from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/26/19
Ellis, Lois from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/20/16
Ellwanger, Laura from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/3/17
Elsbernd, Erin from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/4/17
Elsea, Kathy from Truman State University (Kirksville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/9/15
Elston, Matthew from Horace Mann (Springfield, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/7/17
Endicott, Patricia from Oakland City University (Oakland City, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16
Engeldinger, Aesha from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/30/18
  Application Process on 6/10/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/20/17
  Cash Management on 7/14/17
  Consumer Information on 7/19/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/16/17
  Direct Loans on 5/11/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/15/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/17/18
  Need Analysis on 10/17/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/19/17
  Professional Judgment on 5/14/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/23/17
  Student Eligibility on 5/22/17
  TEACH Grants on 6/11/17
  Verification on 5/9/17
Enloe, Annette from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/24/20
Enright, Jason from Stephens College (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 9/11/17
  Cost of Attendance on 9/11/17
  Direct Loans on 4/13/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/30/18
Enstrom, Marilyn from Wheaton College (Wheaton, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/22/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/22/18
Erbele, Jane from Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 6/12/19
Erickson, Dan from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/28/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/19
Erickson, Kristi from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 5/20/17
Estepp, Stella from Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College (Mt. Gay, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/19/17
  Application Process on 10/10/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/26/19
  Cash Management on 6/26/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Consumer Information on 6/16/17  
Cost of Attendance on 10/23/17  
Direct Loans on 11/7/17  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/17  
Gainful Employment Test on 5/21/18  
Need Analysis on 1/31/18  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/17  
Professional Judgment on 4/16/19  
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/17  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/20  
Student Eligibility on 10/18/17  
TEACH Grants on 5/10/18  
Verification on 11/2/17

Estes, Ashley from Case Western Reserve University (Cleveland, OH) achieved 2 credentials:  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15  
Professional Judgment on 12/18/15

Etherington, Heather from (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:  
Cash Management on 3/21/18  
Verification on 3/15/18

Even, Sara from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Cash Management on 4/23/18  
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/18

Everhart, Kim from Wright State University (Dayton, OH) achieved 4 credentials:  
Cost of Attendance on 5/11/17  
Direct Loans on 6/5/17  
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/16  
Verification on 11/3/17

Ezelle, Gina from Pierpont Community and Technical College (Fairmont, WV) achieved 4 credentials:  
Cost of Attendance on 11/24/15  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/3/15  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/15  
Student Eligibility on 12/4/15

Facklam, Alise from Concordia University Saint Paul (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18

Facklam, Susie from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 9/25/15

Falduto, Matt from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 10 credentials:  
Application Process on 4/25/19  
Campus-Based Programs on 1/9/20  
Cost of Attendance on 10/31/18  
Direct Loans on 5/9/19  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/29/19  
Need Analysis on 11/5/18  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/9/18  
Professional Judgment on 12/14/18  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/18  
Student Eligibility on 10/30/18

Falkner, Caroline from Avila University (Kansas City, MO) achieved 4 credentials:  
Application Process on 4/8/16  
Cost of Attendance on 4/20/16  
Need Analysis on 6/22/15  
Verification on 6/22/15

Fannan, Lisa from Metropolitan Community College - Longview (Lee's Summit, MO) achieved 17 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 7/13/16  
Application Process on 4/28/16  
Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15  
Cash Management on 2/15/17  
Consumer Information on 2/15/17  
Cost of Attendance on 12/18/15  
Direct Loans on 9/30/15  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18
Need Analysis on 8/26/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/15
Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/7/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/6/15
Student Eligibility on 12/18/15
TEACH Grants on 11/19/18
Verification on 5/27/15

Farmer, Marcella from Cincinnati Christian University (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Consumer Information on 5/15/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/18
Verification on 9/30/16

Farnsworth, Erin from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/19/17

Farrell, David from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/1/18

Farris, Jeanette from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/10/19
Application Process on 11/28/18
Consumer Information on 1/25/20
Professional Judgment on 7/10/19

Faxon, Crystal from Kaplan Inc., Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/5/16

Fears, Connie from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/8/17
Direct Loans on 4/16/19
Professional Judgment on 2/8/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/12/19

Feijo, Donna from New River Community and Technical College (Beaver, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/25/15

Felberg, Andrew from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/10/18

Felcyn, Christina from Oakland Community College (Auburn Hills, MI) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/23/19
Application Process on 7/1/19
Consumer Information on 7/19/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
Direct Loans on 7/26/19
Need Analysis on 7/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/11/19
Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
Verification on 6/26/19

Feldhake, Pauline from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/5/20

Fenske, Elizabeth from Metropolitan State University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/26/17

Ferrari, Megan from Herzing University (Menomonee Falls, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/22/20

Fetzer, Nancy from Oakland University (Rochester, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/15

Field, Ciera from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 9/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19

Fields, Kimberly from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 10/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/12/19
Professional Judgment on 11/15/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/11/19
Student Eligibility on 10/23/19

Fike, Janet from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 13 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 10/16/16
   Application Process on 1/30/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/16/16
   Cash Management on 1/31/17
   Consumer Information on 1/29/17
   Cost of Attendance on 1/30/17
   Direct Loans on 9/15/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/17/16
   Need Analysis on 9/14/17
   Professional Judgment on 1/31/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/17
   Student Eligibility on 1/30/17
   TEACH Grants on 9/14/17

Finefrock, Terry from Cuyahoga Community College District (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14

Finkbeiner, Kelsey from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 3/4/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/27/20

Finzo, Kathryn from Evangel University (Springfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/18

Fischer, Benjamin from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/19/16

Fischer, Karen from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 7/18/17
   Verification on 4/3/18

Fisher, Anna from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 2/20/20
   Student Eligibility on 2/13/20
   Verification on 3/16/20

Fishman, Amanda from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 2/11/20
   Cost of Attendance on 6/4/19
   Need Analysis on 7/22/19
   Professional Judgment on 9/30/18
   Verification on 8/13/18

Fitzpatrick, Beth from Mid Michigan College (Harrison, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19

Flores, Elena from Paul Mitchell The School Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 10/18/15

Foerster, Maribeth from Mayo Clinic College of Medicine (Rochester, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 6/9/17
   Direct Loans on 7/28/17

Foisy, Mari from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 5/15/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/17
   Student Eligibility on 1/22/17

Foley, Christine from Kent State University (Kent, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 11/22/19
   Professional Judgment on 2/5/20
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/19
   Student Eligibility on 3/2/20
   TEACH Grants on 2/24/20

Fonseca, Elina from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 3/27/19
   Professional Judgment on 1/20/20
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18
   Verification on 9/30/18

Foockle, Lorri from Illinois Valley Community College (Oglesby, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Ford, Brandon from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/14/14

Ford, Stephanie from Metropolitan Community College - Blue River (Independence, MO) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/23/16
Application Process on 6/16/16
Consumer Information on 2/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/27/16
Need Analysis on 4/7/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/15/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/17
Student Eligibility on 3/21/18
Verification on 7/15/16

Forrest, Angelia from Holy Cross College (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/21/15
Cost of Attendance on 12/23/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/1/15
Professional Judgment on 9/11/16

Forrester, Debbie from Elmhurst College (Elmhurst, IL) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 9/19/15
Campus-Based Programs on 9/19/15
Direct Loans on 10/16/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/4/15
Need Analysis on 10/10/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/10/15
Professional Judgment on 10/10/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/21/16
Student Eligibility on 9/19/15
Verification on 10/11/15

Forst, Gary from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (Coon Rapids, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/21/19
Direct Loans on 8/19/17

Foster, Felicia from Roosevelt University (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/2/18

Foster, Jamie from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/30/19

Foster, Steven from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/3/19
Application Process on 7/5/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/5/17
Need Analysis on 3/9/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20
Professional Judgment on 7/6/17
Verification on 7/6/17

Foster, Virginia from Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/29/14

Fountain, Kristian from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/20
Cash Management on 12/13/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/15

Foust, Chad from Columbus College of Art & Design (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/24/19

Foward, Deborah from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 10/21/15
Cost of Attendance on 10/26/15
Student Eligibility on 10/13/15
Verification on 11/1/16

Fowler, Brandon from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/14

Fowler, Pamela from Missouri College Access Network (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/13/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Frahm, Deanna from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/11/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/26/16
- Consumer Information on 8/19/16
- Cost of Attendance on 8/1/16
- Direct Loans on 9/14/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/18/17
- Need Analysis on 8/15/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/29/16
- Student Eligibility on 7/22/16
- Verification on 8/17/16

Fraley, Meghann from University of Rio Grande (Rio Grande, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/7/17
- Application Process on 5/23/18
- Consumer Information on 2/1/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/3/17
- Student Eligibility on 8/29/16

Frames, Adrienne from Athena Career Academy (Toledo, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18

France, Caylin from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/8/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 2/1/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/17
- TEACH Grants on 11/22/16

Francia, Renee from Cuyahoga Community College District - Eastern Campus (Highland Hills, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 5/11/16
- Verification on 7/15/16

Frank, Kaylee from Illinois Wesleyan University (Bloomington, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/6/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/10/19

Frank, Suzanne from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 5 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/20/18
- Professional Judgment on 3/29/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/2/18
- Verification on 3/15/18

Fraser, Sharon from Missouri Southern State University (Joplin, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 7/18/19

Frazier, Candance from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/17/15
- Cash Management on 12/2/19
- Consumer Information on 1/11/17
- Cost of Attendance on 1/4/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/3/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/10/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/10/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/3/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/15/16
- TEACH Grants on 9/26/17

Freed, Mark from Mount Mercy University (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credential:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/27/16

Freels, Ean from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/17/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/2/19
- Cost of Attendance on 5/11/16
- Direct Loans on 6/5/19
- Need Analysis on 4/22/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/22/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Freestone, Sarah from Grand View University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/28/19

Freestone, Sarah from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/27/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/18
Verification on 4/17/17

Frendian, Michel from Erikson Institute (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/18/15

Frentress, Merrie from Drake University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/10/17

Fresch, Christopher from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/10/19

Frey, Aaron from Healing Arts Center (St. Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/24/17

Frey, Alicia from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/7/17
Application Process on 12/7/18
Campus-Based Programs on 3/13/18
Cash Management on 5/31/17
Consumer Information on 1/30/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/3/17
Direct Loans on 12/12/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/12/18
Gainful Employment Test on 3/30/18
Need Analysis on 12/13/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/11/18
Professional Judgment on 5/28/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/2/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/19
Student Eligibility on 12/31/15
TEACH Grants on 1/3/20
Verification on 9/29/16

Friar, Tobyn from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 2/19/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/10/16

Friebus, Paul from Ivy Tech Community College Central Office (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/5/19

Friedman, Chelsie from University of Missouri - Kansas City (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/1/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/17

Froehle, Joy from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 6/28/18
Professional Judgment on 6/28/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Fry, Claudette from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17

Frye, Laura from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/20
Cash Management on 3/11/20
Direct Loans on 12/30/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/26/19
Professional Judgment on 11/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/18
Student Eligibility on 10/2/19

Fulford, Karen from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/16/15
Consumer Information on 4/25/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 1/18/15
Professional Judgment on 6/19/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14

Fuller, Deanna from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 8/29/18

Fuller, Kendra from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 4/30/19
Student Eligibility on 5/2/19

Fuller, Kristi from Drake University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/17
Verification on 5/10/17

Funderburg, Jamie from Rasmussen College - Green Bay Campus (Green Bay, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/27/18

Furman, Susan from Kishwaukee College (Malta, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/16/18

Gable, Jill from Rush University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/10/19
Verification on 3/8/20

Gage, Seth from Wartburg College (Waverly, IA) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/14/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/6/16
Direct Loans on 7/14/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/5/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/17

Galea, Michele from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/12/19

Gall, Kelsie from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/12/20

Gandy, Kelli from Capital University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/9/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/31/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/18

Gangwer, Lisa from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/17
Verification on 10/31/18

Ganser, Autumn from Holy Cross College (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/29/20

Garcia, Elizabeth from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/20/15

Garcia, Jessica from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/22/18
TEACH Grants on 10/1/18

Garcia, John from Michigan State University College of Law (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/17

Garcia, Leticia from City Colleges of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/20/19

Garcia, Suzanna from Midwestern Career College (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/13/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/27/18

Garcia-Muzquiz, Rosie from Metropolitan Community College - Penn Valley (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 6/27/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/15
Cost of Attendance on 1/12/16
Direct Loans on 10/6/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/20/15
Need Analysis on 8/28/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/15
Professional Judgment on 8/31/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/27/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/15
Student Eligibility on 1/12/16
Verification on 6/23/15

Garman, Stephen from Missouri State University (Springfield, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 1/15/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/13/17
Need Analysis on 5/13/17
Student Eligibility on 1/13/16
Verification on 6/29/15

Garner, Mesha from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/18/18
Application Process on 7/3/18
Campus-Based Programs on 7/11/18
Cash Management on 7/27/18
Consumer Information on 12/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/18
Direct Loans on 7/9/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/6/18
Gainful Employment Test on 8/1/18
Need Analysis on 7/18/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/6/18
Professional Judgment on 7/6/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/18
Student Eligibility on 7/3/18
TEACH Grants on 7/27/18
Verification on 7/6/18

Garrison, Paul from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/15

Garske, Kimberly from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/7/17

Garvin, Mary Pat from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/11/18
Professional Judgment on 7/9/18
Verification on 3/25/16

Garza, Tammy from Lakeview College of Nursing (Danville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/12/18

Gawlik, Belia from Missouri Southern State University (Joplin, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 12/5/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/18

Gebler, Ryan from Lawrence University (Appleton, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 4/19/15
Direct Loans on 5/4/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/1/15
Need Analysis on 5/5/15

Genenbacher, Christine from John Wood Community College (Quincy, IL) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/30/19
Application Process on 5/8/19
Cash Management on 4/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
Direct Loans on 6/26/18
Need Analysis on 5/13/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/16/19
Professional Judgment on 6/28/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/3/17
Student Eligibility on 6/9/16
Verification on 4/28/17

Gensner, Sarah from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/6/17
Verification on 11/28/17
George, Dionne from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/30/16

Gerber, Kelsey from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/5/18
  Cash Management on 3/6/18
  Consumer Information on 8/21/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/17

Gergen, Cassandra from NA (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/1/16
  Student Eligibility on 11/1/16

Gibbons, Kelli from Heartland Community College (Normal, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/10/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/19
  Direct Loans on 6/7/18
  Need Analysis on 6/20/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/5/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/5/18
  Verification on 6/26/19

Gibbs, Kristen from Central Methodist University (Fayette, MO) achieved 15 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/6/16
  Application Process on 4/12/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/9/15
  Cash Management on 11/29/16
  Consumer Information on 11/29/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/3/15
  Direct Loans on 5/28/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/15
  Need Analysis on 8/31/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/5/15
  Professional Judgment on 9/6/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/21/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/23/15
  Student Eligibility on 11/3/15
  Verification on 5/20/15

Gibson, Carter from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/19/19
  Consumer Information on 11/4/19
  Direct Loans on 3/27/19
  Need Analysis on 4/11/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/29/19
  Professional Judgment on 3/26/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19
  Verification on 4/16/19

Gieseke, James from Drake University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/20/16

Gilbert, Keri from Missouri College Access Network (Columbia, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/10/17
  Application Process on 4/11/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/14/15
  Cash Management on 1/23/17
  Consumer Information on 7/27/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/12/15
  Direct Loans on 8/3/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/14/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 8/29/18
  Need Analysis on 7/13/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/19/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/2/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/15/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/15/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Gillespie, Thea from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/7/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/6/19
- Verification on 11/20/19
- Verification on 11/10/15

Gilson, Karla from Simpson College (Indianola, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/6/16

Gisseler, Adam from Kishwaukee College (Malta, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/8/19
- Cash Management on 5/9/19
- Cost of Attendance on 5/14/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/19

Glass, Erin from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/3/17
- Student Eligibility on 8/31/16
- Verification on 11/12/15

Glass, Kiri from Capital University (Columbus, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/27/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/28/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/10/16
- Verification on 7/11/17

Glefke, Jeremy from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/14/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/18/17
- Direct Loans on 7/21/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/19/17
- Need Analysis on 7/17/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/22/17
- Verification on 7/19/17

Gloria, Robert from Avila University (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/30/15

Glosemeyer, Joan from East Central College (Union, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 7/19/16

Gnat, Andrea from Grand View University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/14/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/9/15
- Cost of Attendance on 12/9/15
- Direct Loans on 11/4/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/8/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/19/15

Godfrey, Brian from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 5/6/16

Goff, Sheri from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 6/7/17
- Application Process on 11/19/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 4/24/19
- Cash Management on 5/17/17
- Consumer Information on 6/8/17
- Cost of Attendance on 11/19/18
- Direct Loans on 9/12/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/7/17
- Need Analysis on 9/22/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/4/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/31/17
Goldman, Emily from Hondros College School of Nursing (Westerville, OH) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 9/28/16

Goldsmith, Emily from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 4/18/19
Need Analysis on 5/10/19
Professional Judgment on 6/6/19
Student Eligibility on 4/25/19
Verification on 5/24/19

Goller, Stephanie from The University of Toledo (Toledo, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/31/16

Goman, Sandra from College of St. Scholastica (Duluth, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/23/19

Gonlin, Jasmine from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 10/11/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/12/17
Direct Loans on 12/2/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/2/17
Need Analysis on 12/4/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/17
Student Eligibility on 11/3/17

Gonzalez Balcarcel, Edgar from City Colleges of Chicago - Wilbur Wright College (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/20/19
Verification on 3/8/19

González, Juan from The University of Toledo (Toledo, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/19/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/15

Gonzalez, Katherine from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/11/19
Verification on 1/8/19

Goodrow, Ryan from Delta College (University Center, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/2/15

Goodwin, Greg from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/1/17
Consumer Information on 1/31/17
Professional Judgment on 1/31/17

Gordon, Kysa from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/3/19

Gore-Harper, Sheila from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/30/16

Gossett, Julie from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/8/17

Gourley, Sandra from Eureka College (Eureka, IL) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 4/8/19
Cash Management on 8/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/12/19
Need Analysis on 8/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/15/19
Student Eligibility on 4/9/19

Govert, Brandy from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/12/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Grace, William from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/6/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/13/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/4/20

Gray, Carolynn from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/19/18

Green, Kelli from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/12/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/14/18
  Verification on 11/10/15

Green, Tarsha from Valley College (Beckley, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/18
  Cost of Attendance on 2/13/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 2/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 2/15/18

Greene, Vanessa from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14

Greenlee, Zach from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/6/17
  Cost of Attendance on 9/3/15
  Need Analysis on 8/30/15
  Professional Judgment on 8/30/15

Greenless, Penny from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/20/15

Gregg, Stacy from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
  Verification on 3/25/16

Gregory, Jeremy from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/27/17

Greider, Lauren from Indiana University Southeast (New Albany, IN) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/17/18
  Application Process on 3/15/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/19/18
  Cash Management on 7/18/18
  Consumer Information on 7/18/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/15/18
  Direct Loans on 7/19/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/31/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/14/18
  Need Analysis on 7/17/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/19/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/15/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/18/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/16/18
  TEACH Grants on 7/20/18
  Verification on 4/2/18

Grieger, Catherine from Herzing University - Menomonee Falls (Menomonee Falls, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/14/17

Griffin, Chelsea from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/1/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/12/18
  TEACH Grants on 10/6/18

Griffin, Karen from East Central College (Union, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/19/16

Griffin, Shawn from Oakland Community College Orchard Ridge Campus (Farmington Hills, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/13/19

Grigg, Darla from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
  Verification on 3/25/16
Griggs, Cynthia from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/25/19
- Consumer Information on 6/22/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/18/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/25/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/17/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/20/19
- Verification on 11/25/19

Grigsby, Amanda from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/12/19
- Cash Management on 7/23/19
- Direct Loans on 4/11/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 11/2/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/8/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/20/19

Groeller, Cheryl from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/6/15

Gromala, Lauren from School of the Art Institute of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/11/19

Guacheta-Shay, Xiaolin from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/6/18
- Application Process on 10/5/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/22/19
- Cash Management on 12/28/19
- Consumer Information on 12/4/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/15/17
- Direct Loans on 11/11/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/13/17
- Need Analysis on 10/23/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/29/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/16/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/13/17
- TEACH Grants on 12/7/18
- Verification on 12/11/18

Gue, Tommy from Mountwest Community & Technical College (Huntington, WV) achieved 9 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/15/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 3/22/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/4/18
- Professional Judgment on 11/20/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/30/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/28/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/25/16
- TEACH Grants on 6/2/18
- Verification on 11/22/16

Guerrero, Scott from University of Missouri - Kansas City (Kansas City, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/9/18
- Professional Judgment on 10/24/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/25/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/2/18

Guisinger, Carrie from Ohio Dominican University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 9/27/16

Gump, Amber from Muskingum University (New Concord, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/24/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/17/19
- Verification on 12/3/18

Gurski, Michelle from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 1/10/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gustafson, Amy from Rasmussen College - Rockford (Rockford, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/23/18

Guziec, Allison from Waubonsee Community College (Sugar Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/28/17

Guzzardo, Olivia from College of Lake County (Grayslake, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/24/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/21/18

Haack, Julie from St. Ambrose University (Davenport, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/13/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/29/17

Haberman, Melissa from University of Wisconsin Extended Campus (Madison, WI) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/26/19
  Application Process on 6/12/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/13/17
  Direct Loans on 5/6/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/16/17
  Need Analysis on 6/13/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/16/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/16/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/13/17
  Verification on 6/16/17

Hackbarth, Jeffrey from Grand Rapids Community College (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/6/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/21/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/18

Hackett, Lauren from Oakton Community College (Des Plaines, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/20/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/17/19

Hager, Amy from Moberly Area Community College (Moberly, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/1/16

Hagerman, Jacqueline from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/16
  Verification on 7/23/18

Hahn, Norma from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/13/15

Haire, Joi from Barnes-Jewish College of Nursing (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/8/19

Hall, Lisa from Edison State Community College (Piqua, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/18
  Verification on 6/26/17

Hallahan, Kerry from Logan University (Chesterfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/25/17

Hallisy, Mark from Herzing University (Menomonee Falls, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/14/17
  Direct Loans on 2/21/17
  Student Eligibility on 2/21/17

Halter, Mike from Cuyahoga Community CollegeWestern Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/16/16

Hamiel, Patrick from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/18/16

Hamilton, Michelle from University of Rio Grande (Rio Grande, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 2/1/17

Hammons, Shannon from Kettering College of Medical Arts (Kettering, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/26/17

Hampel, Todd from Denison University (Granville, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/23/17
  Need Analysis on 7/17/18
  Student Eligibility on 5/17/18

Hampsey, Gretchen from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hamric, Amber from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/16/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/19/15
- Cost of Attendance on 11/20/15
- Direct Loans on 12/18/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
- Need Analysis on 11/24/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/22/15
- Professional Judgment on 11/19/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/17/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/15

Hamrick, Nadine from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/29/16
- Verification on 4/4/16

Hand, Kristin from Marian University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 2/19/20

Hanneke, Lindsay from St. Louis College of Health Careers Fenton Campus (Fenton, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 4/22/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/22/17
- Need Analysis on 4/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 10/13/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/18/17

Hansen, Katie from University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point (Stevens Point, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/15/20

Hanson, Crystal from University of Minnesota, Crookston (Crookston, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 3/1/19

Harbin, Alycia from Ripon College (Ripon, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/30/19
- Verification on 2/22/18

Harden, Jacqueline from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/21/17

Hardy, Charlotte from Shawnee State University (Portsmouth, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/29/19

Harger, Leslie from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/7/16
- Application Process on 4/21/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15
- Cash Management on 5/15/17
- Consumer Information on 12/13/16
- Cost of Attendance on 12/15/15
- Direct Loans on 9/14/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18
- Need Analysis on 7/27/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/9/15
- Professional Judgment on 8/27/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/9/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/15/15
- TEACH Grants on 10/22/18
- Verification on 5/18/15

Harmon, Angel from Kenyon College (Gambier, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/2/14
- Direct Loans on 12/14/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/30/14
- Professional Judgment on 7/3/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/13

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Harmon, Suzanne from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/5/18
  Application Process on 5/7/18
  Cash Management on 3/21/18
  Consumer Information on 4/30/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/28/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/4/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/18
  Verification on 12/20/16

Harnish, Barbara from Butler University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/29/15
  Student Eligibility on 1/28/16
  Verification on 1/30/16

Harper, Julie from John Wood Community College (Quincy, IL) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/30/19
  Application Process on 5/8/19
  Cash Management on 4/23/19
  Cost of Attendance on 5/7/19
  Direct Loans on 6/26/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/17/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/28/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/3/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/19
  Verification on 4/23/19

Harper, Melissa from Southeast Missouri State University (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/3/20
  Application Process on 11/27/19
  Direct Loans on 3/14/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/17/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 1/18/19
  Need Analysis on 5/9/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/15/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/13/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/18/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/19
  TEACH Grants on 11/1/18
  Verification on 5/21/19

Harper, Stephany from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/25/17
  Application Process on 12/19/14
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/3/14
  Cash Management on 1/23/17
  Consumer Information on 1/11/17
  Cost of Attendance on 12/21/14
  Direct Loans on 1/28/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/25/16
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/23/18
  Need Analysis on 1/4/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/30/15
  Professional Judgment on 1/28/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/23/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/8/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/20/14
  TEACH Grants on 1/30/17
  Verification on 11/26/14

Harrell, Shawn from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/24/17

Harris, Karen from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Harris, Shantelle from St. Louis Community College - Wildwood (Wildwood, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/4/15

Harrison, Trey from DeVry University (Naperville, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/28/17
Consumer Information on 6/20/17
Direct Loans on 6/28/17

Hart, Kim from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/14/14

Hart, Nicole from Oakland University (Rochester, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 9/20/13
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13

Hartman, Lauren from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 8/11/16
Consumer Information on 7/28/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/22/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/16
Student Eligibility on 8/2/16
Verification on 6/18/15

Hartwig, Sara from Minnesota State University Moorhead (Moorhead, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/1/17
Consumer Information on 3/22/19
Verification on 7/30/18

Haslam, Jamee from University of Wisconsin - Green Bay (Green Bay, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/16/18

Hass, Ashley from University of Wisconsin Oshkosh (Oshkosh, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/26/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/3/20

Hatfield, A'Lisa from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/23/17

Haugland, Jane from Eastern Iowa Community College District (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Hawkins, Ian from University of Michigan - Dearborn (Dearborn, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/27/18

Hawthorne, Julia from Parkland College (Champaign, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/20/17
Professional Judgment on 6/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/8/18

Hayden, Danielle from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/20/19
Direct Loans on 5/1/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/23/19
Need Analysis on 7/21/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/14/18
Professional Judgment on 2/17/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/17
Student Eligibility on 7/14/15
Verification on 7/23/15

Haynam, Emily from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 14 credentials:
Application Process on 3/8/15
Campus-Based Programs on 4/15/15
Cash Management on 9/19/16
Consumer Information on 3/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 2/8/15
Direct Loans on 5/16/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/7/15
Need Analysis on 4/2/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/18/15
Professional Judgment on 2/20/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hayne Loretto, Melissa from Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/20/19

Haynes, Janet from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/19/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/28/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/24/17
- Direct Loans on 6/22/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/19/17
- Need Analysis on 6/28/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/24/17

Haynes, Janet from Eastern Illinois University (Charleston, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/3/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/11/18

Hayes, Jennifer from Moberly Area Community College (Moberly, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/10/15
- Verification on 9/8/15

Haynes, Keely from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/15/18
- Application Process on 8/22/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/3/15
- Cash Management on 2/16/17
- Consumer Information on 2/7/17
- Cost of Attendance on 12/3/15
- Direct Loans on 9/6/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/3/15
- Gainful Employment Test on 9/7/18
- Need Analysis on 8/4/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/6/18
- Professional Judgment on 8/6/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/14/15
- Student Eligibility on 10/29/15
- TEACH Grants on 9/7/18
- Verification on 8/22/18

Haynes, Veronica from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/16

Headley, Betsy from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/26/16
- Direct Loans on 1/30/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/30/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/13/17

Heather, Brandon from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/15

Hedges, Jennifer from Eastern Illinois University (Charleston, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/20/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/10/19
- Need Analysis on 6/4/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/20/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/23/19
- Verification on 3/6/18

Hedtcke, Dana from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 7/20/17

Heidendal, Ann from Northwest Missouri State University (Maryville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/19/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Heinisch, Beverly from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 8/5/16

Heiss, Angela from Lake Michigan College (Benton Harbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 12/17/16

Helle, Robert from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 2 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/10/19
Professional Judgment on 8/17/18

Helleloid, Jillian from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 1/30/17

Hellen, Jacqueline from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 13 credentials:

Application Process on 10/24/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/28/16
Consumer Information on 11/21/16
Cost of Attendance on 11/6/17
Direct Loans on 11/6/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/8/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/16
Professional Judgment on 10/31/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/16
Student Eligibility on 11/6/16
TEACH Grants on 11/21/16
Verification on 11/14/17

Hemenway, Jessica from Lakeshore Technical College (Cleveland, WI) achieved 4 credentials:

Direct Loans on 7/24/19
Need Analysis on 7/31/17
Professional Judgment on 2/28/19
Verification on 2/22/18

Henchey, Jennifer from University of Rio Grande (Rio Grande, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 3/7/17

Hendrickson, Mareo from St. Louis Community College (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 4/25/17

Henkel, Elizabeth from Beloit College (Beloit, WI) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 8/9/18
Need Analysis on 8/7/18
Student Eligibility on 8/13/18
Verification on 8/8/18

Henry, Erica from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 3/17/17
Direct Loans on 4/28/17
Professional Judgment on 3/16/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/15/17

Henry, Rachel from Cornell College (Mount Vernon, IA) achieved 11 credentials:

Application Process on 6/14/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/19/17
Direct Loans on 7/20/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/19/17
Need Analysis on 6/19/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/24/17
Professional Judgment on 7/27/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/25/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/21/17
Student Eligibility on 11/14/16
Verification on 5/15/17

Henry-Schroder, Candace from Ferris State University (Big Rapids, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

Need Analysis on 3/10/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/13/20

Hensley, Tara from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 16 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 7/22/18
Application Process on 1/17/16
Campus-Based Programs on 1/16/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cash Management on 9/8/18
Consumer Information on 9/9/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/7/18
Direct Loans on 8/25/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/2/17
Gainful Employment Test on 3/23/18
Need Analysis on 9/9/17
Professional Judgment on 1/13/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/15/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/17
Student Eligibility on 1/11/16
TEACH Grants on 8/2/17
Verification on 1/26/16

Henson, Becky from Lake Erie College (Painesville, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/9/19

Herman, Casey from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 6/13/17
Campus-Based Programs on 6/14/17
Consumer Information on 10/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/15/17
Direct Loans on 6/16/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/21/17
Need Analysis on 6/20/17
Professional Judgment on 7/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/16/17
Student Eligibility on 6/13/17
Verification on 6/26/17

Herman, Jeff from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/12/17
Need Analysis on 5/8/17
Professional Judgment on 7/18/17
Verification on 5/18/16

Herout, Kimberly from Illinois Valley Community College (Oglesby, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/31/19
Verification on 5/12/17

Herrell, Ron from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana North Central Campus (South Bend, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 9/21/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/21/18

Herren, Lindsay from John Wood Community College (Quincy, IL) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/30/19
Application Process on 5/8/19
Cash Management on 4/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
Need Analysis on 5/13/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/16/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/19
Student Eligibility on 6/6/19
Verification on 4/29/19

Herrera, Enid from University of Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/1/17
Student Eligibility on 11/7/16

Herrera, Katrina from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/10/15

Herrick, Jessica from Montcalm Community College (Sidney, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/12/18
Professional Judgment on 4/24/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/9/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 4/24/17

Hertling, Leo from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/23/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/14/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/17/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/20/17

Verification on 11/14/18

Hertzberg, Andrew from Saint Mary’s College (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 6 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/1/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/8/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/1/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 12/9/19
- Verification on 2/19/20

Verification on 3/20/19

Heu, James from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (Coon Rapids, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 3/20/19
- Direct Loans on 8/7/17
- Verification on 2/19/20

Verification on 2/19/15

Hibbard, Mariah from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/4/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/17/15
- Cost of Attendance on 9/3/15
- Need Analysis on 9/17/15
- Student Eligibility on 9/17/15

Verification on 6/9/17

Hicks, Cassandra from Southeast Missouri Hospital College of Nursing & Health Sciences (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/9/17

Verification on 5/12/17

Hicks, Stephanie from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 5/12/17

Verification on 3/15/18

Higgins, Amber from Missouri Southern State University (Joplin, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 9/19/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/19
- Verification on 6/25/19

Verification on 12/5/18

Hill, Ruventia from Columbus State Community College (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/18

Verification on 7/18/19

Hillenbrand, Hilary from University of Evansville (Evansville, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 3/15/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19

Verification on 12/20/18

Hilliard, Jill from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/18

Verification on 5/11/19

Hines, Antoinette from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/30/17
- Cost of Attendance on 9/16/19
- Direct Loans on 12/30/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/27/18
- Need Analysis on 9/19/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/11/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/17
- Student Eligibility on 9/17/19
- Verification on 5/11/19

Hines, Brooke from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/17/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/5/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/28/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/11/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/24/19
- Verification on 6/27/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hintz, Alexander from North Central University (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 1/27/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/4/17
- Direct Loans on 7/27/17
- Need Analysis on 12/8/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/23/17

Hoffman, Barbara from Coe College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 4 credentials:

- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/29/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/31/17
- Verification on 5/13/17

Hoisington, Sara from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credential:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/27/19

Holcomb, Jennifer from University of Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 3 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 10/30/15
- Student Eligibility on 7/28/15
- Verification on 7/29/15

Holloway, Kendel from Hondros College School of Nursing (Fairborn, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

- Consumer Information on 1/25/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/18
- Verification on 11/8/18

Holowicki, Taryn from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 7 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/14/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/18/17
- Direct Loans on 6/24/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/20/17
- Need Analysis on 7/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/3/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/22/17

Holubik, Donna from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
- Cash Management on 11/21/16

Hook, Hayley from Washington State Community College (Marietta, OH) achieved 10 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 8/10/19
- Application Process on 7/7/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/8/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/23/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/6/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/24/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/24/17
- Verification on 7/24/17

Hooker, Kimberly from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 11 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/1/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/15
- Cost of Attendance on 1/12/16
- Direct Loans on 10/6/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/20/15
- Need Analysis on 8/28/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/9/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/15
- Student Eligibility on 1/12/16
- Verification on 6/23/15

Hooper, Kristen from Washtenaw Community College (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 5/23/19
- Need Analysis on 3/4/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/25/20
- Verification on 7/17/18

Hoover, Brian from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Apply Process on 12/19/15  
Cost of Attendance on 12/31/15  
Student Eligibility on 12/23/15  

**Hoover, Emily** from Indiana University South Bend (South Bend, IN) achieved 5 credentials:  
- Direct Loans on 9/29/17  
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/14/18  
- Professional Judgment on 12/12/18  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/14/19  
- Student Eligibility on 6/6/17  

**Hoppe, Kelli** from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:  
- Cost of Attendance on 6/15/14  

**Hopper, Darla** from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (Saint Mary-Of-The-Woods, IN) achieved 3 credentials:  
- Cost of Attendance on 4/24/18  
- Gainful Employment Test on 2/8/17  
- Professional Judgment on 2/21/17  

**Horgan, Mary** from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:  
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/7/14  

**Hostager, Julie** from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 2 credentials:  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/18/18  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/28/17  

**Houser, Amy** from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (Saint Mary-Of-The-Woods, IN) achieved 4 credentials:  
- Administrative Capability on 3/9/20  
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/14/19  
- Student Eligibility on 12/17/18  
- Verification on 3/14/19  

**Houtz, Gail** from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 2 credentials:  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/16  
- Student Eligibility on 9/1/16  

**Howard, Andrea** from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 3 credentials:  
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/19  
- Student Eligibility on 12/5/19  
- Verification on 5/29/19  

**Howard, Cindy** from Nazarene Theological Seminary (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:  
- Administrative Capability on 10/28/19  
- Consumer Information on 10/28/19  

**Howard, Cynthia Dawn** from Wentworth Military Academy and College (Lexington, MO) achieved 2 credentials:  
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/17  
- Verification on 7/19/16  

**Howell, Ronda** from West Virginia Wesleyan College (Buckhannon, WV) achieved 16 credentials:  
- Administrative Capability on 9/23/16  
- Application Process on 11/2/16  
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/11/16  
- Cash Management on 12/2/16  
- Consumer Information on 12/5/16  
- Cost of Attendance on 11/7/16  
- Direct Loans on 1/12/17  
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/17/16  
- Need Analysis on 1/18/17  
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/30/16  
- Professional Judgment on 12/15/16  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/16  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/16  
- Student Eligibility on 10/27/16  
- TEACH Grants on 10/31/16  
- Verification on 12/13/16  

**Howerton, Cheryl** from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 1 credentials:  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/17  

**Hromada, Georgenia** from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 2 credentials:  
- Direct Loans on 3/27/17  
- Verification on 3/11/17  

**Huber, Carl** from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:  

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Administrative Capability on 6/13/17

Huffman, Mari from Stautzenberger College (Maumee, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/28/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/15/14

Huffman, Todd from Walsh College of Accountancy and Business Administration (Troy, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/15/19
Student Eligibility on 11/26/19

Hughes, Julie from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/19/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/17/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/20/17
Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/17
Student Eligibility on 6/27/17
Verification on 6/29/17

Hughes, Sarah from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/2/18
Student Eligibility on 11/13/18

Humnick, Justine from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17
Student Eligibility on 3/1/17

Humphrey, Chloe from Alma College (Alma, MI) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 11/21/19

Hundley, Dawn from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 11/30/18

Hunter, Holli from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/18

Hurley, Peter from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/8/16
Cash Management on 3/7/18
Consumer Information on 1/4/17
Gainful Employment Test on 12/8/17

Hurns, Tamiesha from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/18/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/22/19
Student Eligibility on 4/18/18

Hurt, Sabrina from University of Rio Grande (Rio Grande, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 5/23/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/3/17

Huser, Julie from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credential:
Cost of Attendance on 1/17/15

Hypes, Michelle from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/18/17
Application Process on 11/16/15
Campus-Based Programs on 11/19/15
Cash Management on 1/26/17
Consumer Information on 1/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 11/20/15
Direct Loans on 12/18/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/23/15
Gainful Employment Test on 5/18/18
Need Analysis on 11/24/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/22/15
Professional Judgment on 11/18/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/4/17
Student Eligibility on 11/17/15
TEACH Grants on 1/30/17
Verification on 11/18/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Ikezoe Heard, Nishia from Adtalem Global Education (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 4/4/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/18
  - Verification on 5/15/17

Insunza, Viviana from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/8/18
  - Professional Judgment on 3/13/17
  - Verification on 3/6/17

Jablonski, Steven from Oakland Community College Highland Lakes Campus (Waterford, MI) achieved 12 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/23/19
  - Application Process on 7/1/19
  - Consumer Information on 7/19/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
  - Direct Loans on 7/26/19
  - Need Analysis on 7/22/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/11/19
  - Professional Judgment on 7/12/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/25/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
  - Verification on 6/26/19

Jackson, Bayyinah from Washtenaw Community College (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 5/31/19
  - Need Analysis on 3/22/20
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/20/20
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/19/19

Jackson, Chelley from Illinois State University (Normal, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 5/23/18

Jackson, Janet from Southeast Missouri Hospital College of Nursing & Health Sciences (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/9/19
  - Need Analysis on 7/18/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/9/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/19
  - Student Eligibility on 7/24/19

Jackson, Leigh from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 5/2/18
  - Professional Judgment on 1/22/17

Jackson, Ronald from Cincinnati State Technical and Community College (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/19

Jacobs, Kayla from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 9/24/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/14/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/22/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/16/15

Jacobs, Kevin from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 12 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/7/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 12/1/17
  - Consumer Information on 2/25/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/17/17
  - Direct Loans on 10/16/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/29/17
  - Need Analysis on 9/22/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/30/18
  - Professional Judgment on 10/19/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/17/17
  - Student Eligibility on 7/10/17
  - Verification on 9/25/17

Jacobson, Victoria from Missouri State University (Springfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 4/4/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jaeger, Karri from Lakeshore Technical College (Cleveland, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/11/19

Jaimes, Nydia from Morton College (Cicero, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/21/19

Jakubowski, Jennifer from American Academy of Art (Chicago, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/22/19
  Consumer Information on 10/26/16
  Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
  Direct Loans on 5/2/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/11/17
  Student Eligibility on 5/10/16
  Verification on 4/12/17

James, Shashanta from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/9/18

James, Tessa from College Of Menominee Nation (Keshena, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/31/19

Janda, Jamie from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/9/17

Janicek, Jennifer from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/30/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/17
  Verification on 12/1/16

Jansen, Jennifer from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/11/19
  Application Process on 7/2/19
  Consumer Information on 7/17/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/18/19
  Direct Loans on 7/5/19
  Need Analysis on 6/17/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/8/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/27/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/13/19
  Verification on 6/24/19

Janssen, Erica Beth from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/30/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/23/19
  Professional Judgment on 4/22/19
  Verification on 4/23/19

Jarrett, Jayme from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
  Application Process on 5/1/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/14/18
  Cash Management on 1/1/17
  Consumer Information on 2/1/17
  Cost of Attendance on 1/3/18
  Direct Loans on 10/5/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/13/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/21/18
  Need Analysis on 9/19/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/20/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/17/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/3/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/16
  TEACH Grants on 10/20/18
  Verification on 7/1/16

Jarstfer, Marc from Mid Michigan College (Harrison, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/13/18
  Professional Judgment on 2/8/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verifications on 2/7/17

Jarvis, Jamie from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/16/16

Jeffries, Harry from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/17/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/15/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/27/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/21/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/27/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/20/18
  Verification on 12/27/17

Jekel, Jennifer from Webster University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/1/15
  Verification on 6/30/15

Jenkins, Gayla from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/1/18

Jenkins, Julia from Northwestern University Chicago Campus (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/17

Jennings, Courtney from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/4/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/8/15
  Cost of Attendance on 12/4/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/15/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/22/15
  Professional Judgment on 12/21/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/15
  Student Eligibility on 12/3/15
  Verification on 12/23/15

Jennings, Liz from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/4/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18
  Verification on 12/19/18

Jensen, Katie from Capella University (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/1/18

Jensen, Valerie from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/3/15
  Verification on 6/30/15

Jimenez, Monique from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/31/18
  Cost of Attendance on 2/22/19
  Need Analysis on 11/20/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/19

Jimison, Jennifer from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/14/16

Johnson, Angela from Cuyahoga Community College District (Cleveland, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/22/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/22/15

Johnson, Betsy from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/2/16
  Cash Management on 8/18/17
  Consumer Information on 12/23/16
  Direct Loans on 10/28/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 12/27/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/1/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/9/18

Johnson, Bridgette from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (Coon Rapids, MN) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/13/17
  Consumer Information on 2/27/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Johnson, Dexter from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/7/15

Johnson, Iman from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/26/18
  Verification on 11/22/17

Johnson, Jennifer from Saint Louis University (St. Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/21/15

Johnson, Jessica from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/6/17

Johnson, Jim from Northeast Ohio Medical University (Rootstown, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/19

Johnson, Karen from Oakland Community College (Auburn Hills, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/23/19
  Application Process on 7/1/19
  Consumer Information on 7/1/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/8/19
  Need Analysis on 7/22/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/11/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
  Verification on 6/26/19

Johnson, LaToya from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/2/17

Johnson, Michelle from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/24/17

Johnson, Pamela from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/18

Johnson, Paulette from St. Louis Community College (St Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/5/17

Johnson, Rebecca from Illinois College (Jacksonville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/10/18

Johnson, Roxanne from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 6/17/19

Johnson, Sarah from East Central College (Union, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/30/18

Johnson, Sherry from (St. Paul, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/5/13
  Need Analysis on 1/31/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/4/14
  Student Eligibility on 1/18/14

Johnson, Timothy from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 6/18/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/1/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19

Johnston, Misty from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/20/17

Johnstone, Janice from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/19

Joifrita, Aaron from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 9/24/15

Jones, Andrea from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/8/19

Jones, Anthony from Harris-Stowe State University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/22/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jones, Catherine from Western Michigan University Homer Stryker M.D. School of Medicine (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 2/20/18
  - Need Analysis on 2/3/20
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/18/20
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/19

Jones, Deb from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/29/14

Jones, Derrick from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/19/19
  - Application Process on 6/19/19
  - Professional Judgment on 7/12/19
  - Student Eligibility on 7/2/19
  - Verification on 7/9/19

Jones, Ella from St. Louis Community College - Forest Park (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 10/30/18

Jones, Gina from Augsburg College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 7/21/17
  - Professional Judgment on 7/27/17

Jones, Marlon from Marietta College (Marietta, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 9/16/19

Jones, Mary from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 1/11/17
  - Application Process on 12/19/14
  - Campus-Based Programs on 12/4/14
  - Cash Management on 5/18/17
  - Consumer Information on 1/17/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 1/30/15
  - Direct Loans on 2/12/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/5/17
  - Need Analysis on 2/10/15
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/10/15
  - Professional Judgment on 1/29/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 1/23/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/5/17
  - Student Eligibility on 12/22/14
  - TEACH Grants on 1/24/17
  - Verification on 11/26/14

Jones, Rebecca from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/27/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/7/20

Jones, Tena from Saint Louis University (St. Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 4/11/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/27/16

Jones, Tina from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/29/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 2/3/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/2/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/4/18

Jones, Virginia from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 7/24/18

Joplin, Susan from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/15

Jordan, Alexander from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 10/19/19
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/19/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

Jung, Vicki from Southwestern Illinois College (Belleville, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/29/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/29/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Junior-Robins, Antonio from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 11 credentials:

Application Process on 7/4/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/7/17
Direct Loans on 7/19/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/16/17
Need Analysis on 7/6/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/12/17
Professional Judgment on 7/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/9/17
Student Eligibility on 7/3/17
Verification on 7/18/17

Juranek, Brynn from Rasmussen College - Eagan (Eagan, MN) achieved 2 credentials:

Consumer Information on 3/6/19
Direct Loans on 8/23/17

Kagol, Lindsay from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credential:

Verification on 12/5/17

Kaliski, Kelli from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 6 credentials:

Application Process on 10/8/19
Cost of Attendance on 1/25/20
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/28/19
Need Analysis on 4/28/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/8/19
Student Eligibility on 11/27/19

Kampfe, Kristen from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 14 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 7/7/19
Application Process on 6/22/16
Campus-Based Programs on 6/23/16
Cash Management on 3/4/20
Consumer Information on 6/25/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/24/16
Direct Loans on 6/25/16
Need Analysis on 6/25/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/24/16
Professional Judgment on 6/23/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/23/16
Student Eligibility on 6/22/16
Verification on 6/23/16

Kamphaus, Dawn from Parkland College (Champaign, IL) achieved 9 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 6/26/19
Application Process on 12/12/18
Cash Management on 6/27/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
Direct Loans on 6/20/18
Professional Judgment on 6/6/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/21/18
Student Eligibility on 12/12/18

Kannenwischer, Susan from Columbus College of Art & Design (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 7/16/19
Consumer Information on 10/26/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/23/19

Karim, Sultan from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 10 credentials:

Application Process on 5/14/19
Campus-Based Programs on 9/26/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/1/19
Direct Loans on 9/6/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/27/19
Need Analysis on 7/2/19
Professional Judgment on 5/23/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Karnes, Sue from Retired from William Jewell College (Camden, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/12/14

Kasabian-Larson, Sarah from Alma College (Alma, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/18/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/23/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/27/19
  Verification on 3/24/16

Kashani, Megan from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/4/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/12/16
  Consumer Information on 8/30/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/9/16
  Direct Loans on 8/16/16
  Need Analysis on 8/10/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/17/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/25/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/19/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/26/16
  Student Eligibility on 8/5/16
  Verification on 8/12/16

Kasten, Samantha from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/26/17

Kauf, Krissy from N/A (Ashland, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/30/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/16

Kavish, Lindsey from University of Illinois at Springfield (Springfield, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/28/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/1/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/25/19
  Verification on 4/18/19

Kay, Catherine from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/11/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14

Kearney, Matthew from Southeast Missouri State University (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/14/17

Kee Smith, Judy from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/20/17

Keefor, Abby from West Virginia University ( Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/11/19
  Direct Loans on 4/9/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/13/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/19

Keen, Joshua from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/25/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/17/18

Keener, Sarah from Pierpont Community and Technical College (Fairmont, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 8/27/19

Keller, Kristina from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 1/14/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/30/15
  Student Eligibility on 1/14/16
  Verification on 6/30/15

Kelly, Donovan from West Virginia University ( Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/13/19
  Direct Loans on 12/18/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/16/19

Kelly, Lauren from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/16

Kelly, Maureen from Metropolitan Community College - Longview (Lee's Summit, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/13/16
  Application Process on 4/13/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15
  Cash Management on 2/15/17
  Consumer Information on 2/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/5/15
  Direct Loans on 9/30/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18
  Need Analysis on 8/26/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/15
  Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/7/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/6/15
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/15
  TEACH Grants on 11/19/18
  Verification on 5/27/15

Kelly, Patricia from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 13 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/3/17
  Application Process on 10/5/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/31/17
  Consumer Information on 11/28/16
  Cost of Attendance on 10/27/17
  Direct Loans on 11/9/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/13/17
  Need Analysis on 5/26/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/10/17
  Professional Judgment on 11/29/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/25/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/31/17
  TEACH Grants on 5/8/18

Kemper, Beth from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Southeast Campus (Madison, IN) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/18

Kennedy, Anne from City Colleges of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:
  Consumer Information on 4/10/19

Kennedy, Dana from The College of Wooster (Wooster, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 5/13/19
  Verification on 12/18/18

Kennedy, Kerri from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/8/15
  Direct Loans on 5/13/16

Kent-Swartz, Trisha from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/3/18
  Cash Management on 3/28/18
  Consumer Information on 7/19/18
  Direct Loans on 9/6/18
  Professional Judgment on 8/7/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/25/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/18
  Verification on 12/7/18

Kerr, Rhonda from Indiana University Southeast (New Albany, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/2/18
  Verification on 6/28/18

Kesteloot, Wade from Rasmussen College - Eagan (Eagan, MN) achieved 1 credential:
  Direct Loans on 8/23/17

Kestner, Carly from Concord University (Athens, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/26/18
  Application Process on 11/2/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/18
Cash Management on 9/26/18
Consumer Information on 9/25/18
Cost of Attendance on 2/14/18
Direct Loans on 11/5/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/11/17
Gainful Employment Test on 2/15/18
Need Analysis on 11/19/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/19
Professional Judgment on 11/8/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/25/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/17
Student Eligibility on 2/12/18
TEACH Grants on 10/29/19
Verification on 11/29/17

Key, Jessica from Webster University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 10 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/28/15
Cost of Attendance on 1/13/16
Direct Loans on 10/2/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/28/15
Need Analysis on 8/31/15
Professional Judgment on 8/29/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/15
Student Eligibility on 1/12/16
Verification on 6/27/15

Khalsa, Guruparwaz from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/15

Kiesel, Brett from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19

Kile, Brooke from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/23/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/18/14
Professional Judgment on 9/20/13
Verification on 10/8/14

Kile, Stephanie from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/3/14

Kiley, Paige from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/27/18
Campus-Based Programs on 12/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/19/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/19/19
Professional Judgment on 1/22/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/22/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/18
Student Eligibility on 7/9/18

Kim, Katelyn from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/17/19
Application Process on 11/26/19
Campus-Based Programs on 12/5/19
Cash Management on 10/31/19
Consumer Information on 11/12/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19
Direct Loans on 12/4/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/27/19
Need Analysis on 12/9/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/19
Professional Judgment on 12/12/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/4/19
Student Eligibility on 11/13/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Kimmel, Raymond from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/13/15

Kinder, Sherry from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/24/15
Student Eligibility on 11/23/15

King, Alicia from Southeast Missouri State University (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/24/16

King, Amy from Alderson Broaddus University (Philippi, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/11/17
Application Process on 10/14/15
Campus-Based Programs on 11/4/15
Cash Management on 12/21/16
Consumer Information on 12/14/16
Cost of Attendance on 10/21/15
Direct Loans on 11/18/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/4/15
Need Analysis on 12/23/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/23/15
Professional Judgment on 11/13/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/16
Student Eligibility on 11/13/15
TEACH Grants on 11/17/16
Verification on 12/9/15

King, Katie from Kansas City University of Medicine & Biosciences (Kansas City, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 8/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/23/18
Professional Judgment on 8/28/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/28/18
Student Eligibility on 3/23/18

Kinziger, Linda from Ripon College (Ripon, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/22/19
Verification on 2/19/18

Kirchner, Nicole from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/29/14

Kirksey, Matthew from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/3/19
Consumer Information on 11/14/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/28/17
Student Eligibility on 11/4/16
Verification on 12/9/19

Kispert, Renea from Rochester Community and Technical College (Rochester, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/19/20

Kissee, Cassandra from Sauk Valley Community College (Dixon, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/13/18
Student Eligibility on 11/28/18

Kissner, Kelsey from St. Charles Community College (Cottleville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/5/18

Klausing, Megan from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/28/17

Klein, Kayla from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/19/16
Consumer Information on 7/15/16
Direct Loans on 8/10/16
Student Eligibility on 7/28/16
Verification on 4/18/19

Klein, Terry from Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College (Shell Lake, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/19

Klommhaus, Kylee from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 8 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Application Process on 7/22/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/23/19
Direct Loans on 7/23/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/14/19
Professional Judgment on 7/29/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/19
Student Eligibility on 7/24/19
Verification on 4/20/17

Kluck, Leah from Concordia University Wisconsin (Mequon, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/20/17

Knight, Jeffrey from Macomb Community College (Warren, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/22/18

Knopp, Valerie from St. Cloud State University (Saint Cloud, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 3/22/18
Direct Loans on 8/22/17

Knott, Jodi from Bemidji State University (Bemidji, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/17/16

Knutsen, Andrea from University of Northwestern - St Paul (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/18/17

Kocimski, Lauren from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/28/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/1/16
Need Analysis on 3/31/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/1/16
Student Eligibility on 8/1/16

Kocinski, Rayna from Rochester University (Rochester Hills, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 12/8/15
Campus-Based Programs on 2/16/16
Cost of Attendance on 3/8/16
Direct Loans on 2/9/16
Student Eligibility on 12/9/15
Verification on 12/4/15

Koehl, Heidi from Greenville University (Greenville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/19/18

Koehler, Jana from University of Minnesota, Morris (Morris, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/23/17

Koldan, Quin from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 3/18/18

Kolhoff, Caitlyn from Central Michigan University (Mount Pleasant, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/17

Kosidlo, William from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/20/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/11/19
Professional Judgment on 12/1/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/19

Kraemer, Katie from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 6 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/10/17
Direct Loans on 11/6/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/17/16
Need Analysis on 6/13/17
Professional Judgment on 1/11/19
Verification on 11/14/17

Krall, Jason from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 10/5/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/18/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/14/17
Need Analysis on 11/14/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/26/17
Student Eligibility on 10/11/17

Krause, Leah from Minnesota State University Mankato (Mankato, MN) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Krause, Louie from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/12/20

Krehbiel, Brenda from Central Methodist University (Fayette, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/22/19
- Application Process on 10/10/19
- Cash Management on 6/14/17
- Consumer Information on 10/18/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/8/17
- Direct Loans on 3/20/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/14/17
- Need Analysis on 3/24/17
- Professional Judgment on 9/14/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/25/16
- Student Eligibility on 2/20/18

Kremer, Sandra from Metropolitan Community College - Longview (Lee's Summit, MO) achieved 13 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/13/16
- Application Process on 4/13/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/1/15
- Cost of Attendance on 11/5/15
- Direct Loans on 9/30/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
- Need Analysis on 8/26/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/15
- Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/7/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/15/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/10/15
- Verification on 5/27/15

Kroa, Lauren from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 2/25/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/5/20
- Verification on 12/19/19

Krohn, JoElyn from Martin Luther College (New Ulm, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/15/17

Kroll, Sara from Washington State Community College (Marietta, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19
- Verification on 11/22/19

Krueger, David from Illinois State University (Normal, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/1/18

Kuboushek, Bradley from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18

Kuchler, Cam from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/19/19

Kujawa, Scott from Lawrence Technological University (Southfield, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/6/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/8/19
- Direct Loans on 7/22/19
- Need Analysis on 7/22/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/20/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/19

Kukowski, Tina from Carleton College (Northfield, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/8/17

Kuntz, Brandon from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 10/23/19
- Verification on 11/20/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Credentials Achieved</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuntz, Rudy</td>
<td>Baldwin Wallace University (Berea, OH)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Verification on 11/29/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurek, Karissa</td>
<td>Ashland University (Ashland, OH)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cost of Attendance on 5/23/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/23/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verification on 3/12/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurilchick, Tara</td>
<td>West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Administrative Capability on 11/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Application Process on 10/24/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Campus-Based Programs on 10/24/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Management on 11/16/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer Information on 11/14/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of Attendance on 11/22/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Loans on 11/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/31/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Need Analysis on 11/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/9/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 10/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 10/24/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TEACH Grants on 10/21/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verification on 10/31/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyriakou, Lareina</td>
<td>Career Quest Learning Center (Lansing, MI)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cash Management on 12/3/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 3/5/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaBenne, Amy</td>
<td>Schoolcraft College (Livonia, MI)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Verification on 7/20/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaBo, Jen</td>
<td>Northwood University (Midland, MI)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 1/19/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahaie, Patrick</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University (Dekalb, IL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Direct Loans on 5/24/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine-Nazaire, Stephanie</td>
<td>University of Chicago (Chicago, IL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Verification on 5/9/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalk, Carrie</td>
<td>Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lallathin, Bridgett</td>
<td>Stark State College (North Canton, OH)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 8/7/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb, Amanda</td>
<td>Glenville State College (Glenville, WV)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Application Process on 11/27/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Management on 12/9/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer Information on 11/19/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Loans on 12/19/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/18/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gainful Employment Test on 10/30/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Need Analysis on 8/23/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 8/22/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Jessica</td>
<td>Manchester University (North Manchester, IN)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 5/9/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 7/18/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verification on 5/8/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamberts, Jana</td>
<td>Cornerstone University (Grand Rapids, MI)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 2/6/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 1/30/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verification on 1/23/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambie, Sara</td>
<td>Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Administrative Capability on 3/18/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Management on 2/21/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consumer Information on 11/22/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of Attendance on 5/21/19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Direct Loans on 11/4/19
Need Analysis on 7/31/19
Student Eligibility on 11/20/18
Verification on 2/5/19

Lamp, Renee’ from Cuyahoga Community CollegeWestern Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/18/16
Verification on 8/19/16

Landrum, Constance from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/15

Lanfear, Hannah from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/6/20

Langdon, Dawn from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 6/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/23/18
Student Eligibility on 10/9/15
Verification on 9/30/16

Lange, Laura from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/29/19
Need Analysis on 7/18/17
Professional Judgment on 2/23/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/26/20
Verification on 4/4/18

Langenfeld, Holley from Walsh University (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/31/17

Langle, Holli from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/16/16
Application Process on 6/10/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15
Cash Management on 2/9/17
Consumer Information on 2/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/27/16
Direct Loans on 9/25/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/16/15
Gainful Employment Test on 2/20/19
Need Analysis on 3/17/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/23/16
Professional Judgment on 9/9/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/15
Student Eligibility on 3/20/18
TEACH Grants on 11/19/18
Verification on 6/10/16

Lanigan, Lauren from Concordia University Saint Paul (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/23/16

Lannen, Carrie from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/5/18
Direct Loans on 5/3/18
Gainful Employment Test on 11/27/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/18

LaPratt, Jennifer from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/15/15

Larke, Benjamin from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 10/13/17
Direct Loans on 11/8/17
Professional Judgment on 11/19/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/23/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18
Student Eligibility on 10/13/17
Verification on 11/19/18

Larkin, Audrey from Kirtland Community College (Grayling, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/3/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Larson, Christine from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/18

Lauderbaugh, Sean from Saint Olaf College (Northfield, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/18

Laughlin, Jenny from Moberly Area Community College (Moberly, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 9/22/15

Laureano, Inez from John Carroll University (University Heights, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/13/18

LaVigne, Debbi from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/25/19
Need Analysis on 7/26/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/19
Student Eligibility on 6/6/18

Lazuka, Natalie from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/5/19
Student Eligibility on 10/31/19
Verification on 11/15/19

Leary, Bethany from Tiffin University (Tiffin, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Leatherberry, Michelle from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/19

Lechowicz, Linda from Metropolitan Community College - Penn Valley (Kansas City, MO) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/7/16
Application Process on 4/18/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15
Consumer Information on 12/13/16
Cost of Attendance on 12/22/15
Direct Loans on 9/28/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
Need Analysis on 7/27/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/15/15
Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/14/15
Student Eligibility on 12/22/15
Verification on 5/20/15

Lechtenberg, Melanie from John Wood Community College (Quincy, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 5/12/19
Cost of Attendance on 5/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/19
Student Eligibility on 5/9/19
Verification on 4/29/19

Lee, Annetta from Saint Olaf College (Northfield, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/16/19

Lee, My See from Waukesha County Technical College (Pewaukee, WI) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 6/27/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/18/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/12/17
Need Analysis on 7/7/17
Professional Judgment on 7/20/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/18/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/14/17
Student Eligibility on 6/28/17
Verification on 7/14/17

Leech, Linda from ECMC (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/8/18
Need Analysis on 7/5/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Legaria, Dulce from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 6/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/18/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/21/17
Student Eligibility on 6/21/17
Verification on 7/26/17

Legrand, Moriah from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/17

Lehman, Scott from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/7/18

Lehmann, Casey from Nicolet Area Technical College (Rhineland, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/19

Leider, Michelle from Lakeshore Technical College (Cleveland, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/10/19
Need Analysis on 6/4/17
Student Eligibility on 10/21/13
Verification on 12/14/13

Leiss, Frankie from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 9/24/15

Lelo, Kathryn from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/18
Verification on 3/16/18

Lenckus, Diana from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/24/18

Lentz, Lauren from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/25/17
Verification on 7/24/17

Lenz, Kari from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/9/20
Consumer Information on 1/1/20
Need Analysis on 5/7/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/26/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/3/19
Verification on 5/2/19

Leprotti, Anthony from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/19

Lesiewicz, Melissa from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/8/18
Professional Judgment on 5/12/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13
Verification on 5/12/17

Leslie, Andrea from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/7/17

Leuellyn, Doloris from Metropolitan Community College - Blue River (Independence, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/19/16
Application Process on 5/19/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/5/15
Cash Management on 2/13/17
Consumer Information on 2/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/26/16
Direct Loans on 10/5/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/16/15
Gainful Employment Test on 3/18/19
Need Analysis on 3/28/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/9/16
Professional Judgment on 9/9/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/15
Student Eligibility on 3/21/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
LeVeque, Karen from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/17

Levy, Douglas from Macomb Community College (Warren, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/3/16
Consumer Information on 1/10/17
Gainful Employment Test on 10/18/17

Lewis, Alexander from University of Charleston (Charleston, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/12/18
Student Eligibility on 3/14/18

Lewis, Amber from Missouri Southern State University (Joplin, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/9/18
TEACH Grants on 10/4/18

Lewis, Cheryl from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 11/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/6/19
Need Analysis on 12/10/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/19
Student Eligibility on 11/13/19
Verification on 11/21/19

Lewis, Roxanne from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/17/16

Lieffring, Cynthia from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/4/15

Lillesve, Christina from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/13/19

Lilly, Hannah from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 11/1/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/1/18
Direct Loans on 11/15/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/18
Need Analysis on 11/8/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/9/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/27/18
Student Eligibility on 11/2/18
Verification on 11/4/18

Linder, Matthew from West Virginia Wesleyan College (Buckhannon, WV) achieved 11 credentials:
Application Process on 11/17/15
Campus-Based Programs on 11/12/15
Cost of Attendance on 11/6/15
Direct Loans on 12/8/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/15
Need Analysis on 11/20/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/10/15
Professional Judgment on 12/15/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/11/15
Student Eligibility on 11/12/15
Verification on 11/18/15

Lingel, Kenzie from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/2/18
Student Eligibility on 11/27/18

Lippincott, Julimar from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 2/27/19
Direct Loans on 5/3/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/15/19
Need Analysis on 5/7/19
Professional Judgment on 2/22/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Lisco, Heather from Caris College (Jefferson, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
- Cash Management on 2/4/20
- Cost of Attendance on 10/11/18
- Professional Judgment on 9/19/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/16/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/31/18
- Verification on 11/1/18

Listermann, Matthew from Galen College of Nursing - Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/18/19

Lively, Kelli from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 5/15/17

Livengood, Naomi from Kellogg Community College (Battle Creek, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/14/17

Lizardi, Jessica from Oakland Community College (Auburn Hills, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/8/19
- Verification on 12/16/19

Lofgren, Angela from Metropolitan State University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/24/17
- Direct Loans on 8/24/17

Loftin, Julie from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 8 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/3/16
- Direct Loans on 2/4/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/3/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/11/18
- Need Analysis on 8/13/15
- Professional Judgment on 2/3/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/18
- TEACH Grants on 9/21/18

Logan-Cosme, DeAuntha from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 10/1/16

Lohr, Nathanael from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/1/18
- Consumer Information on 11/13/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/7/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/29/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/24/19

Lone, Brad from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/26/19
- Application Process on 9/28/19
- Consumer Information on 10/10/19
- Direct Loans on 10/25/19
- Need Analysis on 10/28/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/10/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/18

Long, Corey from Indiana University South Bend (South Bend, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 5/31/17

Long, Danielle from College of Lake County (Grayslake, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/23/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/22/18
- Verification on 4/17/17

Lonneman, Judith from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/15

Look, Kristin from Clarke University (Dubuque, IA) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/6/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/7/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/25/17
- Direct Loans on 7/11/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Need Analysis on 7/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/12/18
Student Eligibility on 7/19/17
Verification on 7/12/17

Lorence, Christina from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/13/17

Louis, Karen from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/19

Loushin, Chessa from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 4/29/19
Student Eligibility on 4/30/19

Lovellette, Heidi from Goshen College (Goshen, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/8/19

Lowe, Chelsea from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
Verification on 5/17/18

Lowe, Chevy from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/7/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/6/19
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/19
Student Eligibility on 10/30/19

Lowery, Marlene from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/27/18
Verification on 3/26/19

Lowrey, Pamela from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/22/18
Application Process on 7/6/18
Campus-Based Programs on 2/27/19
Consumer Information on 8/18/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/11/18
Direct Loans on 10/6/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/21/19
Gainful Employment Test on 3/2/19
Need Analysis on 9/30/17
Professional Judgment on 8/31/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/18
Student Eligibility on 6/29/18
Verification on 9/4/18

Loyd, Nathan from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/11/19

Lubbers, Tony from University of Central Missouri (Warrensburg, MO) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/12/17
Direct Loans on 4/4/19
Gainful Employment Test on 12/20/18
Need Analysis on 4/4/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/1/19
Professional Judgment on 4/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/19
Student Eligibility on 1/6/17
Verification on 5/23/19

Luberski, Kathryn from Sacred Heart Major Seminary (Detroit, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/14/16
Consumer Information on 4/26/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/15/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/26/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15
Verification on 12/8/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Lucas, Danielle from Southwestern Michigan College Niles Campus (Dowagaic, MI) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/13

Lucewich, Georgeann from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 6/20/17

Lucier, Adam from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:  
Campus-Based Programs on 1/6/19  
Professional Judgment on 1/24/17  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/18  
Verification on 1/27/17

Luck, Michelle from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 6 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 12/10/15  
Cash Management on 11/23/16  
Professional Judgment on 1/6/17  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16  
Verification on 12/28/16

Ludwig, Debra from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 9/28/15

Lueker, Jacqueline from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 6 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 7/11/19  
Need Analysis on 7/11/17  
Professional Judgment on 2/28/19  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/19  
Student Eligibility on 5/25/18  
Verification on 2/23/18

Luna, Maribel from Waubonsee Community College (Sugar Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:  
Student Eligibility on 5/31/16

Lynn, Tristan from Iowa College Student Aid Commission (Des Moines, IA) achieved 5 credentials:  
Application Process on 7/12/19  
Cost of Attendance on 5/16/16  
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/27/17  
Student Eligibility on 7/12/19  
Verification on 4/18/17

Lyons, Christina from University of Central Missouri (Warrensburg, MO) achieved 1 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 9/16/16

Mabry, Pashal from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 4/1/18

MacDonald, Virginia from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 2 credentials:  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/19  
Verification on 12/17/18

Macioce, Erin from Kalamazoo Valley Community College (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 7 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 2/23/18  
Need Analysis on 2/18/20  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/21/20  
Professional Judgment on 2/8/17  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/2/19  
Student Eligibility on 11/21/19  
Verification on 12/5/16

Madison, Stacia from Northwood University (Midland, MI) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/18

Madsen, Jenny from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 1 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18

Magesa, Fares from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, MI) achieved 4 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 3/8/18  
Professional Judgment on 3/3/17  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/30/19  
Verification on 3/15/17

Maggart, Chris from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 2 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 3/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Maidlow, Kelly from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/23/19

Maitland, Clara from Alma College (Alma, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/28/16

Malone, Kathryn from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/2/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/3/17
  Need Analysis on 6/15/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/13
  Verification on 11/10/15

Maloney, Shane from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/17/17
  Cash Management on 12/4/16
  Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
  Need Analysis on 1/2/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
  Student Eligibility on 7/17/17
  Verification on 12/27/16

ManDeville, Janine from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/17

Manley, Sarah from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/18
  Student Eligibility on 8/7/16

Mann, Daniel from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/12/15
  Consumer Information on 11/19/17

Manning, Cory from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/28/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/18

Marcusse, Kara from Cornerstone University (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/14/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/28/17
  Verification on 1/30/17

Marin, Maria from Cuyahoga Community College Eastern Campus (Highland Hills, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/21/16

Marion, Jamie from University of Chicago - Pritzker School of Medicine (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/14/15

Marion, Marc from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/17/15

Marks, Cheri from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 3/14/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/12/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/5/17
  Verification on 7/11/16

Marlowe, Michelle from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/6/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/1/17
  Need Analysis on 3/11/20
  Professional Judgment on 11/10/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/17

Marnewick, Lesli from Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (Saint Mary-Of-The-Woods, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/18
  Verification on 4/26/19

Marquez, Corina from Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/27/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Marsala, Judy from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/30/14

Marsell, Makenzie from Northern Illinois University (Dekalb, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/17
Verification on 5/12/17

Marsh, Barbra from Lake Superior State University (Sault Sainte Marie, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/7/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/7/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/19
Student Eligibility on 7/7/19
Verification on 7/9/19

Marshall, Carla from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/2/18
Application Process on 12/22/16
Consumer Information on 11/2/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/12/18
Direct Loans on 1/7/19
Need Analysis on 1/27/20
Student Eligibility on 12/28/16
Verification on 2/28/20

Marsteller, David from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 9/16/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/16/16
Consumer Information on 9/17/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/30/16
Need Analysis on 9/28/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/29/16
Professional Judgment on 9/27/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/1/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/29/16
Student Eligibility on 9/16/16

Marten, Timothy from St. John's College, Department of Nursing (Springfield, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 10/28/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/19
Student Eligibility on 11/2/15

Martens, Cory from University of Southern Indiana (Evansville, IN) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/21/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19
Direct Loans on 6/18/19
Professional Judgment on 6/24/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/19
Student Eligibility on 6/18/19

Martin, Karen from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/23/15

Martin, Kaylyn from Ozarks Technical Community College (Springfield, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 2/27/19
Verification on 2/7/19

Martinez, Mildred from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/30/16

Martinez, Nicole from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 7/8/15
Campus-Based Programs on 9/21/15
Cost of Attendance on 7/15/15
Direct Loans on 10/5/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/11/15
Need Analysis on 7/24/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/29/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Mason, April from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 13 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/22/16
- Application Process on 5/6/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/30/15
- Cost of Attendance on 5/17/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/4/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 11/30/18
- Need Analysis on 3/9/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/22/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/24/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/11/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/4/16
- TEACH Grants on 10/12/18
- Verification on 5/21/15

Matamoros, Daniel from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 9/11/17
- Direct Loans on 6/11/18
- Professional Judgment on 8/23/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/15/19
- Verification on 5/14/19

Matchefts, Samantha from University of Missouri - St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 12/9/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/14/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/10/15

Mathson, Hannah from Ohio University (Athens, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 10/16/19

Matthei, Mary from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/19/18

Matthews, Veta from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/8/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/27/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/19
- Verification on 7/23/19

Mattson, Mallory from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/15/19
- Application Process on 6/20/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/17/19
- Consumer Information on 7/8/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
- Direct Loans on 7/5/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/11/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/10/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/24/19
- Verification on 7/1/19

Maun, Catherine from Augsburg College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/24/17

Maurice, Jerri from Macomb Community College (Warren, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/14/18

Mautz, Jessica from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 6/21/19

May, Joy from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/23/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/10/17

Mayfield, Charles from Northwest Missouri State University (Maryville, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/21/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Need Analysis on 4/16/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/7/19
Professional Judgment on 5/17/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/22/19
Verification on 3/2/19

Mays, Lakisha from Columbus College of Art & Design (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19

Mazzella, Nicole from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/29/17

McAtee, Teresa from Mountain State College (Parkersburg, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/17

McCabe, Lynn from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 1/31/16
Cost of Attendance on 1/28/19
Student Eligibility on 12/13/17
Verification on 6/12/18

McCafferty, Brenda from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 1/8/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/19/15
Professional Judgment on 1/9/15
Verification on 4/2/15

McCafferty, Patt from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Bloomington Campus (Bloomington, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 7/20/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/29/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/11/18

McClure, Carrie from Washtenaw Community College (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/26/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/2/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/19/19
Verification on 7/1/18

McCluskey, Carolyn from Baldwin Wallace University (Berea, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/19

McComb, Sandra from University of Michigan - Flint (Flint, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/17/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/10/15
Professional Judgment on 6/23/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/16/16

McCord, Wanda from Oakland Community CollegeOrchard Ridge Campus (Farmington Hills, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/4/15

McCracken, Mindy from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 12/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/16/19
Need Analysis on 12/16/19
Student Eligibility on 11/26/19
Verification on 12/18/19

McDaniel, Cole from Kalamazoo Valley Community College (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 6 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/27/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/25/20
Professional Judgment on 10/30/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17
Student Eligibility on 11/5/19
Verification on 11/22/19

McDole, Junia from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/28/16
Campus-Based Programs on 7/29/16
Consumer Information on 8/26/16
Direct Loans on 9/16/16
Student Eligibility on 7/1/16
Verification on 9/15/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
McDonald, Beverly from Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College (Mt. Gay, WV) achieved 17 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 6/16/17
- Application Process on 10/5/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/8/19
- Cash Management on 6/22/17
- Consumer Information on 6/15/17
- Cost of Attendance on 10/11/17
- Direct Loans on 10/19/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/17
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/21/18
- Need Analysis on 1/31/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/17
- Professional Judgment on 4/16/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/20
- Student Eligibility on 10/5/17
- TEACH Grants on 5/10/18
- Verification on 11/2/17

McDonald, James from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

- Application Process on 7/3/17

McDonald, Jennifer from Kent State University (Kent, OH) achieved 6 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 11/29/19
- Professional Judgment on 2/3/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/16/19
- Student Eligibility on 3/3/20
- TEACH Grants on 2/20/20
- Verification on 3/11/20

McDonel-Thomas, Denise from Wayne County Community College District (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17

McDonough, Andrew from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 9 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/10/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/11/19
- Direct Loans on 6/13/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/11/19
- Need Analysis on 6/14/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/17/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/14/19
- Verification on 6/21/19

McDougall-Smith, Leigh from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 3 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 12/27/19
- Student Eligibility on 12/27/19
- Verification on 12/27/19

McDow, Lisa from Truman State University (Kirksville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 7/8/15

McGinnis, Barbara from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/14/15
- Cost of Attendance on 1/2/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/31/15

McGonigal, Kristen from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 5/13/16

Mcguire, Joshua from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 6/13/19
- Student Eligibility on 12/9/19

McKnight, Mary from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 8/20/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/19/19

McMillan, Jesse from Capital University (Columbus, OH) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 5/7/18
- Cost of Attendance on 3/30/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Direct Loans on 2/22/19
Student Eligibility on 3/26/19
Verification on 8/2/16

Mcnail, Molly from Winona State University (Winona, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 8/14/19

McNamee-Charles, Lynnae from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 6/6/19
Campus-Based Programs on 6/26/19
Cash Management on 4/9/20
Cost of Attendance on 7/8/16
Direct Loans on 10/19/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/19
Need Analysis on 7/31/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/22/19
Professional Judgment on 6/27/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17
Student Eligibility on 3/12/18
Verification on 5/4/17

McNeal, Candace from Danville Area Community College (Danville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/13/18

McNier, Michelle from Alma College (Alma, MI) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/3/18
Cash Management on 12/8/16
Cost of Attendance on 2/4/15
Direct Loans on 5/7/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15

McVey, Joan from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/2/17

McVicar, Shelley from Schoolcraft College (Livonia, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/11/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/18/20

Meadows, Eric from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/10/17
Cash Management on 6/10/17
Consumer Information on 5/12/17

Meadows, Sandra from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 6/13/19
Cash Management on 8/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 2/20/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/19

Mealy, Stephanie from Milwaukee School of Engineering (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/4/19
Application Process on 7/28/17
Direct Loans on 6/1/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/15/15
Need Analysis on 7/3/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/2/20
Verification on 12/6/17

Means, Caleb from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/27/18

Medari, Sujith from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/18

Mederer, Lea from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/29/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/16
Student Eligibility on 9/27/16

Medina Macias, Mayra from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/3/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/19
Student Eligibility on 11/4/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Meek, Heather from Illinois College (Jacksonville, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 5/22/19
  - Direct Loans on 5/29/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/18
  - Student Eligibility on 3/4/19
  - Verification on 11/20/17

Meek, Laura from Denison University (Granville, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 4/24/18
  - Consumer Information on 1/31/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/16/17

Meek, Brittany from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/12/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 6/21/17
  - Direct Loans on 5/8/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/10/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/21/17
  - Professional Judgment on 6/28/17
  - Student Eligibility on 6/14/17
  - Verification on 6/30/17

Meeker, Brittany from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/12/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 6/21/17
  - Direct Loans on 5/8/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/10/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/21/17
  - Professional Judgment on 6/28/17
  - Student Eligibility on 6/14/17
  - Verification on 6/30/17

Meeker, Kimberly from North Central Missouri College (Trenton, MO) achieved 7 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 1/31/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 12/11/15
  - Direct Loans on 9/15/15
  - Professional Judgment on 10/27/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/17
  - Student Eligibility on 11/12/15
  - Verification on 5/20/16

Meeks, Jared from Indiana Institute of Technology (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/6/19

Meier, Lynn from Maranatha Baptist University (Watertown, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 7/30/17
  - Verification on 2/27/18

Melgoza, Elizabeth from Morton College (Cicero, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 11/24/19

Merrifield, Kelly from St. Charles Community College (Cottleville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18

Merriman, Clarice from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/30/17
  - Verification on 4/23/17

Metz, Hannah from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 8/15/18
  - Cash Management on 8/14/18
  - Consumer Information on 8/20/18

Metzger, Colton from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/16/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 11/22/16
  - Student Eligibility on 11/15/16
  - Verification on 11/18/16

Metzger, Stephanie from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/21/18
  - Consumer Information on 6/29/18
  - Direct Loans on 6/28/18
  - Need Analysis on 6/29/18
  - Professional Judgment on 6/22/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/18
  - Student Eligibility on 6/21/18
  - Verification on 6/25/18

Meyer, Caitlin from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 11 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/24/18
  - Application Process on 7/15/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 8/31/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Meyer, Megan from Chamberlain College of Nursing (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/25/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/5/17

Meyer, Michael from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 6/22/17

Meyers, Patricia from John Carroll University (University Heights, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/11/20
  Verification on 9/12/16

Meyers, Val from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/2/18
  Application Process on 6/8/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/8/16
  Cash Management on 5/8/18
  Consumer Information on 5/27/16
  Cost of Attendance on 3/17/16
  Direct Loans on 7/12/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/3/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/11/18
  Need Analysis on 3/25/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/8/16
  Professional Judgment on 3/25/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/25/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/25/16
  Student Eligibility on 3/11/16
  TEACH Grants on 4/25/18
  Verification on 4/6/16

Miceli, Christina from School of the Art Institute of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 11/12/15

Middleton, Leslie from Butler University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credential:
  Professional Judgment on 10/3/18

Miljush, Stefanie from Trinity College of Nursing & Health Sciences (Rock Island, IL) achieved 1 credential:
  Application Process on 2/24/19

Miller, AJ from William Woods University (Fulton, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/27/20
  Application Process on 10/17/19
  Consumer Information on 1/28/20

Miller, Alexandria from Stephens College (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credential:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/7/18

Miller, Brandi from Drake University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/18

Miller, Emily from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/2/19
  Consumer Information on 3/27/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/15/19
  Student Eligibility on 8/8/19

Miller, Katherine from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 11 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/24/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/9/15
  Cost of Attendance on 11/19/15
  Direct Loans on 12/11/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/4/15
  Need Analysis on 12/1/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/14/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Professional Judgment on 12/18/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15
Student Eligibility on 10/5/15
Verification on 12/2/15

Miller, Terry from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 9/29/15
Professional Judgment on 10/21/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/14
Student Eligibility on 10/21/14

Miller, Vicki from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/9/16
Consumer Information on 1/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 9/22/16

Mills, Alison from Lincoln Land Community College (Springfield, IL) achieved 1 credential:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/18

Mincy, Melissa from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 7/10/19

Minshull, Jessica from American Public University System (Charles Town, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/25/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/14/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/19

Minter, John from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 3/23/18

Minzlaff, Sue from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/1/19
Need Analysis on 7/28/17
Professional Judgment on 4/12/19
Student Eligibility on 7/3/18
Verification on 2/15/18

Miranti, Sarah from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 1/11/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/8/19
Student Eligibility on 1/11/19

Mishler, Trisha from Wabash College (Crawfordsville, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 2/26/20
Cost of Attendance on 5/31/19
Direct Loans on 10/23/19
Need Analysis on 6/26/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/8/19
Professional Judgment on 6/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/19
Student Eligibility on 12/4/18
Verification on 12/5/18

Mitchell, Linda from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18
Student Eligibility on 6/15/18

Mitchell-holder, Sandra from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 2/6/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/28/18

Mix, Catherine from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credential:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/16/17

Moersch, Valerie from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 7/16/17

Mogg, Tanya from Central Michigan University (Mt. Pleasant, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17
Verification on 2/3/17

Mohanan, Shobana from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/6/19
Student Eligibility on 12/8/19
Verification on 11/20/19

Mohler, Ashley from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 10 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Molesworth, Allison from College for Creative Studies (Detroit, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/19
- Professional Judgment on 9/25/16

Monday, Sara from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 5/20/16

Moore, Danielle from Belmont College (St. Clairsville, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 10/10/19

Moore, Deirdre from Western Michigan University Homer Stryker M.D. School of Medicine (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 3/8/18

Moore, Jennifer from Fontbonne University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/29/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/25/16

Moore, Matthew from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/30/16
- Consumer Information on 11/23/16
- Student Eligibility on 5/13/16

Moore, Nicole from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 4/25/17

Moore, Rachel from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/28/18
- Cost of Attendance on 4/28/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/1/16

Moore, Sarah from Northeast Ohio Medical University (Rootstown, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Morlock, Christopher from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/13/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/18/17
- Direct Loans on 11/24/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/15/17

Morris, Cynthia from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 11/29/17

Morris, Tracy from Joliet Junior College (Joliet, IL) achieved 1 credential:
- Consumer Information on 4/5/19

Morris, Trish from Iowa College Student Aid Commission (Des Moines, IA) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Morrison, Lisa from Iowa Western Community College (Council Bluffs, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/3/16

Morrow, Andrea from Owens Community College (Toledo, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/30/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18
- Verification on 11/19/18

Morrow, Nicole from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/4/16

Mos, Candice from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/12/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/29/16

Moser, Rachel from Luther College (Decorah, IA) achieved 12 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/12/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/11/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/23/17
- Direct Loans on 8/31/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/17
- Need Analysis on 6/20/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/7/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/13/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/25/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
- Verification on 5/13/17

Mow, Lauren from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/30/20
- Consumer Information on 4/10/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/25/19
- Professional Judgment on 5/12/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/22/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/28/14
- Verification on 12/10/14

Mueller, Matthew from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/10/18
- Application Process on 7/11/18
- Consumer Information on 7/12/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/16/18
- Direct Loans on 7/17/18
- Need Analysis on 7/18/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/18/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/13/18
- Verification on 7/13/18

Mueller, Victoria from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/19/16
- Verification on 8/16/18

Mulder, Melanie from Ferris State University (Big Rapids, MI) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/22/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/15
- Cost of Attendance on 11/19/15
- Direct Loans on 11/23/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/29/15
- Need Analysis on 11/30/15
- Professional Judgment on 11/30/15
- Student Eligibility on 10/15/15
- Verification on 10/14/15

Mullane, William from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Mullikin, Zackary from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:  
- Application Process on 11/15/19  
- Cost of Attendance on 11/19/19  
- Direct Loans on 11/25/19  
- Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Mullins, John from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:  
- Application Process on 12/4/15  
- Cost of Attendance on 12/2/16  
- Professional Judgment on 1/31/17  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/27/17  
- Student Eligibility on 12/4/15

Murbarger, Patricia from Parkland College (Champaign, IL) achieved 5 credentials:  
- Application Process on 1/24/19  
- Need Analysis on 4/11/19  
- Professional Judgment on 6/7/18  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/8/18  
- Student Eligibility on 1/24/19

Murk, Barb from Glen Oaks Community College (Centreville, MI) achieved 1 credential:  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/17

Murphy, Tammy from Indiana Wesleyan University (Marion, IN) achieved 4 credentials:  
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/3/18  
- Consumer Information on 12/12/17  
- Cost of Attendance on 3/2/18  
- Verification on 3/8/18

Murry, Renee from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credential:  
- Verification on 3/9/20

Musgrave, Sarah from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 17 credentials:  
- Administrative Capability on 1/25/17  
- Application Process on 12/29/16  
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/25/16  
- Cash Management on 1/27/17  
- Consumer Information on 1/23/17  
- Cost of Attendance on 1/4/17  
- Direct Loans on 1/23/17  
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/16  
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/19/18  
- Need Analysis on 1/28/17  
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/24/17  
- Professional Judgment on 10/27/16  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/31/17  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/16  
- Student Eligibility on 12/29/16  
- TEACH Grants on 10/25/16  
- Verification on 3/24/16

Musial, Jessica from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:  
- Cash Management on 3/6/18  
- Cost of Attendance on 10/27/17  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/12/15

Mutterback, Kimberly from Mercer County Technical Education Center (Princeton, WV) achieved 1 credential:  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/17

Muuo-Kimeu, Candice from Kansas City Art Institute (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credential:  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/18

Myers, Patty from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credential:  
- Professional Judgment on 7/13/17

Myers, Tiffany from West Virginia State University (Institute, WV) achieved 4 credentials:  
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/4/18  
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/17  
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/25/17  
- Student Eligibility on 3/15/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Nabors, Stephen from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/20/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/21/16
  Consumer Information on 8/9/16
  Need Analysis on 8/2/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/14/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/9/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/16/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/10/16
  Student Eligibility on 1/16/20

Nau, Sarah from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14

Nauman, Helen from St. Louis Community College - Wildwood (Wildwood, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/4/17

Navratil, Caitlin from Thrivent Student Resources (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/13/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/14/17
  Need Analysis on 6/21/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/17

Neels, Mary from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/10/18
  Application Process on 3/2/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/29/19
  Cash Management on 11/4/17
  Consumer Information on 2/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 1/7/18
  Direct Loans on 2/24/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/2/17
  Need Analysis on 6/2/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/27/17
  Professional Judgment on 2/19/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/18/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/4/16
  TEACH Grants on 3/24/20
  Verification on 7/4/16

Neff, Tina from Cox College (Springfield, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/9/19

Nelson, Debra from Eastern West Virginia Community & Technical College (Moorefield, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/29/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/29/16
  Cost of Attendance on 12/31/15
  Direct Loans on 1/25/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/7/16
  Need Analysis on 1/10/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/29/15
  Professional Judgment on 1/23/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/9/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/17
  Student Eligibility on 10/30/16
  Verification on 7/24/16

Nelson, Heather from Northland Community and Technical College (Thief River Falls, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/25/20

Nelson, Revae from Grinnell College (Grinnell, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/10/17

Nestor, Amy from Muskingum University (New Concord, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/18

Neuenschwander, Daniel from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/11/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
New, Winifred from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/30/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/18/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/17

Newman, Sadie from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 4/12/19

Nichols, Steven from Cox College (Springfield, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/20/19
- Consumer Information on 11/19/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/18/17

Nichols, Traci from Montcalm Community College (Sidney, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 2/2/17
- Verification on 2/2/17

Nicholson, Megan from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/16/15
- Cost of Attendance on 12/8/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/6/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/20/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/3/15
- Verification on 12/4/15

Nickell, Ashley from Logan University (Chesterfield, MO) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/24/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/15/15
- Cost of Attendance on 10/27/15
- Direct Loans on 12/11/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/4/15
- Need Analysis on 11/6/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/23/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/17/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/15
- Student Eligibility on 10/2/15
- Verification on 11/17/15

Nickolich, Alisha from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/1/16

Niedzwiecki, Ashton from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/12/20

Nodine, Susan from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cash Management on 7/30/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/29/17

Noe, Lori from Frontier Community College (Fairfield, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/19/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/3/18
- Student Eligibility on 1/11/19

Noel, Natalie from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/10/20

Nofziger, Jared from Northwest State Community College (Archbold, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/7/19

Nolasco, Zuleima from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/21/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/7/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/24/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/27/19

Nolton, Jacob from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/28/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Norris, Dena from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 9 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 10/27/15
- Direct Loans on 10/5/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/27/15
- Need Analysis on 8/31/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/29/15
- Professional Judgment on 8/31/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/13/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/13/16
- Verification on 6/29/15

Noviski, Cheryl from Notre Dame College (South Euclid, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

- Cash Management on 12/2/16

Nowack, Doree from Oakland Community College Highland Lakes Campus (Waterford, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/17

Nuccionone, Mary from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 4/21/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/16/18

O’Connor, Debra from Midwestern University Illinois Campus (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 4/28/17

O’Connor, Jody from University of Minnesota, Duluth (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 6/10/17

O’Neal, Alison from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

- Consumer Information on 1/30/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19

Oberle, Elaine from Lake Superior State University (Sault Sainte Marie, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/28/19
- Verification on 12/14/18

Oehlerking, Sarah from Washington University in St. Louis School of Medicine (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 6/28/15

Oelhafen, Rachel from Concordia University Wisconsin (Mequon, WI) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/28/16

Ogden-Boyd, Shannon from Lakeland Community College (Kirtland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 5/12/16

Olalde, Funbi from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 3/18/20
- Verification on 12/11/19

Oliverio, Jerome from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 1/30/17
- Consumer Information on 1/30/17
- Cost of Attendance on 1/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/30/17

Olsen, Alice from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 5/26/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/16/18
- Student Eligibility on 8/11/19
- Verification on 10/20/19

Olson, Chad from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 6 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 3/15/15
- Direct Loans on 5/9/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/9/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/22/16
- TEACH Grants on 9/20/16

Olson, Jeffrey from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/8/16
- Cost of Attendance on 2/6/17
- Need Analysis on 1/30/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Olson, Krista from Riverland Community College (Austin, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/10/15

Olson, Shawn from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/16/17

Orndorff, Jeremy from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/16/17

Osborn, Jana from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/4/15

Osborn, Sabrina from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/11/16
Application Process on 6/27/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/15
Cost of Attendance on 1/13/16
Direct Loans on 10/6/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/20/15
Need Analysis on 8/28/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/2/16
Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/15
Student Eligibility on 1/13/16
Verification on 6/24/16

Osborne, Cindy from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/22/16

Osman, Marcia from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/17/17

Ostercamp, Anita from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17
Student Eligibility on 3/1/17

Oteros, Silquia from Indiana University Northwest (Gary, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 3/3/17
Student Eligibility on 12/16/19

Owen, Chandra from (Okemos, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/17/16
Verification on 11/13/16

Owen, Sarah from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/21/20
Campus-Based Programs on 6/29/18
Cash Management on 12/21/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/12/19
Need Analysis on 5/15/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/13/19
Professional Judgment on 9/8/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/18
Verification on 9/28/17

Owens, Kelly from Elgin Community College (Elgin, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 6/13/19
Direct Loans on 7/26/18
Professional Judgment on 6/21/18
Student Eligibility on 6/19/19
Verification on 5/8/17

Paap, Laura from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/14/18

Palermo, Pamela from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/29/19
Application Process on 12/4/19
Campus-Based Programs on 12/29/19
Cash Management on 12/3/19
Consumer Information on 12/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 12/4/19  
Direct Loans on 12/5/19  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/4/19  
Need Analysis on 12/5/19  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/3/19  
Professional Judgment on 12/29/19  
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/24/19  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/29/19  
Student Eligibility on 12/4/19  
TEACH Grants on 12/3/19  
Verification on 12/5/19  

Palmer, Darla from Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Cost of Attendance on 6/16/14  
  Professional Judgment on 5/4/16  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16  

Palumbo, Theresa from Next Step (Grant, MN) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/28/14  

Panas, Tom from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 4 credentials:  
  Cash Management on 3/28/18  
  Direct Loans on 6/6/19  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/18  
  Verification on 3/14/19  

Panzer, Thomas from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 7/14/17  

Pappe, Kristina from Ivy Tech Community College Central Office (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 6/21/19  

Parker, Beth from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 5 credentials:  
  Professional Judgment on 3/21/19  
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/19  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/18  
  Student Eligibility on 10/31/18  
  Verification on 3/21/18  

Parmentier, Stephanie from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Cost of Attendance on 9/3/18  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/9/18  
  Student Eligibility on 10/8/18  

Parrish, Anthony from West Virginia State University (Institute, WV) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Application Process on 4/13/19  
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/11/19  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/17  

Parrish, Richard from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 12 credentials:  
  Application Process on 7/18/16  
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/7/16  
  Consumer Information on 8/7/16  
  Cost of Attendance on 7/10/16  
  Direct Loans on 7/17/16  
  Need Analysis on 8/21/16  
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/14/16  
  Professional Judgment on 8/14/16  
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/14/16  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/16  
  Student Eligibility on 7/18/16  
  Verification on 8/21/16  

Passer, Christine from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 7 credentials:  
  Application Process on 4/27/15  
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/10/15  
  Cost of Attendance on 5/6/15  
  Direct Loans on 4/20/15  
  Professional Judgment on 3/25/15  
  Student Eligibility on 3/30/15  
  Verification on 4/14/15  

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Patrick, Andrew from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/4/17
- Cost of Attendance on 10/11/17
- Direct Loans on 12/6/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/8/17
- Need Analysis on 5/23/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/10/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/25/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/5/17
- TEACH Grants on 5/7/18
- Verification on 11/14/18

Patterson, Heidi from University of Northern Iowa (Cedar Falls, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/20/19

Patton, Angelene from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/16

Patton, Armina from Oberlin College (Oberlin, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18
- Verification on 11/14/18

Patwell, Michelle from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/14

Paugh, Jackie from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/16
- Professional Judgment on 10/25/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/16

Paugh, Samantha from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/14/18
- Application Process on 10/13/17
- Cost of Attendance on 11/15/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/26/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/17/17

Paul, Karen from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/26/18

Pavas, Yeison from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 3/17/20

Pavlack, Sarah from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/29/19
- Application Process on 6/22/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/21/19
- Consumer Information on 1/30/17
- Direct Loans on 5/26/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/9/17
- Need Analysis on 4/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/22/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/13/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 8/29/16
- Verification on 6/28/17

Payne, Melissa from City Colleges of Chicago - Wilbur Wright College (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/20/19
- Verification on 3/8/19

Pearl Picking, Sharon from Henry Ford College (Dearborn, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/6/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/17

Peavler, Katherine from Moberly Area Community College (Moberly, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/10/15

Pech, Kelli from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 13 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/13/20
- Application Process on 5/5/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/3/19
- Cash Management on 4/12/18
- Cost of Attendance on 8/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Direct Loans on 11/21/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/3/19
Need Analysis on 8/3/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/8/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/6/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/17
Student Eligibility on 5/5/19
Verification on 2/16/17

Peck, Jeanie from Concordia University Saint Paul (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/21/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16

Peltier, Megan from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 3/25/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/22/19
Professional Judgment on 5/17/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/20/17
Verification on 4/26/17

Pelto, Felicia from Schoolcraft College (Livonia, MI) achieved 14 credentials:
Application Process on 6/24/16
Campus-Based Programs on 7/29/16
Consumer Information on 8/17/16
Cost of Attendance on 7/7/16
Direct Loans on 8/1/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/29/16
Need Analysis on 7/11/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/3/16
Professional Judgment on 8/12/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/3/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/16
Student Eligibility on 7/5/16
TEACH Grants on 8/1/16
Verification on 7/29/16

Penn, Dominique from City Colleges of Chicago - Malcolm X. College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Pennington, Amanda from Paul Mitchell the School - St. Louis (St. Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/16/13

Penwell-Carson, Lindsay from Valley College (Martinsburg, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/17/17
Application Process on 12/4/15
Cash Management on 12/4/16
Consumer Information on 3/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17
Student Eligibility on 11/1/17

Percival, Isaac from Minneapolis Community & Technical College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/20/17

Perez, Cynthia from Purdue University Northwest Westville Campus (Westville, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 7/26/18

Perez, Eric from Milwaukee School of Engineering (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/20

Perkins, Michael from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/18

Perrine, Jeffrey from Glenville State College (Glenville, WV) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/26/19
Application Process on 11/19/18
Campus-Based Programs on 4/26/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/19/18
Direct Loans on 11/20/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/20/18
Need Analysis on 11/21/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/20/18
Professional Judgment on 4/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Perry, Brandie from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/10/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16
- Verification on 5/19/18

Perryman, Nancy from Saint Francis Medical Center College of Nursing (Peoria, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/11/19
- Direct Loans on 6/27/18
- Need Analysis on 5/17/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/13/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/24/19
- Student Eligibility on 12/19/18
- Verification on 5/9/17

Pershing, Lynn from University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 2/5/20

Peters, Chad from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/8/16
- Direct Loans on 8/29/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/23/17

Petersen, Jamie from Oakton Community College (Des Plaines, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/30/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/30/18

Peterson, Brittany from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/4/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/27/16
- Direct Loans on 8/31/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/11/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/23/18
- Student Eligibility on 8/4/19
- Verification on 4/17/17

Peterson, David from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/24/16
- Direct Loans on 6/11/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/11/16
- Verification on 6/16

Petre, Jess from Gateway Technical College (Kenosha, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/15

Petsch, Stephanie from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/14/16
- Verification on 1/26/17

Phillips, Amber from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
- Cash Management on 2/5/20
- Consumer Information on 11/6/19
- Cost of Attendance on 4/30/19
- Direct Loans on 10/15/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/11/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 2/28/18
- Verification on 10/31/19

Phillips, Consuela from Valley College (Beckley, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/26/17
- Application Process on 12/3/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/7/15
- Consumer Information on 5/8/17
- Cost of Attendance on 12/6/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/6/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/8/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Phillips, Faith from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 8 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 12/10/15
- Application Process on 3/4/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17
- Consumer Information on 11/17/17
- Cost of Attendance on 1/19/18
- Direct Loans on 10/24/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/13/16
- Verification on 7/21/16

Pick, Kimberly from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credential:

- Verification on 12/14/16

Pine, Christopher from Ball State University (Muncie, IN) achieved 5 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 7/13/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/2/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/5/16
- Student Eligibility on 7/15/15
- Verification on 12/11/19

Ping, Laura from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 4 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 4/5/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/10/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/18/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/21/18

Pinto, Maria from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 4 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 7/3/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/28/18
- Verification on 3/15/19

Pirtle, Gina from Indiana University Northwest (Gary, IN) achieved 13 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 3/3/20
- Application Process on 10/3/19
- Cash Management on 2/7/20
- Consumer Information on 11/7/19
- Cost of Attendance on 4/30/19
- Direct Loans on 10/15/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/12/18
- Need Analysis on 4/26/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/5/18
- Professional Judgment on 9/26/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/1/19
- Verification on 11/14/18

Ploeckelman, Erica from Holy Family College (Manitowoc, WI) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 2/24/17
- Direct Loans on 5/17/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14

Podesta, Jennifer from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/2/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/16/18

Pohorily, Sarah from Specs Howard (Southfield, MI) achieved 1 credential:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/17

Poindexter, Angel from Cuyahoga Community CollegeWestern Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 3/27/20
- Verification on 10/26/16

Poltorak, Erin from Northwood University (Midland, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 1/29/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17

Ponce, Sally from Goshen College (Goshen, IN) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/10/19
- Cash Management on 2/18/20
- Need Analysis on 7/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Pontinen, Jodi from Mesabi Range CTC (Virginia, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Direct Loans on 8/24/17

Popp, Jodi from Silver Lake College (Manitowoc, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
    Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Pore, Tiffany from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Southwest Campus (Evansville, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
    Application Process on 7/6/17
    Campus-Based Programs on 7/19/17
    Cost of Attendance on 7/14/17
    Direct Loans on 7/18/17
    Need Analysis on 6/28/18
    Professional Judgment on 6/19/17
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/17
    Student Eligibility on 7/11/17
    Verification on 7/4/17

Posey, Robin from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
    Application Process on 10/18/19

Poster, Erin from Minnesota Office of Higher Education (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
    Administrative Capability on 5/25/17
    Return of Title IV Funds on 3/28/19

Potempa-Giamarese, Lauren from Minneapolis Community & Technical College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Return of Title IV Funds on 4/12/19

Powell, Christine from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
    Professional Judgment on 12/6/19
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/21/19
    Student Eligibility on 12/6/19
    Verification on 12/4/19

Powell, Holli from University of Wisconsin - River Falls (River Falls, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
    Professional Judgment on 2/26/19

Prainito, Nick from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
    Application Process on 6/28/19
    Cost of Attendance on 7/5/19
    Direct Loans on 7/25/19
    Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/25/19
    Need Analysis on 7/5/19
    Professional Judgment on 7/19/19
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/19
    Student Eligibility on 7/9/19
    TEACH Grants on 7/25/19
    Verification on 7/17/19

Pranevicius, Phyllis from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
    Application Process on 4/1/18

Price, Korrie from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
    Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/28/19
    Verification on 5/16/17

Price, Sam from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
    Application Process on 11/29/18
    Student Eligibility on 11/30/18

Prince, Ashley from Wheaton College (Wheaton, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
    Verification on 7/26/15

Proehl, Angela from Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/19

Prom, Cynthia from University of Minnesota, Crookston (Crookston, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Cash Management on 4/26/18

Prom, Kathy from Minnesota State University Mankato (Mankato, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
    Direct Loans on 8/9/17
    Student Eligibility on 11/15/19
    Verification on 3/6/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Prom, Sarah from College of St. Scholastica (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/26/17

Prusko, Jennifer from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/22/17
- Direct Loans on 5/20/16
- Need Analysis on 3/13/15
- Verification on 11/26/14

Puckett, Andrea from Illinois Eastern Community Colleges (Olney, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 1/3/20
- Cost of Attendance on 6/25/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/18
- Student Eligibility on 4/30/19
- Verification on 4/30/19

Purry, Ashley from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/25/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
- Direct Loans on 7/17/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/17/19
- Need Analysis on 7/25/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/31/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/2/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/26/19
- TEACH Grants on 7/17/19
- Verification on 7/25/19

Quire, Selvin from Resurrection University (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/28/20
- Direct Loans on 3/22/20
- Verification on 4/9/20

Radcliffe, Anita from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/4/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/12/17
- Verification on 5/6/16

Rafko, Ryan from Monroe County Community College (Monroe, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/23/16
- Verification on 2/3/17

Ragsdale, Sylvia from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 6/30/19
- Application Process on 6/25/19
- Cash Management on 7/6/19
- Consumer Information on 7/5/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
- Direct Loans on 7/8/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/10/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/23/19
- TEACH Grants on 7/22/19
- Verification on 7/5/19

Railing, Wendy from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana North Central Campus (South Bend, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/19/18

Ramaekers, Eric from Shawnee State University (Portsmouth, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/24/14
- Direct Loans on 5/5/14
- Need Analysis on 7/10/13
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14
- Professional Judgment on 6/26/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/13

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ramey, Kevin from Chamberlain College of Nursing (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/30/20

Ramirez, Ariel from Iowa Western Community College (Council Bluffs, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/9/16
Verification on 11/22/19

Rammelt, Vanessa from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/19

Rammelt, Vanessa from Blackhawk Technical College (Janesville, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/13/18

Ramsey, Jason from Southern Illinois University Carbondale (Carbondale, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/19

Ramsey, Kathleen from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
Cash Management on 8/12/17
Professional Judgment on 2/24/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/20
Student Eligibility on 3/2/20

Randolph, Tessa from Davis & Elkins College (Elkins, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 12/14/18
Student Eligibility on 12/14/18
Verification on 11/18/17

Rausch, Natasa from Lawrence University (Appleton, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 2/3/17
Professional Judgment on 1/17/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/19

Raygor, Armand from Elmhurst College (Elmhurst, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/7/18

Raymond, Paul from Augsburg College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/24/17

Reams, Brandon from Indiana University Southeast (New Albany, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/30/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
Verification on 6/8/18

Reck, Todd from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/10/15

Redding, Derik from Kalamazoo Valley Community College (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/14/19
Application Process on 7/26/19
Consumer Information on 7/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/15/19
Direct Loans on 7/12/19
Need Analysis on 7/18/19
Professional Judgment on 7/21/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/11/19
Student Eligibility on 7/19/19
Verification on 7/24/19

Redfield, Chaunta from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/18
Need Analysis on 6/20/19
Professional Judgment on 7/3/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/19
Student Eligibility on 6/29/17
Verification on 7/3/17

Redman, Sarah from Valley College (Beckley, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/3/15

Reed, Dawn from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 2/22/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/21/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Reel, Zachary from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/5/18

Reeves, Jennifer from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/10/20
  Cost of Attendance on 5/7/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/3/19

Reidy-Champion, Megan from Dominican University (River Forest, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/13/17

Reidl, Cynthia from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/1/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/20

Reisinger, Amanda from Zane State College (Zanesville, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/2/17
  Consumer Information on 1/5/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/28/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/5/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/29/15
  Verification on 9/30/16

Reitz, Barbara from Firelands Regional Medical Center School of Nursing (Sandusky, OH) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/16/18
  Application Process on 11/5/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/23/15
  Cost of Attendance on 11/12/15
  Direct Loans on 12/2/15
  Need Analysis on 11/30/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/9/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/18
  Student Eligibility on 10/28/15
  Verification on 11/24/15

Renteria, Zachary from Indiana University Southeast (New Albany, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/17
  Verification on 5/23/18

Reshad, Angela from University of Evansville (Evansville, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/8/18
  Need Analysis on 3/20/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Reshad, Mary from Wright State University (Dayton, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/25/19
  Cost of Attendance on 5/11/17
  Direct Loans on 6/5/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/16
  Student Eligibility on 3/30/18
  Verification on 5/23/18

Retz, Kathy from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/13

Retzlaff, Austin from College of Menominee Nation (Keshena, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/16/20

Revoir, Molly from Concordia University Saint Paul (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
  Verification on 11/11/15

Rey, Renay from Specs Howard School (Southfield, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/17

Reynolds, Danielle from Avila University (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/5/17
  Application Process on 11/15/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/24/17
  Cash Management on 3/17/17
  Consumer Information on 11/8/18
  Cost of Attendance on 4/7/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Reynolds, Kierra from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 4/25/17

Reynolds, Kirsten from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 10/21/18
- Direct Loans on 10/29/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/20/18

Reynolds, Krystal from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/17/18
- Application Process on 6/22/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/12/18
- Cash Management on 10/17/18
- Consumer Information on 10/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/16/18
- Direct Loans on 10/10/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/13/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/17/18
- Need Analysis on 8/4/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/15/18
- Professional Judgment on 10/16/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/16/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/22/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/10/18
- TEACH Grants on 10/15/18
- Verification on 9/4/18

Rhudy, Jonathan from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/23/19
- Consumer Information on 3/29/20
- Cost of Attendance on 12/15/19
- Need Analysis on 3/31/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/16/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/20
- Student Eligibility on 11/30/19
- TEACH Grants on 3/1/20
- Verification on 12/15/19

Richardson, Ashley from Webster University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 4/22/19

Ridenour, Wendy from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/22/17
- Application Process on 1/1/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/16/17
- Consumer Information on 1/11/17
- Direct Loans on 11/24/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/28/17
- Professional Judgment on 11/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/1/17
- TEACH Grants on 9/26/17
- Verification on 11/24/17

Rigby, Dana from Truman State University (Kirksville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/12/20

Rikkels, Benjamin from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 12 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/26/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/18/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/16
- Direct Loans on 7/12/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/5/19
Need Analysis on 9/17/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/26/19
Professional Judgment on 7/18/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/5/18
Student Eligibility on 6/26/19
Verification on 5/4/17

Riley, Manda from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/7/18
  Application Process on 7/26/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/10/18
  Cash Management on 8/16/18
  Consumer Information on 8/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/24/18
  Direct Loans on 8/1/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/9/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 8/8/18
  Need Analysis on 7/31/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/15/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/30/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/6/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/27/18
  TEACH Grants on 8/14/18
  Verification on 7/25/18

Riley, Sean from University of Evansville (Evansville, IN) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 3/13/18

Rindfleisch, Morgan from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/20
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/18

Ritter, Jessica from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/27/19
  Consumer Information on 11/14/19

Roberson, Amy from OnBase By Hyland (Westlake, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/18/16

Roberts, Alice from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/27/17
  Application Process on 11/10/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/18
  Cash Management on 11/25/16
  Consumer Information on 5/30/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/10/17
  Direct Loans on 9/12/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/7/17
  Need Analysis on 9/9/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/4/17
  Professional Judgment on 11/23/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/18/17
  TEACH Grants on 8/7/17
  Verification on 11/18/17

Robertson, Allan from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/4/18

Robinson, Rachel from University of Missouri - Kansas City (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/2/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/22/18

Robinson, Serita from Lake Michigan College (Benton Harbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Robinson, Sharalyn from North Central Missouri College (Trenton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/20/16

Robinson, Tene from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/17/15

Robinson, Toni from DePauw University (Greencastle, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/18

Robinson, Kelly from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 8/5/16
Campus-Based Programs on 8/12/16
Consumer Information on 9/8/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/11/16
Direct Loans on 8/17/16
Need Analysis on 8/12/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/18/16
Professional Judgment on 9/2/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/1/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/16
Student Eligibility on 8/8/16
Verification on 8/12/16

Roby, Ashley from University of Saint Francis (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/18

Rodebaugh, Anthony from Lansing Community College -1121 (Lansing, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/30/19
Professional Judgment on 2/3/17
Student Eligibility on 10/16/19
Verification on 2/9/17

Roder, Claire from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/8/19

Rodriguez, David from Triton College (River Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/15/18

Roeder, Casey from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 9/8/19
Professional Judgment on 4/8/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/11/20
Student Eligibility on 8/7/18
Verification on 4/1/18

Roewer, Annette from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 3/3/16
Cost of Attendance on 1/26/19
Student Eligibility on 12/13/17
Verification on 8/16/18

Rogers, Laura from Illinois State University (Normal, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 4/19/16
Campus-Based Programs on 5/31/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/6/16
Student Eligibility on 4/19/16

Rogers, Leana from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/25/20
Student Eligibility on 3/5/20
Verification on 3/12/19

Rohrig, Erika from West Liberty University (West Liberty, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 4/9/19
Direct Loans on 3/27/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/11/19

Rooney, Kim from Chamberlain College of Nursing (Downers Grove, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/25/18
Professional Judgment on 6/13/18

Roose, Robert from Alpena Community College (Alpena, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/6/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/19
Verification on 4/2/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Root, Dyan from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/26/18

Rosenbauer, Alicia from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/15/16

Rosenberger, Danielle from Baldwin Wallace University (Berea, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/29/18

Ross, Joann from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/22/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/25/19

Roth, Bruce from Maranatha Baptist University (Watertown, WI) achieved 4 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/28/17
  Professional Judgment on 2/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/19/18
  Verification on 2/20/18

Rotundo, Michael from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18

Rouhier, Andrew from University of Dayton (Dayton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 1/13/17

Roy, Bambie from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/8/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/23/18

Ruiz, Beatriz from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 3/28/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/23/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/3/17

Ruiz-Crabb, Angel from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/13/19
  Application Process on 6/8/18
  Direct Loans on 3/26/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/18/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/26/19
  Verification on 12/13/16

Rupp, Marla from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/24/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/2/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/6/17

Rush, Katy from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/17

Russell, April from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/27/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/26/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18
  Verification on 3/15/18

Russell, Lori from Davenport University (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/1/19

Russello, Alyssa from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/9/19

Ruszel, Chris from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/30/16

Rutherford, Kelley from Muskingum University (New Concord, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/12/18

Rutherford, Kimberly from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/14/18
  Cost of Attendance on 11/15/18
  Direct Loans on 12/6/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/7/18
  Need Analysis on 12/12/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/11/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Rutherford, Michael from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 16 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 11/24/19
- Application Process on 3/1/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/19
- Cash Management on 12/1/19
- Consumer Information on 12/10/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/23/19
- Direct Loans on 3/9/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/1/19
- Need Analysis on 12/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/29/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/28/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/13/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/2/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/16/19
- TEACH Grants on 11/27/19
- Verification on 12/11/19

Ryan, Lauren from College of DuPage (Glen Ellyn, IL) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/26/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/17/19

Ryan, Stephanie from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credential:

- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/17/16

Ryder, Kelsey from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 8/4/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/16/16
- Direct Loans on 9/12/16
- Need Analysis on 9/16/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/8/16

Sabo, Cynthia from Indiana University Northwest (Gary, IN) achieved 10 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 3/9/20
- Application Process on 10/3/19
- Cash Management on 2/10/20
- Consumer Information on 11/14/19
- Cost of Attendance on 2/21/20
- Direct Loans on 10/18/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/15/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/1/19
- Verification on 11/15/18

Sanayoa, Jason from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 11 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 9/14/16
- Application Process on 4/21/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/16/15
- Cost of Attendance on 4/22/16
- Direct Loans on 9/29/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/15/15
- Need Analysis on 7/27/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/15/15
- Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/22/15
- Verification on 5/18/15

Samples, Jamie from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 1/25/17
- Consumer Information on 11/28/16
- Professional Judgment on 1/30/17

Sanchez, Pedro from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 14 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 8/15/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/7/19
- Cash Management on 8/14/18
- Consumer Information on 8/10/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 8/4/19
Gainful Employment Test on 5/24/18
Need Analysis on 5/29/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/23/18
Professional Judgment on 7/24/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/16/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/24/19
Student Eligibility on 8/7/19
TEACH Grants on 5/21/18
Verification on 12/20/18

Sanford, Ria from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Bloomington Campus (Bloomington, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 7/23/18
Student Eligibility on 3/25/17

Sassman, Jennifer from Wartburg College (Waverly, IA) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 8/19/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
Consumer Information on 9/23/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/18/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/29/19
Need Analysis on 9/11/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/12/16
Professional Judgment on 9/21/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/13/16
Student Eligibility on 9/7/16
Verification on 9/20/16

Satalino, Jennifer from ECMC Education (Portland, OR) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/12/19
Application Process on 7/11/18
Consumer Information on 3/22/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/25/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/9/19
Need Analysis on 11/1/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19
Student Eligibility on 8/1/19

Satterfield, Shannon from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/19

Saude, Sarah from Minnesota State University Moorhead (Moorhead, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/19/17

Savage, Pam from Missouri Baptist University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/14/18
Cash Management on 12/3/16

Scalise, Julie from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/25/17

Schaaf, Brittany from University of Wisconsin - Platteville (Platteville, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/4/19

Schaben, Katie from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/13/18

Schiffbauer, Bethany from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/26/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/12/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/30/18
Student Eligibility on 12/9/19
TEACH Grants on 5/23/18

Schilling, Jaclyn from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/13/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/22/17
Direct Loans on 4/2/19
Need Analysis on 6/21/17
Student Eligibility on 6/14/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Schilling, Stacey from St. Louis College of Health Careers Fenton Campus (Fenton, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 11/22/19
  - Consumer Information on 11/22/19

Schloss, Stacy from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 12/18/19
  - Consumer Information on 10/20/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
  - Professional Judgment on 5/30/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17
  - Student Eligibility on 4/18/18

Schlue, Allison from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/14/19
  - Consumer Information on 4/12/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/2/19
  - Student Eligibility on 7/19/19

Schmialshof, Sharon from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/5/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/23/19

Schmidt, Teresa from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/28/14

Schmidt, Melissa from University of Dubuque (Dubuque, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/28/18

Schneider, Kelly from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/20/15

Schneider, Mara from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 4/25/17

Schneider, Sarah from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 10/24/16
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/26/16
  - Student Eligibility on 10/25/16
  - Verification on 10/25/16

Schneider, Semra from Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 7/31/17
  - Verification on 3/1/18

Schocke, Janette from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 10/3/18
  - Consumer Information on 9/26/18
  - Direct Loans on 10/16/18
  - Professional Judgment on 9/21/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/5/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/19/18
  - Student Eligibility on 2/27/20
  - Verification on 2/20/20

Schoffner, Caitlyn from Sinclair Community College (Dayton, OH) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 4/8/19
  - Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  - Professional Judgment on 1/24/20
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/18
  - Verification on 2/15/18

Schonauer, Sherry from Lincoln College (Lincoln, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 5/11/18

Schram, Abbey from Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo, MI) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/18/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/23/19
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/21/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/10/19
  - Professional Judgment on 7/21/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/19/19
  - TEACH Grants on 7/22/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Schroeder, Jennifer from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/11/16
  Direct Loans on 7/15/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/13/16
  Verification on 5/9/17

Schuler, Arlene from University of Wisconsin - Stout (Menomonie, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/22/16

Schulte, Gerald from Northland Community and Technical College (Thief River Falls, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/1/17
  Direct Loans on 8/25/17

Schultz, Jennifer from Sauk Valley Community College (Dixon, IL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/22/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/11/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/22/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/17
  Verification on 5/15/17

Schultz, Kayleigh from Eastern Iowa Community College District Scott Community College (Bettendorf, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/11/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/19

Schultz, Rachel from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/8/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/17
  Verification on 11/21/17

Schulz, Cindy from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/7/18
  Professional Judgment on 2/27/17

Schumacher, Nicole from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/21/16

Scott, Boris from Ozarks Technical Community College (Springfield, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/29/20
  Application Process on 4/8/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/26/20
  Cash Management on 4/5/20
  Consumer Information on 2/29/20
  Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19
  Need Analysis on 7/20/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/14/19
  Professional Judgment on 10/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/20/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/28/19
  Verification on 4/15/19

Scott, Jasmine from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/30/18

Scriven, Morgan from Drury University (Springfield, MO) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/5/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/17/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/4/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/11/20
  Verification on 11/19/19

Scroggins, Christopher from Northwest Missouri State University (Maryville, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/19/19

Scroggins, Joseph from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/19/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19
  Direct Loans on 2/24/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 3/22/18

Scruggs, Cyril from Ohio University (Athens, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/16
  Verification on 11/20/18

Seabaugh, Kristen from Southeast Missouri State University (Cape Girardeau, MO) achieved 5 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Seadeek, Jamie from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

Sears, Taylor from Ohio University (Athens, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 10/15/19

Sedig, Molly from Sauk Valley Community College (Dixon, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/28/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/28/18

Sejnoha, Sheila from Minneapolis Community & Technical College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/19/17
- Consumer Information on 6/20/19
- Direct Loans on 8/25/17

Serafin, Joseph from City Colleges of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/14/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/4/18

Sersland, Melissa from Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications (Evanston, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/7/20

Servin-Garcia, Daniela from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/16/18

Seyfer, Cynthia from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/27/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/27/19

Seymour, Amanda from Otterbein University (Westerville, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/15/17
- Direct Loans on 6/2/17

Sharp, Kaitlyn from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 3/11/20

Sharp, Samantha from Triumph Higher Education Group (Schaumburg, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/27/18

Sharps, Christopher from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/30/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/31/17
- Consumer Information on 1/31/17

Shavor, Derek from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/20/19
- Direct Loans on 11/25/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/19
- Need Analysis on 11/18/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/20/19

Sheets, Curtis from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/24/16
- Consumer Information on 11/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 10/31/16
- Need Analysis on 11/14/16
- Student Eligibility on 10/25/16
- Verification on 10/26/16

Shepard, Nancy from Central Ohio Technical College (Newark, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/3/18
- Verification on 12/7/18

Shier, Jane from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/9/18

Shimko, Jennifer from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/12/18
Verification on 11/1/18

Shirey, Linda from Hiram College (Hiram, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/31/16

Shivers, Charlene from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/18

Shockey, Sherri from Manchester University (North Manchester, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 10/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 10/13/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/19/19
Professional Judgment on 5/13/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/30/17
Student Eligibility on 10/21/13
Verification on 5/5/17

Shockley, William from Pierpont Community & Technical College (Fairmont, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/19/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/21/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/10/18
Verification on 11/28/18

Shockling, Mary from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/18/19

Shoemaker, David from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/16/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/6/18
Student Eligibility on 11/19/18

Short, Carrie from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/20/18
Campus-Based Programs on 7/10/17
Consumer Information on 12/13/16
Cost of Attendance on 7/31/17
Need Analysis on 7/5/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/11/18
Professional Judgment on 7/6/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/18
Student Eligibility on 5/19/16
Verification on 8/25/16

Short, Joel from Goshen College (Goshen, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/7/18
Application Process on 9/25/19
Cash Management on 2/3/18
Consumer Information on 4/24/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/7/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/1/16
Verification on 10/16/18

Short, Michelle from Purdue University Northwest Hammond Campus (Hammond, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 7/20/18

Shortt, Holly from Missouri College (Brentwood, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/11/15

Shungu, Peter from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/21/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/5/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/28/17
Need Analysis on 6/30/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/17
Student Eligibility on 6/23/17

Siedel, Vicki from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 2/6/20

Sigrist, Kelsey from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Sika, Elvina from Delta College (University Center, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/18

Silber, Maria from Ohio Dominican University (Columbus, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 5/2/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/3/18
- Verification on 9/6/16

Simmonds, Donna from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/8/18

Simmons, Roy from BridgeValley Community & Technical College (South Charleston, WV) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/27/20
- Consumer Information on 2/21/20
- Cost of Attendance on 4/2/20
- Need Analysis on 2/22/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/22/20
- Student Eligibility on 4/3/20
- Verification on 4/7/20

Simms, Stephanie from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/4/20
- Consumer Information on 11/6/19
- Verification on 11/5/19

Simonyan, Mariam from Maryville University of Saint Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/24/18

Sinclair, Laura from University of Wisconsin - Green Bay (Green Bay, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/26/18

Singer, Kevin from Hope College (Holland, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 6/23/18

Sim, Kevin from Kirtland Community College (Roscommon, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 2/2/17
- Verification on 2/1/17

Sisler, Juanita from WVNET (Morgantown, WV) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/31/17
- Application Process on 11/17/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/6/16
- Cash Management on 1/31/17
- Consumer Information on 1/31/17
- Cost of Attendance on 12/3/15
- Direct Loans on 12/31/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/14/15
- Need Analysis on 12/7/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/1/16
- Professional Judgment on 12/16/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/4/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/16/15
- TEACH Grants on 1/31/17
- Verification on 12/29/15

Skidmore, Heather from West Virginia University At Parkersburg (Parkersburg, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/5/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/21/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/19

Skiles, Heidi from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18

Skluzacek, Jennifer from Saint Olaf College (Northfield, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/18/19

Skoog, Kathy from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/3/20

Slaughter, Craig from Kenyon College (Gambier, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 12/26/15

Sleeseman, Kristyn from Goshen College (Goshen, IN) achieved 9 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Application Process on 12/31/15
Cash Management on 2/17/20
Direct Loans on 12/7/17
Need Analysis on 7/1/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/25/18
Professional Judgment on 9/8/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/8/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/8/19
Verification on 12/29/15

Slick, Rebecca from Southwestern Community College (Creston, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/20/15

Sloan, Lori from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/24/18
Application Process on 4/4/19
Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/19
Consumer Information on 2/1/17
Cost of Attendance on 2/6/18
Direct Loans on 4/3/19
Need Analysis on 7/18/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/6/18
Professional Judgment on 4/27/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/2/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/17
Student Eligibility on 8/14/16
TEACH Grants on 3/15/20
Verification on 9/30/16

Slowinski, Mandy from University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point (Stevens Point, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/29/19

Smith, Courtney from Cottey College (Nevada, MO) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/20/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/9/18
Need Analysis on 4/11/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/9/19
Professional Judgment on 4/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/2/19
TEACH Grants on 10/4/18
Verification on 6/10/19

Smith, Jacob from Milwaukee School of Engineering (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/20/19
Application Process on 6/29/19
Consumer Information on 7/8/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/19
Direct Loans on 7/8/19
Need Analysis on 7/20/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/11/19
Professional Judgment on 12/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/20/19
Student Eligibility on 6/29/19
Verification on 11/26/18

Smith, Jan from ECMC Education (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 4/24/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/18/19
Need Analysis on 5/22/18
Professional Judgment on 6/18/18
Student Eligibility on 7/27/19
Verification on 10/6/19

Smith, Karen from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 11/7/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/9/18
Direct Loans on 12/7/18
Need Analysis on 5/24/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/16/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/10/18
Student Eligibility on 11/16/18
TEACH Grants on 5/2/18

Smith, Kathryn from Purdue University Northwest Westville Campus (Westville, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/13/18

Smith, Kimberly from The University of Akron (Akron, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18

Smith, Montrell from Valley College (Martinsburg, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/8/15

Smith, Roberta from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/17/18

Smith, Shavonne from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/18/15

Smith-Liebich, Carla from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14

Smurdon, Melissa from Butler University (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/10/20
  Cash Management on 1/21/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/5/18
  Direct Loans on 2/3/20
  Professional Judgment on 10/3/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/3/18
  Verification on 2/23/18

Snow, Amy from Ohio Dominican University (Columbus, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/25/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/19/18
  Student Eligibility on 4/12/19
  Verification on 9/21/16

Snyder, Crystal from Rhodes State College (Lima, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/6/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/20
  Student Eligibility on 2/25/20
  TEACH Grants on 2/25/20
  Verification on 3/12/20

Snyder, Kathryn from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/26/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/15/19
  Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  Need Analysis on 7/19/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/15/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/23/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/28/19
  Verification on 7/18/19

Snyder, Lisa from The University of Findlay (Findlay, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/18/17

Snyder, Melanie from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/3/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/30/19
  Professional Judgment on 4/29/19

Soer, Nicole from University of Wisconsin - Platteville (Platteville, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/16/19

Sohnly, Robin from Columbus College of Art & Design (Columbus, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/19

Sokol, Mary from University of St. Thomas (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/16/17

Soldan, Jill from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 6 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Solis, Yolanda from Indiana University Northwest (Gary, IN) achieved 6 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 3/2/20
- Need Analysis on 6/30/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/18/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/10/16
- Verification on 2/14/19

Solomon, Nicole from West Virginia University ( Morgantown, WV) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
- Application Process on 10/10/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/30/17
- Consumer Information on 7/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 9/14/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/30/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/15/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/29/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/30/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/10/16
- TEACH Grants on 11/22/16

Sommers, Robert from INvestEd (Carmel, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/27/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/19

Sowders, Amy from University of Evansville (Evansville, IN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/25/15
- Cost of Attendance on 3/17/18
- Direct Loans on 12/14/15
- Need Analysis on 12/18/15

Spangler, Greg from Anderson University (Anderson, IN) achieved 5 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 10/30/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/30/18
- Verification on 3/15/18

Sparks, Marion from West Virginia Wesleyan College (Buckhannon, WV) achieved 13 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/27/18
- Application Process on 11/5/18
- Cash Management on 8/24/18
- Consumer Information on 8/24/18
- Cost of Attendance on 11/6/18
- Direct Loans on 11/1/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/8/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/23/18
- Need Analysis on 5/16/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/22/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/23/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/6/18
- Verification on 11/2/18

Sparks, William from Northwestern Michigan College (Traverse City, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 6/20/17

Speikers, Julie from College of St. Scholastica (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 5/18/19

Spencer, Joseph from The University of Findlay (Findlay, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/5/17

Spetz, Sarim from Cuyahoga Community College District - Eastern Campus (Westlake, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 9/30/16

Spitznogle, Jeanie from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/5/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Spohn, Andrew from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/2/19

Sroka, Sara from University of Dubuque (Dubuque, IA) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/17

St. Germaine, Jordan from Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwa Community College (Hayward, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/4/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/19/18

Staats, Aaron from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/8/18
  Direct Loans on 12/8/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/19/18

Stafford, Margaret from Valley College (Martinsburg, WV) achieved 1 credential:
  Consumer Information on 4/22/19

Stager, Susan from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 1 credential:
  Application Process on 12/20/19

Stanbridge, Kimberly from Lansing Community College -1121 (Lansing, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/7/18
  Need Analysis on 2/25/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/24/20
  Professional Judgment on 12/19/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/18/19
  Verification on 2/2/17

Stanton, Amy from Metropolitan Community College - Longview (Lee's Summit, MO) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/13/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/30/15
  Cash Management on 2/15/17
  Consumer Information on 2/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 12/18/15
  Direct Loans on 9/30/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/22/18
  Need Analysis on 8/26/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/15
  Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/7/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/6/15
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/15
  TEACH Grants on 11/19/18
  Verification on 5/27/15

Starwalt, Amanda from Eastern Illinois University (Charleston, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/20/19
  Application Process on 5/24/19
  Cost of Attendance on 5/21/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/7/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/21/19
  Verification on 6/17/19

Stebbing, Phillip from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/23/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/1/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/22/17
  Need Analysis on 6/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 5/26/17
  Verification on 6/27/17

Steffens, Aaron from Luther College (Decorah, IA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/10/16
  Consumer Information on 10/11/16
  Cost of Attendance on 6/30/16
  Direct Loans on 8/27/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Steiner, Sarah from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

Stephenson, Jolyn from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 5 credentials:

Stevens, Beverly from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

Stevens, Theresa from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:

Stewart, Kelsey from Central Michigan University (Mt. Pleasant, MI) achieved 5 credentials:

Stiles, Bradley from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 1 credentials:

Stimac, Robin from Metropolitan Community College - Maple Woods (Kansas City, MO) achieved 12 credentials:

Stipp, Michelle from Roosevelt University (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

Stockett, Jessica from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:

Stockland, Nicole from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 9 credentials:

Stodgel, Kris from Central Methodist University (Fayette, MO) achieved 3 credentials:

Stollenwerk, Donna from Wisconsin Lutheran College (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 2 credentials:

Stone, Janeen from Denison University (Granville, OH) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Professional Judgment on 8/12/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/6/19

**Stonecipher-Fisher, Kimberly from Stephens College (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:**
Administrative Capability on 12/15/15

**Stonesifer, Cynthia from Kishwaukee College (Malta, IL) achieved 1 credentials:**
Student Eligibility on 5/17/16

**Stoppel, Shelly from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 2 credentials:**
Application Process on 7/3/19
Student Eligibility on 8/27/19

**Stout, Jenny from Eastern Illinois University (Charleston, IL) achieved 6 credentials:**
Application Process on 6/4/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/11/19
Direct Loans on 5/21/19
Professional Judgment on 5/10/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/7/19
Student Eligibility on 6/4/19

**Stovall, Trena from Concord University (Athens, WV) achieved 15 credentials:**
Administrative Capability on 9/5/18
Application Process on 12/5/18
Campus-Based Programs on 2/16/18
Cash Management on 9/7/18
Consumer Information on 9/5/18
Cost of Attendance on 2/14/18
Direct Loans on 12/7/18
Gainful Employment Test on 2/20/18
Need Analysis on 5/4/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/1/19
Professional Judgment on 5/4/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/6/18
Student Eligibility on 2/13/18
TEACH Grants on 10/31/19
Verification on 12/7/18

**Stowman, Denise from Drake University (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:**
Verification on 5/12/17

**Strand, Kayla from The University of Iowa (Iowa City, IA) achieved 3 credentials:**
Application Process on 8/30/16
Direct Loans on 9/12/16
Need Analysis on 9/16/16

**Strong, Sandra from Oakland Community College Auburn Hills Campus (Auburn Hills, MI) achieved 11 credentials:**
Administrative Capability on 7/23/19
Application Process on 7/1/19
Consumer Information on 7/19/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
Direct Loans on 7/26/19
Need Analysis on 7/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/1/19
Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
Verification on 6/26/19

**Strzelecki, Alexander from DePaul University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:**
Application Process on 1/21/19
Student Eligibility on 1/21/19

**Stuhr-Mootz, Kristin from Medical College of Wisconsin (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:**
Need Analysis on 7/14/17

**Stull, Reagan from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 2 credentials:**
Application Process on 2/26/19
Verification on 5/16/19

**Sullivan, Julia from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 2 credentials:**
Administrative Capability on 5/4/18
Verification on 12/8/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Sullivan, Lazeta from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 9 credentials:
   - Administrative Capability on 7/18/16
   - Application Process on 6/1/16
   - Cost of Attendance on 1/12/16
   - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/3/16
   - Professional Judgment on 7/15/16
   - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/27/15
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/15
   - Student Eligibility on 1/13/16
   - Verification on 6/2/16

Summers, Alicia from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 9 credentials:
   - Application Process on 1/31/19
   - Cost of Attendance on 3/11/19
   - Need Analysis on 3/5/20
   - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/13/19
   - Professional Judgment on 10/26/17
   - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/19
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/17
   - Student Eligibility on 3/14/18
   - Verification on 12/17/18

Sunafrank, Holly from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 8 credentials:
   - Application Process on 4/11/19
   - Campus-Based Programs on 1/7/20
   - Cost of Attendance on 6/17/19
   - Need Analysis on 5/17/19
   - Professional Judgment on 7/18/19
   - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19
   - Student Eligibility on 5/3/19
   - Verification on 6/28/19

Surgener, Cindy from Ashland University (Ashland, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
   - Application Process on 5/7/18
   - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/3/18
   - Verification on 7/9/16

Suszek, Kristen from West Virginia University at Parkersburg (Parkersburg, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
   - Application Process on 4/5/19
   - Campus-Based Programs on 4/18/19
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/8/19

Suter, Caitlin from Western Illinois University (Macomb, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
   - Application Process on 7/2/19
   - Consumer Information on 3/3/20
   - Cost of Attendance on 3/27/20
   - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/20
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19
   - Student Eligibility on 7/29/19
   - Verification on 3/31/20

Sutkay, Jon from Elgin Community College (Elgin, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
   - Application Process on 11/19/18
   - Student Eligibility on 11/19/18
   - Verification on 11/14/17

Sutyak, Lisa from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credential:
   - Verification on 9/29/16

Swanson, Holly from St. Cloud State University (Saint Cloud, MN) achieved 4 credentials:
   - Application Process on 6/27/19
   - Need Analysis on 7/19/19
   - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/10/19
   - Professional Judgment on 7/3/19

Swedberg, Jessica from Minnesota State University Moorhead (Moorhead, MN) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Swisher, Susan from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/8/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/25/18

Szokola, Steve from Oakland Community College Auburn Hills Campus (Auburn Hills, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/14

Tacy, Keylee from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/19/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/16/19
  Need Analysis on 7/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/16/19
  Verification on 7/29/19

Tacy, Lester from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/9/17

Tafara, Jiksa from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/27/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/3/17

Tanger, Robyn from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/27/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/25/20

Tanquist, Rachel from Minnesota State University Mankato (Mankato, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/15/19

Tape, Ghislaine from Clark State Community College (Springfield, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/10/18

Tasset, Amy from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/22/19

Taylor, Carissa from Muskingum University (New Concord, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/22/18
  Verification on 10/20/17

Taylor, Doneisha from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/28/16

Taylor, Elizabeth from Denison University (Granville, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/16
  Verification on 9/19/16

Taylor, Monica from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/12/19
  Cost of Attendance on 5/2/19
  Need Analysis on 5/31/19
  Professional Judgment on 10/30/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18
  Student Eligibility on 10/1/19
  Verification on 10/30/19

Taylor, Nikol from Cuyahoga Community College Jerry Sue Thornton Center (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/28/16

Taylor, Patty from Lakeland University (Plymouth, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/24/19
  Need Analysis on 7/18/17
  Professional Judgment on 2/25/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/16/18
  Verification on 3/30/18

Taylor, Ryan from Miami University (Oxford, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/19/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/11/16
  Verification on 3/23/18

Teare, Philip from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Verification on 2/13/18

Tech, Maria from McHenry County College (Crystal Lake, IL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/28/16
  Cost of Attendance on 12/19/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/30/16
Verification on 5/9/18

Tegtmeier, Linda from Minnesota State University Moorhead (Moorhead, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/1/17
  Direct Loans on 8/18/17

Tennant, Ashley from Pierpont Community and Technical College (Fairmont, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/19/19
  Consumer Information on 6/14/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/19/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/14/17
Verification on 3/26/19

Tessmer, Alyssa from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credential:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/3/16

Thalmann, Kimberly from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/18
  Cash Management on 3/3/20

Thao, Pade from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 1/13/20

Thatcher, Julie from Mercy College of Health Sciences (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 10/27/15

Thiess, Michelle from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/18
Verification on 2/20/18

Thiessen, Sonya from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credential:
  Direct Loans on 9/25/15

Thole, Megan from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/24/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/18/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/24/19
  Direct Loans on 5/8/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/10/19
  Need Analysis on 4/24/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/7/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/19
  Student Eligibility on 4/24/19
Verification on 6/3/19

Thomas, Brent from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/15/19
  Consumer Information on 2/28/20
  Cost of Attendance on 12/23/19
  Need Analysis on 4/3/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/3/20
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/19
  TEACH Grants on 3/31/20
Verification on 12/19/19

Thomas, Dana from Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (Edwardsville, IL) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/19

Thomas, Holly from Cox College (Springfield, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/28/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/28/18

Thomas, Julie from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/18

Thomas, Kathleen from University of Mount Union (Alliance, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/28/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Thomas, Kathryn from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 7 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/26/15
  - Cost of Attendance on 1/13/16
  - Direct Loans on 10/21/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/23/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/10/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/4/15
  - Student Eligibility on 1/13/16

Thomas, Kristin from St. Louis Community College - Forest Park (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 5/1/17

Thomas, Ryan from Wayne State University (Detroit, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/31/19

Thompson, Alana from Kent State University (Kent, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/29/19
  - TEACH Grants on 3/2/20

Thompson, Amanda from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Application Process on 1/27/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 1/30/17
  - Cash Management on 1/29/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 1/27/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/30/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/23/17
  - Professional Judgment on 1/23/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/23/17
  - Student Eligibility on 1/27/17

Thompson, Christopher from Hondros College School of Nursing (Westerville, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 9/28/16

Thompson, Jamie from Mid-State Technical College (Wisconsin Rapids, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 12/20/19

Thompson, Ryan from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 8/11/17
  - Consumer Information on 4/5/17

Thompson-Hess, Kelly from Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (Edwardsville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 3/31/18

Tiedemann, Monet from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 9/25/19
  - Application Process on 9/23/19
  - Consumer Information on 9/30/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 9/23/19
  - Direct Loans on 10/2/19
  - Need Analysis on 10/4/19
  - Professional Judgment on 10/4/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/11/19
  - Student Eligibility on 10/1/19
  - Verification on 9/27/19

Tijanich, Karen from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 11/18/16

Tisdale, Erica from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 7 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/3/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/31/18
  - Need Analysis on 8/9/18
  - Professional Judgment on 8/6/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/26/18
  - Verification on 8/2/18

Toalson, Sarah from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 3/27/18
  - Direct Loans on 4/26/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Todd, Candice from Joliet Junior College (Joliet, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/17
- Verification on 5/15/17

Todd, Christine from Ohio Business College (Middletown, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 8/30/16

Toler, Jonah from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/22/16
- Professional Judgment on 10/31/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/9/16
- Student Eligibility on 10/24/16

Tontimonia, Mary from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 4/3/18

Torres, Kai from Cuyahoga Community College Western Campus (Parma, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 3/20/20
- Verification on 7/15/16

Torsrud, Nadine from Hawkeye Community College (Waterloo, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/17
- Verification on 12/15/16

Trafton, Brenda from Normandale Community College (Bloomington, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/4/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/26/19

Trame, Michelle from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 10/6/17
- Verification on 4/13/17

Trapp, Lori from Washtenaw Community College (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/20/19
- Consumer Information on 4/5/19
- Need Analysis on 2/14/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/2/20

Travis, RaShaun from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/17/19

Trela, Casey from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana Southwest Campus (Evansville, IN) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/18/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/20/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/20/17
- Direct Loans on 7/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/14/17

Tremewan, Jennifer from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/13/16
- Verification on 1/30/17

Trent, Mary from Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College (Mt. Gay, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 6/16/17
- Application Process on 10/10/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 4/26/19
- Cash Management on 6/26/17
- Consumer Information on 6/15/17
- Cost of Attendance on 10/23/17
- Direct Loans on 11/7/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/17
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/21/18
- Need Analysis on 1/31/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/17
- Professional Judgment on 4/16/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Student Eligibility on 10/18/17
TEACH Grants on 5/10/18
Verification on 11/7/17

Trice, Nicole from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/6/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/8/16
  Consumer Information on 9/7/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/12/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/9/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/1/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/16
  Verification on 9/2/16

Truebenbach, Jenny from College of St. Scholastica (Duluth, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/27/19

Tryon, Maylean from University of Wisconsin Oshkosh (Oshkosh, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/28/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/3/20

Tumminello, Kara from College of Lake County (Grayslake, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/17
  Verification on 4/10/17

Turner, Donna from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/2/17

Tweed, Brittany from Anoka-Ramsey Community College (Coon Rapids, MN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/2/17
  Consumer Information on 11/17/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/11/17

Tweed, Jessica from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/18
  Need Analysis on 6/28/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/21/18
  Verification on 6/22/18

Uecker, Thomas from University of Wisconsin - Whitewater (Whitewater, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/19

Underhill, Brett from A Call to College (Newark, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/18/20

Unsworth, Samantha from Indiana University (Bloomington, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/31/19

Untiedt, Sherry from Des Moines Area Community College (Ankeny, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/22/19
  Verification on 5/8/17

Uplinger, Matthew from Maranatha Baptist University (Watertown, WI) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/1/19
  Cost of Attendance on 8/28/19
  Direct Loans on 8/13/19
  Need Analysis on 8/23/19
  Professional Judgment on 8/16/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/5/19
  Student Eligibility on 8/6/19
  Verification on 7/30/19

Urban, Lauren from John Carroll University (University Heights, OH) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/17/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18
  Verification on 9/13/18

Urquiza, Wendy from City Colleges of Chicago - Richard J. Daley College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/22/19

Valdes, Theresa from Northwestern College (Bridgeview, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/16/17
  Verification on 5/16/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Valdez, Eric from Sauk Valley Community College (Dixon, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/17/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/18

Valentin, Norberto from City Colleges of Chicago - Wilbur Wright College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Valentine, Leanne from Buena Vista University (Storm Lake, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Van Meter, Melissa from Ohio University (Athens, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 12/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/17/18

VanAssche, Kimberly from University of Detroit Mercy (Detroit, MI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/3/18
  Verification on 7/21/18

Vance, Mellanie from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/18

VanDeCar, Kathy from Madison Area Technical College (Madison, WI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 12/19/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18

VanderHart, Camillia from Purdue University Fort Wayne (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/5/16
  Verification on 7/5/16

VanDyke, Terri from Concordia College (Moorhead, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/12/19

Vang, Maikou from Augsburg College (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/4/17

Varney, Emily from Mott Community College (Flint, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13

Vasquez, Desiree from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/19
  Direct Loans on 7/23/19
  Need Analysis on 7/23/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/22/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/19
  Verification on 7/23/19

Vaughn, Nicole from Purdue University Northwest Westville Campus (Westville, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/15/18

Vaughn, Nicole from Columbia College Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/3/16

Vegas, Laura from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/19/18

Vein, Melissa from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/13/18

Velazquez, Rebekah from Lorain County Community College (Elyria, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/9/17

Veltri, Angela from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/6/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/19/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/7/18
  Verification on 12/6/18

Vincent, Jeff from Metropolitan Community College - Maple Woods (Kansas City, MO) achieved 11 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/3/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/2/15
  Cost of Attendance on 10/30/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
  Need Analysis on 8/28/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Vincent-Dunn, J. Vinny from Franklin College (Franklin, IN) achieved 15 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/6/20
- Application Process on 11/19/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/1/15
- Cash Management on 11/30/19
- Consumer Information on 11/6/19
- Cost of Attendance on 5/3/19
- Direct Loans on 10/16/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/1/15
- Need Analysis on 11/20/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/12/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/21/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/1/19
- Verification on 10/31/19

Vinson, Nicole from Purdue University Northwest Westville Campus (Westville, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 7/27/18

Vock, Christopher from DeVry University (Naperville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/19

Voelkner, Karalyn from DeVry University DuPage Campus (Addison, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/19

Von Rautenfeld, Christopher from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/29/15
- Verification on 6/29/15

Voss, Julie from Iowa College Student Aid Commission (Des Moines, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 12/30/16

Vue, Bao from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 7/13/17
- Verification on 12/27/17

Wagner, Suzanne from Columbia College (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 7/17/16

Wagoner, Faye from Mountain State College (Parkersburg, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/7/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/17
- Verification on 12/19/17

Wahl, Lynette from Hamline University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/14/19

Wahlstrom Helgren, Elizabeth from Illinois Institute of Technology (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/24/17

Waite, Melody from Michigan State University (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19

Walker, Kim from Missouri University of Science and Technology (Rolla, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 10/16/15
- Verification on 7/12/15

Walker, Matthew from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/23/18
- Application Process on 11/14/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/17/18
- Cash Management on 8/11/18
- Consumer Information on 8/18/18
- Cost of Attendance on 2/24/18
- Direct Loans on 12/1/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/1/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 3/24/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Walker-Smith, Ericka from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 5 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 4/18/16
- Need Analysis on 4/24/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/18/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/7/16
- Verification on 4/4/18

Wall, Kayla from Indiana University Kokomo (Kokomo, IN) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 3/5/18

Walton, Lindsay from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 12 credentials:

- Application Process on 9/18/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/9/15
- Cost of Attendance on 9/22/15
- Direct Loans on 10/22/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/15/15
- Need Analysis on 10/7/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/15
- Professional Judgment on 11/6/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 9/18/15
- Verification on 9/25/15

Wank, Ann from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 9/3/18
- Student Eligibility on 9/3/18

Ward, Annette from City Colleges of Chicago - Harry S. Truman College (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/4/18

Ward, Vie from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 13 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/13/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/7/17
- Consumer Information on 11/10/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/22/17
- Direct Loans on 7/12/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/6/17
- Need Analysis on 6/23/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/3/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/11/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/17
- Student Eligibility on 8/15/17
- Verification on 7/6/17

Waris, Sana from City Colleges of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 3/23/19

Washington, DeAnna from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 2/27/18

Washington, Virginia from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 10/7/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/14/19

Watkins, Deborah from Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 3/27/20
- Cost of Attendance on 6/20/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/5/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Verification on 5/9/17

**Watson, Megan** from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 9 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 2/21/20
Application Process on 9/30/15
Campus-Based Programs on 10/5/15
Cost of Attendance on 4/22/19
Direct Loans on 10/14/15
Need Analysis on 7/23/19
Professional Judgment on 6/24/19
Student Eligibility on 10/5/15
Verification on 2/4/18

Watters, Carrie from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 14 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 6/12/17
Application Process on 12/16/15
Consumer Information on 6/14/17
Cost of Attendance on 12/17/15
Direct Loans on 3/8/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15
Gainful Employment Test on 5/23/18
Need Analysis on 1/19/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/30/18
Professional Judgment on 12/15/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/5/20
Student Eligibility on 12/16/15
TEACH Grants on 4/17/18
Verification on 11/20/17

Watts, Megan from Central Methodist University (Fayette, MO) achieved 4 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 4/11/18
Direct Loans on 5/16/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/30/19
Student Eligibility on 4/11/18

Wawrzyniak, Lynn from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:

Application Process on 3/31/18
Student Eligibility on 11/18/17
Verification on 5/5/19

Wayne, Erin from Minnesota Office of Higher Education (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 5/18/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/19

Wayt, Debra from West Virginia Northern Community College (Wheeling, WV) achieved 5 credentials:

Application Process on 12/7/15
Cost of Attendance on 12/24/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/3/16
Student Eligibility on 12/15/15
Verification on 12/28/15

Weaver, Angela from Lewis and Clark Community College (Godfrey, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

Cash Management on 12/5/16

Weaver, Melanie from Ohio Northern University (Ada, OH) achieved 3 credentials:

Consumer Information on 8/11/18
Professional Judgment on 8/11/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/4/18

Webber, Sharon from Saint Xavier University (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 5/12/17

Weber, Karla from University of Wisconsin-Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 3/23/15
Cost of Attendance on 3/24/15
Need Analysis on 3/23/15
Student Eligibility on 3/30/15

Weber, Randi from Cornell College (Mount Vernon, IA) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 6/20/19
Professional Judgment on 6/18/19
Student Eligibility on 6/28/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Verification on 6/19/19

Weber-Davies, Keri from University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) achieved 1 credentials:

Professional Judgment on 6/14/17

Webster, Darchelle from Kansas City Art Institute (Kansas City, MO) achieved 2 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 12/8/15
Student Eligibility on 7/23/15

Weimer, Patricia from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 16 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 10/22/16
Application Process on 11/27/15
Campus-Based Programs on 11/28/15
Cash Management on 10/2/16
Consumer Information on 10/22/16
Cost of Attendance on 9/12/15
Direct Loans on 9/13/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/14/15
Need Analysis on 12/27/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/24/15
Professional Judgment on 11/28/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/2/16
Student Eligibility on 11/25/15
TEACH Grants on 10/21/16
Verification on 7/8/16

Weingart, Brian from West Virginia Higher Education Policy Commission (Charleston, WV) achieved 17 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 10/21/16
Application Process on 10/14/15
Campus-Based Programs on 10/21/15
Cash Management on 10/21/16
Consumer Information on 10/21/16
Cost of Attendance on 10/16/15
Direct Loans on 10/17/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/22/15
Gainful Employment Test on 11/30/17
Need Analysis on 9/4/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/16/15
Professional Judgment on 10/15/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/21/16
Student Eligibility on 10/14/15
TEACH Grants on 8/17/16
Verification on 12/11/15

Weir, Crystal from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 9 credentials:

Application Process on 12/4/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/4/19
Direct Loans on 6/29/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/13/19
Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/3/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/18
Student Eligibility on 1/11/19
Verification on 4/14/17

Weisenburger, Katy from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 17 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 8/5/18
Application Process on 7/16/18
Campus-Based Programs on 4/7/19
Cash Management on 1/6/20
Consumer Information on 1/10/20
Cost of Attendance on 7/22/18
Direct Loans on 8/1/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/18
Gainful Employment Test on 1/2/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 8/5/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/2/20
Professional Judgment on 8/1/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/30/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/14/18
Student Eligibility on 7/19/18
TEACH Grants on 4/14/19
Verification on 7/29/18

Weller, Elyse from Southern Illinois University Carbondale (Carbondale, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 6/28/18
   Professional Judgment on 6/8/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/19/18

Wells, Diana from University of Missouri - Kansas City (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/20/19

Wells, Glenna from Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 3 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 10/18/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/18
   Student Eligibility on 11/21/18

Wells, Heather from Indiana State University (Terre Haute, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/27/18

Welty, Amy from Stark State College (North Canton, OH) achieved 4 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 3/8/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/28/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/18
   Verification on 12/5/18

Werner, Bonnie from Metropolitan Community College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/16/16

Werner, Malory from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/30/17
   Cash Management on 11/1/19
   Consumer Information on 11/8/19
   Cost of Attendance on 10/31/17
   Direct Loans on 11/2/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/11/17
   Need Analysis on 11/4/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/17
   Student Eligibility on 11/10/17
   TEACH Grants on 11/22/19
   Verification on 11/12/17

Westcott, Ami from Kirkwood Community College (Cedar Rapids, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/6/19

Westerhold, Ashley from Heartland Community College (Normal, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 6/5/18

Wheeler, Amy from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13
   Verification on 1/5/14

Whightsil, Cody from Saint Louis University (St. Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 8/12/19

White, Alexander from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/19

White, Caitlin from Marshall University (Huntington, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 3/7/18

White, Casey from Illinois College (Jacksonville, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 11/11/16

White, Stephen from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/19

White, Valencia from St. Louis Community College (Bridgeton, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 11/17/15

Whitehead, Audrey from Shepherd University (Shepherdstown, WV) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Whitford, Amy from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/1/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/15/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/18/19
- Need Analysis on 9/23/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/21/19
- Professional Judgment on 9/21/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/5/18
- Verification on 8/2/19

Whitmer, Angela from Northwood University (Midland, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/15

Widmer, Gina from Harris-Stowe State University (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Widney, Kaye from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 10/17/14
- Need Analysis on 10/20/14

Wieber, Heather from Davenport University (Grand Rapids, MI) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/27/18

Wiley, Alexis from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/19/19
- Direct Loans on 11/26/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/19
- Need Analysis on 11/20/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Wilgus, Stephanie from Rhodes State College (Lima, OH) achieved 6 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/2/19
- Professional Judgment on 1/31/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/15/20
- Student Eligibility on 2/21/20
- TEACH Grants on 2/26/20

Wilkes, Ben from University of Wisconsin Oshkosh (Oshkosh, WI) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/10/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/12/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/15/17
- Direct Loans on 7/29/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/16/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/13/17
- Verification on 7/15/17

Wilkie, Miranda from Northern Michigan University (Marquette, MI) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/14/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/19/19
- Direct Loans on 7/19/19
- Need Analysis on 7/16/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/26/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/2/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/19/19
- Verification on 7/10/19

Wilkins, Natalie from Cedarville University (Cedarville, OH) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 6/22/17

Williams, Angela from Indiana Institute of Technology (Fort Wayne, IN) achieved 1 credential:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19

Williams, Briana from Aultman College of Nursing and Health Sciences (Canton, OH) achieved 1 credential:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Verification on 3/20/19
Williams, Charles from Bryant & Stratton College Eastlake (Solon, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/2/18
Williams, Christina from Jackson College (Jackson, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
    Professional Judgment on 2/23/20
    Student Eligibility on 3/1/20
    Verification on 2/7/20
Williams, Karisha from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/16
Williams, Michael from Schoolcraft College (Livonia, MI) achieved 7 credentials:
    Administrative Capability on 4/4/19
    Campus-Based Programs on 4/4/19
    Need Analysis on 2/11/20
    Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/18/20
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/19
    Student Eligibility on 1/30/20
    Verification on 7/22/18
Williams, Milton from Ivy Tech Community College (Indianapolis, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Campus-Based Programs on 8/2/18
Williams, Priscilla from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
    Verification on 3/24/18
Williams, Serena from Rasmussen College - Eagan (Eagan, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Direct Loans on 3/6/20
Williams, Vickie from Mount Vernon Nazarene University (Mount Vernon, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
    Professional Judgment on 6/3/19
    Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/16
Williamson, Sarah from North Central Missouri College (Trenton, MO) achieved 2 credentials:
    Direct Loans on 9/15/16
    Student Eligibility on 9/15/16
Wilson, Angel from Indiana Wesleyan University (Marion, IN) achieved 1 credentials:
    Return of Title IV Funds on 10/13/18
Wilson, Angela from Moraine Valley Community College (Palos Hills, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/18
    Verification on 3/21/18
Wilson, Krystal from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Champaign, IL) achieved 12 credentials:
    Application Process on 6/14/17
    Campus-Based Programs on 7/7/17
    Cost of Attendance on 6/16/17
    Direct Loans on 6/29/17
    Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/30/17
    Need Analysis on 6/23/17
    Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/13/17
    Professional Judgment on 7/24/17
    Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/17
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/23/17
    Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
    Verification on 6/27/17
Wilson, Lavonya from University of Cincinnati (Cincinnati, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
    Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/18
Wilson, Lindsay from Washington University in St. Louis (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credentials:
    Cost of Attendance on 1/13/17
Wilson, Monica from Eastern West Virginia Community & Technical College (Moorefield, WV) achieved 1 credentials:
    Gainful Employment Test on 5/21/18
Wilson-Keenan, Nina from University of Missouri (Columbia, MO) achieved 12 credentials:
    Administrative Capability on 11/26/19
    Consumer Information on 11/20/19
    Direct Loans on 3/28/19
    Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/18
    Gainful Employment Test on 10/31/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 3/29/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/29/19
Professional Judgment on 3/27/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19
TEACH Grants on 9/26/18
Verification on 7/19/16

Wince, Kathy from West Virginia University At Parkersburg (Parkersburg, WV) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 3/5/19
Consumer Information on 11/26/19
Direct Loans on 3/19/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/4/19

Winchester, Tara from St. Cloud State University (Saint Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/10/17

Winter, Hannah from Upper Iowa University (Fayette, IA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/27/19
Verification on 1/14/20

Wise, Christopher from University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 9/7/18
Professional Judgment on 9/7/18

Wise, Christopher from Waubonsee Community College (Sugar Grove, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 9/5/16

Witsaman, Kaitlyn from Fairmont State University (Fairmont, WV) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/30/18
Application Process on 11/2/18
Cash Management on 7/16/18
Consumer Information on 7/24/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/9/18
Direct Loans on 11/13/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/25/19
Need Analysis on 11/14/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/13/18
Student Eligibility on 11/8/18
Verification on 11/29/18

Witt, Amy from Franklin University (Columbus, OH) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/19/17
Application Process on 3/12/19
Campus-Based Programs on 6/26/19
Consumer Information on 7/17/17
Cost of Attendance on 1/19/18
Direct Loans on 5/23/17
Need Analysis on 5/18/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/18
Professional Judgment on 6/19/17
Student Eligibility on 4/17/18
Verification on 10/16/17

Wohrley, Jill from Illinois Valley Community College (Oglesby, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 1/18/19
Student Eligibility on 1/14/19
Verification on 6/14/19

Wolff, Lisa from Cuyahoga Community College Metropolitan Campus (Cleveland, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 8/3/16

Woods, Amy from Illinois Valley Community College (Oglesby, IL) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 11/28/18
Cost of Attendance on 4/9/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/19
Professional Judgment on 6/5/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/18
Student Eligibility on 11/20/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Workman, Kristine from Ferris State University (Big Rapids, MI) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/23/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/30/15
  Direct Loans on 11/30/15
  Need Analysis on 11/30/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/30/15
  Professional Judgment on 11/29/15
  Student Eligibility on 10/22/15
  Verification on 10/14/15

Wortel, Michelle from University of Chicago - Law School (Chicago, IL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/31/18
  Professional Judgment on 10/30/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/14/18

Wotruba, Matthew from Rasmussen College (St. Cloud, MN) achieved 1 credential:
  Cash Management on 4/26/18

Wray, Amy from Valley College (Princeton, WV) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/17/18
  Cost of Attendance on 2/13/18

Wright Haynes, Mikia from St. Louis Community College - Forest Park (Saint Louis, MO) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 5/2/17

Wright, David from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/18/19
  Cost of Attendance on 12/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/19

Wright, Jennifer from Saint Luke's College (Kansas City, MO) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/14/18

Wyckhouse, Christine from Bowling Green State University (Bowling Green, OH) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 12/7/18

Wysk, Amanda from Carroll University (Waukesha, WI) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 1/5/14

Yanchak, George from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/31/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/30/17
  Consumer Information on 1/30/17
  Cost of Attendance on 1/29/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/31/17
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/14/17

Yang, Bao from Saint Paul College - A Community & Technical College (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/19

Yang, Mai Yia from Northcentral Technical College (Wausau, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/25/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/20

Yates, Heather from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 1 credential:
  Application Process on 3/14/19

Yeremian, Rita from University of Detroit Mercy (Detroit, MI) achieved 4 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/3/16
  Professional Judgment on 2/4/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/18
  Verification on 1/29/17

Yocom, Amber from Northwest State Community College (Archbold, OH) achieved 1 credential:
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/15/17

Yoder, Kim from Chippewa Valley Technical College (Eau Claire, WI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/30/19
  Need Analysis on 7/20/17

Yoke, Heather from West Virginia University (Morgantown, WV) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/6/15
  Cost of Attendance on 11/28/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/8/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/28/15
Student Eligibility on 11/25/15
Verification on 11/28/15

Young, Scott from University of Missouri - Kansas City (Kansas City, MO) achieved 3 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 4/6/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/11/17
   Student Eligibility on 4/18/18

Young, Yvonne from Indiana University Southeast (New Albany, IN) achieved 2 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
   Verification on 6/8/18

Youngquist, Valerie from Rasmussen College - Brooklyn Park (Brooklyn Park, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 6/20/19

Zabinski, Margaret from University of Wisconsin - Madison (Madison, WI) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/9/19
   Cost of Attendance on 10/10/19
   Need Analysis on 10/11/19
   Student Eligibility on 10/8/19
   Verification on 9/26/19

Zakariasen, Kari from University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (Minneapolis, MN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 4/24/17

Zake, Carolyn from Lourdes University (Sylvania, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 7/27/16

Zarco, Guadalupe from Loyola University of Chicago (Chicago, IL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/17

Zelski, Shaun from Douglas J. Aveda Institute (East Lansing, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 8/7/19

Zeman, Brandi from Mid-State Technical College (Wisconsin Rapids, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/19

Zerker, Andrew from Eastern Michigan University (Ypsilanti, MI) achieved 3 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 3/23/20
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/14/20
   Professional Judgment on 10/31/19

Zika, Nicholas from Iowa State University (Ames, IA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/26/17

Zimmerle, Kayde from Madison Area Technical College (Madison, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 7/28/17

Zitzer, Margaret from Marquette University (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/13/16

Zoll, Brandi from Southwestern Michigan College (Dowagiac, MI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 11/18/15

Zubin, Jacqueline from Baldwin Wallace University (Berea, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/19

Zubke, Robin from The University of Toledo (Toledo, OH) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 7/25/16

Zuege, Laura from Lawrence University (Appleton, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/18/20

Zugschwert, Melissa from Bethel University (Saint Paul, MN) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/19/18
   Student Eligibility on 4/12/19

Zwayer, Nathan from The Ohio State University (Columbus, OH) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 2/13/19
   Verification on 9/25/18

Zylka, Stephanie from University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee (Milwaukee, WI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 2/26/19

RMASFAA (2,228)

Abubakari, Mumin from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 12/29/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Acree, Carrie from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/15/19

Aguirre, Erick from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18

Alcanter, Michael from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 12/8/17

Alexander, Julia from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/17/16
  Need Analysis on 6/7/16

Alexander, Mary from Dakota Wesleyan University (Mitchell, SD) achieved 4 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/28/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/22/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/18

Allard, Amanda from Minot State University (Minot, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/24/17

Allen, Bryan from Highland Community College (Highland, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/19
  Cost of Attendance on 10/18/18
  Need Analysis on 6/17/19
  Verification on 10/31/19

Alles, Amanda from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/19/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17
  Verification on 2/27/17

Allison, Laura from Independence Community College (Independence, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/20/18
  Cost of Attendance on 4/29/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/17/18

Alzerreca, Fernando from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/22/17
  Direct Loans on 12/10/19
  Professional Judgment on 12/22/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/16
  Verification on 2/10/17

Ames, Leila from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/5/15

Amundson, Shannon from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/17/17

Anderson, Erin from Kansas City Kansas Community College (Kansas City, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/13/17

Anderson, Shannon from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/11/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/12/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/2/17

Anderson, Stefanie from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/13/19

Araujo, Mark from Nebraska Methodist College (Omaha, NE) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/16/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/17
  Cash Management on 11/20/18
  Consumer Information on 11/21/17
  Direct Loans on 5/2/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/3/18
  Professional Judgment on 11/22/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/4/17
  TEACH Grants on 11/22/19
  Verification on 11/14/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Arnold, Chantelle from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/14/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/1/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16
  Student Eligibility on 10/28/19

Artz, Kristie from University of Nebraska at Kearney (Kearney, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/22/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/10/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/25/19

Asbury, Amber from Otero Junior College (La Junta, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/20

Asher, Whitney from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/4/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/21/19
  Need Analysis on 6/6/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/13/18
  Verification on 6/26/19

Ayres, Christina from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 13 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/28/17
  Application Process on 11/21/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/14/17
  Cash Management on 3/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/11/17
  Direct Loans on 11/18/19
  Need Analysis on 5/9/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/2/18
  Professional Judgment on 11/21/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/29/16
  Student Eligibility on 5/5/17
  Verification on 6/15/16

Baker, Rhonda from Labette Community College (Parsons, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/6/18

Balster, Heidi from Northern Wyoming Community College District (Sheridan, WY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/23/17

Bank, Zach from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/19/19

Barbee, Kelsey from Otero Junior College (La Junta, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/18/18

Barela, Richard from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19

Bargamento, Caridad from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/7/19

Barta, Lindsey from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/7/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/8/17
  Need Analysis on 4/27/17
  Professional Judgment on 11/14/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/17
  Student Eligibility on 4/7/17
  Verification on 11/7/16

Bates, Alauna from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/14/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/18

Bayless, Rita from Dodge City Community College (Dodge City, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/20/16

Beardsley, Janet from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/2/17
  Need Analysis on 7/26/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/26/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/17

Beaubien, Hananh from Manhattan Christian College (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/25/18

Beesley, Elizabeth from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/13/18

Behrens, Nick from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/6/17

Beisner, Pamela from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/16/16
Verification on 3/30/16

Benson, Lindsey from Minot State University (Minot, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/17

Bentle, Elizabeth from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/1/19
Verification on 1/3/20

Benz, Joni from Grantham University (Lenexa, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/17/17

Bergmann, Leah from North Central Kansas Technical College (Beloit, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/30/18
Need Analysis on 6/20/18
Verification on 11/7/18

Berntson, Andrew from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/20/16
Professional Judgment on 11/25/16
Student Eligibility on 2/1/16
Verification on 3/31/16

Berrie, Jennifer from DVMD, LLC dba Intellitec College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/17/19

Berrios, Rebeca from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/13/17

Beste, Stephanie from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/19

Binstock, Joyell from Dickinson State University (Dickinson, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/6/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/27/18

Bis, Sherry from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/25/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/14
Student Eligibility on 2/1/16
Verification on 12/20/16

Bitter, Caroline from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 11/17/17
Campus-Based Programs on 12/10/19
Consumer Information on 5/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
Direct Loans on 12/30/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/19
Need Analysis on 12/20/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/9/17
Student Eligibility on 4/16/19
Verification on 12/15/17

Black, Colby from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/21/19
Student Eligibility on 7/10/18

Blanchard, Ashley from Midland University (Fremont, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/15/17

Blanken, Julie from Pittsburg State University (Pittsburg, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/19/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Blau, AnJeannette from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Application Process on 7/11/14

Blaylock, Berrett from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Cost of Attendance on 7/13/19

Blevins, Kristi from Highland Community College (Highland, KS) achieved 8 credentials:
   - Application Process on 11/9/17
   - Cash Management on 8/2/18
   - Consumer Information on 11/12/18
   - Cost of Attendance on 12/16/16
   - Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/13/17
   - Student Eligibility on 5/12/17
   - Verification on 12/7/17

Blount, Hanna from University of Northern Colorado (Greeley, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18

Blue, Alora from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
   - Direct Loans on 12/13/17
   - Verification on 11/21/19

Boettcher, Jamie from Black Hills State University (Spearfish, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

Boeve, Traci from Hastings College (Hastings, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Cost of Attendance on 9/25/16

Bond, Summer from Kansas City Kansas Community College (Kansas City, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
   - Need Analysis on 7/17/17
   - Professional Judgment on 10/10/17
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/17
   - Student Eligibility on 2/7/19

Borrego, Sarah from Regis University (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Verification on 12/27/19

Box, Amy from Pueblo Community College (Pueblo, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Verification on 12/15/16

Boyer, Kassandra from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 8 credentials:
   - Administrative Capability on 2/25/17
   - Campus-Based Programs on 3/25/17
   - Cash Management on 5/12/17
   - Consumer Information on 12/21/17
   - Cost of Attendance on 5/10/17
   - Need Analysis on 5/14/17
   - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/17
   - Student Eligibility on 5/12/17

Brekke, McKay from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
   - Student Eligibility on 2/4/16
   - Verification on 4/1/16

Brewer, Debra from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
   - Administrative Capability on 1/26/17
   - Campus-Based Programs on 5/8/17
   - Student Eligibility on 1/27/17

Bridenstine, Amy from Seward County Community College/Area Technical School (Liberal, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Student Eligibility on 8/28/19

Bright, Sandra from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Application Process on 12/15/17

Brizendine, Hedy from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
   - Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Brockel, Amber from Presentation College (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 4 credentials:
   - Direct Loans on 10/29/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Brooks, Angie from Front Range Community College Westminster Campus (Westminster, CO) achieved 1 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 8/30/18

Brooks, Brianna from Southwestern College (Winfield, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

Brooks, Pam from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15

Broscheit, James from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 8 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/23/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/3/15
- Cost of Attendance on 12/22/15
- Need Analysis on 6/9/16
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/6/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/9/17
- Verification on 7/18/18

Brotherson, Dana from Snow College (Ephraim, UT) achieved 2 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/12/17

Brown, Dale from Clarkson College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 1/31/17

Brown, Donna from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/22/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/23/17

Brown, Erinn from Mid-Plains Community College (McCook, NE) achieved 9 credentials:

- Application Process on 11/6/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/6/19
- Consumer Information on 11/20/18
- Direct Loans on 5/8/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/29/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/17
- Verification on 11/17/17

Brown, Justin Chase from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 3/27/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/22/15
- Verification on 4/23/15

Brown, Kimberley from EducationQuest Foundation (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/14/16

Brungardt, Robyn from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 3/10/20

Bryant, Kristine from Benedictine College (Atchison, KS) achieved 9 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 2/9/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17
- Cash Management on 4/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 3/27/17
- Direct Loans on 10/30/19
- Need Analysis on 4/7/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/3/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/5/17

Bryson, Heather from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 2 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 12/28/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/28/18

Buche, Nathan from Hutchinson Community College (Hutchinson, KS) achieved 2 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 10/18/16
- Application Process on 11/2/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Budzinski, Jacie from EducationQuest Foundation (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/15/16

Buhr, Jacqueline from Chadron State College (Chadron, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/19

Buisker, Tracey from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/6/16
Verification on 10/4/16

Bull, Victoria from Great Falls College - Montana State University (Great Falls, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/17
Student Eligibility on 7/28/17

Burton, Amanda from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/9/17
Cash Management on 3/28/17
Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17

Burton, Krista from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/31/19

Butcher, Linda from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/20/17
Application Process on 4/20/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/20/17
Cash Management on 2/27/17
Consumer Information on 5/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 4/12/17
Direct Loans on 5/1/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/2/17
Gainful Employment Test on 5/1/17
Need Analysis on 4/18/17
Professional Judgment on 12/1/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/26/17
Student Eligibility on 9/27/16
TEACH Grants on 4/27/17
Verification on 10/28/16

Byczkowski, Mike from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/18
Direct Loans on 12/31/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/1/20

Cabral, Russell from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/29/20

Calamaio, Caprice from Cleveland University - Kansas City (Overland Park, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
Campus-Based Programs on 3/19/17
Student Eligibility on 1/21/17

Cali, Jamie from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/13
Student Eligibility on 10/17/13

Campbell, Aimee from Southwestern College (Winfield, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/17
Student Eligibility on 4/12/17
Verification on 12/1/17

Cannon, Desiree from Williston State College (Williston, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/12/19
Verification on 12/19/19

Caprara, Tara from Montana Technological University (Butte, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19

Carlson, Rhonda from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/6/17

Carpenter, Sarah from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 5/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/20/19
Need Analysis on 4/28/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/10/16
Student Eligibility on 12/20/16

Carroll, Brian from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/10/18

Carter, Donna from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/14/17
Application Process on 11/8/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/17
Consumer Information on 11/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/31/17
Need Analysis on 5/6/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/6/17
Student Eligibility on 4/21/17
Verification on 11/10/17

Carter, Pam from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/1/16

Carver, Andrea from Williston State College (Williston, ND) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 7/12/19
Need Analysis on 7/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/17
Student Eligibility on 7/17/17
Verification on 12/12/19

Carver, Nichole from Hutchinson Community College (Hutchinson, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/20/18
Student Eligibility on 5/1/17

Casagni, Jessica from Southern Utah University (Cedar City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/8/17
Professional Judgment on 11/30/17

Casey, Nicole from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/27/17
Application Process on 11/3/17
Cash Management on 12/12/18
Consumer Information on 12/20/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/29/17
Direct Loans on 5/15/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/31/18
Need Analysis on 4/25/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/22/17
Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16
Student Eligibility on 9/19/16
Verification on 2/20/17

Cashman, Kimberly from Cloud County Community College (Concordia, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/17
Student Eligibility on 5/15/17

Casper, Jessica from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/15/18

Castillon, Nicole from Western Wyoming Community College (Rock Springs, WY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/19/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/3/17

Cerise, Danielle from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/27/17
Professional Judgment on 7/23/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15
Verification on 11/20/15

Chalk, Tag from Aims Community College (Greeley, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Champlin, Linda from Cloud County Community College (Concordia, KS) achieved 1 credentials: 
Student Eligibility on 5/9/17

Chan, Dianne from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials: 
Need Analysis on 8/3/18

Chansler, Adeline from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 2 credentials: 
Application Process on 4/15/19
Student Eligibility on 6/25/19

Chavez, Angelica from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials: 
Application Process on 7/23/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/18
Need Analysis on 7/18/18
Professional Judgment on 7/27/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/18
Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

Chettle, Sydney from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials: 
Application Process on 11/20/17
Professional Judgment on 11/20/17

Christensen, Ryan from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 3 credentials: 
Need Analysis on 5/16/19
Professional Judgment on 8/28/15
Student Eligibility on 5/26/18

Christensen, William from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 1 credentials: 
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/17

Ciha, James from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 1 credentials: 
Verification on 11/20/19

Clapham Lavin, Theresa from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 3 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 4/13/18
Consumer Information on 4/3/19
Verification on 2/18/18

Clements, Lori from Neosho County Community College (Chanute, KS) achieved 1 credentials: 
Verification on 10/19/18

Clifford, Patricia from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 6 credentials: 
Application Process on 12/21/17
Consumer Information on 10/31/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/15/18
Direct Loans on 12/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/7/14
Verification on 2/24/17

Cobb, Wendy from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 7 credentials: 
Administrative Capability on 3/19/17
Cash Management on 3/16/17
Consumer Information on 11/2/16
Need Analysis on 3/24/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/16
Student Eligibility on 11/30/16
Verification on 3/7/17

Cole, Kelly from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials: 
Student Eligibility on 5/12/17

Cole, Roberta from Dixie State University (St. George, UT) achieved 1 credentials: 
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/17

Coley, La'ilisa from Southwestern College Wichita Campus (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials: 
Application Process on 11/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/17
Student Eligibility on 11/3/16

Collins, Ki-Arra from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials: 
Application Process on 11/3/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/17
Verification on 11/14/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cook, Amber from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/15/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/25/17

Cook, Christine from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 11/16/16
- Verification on 4/1/16

Cook, Janelle from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 7/25/17

Cortes, Martha from Pratt Community College (Pratt, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 7/12/18
- Verification on 12/13/18

Covey, Christina from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/3/17
- Consumer Information on 12/14/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/9/19

Covington, Stephanie from University of Kansas (Lawrence, KS) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/6/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/17/17
- Cost of Attendance on 3/29/17
- Need Analysis on 4/9/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/6/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/14/17

Criswell, Walter from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/19

Critz, Tonya from Minot State University (Minot, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 5/6/17

Crook, Linda from Red Rocks Community College (Lakewood, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/17
- Professional Judgment on 3/31/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/1/17

Curl, John from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/7/17
- Cash Management on 3/21/17
- Cost of Attendance on 3/14/17
- Need Analysis on 3/22/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17

Currier, Alaina from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/16/17

Daisy, Jennifer from Neosho County Community College (Ottawa, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 11/12/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/19
- Verification on 10/16/18

Daniels, Judith from University of Mary (Bismarck, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/18/17

Daniels, Miriam from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/14/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/6/17

Darnell, Mary from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 1/31/17

Dassay, Misty from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/18/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/21/17

Davis, Nadra from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/18/17
- Cash Management on 4/22/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/26/17

Davis, Scott from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cost of Attendance on 8/13/19
Need Analysis on 11/19/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/17/18

De Jong, Hayli from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/11/19
Direct Loans on 12/19/18

De Jong, Gina from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 2/7/18
Direct Loans on 5/10/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/14/17
Student Eligibility on 3/13/17

DeKat, Shania from Manhattan Area Technical College (Manhattan, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/30/17
Student Eligibility on 5/18/17
Verification on 11/12/17

Denison, Mary from Westminster College of Salt Lake City (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 11/27/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/28/18

Derby, Mary from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/15/17
Student Eligibility on 8/16/17

Despain, Timothy from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/9/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/27/19

Devries, Tara from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 11/29/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/15/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/28/19
Need Analysis on 4/19/17
Professional Judgment on 12/7/17
Student Eligibility on 5/3/17
Verification on 2/15/17

Dewerff, Kaitlin from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 6/12/19
Verification on 11/26/19

De Young, Shanda from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/26/19
Student Eligibility on 6/25/19
Verification on 2/15/18

Dick, Alyssa from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/28/19
Verification on 5/15/17

Dickman, Cara from Southwest Applied Technology College (Cedar City, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/21/15
Need Analysis on 4/28/15
Professional Judgment on 6/16/15
Student Eligibility on 10/31/14

Dieckman, Stacy from Northeast Community College (Norfolk, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/6/18
Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Dinkelman, Kay from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/15/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/12/17
Cash Management on 5/12/17
Consumer Information on 5/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/15/17
Need Analysis on 6/17/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17
Student Eligibility on 5/15/17
TEACH Grants on 2/11/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Dobry, Becca from University of Nebraska at Kearney (Kearney, NE) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/15/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/16
  Cost of Attendance on 2/8/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/4/16
  Need Analysis on 2/24/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/15
  TEACH Grants on 12/22/15
  Verification on 5/14/18

Dodson, Janet from Retired from Tuition Exchange, Inc. (Marion, KS) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/20/17
  Application Process on 4/20/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/20/17
  Cash Management on 2/27/17
  Consumer Information on 5/10/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/11/17
  Direct Loans on 5/1/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/2/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/1/17
  Need Analysis on 4/18/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/8/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/1/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/26/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/27/16
  TEACH Grants on 4/27/17
  Verification on 12/1/16

Donlay, Joseph from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/17/19

Dowd, Cheryl from WICHE Cooperative for Educational Technologies (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Duffy, Amanda from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 8/19/18

Dutton, Ashlee from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/9/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/25/18
  Need Analysis on 5/21/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/16/15
  Student Eligibility on 4/30/18
  TEACH Grants on 5/25/18

Edgar, Sami from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/13/17

Ehlebracht, Kristy from Dakota Wesleyan University (Mitchell, SD) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/14/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/23/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/19

Eisenmenger, Jordan from Central Community College Columbus Campus (Columbus, NE) achieved 13 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/2/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17
  Cash Management on 12/27/18
  Consumer Information on 11/16/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/13/18
  Direct Loans on 6/24/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/13/18
  Need Analysis on 6/9/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/25/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/6/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/24/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 3/26/20

Elder, Elizabeth from Colorado Christian University (Lakewood, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/11/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/14/18

Elder, Jill from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/9/18
- Consumer Information on 3/31/17
- Direct Loans on 11/16/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/28/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/10/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/31/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18
- Verification on 2/22/18

Eller, Maria from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/22/19

Ellsworth, Abby from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/18/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/19

Embry, JoAnne from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/23/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/18/17

Engelhardt, Kelli from University of Providence (Great Falls, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/20/18

Engelking, Lisa from Front Range Community College (Westminster, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 5/24/19

Enriquez, Steven from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 4/24/17

Epperson, Melissa from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/18

Eskam, Shannon from Casper College (Casper, WY) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/21/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/20/19
- Consumer Information on 11/19/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/31/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/17
- Verification on 12/23/19

Evans, Melanie from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/31/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

Evans, Sharisse from Newman University (Wichita, KS) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/7/17
- Consumer Information on 12/11/18
- Need Analysis on 4/20/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/20/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/15/16
- Verification on 11/16/17

Evenson, Tresse from Augustana University (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/5/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/2/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/1/19

Evert, Michael from Nebraska Methodist College (Omaha, NE) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/7/17
- Application Process on 11/15/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/17
- Cash Management on 11/20/18
- Consumer Information on 11/21/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cost of Attendance on 3/9/17
Direct Loans on 5/2/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/3/18
Need Analysis on 9/28/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/5/17
Professional Judgment on 11/18/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/4/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/11/16
Student Eligibility on 9/22/16
TEACH Grants on 11/22/19
Verification on 11/11/16

Fankhauser, Crystal from Fort Lewis College (Durango, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 8/5/18
  Verification on 8/5/18

Farmer, Kristina from Cloud County Community College (Concordia, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/22/16

Fedeler, Melinda from Dakota State University (Madison, SD) achieved 7 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/3/20
  Consumer Information on 11/27/17
  Cost of Attendance on 10/17/18
  Direct Loans on 11/7/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/30/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/13/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/21/17

Ferris, Dolly from Miles Community College (Miles City, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/27/19
  Verification on 4/1/16

Fink, Heather from Williston State College (Williston, ND) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/17/18
  Need Analysis on 7/26/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/19/17
  Verification on 1/26/17

Finlay, Lorna from Aims Community College (Greeley, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/17

Firth, Tasha from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/7/14

Fiser, Chad from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/21/19

Flakker, Julie from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/17/18
  Need Analysis on 2/7/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/20/17
  Verification on 2/22/18

Fletcher, Leslie from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/19/18

Flipse, Vanessa from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/11/20

Flynn, Jennifer from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Fogel, Andrew from Washburn University of Topeka (Topeka, KS) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/9/17
  Application Process on 5/2/17
  Direct Loans on 5/3/17
  Professional Judgment on 5/2/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/17
  Student Eligibility on 10/21/16
  Verification on 5/8/17

Fox, Jennifer from University of Montana Western (Dillon, MT) achieved 5 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Administrative Capability on 3/9/17
Campus-Based Programs on 3/15/17
Cash Management on 3/16/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/24/17
Student Eligibility on 3/31/17

Fraase, Tammy from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 2/1/16

Frank, Stephanie from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/19

Frazier, Ella from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/23/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/27/18
Need Analysis on 7/18/18
Professional Judgment on 7/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/18
Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

French, Christian from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/17/19

Fritz, Megan from Central Community College Hastings Campus (Hastings, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/14/16

Froodyma, Susan from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 4/28/17
Student Eligibility on 11/21/16
Verification on 12/13/16

Fulls, William from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/14/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/15/17
Consumer Information on 11/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/21/17
Need Analysis on 4/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/17
Student Eligibility on 4/24/17

Funk, Jeannine from Dickinson State University (Dickinson, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/9/18
Verification on 2/28/18

Gabriel, Angel from Central Community College (Grand Island, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 11/9/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/19
Consumer Information on 11/16/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/12/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/18
Verification on 10/22/19

Gabriel, Jason from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/18/18
Student Eligibility on 6/11/19
Verification on 7/30/18

Gallegos, Cynthia from Metropolitan State University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/26/17

Gallegos, Tobie Leigh from American Sentinel University (Aurora, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/15/13

Gallick, Christopher from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/12/19
Professional Judgment on 11/8/19

Gamez, Robert from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 5/2/18
Student Eligibility on 5/10/18

Gant, Manuel from University of Northern Colorado (Greeley, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/17/19

Garcia, Carlos from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/11/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Garcia, Linda from Pueblo Community College (Pueblo, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 6/2/17
  - Verification on 12/21/18

Garner, Shelby from Casper College (Casper, WY) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Application Process on 12/18/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/18/19
  - Consumer Information on 11/7/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/19/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/19
  - Verification on 11/21/17

Garnett, Seth from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 4/26/18

Garrison, Beverly from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 3/7/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 4/16/17
  - Need Analysis on 5/28/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/17
  - Student Eligibility on 5/2/17

Gdowski, Lisa from Central Community College Columbus Campus (Columbus, NE) achieved 16 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 2/24/17
  - Application Process on 12/14/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 2/24/17
  - Cash Management on 3/6/17
  - Consumer Information on 7/18/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 3/10/17
  - Direct Loans on 6/24/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/4/18
  - Need Analysis on 4/30/17
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/23/17
  - Professional Judgment on 1/26/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/16
  - Student Eligibility on 11/2/16
  - TEACH Grants on 7/2/19
  - Verification on 11/26/17

Gentert, Cheryl from Hastings College (Hastings, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/11/18

Gerardy, Mary from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 4/1/16

Gilbert, Jason from Washburn University of Topeka (Topeka, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/5/19

Gilland, Sheri from United Tribes Technical College (Bismarck, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 7/3/19

Gillins, Carly from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/18/19
  - Direct Loans on 11/22/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/12/19
  - Student Eligibility on 3/27/19
  - Verification on 10/29/19

Glazier, Cheryl from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/7/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 3/21/17

Gleason, Erika from Mid-Plains Community College North Platte Campus (North Platte, NE) achieved 9 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/20/17
  - Consumer Information on 4/8/20
  - Cost of Attendance on 9/28/16
  - Need Analysis on 1/11/19
  - Professional Judgment on 4/7/20

**Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA**
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/14/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/17
Student Eligibility on 9/23/16
Verification on 11/16/17

Glenn, Karen from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 5/18/18
Student Eligibility on 4/29/17

Godinez, Gladys from EducationQuest Foundation (Kearney, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/7/17
Student Eligibility on 6/30/17

Goff, Jennifer from Highland Community College (Highland, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/17
Student Eligibility on 7/17/17

Goldberg, Victor from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/7/19

Gomes, Sara from Flathead Valley Community College (Kalispell, MT) achieved 3 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/17
Student Eligibility on 7/25/17
Verification on 12/19/19

Gomez, Nicole from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/14/19

Gonzales, Keith from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/14/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17

Gonzalez, Kathy from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/27/17

Goodrich, Ashley from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/16/16
Verification on 11/9/16

Gordon, Mary from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Student Eligibility on 12/4/17
Verification on 10/27/17

Grable, Pamela from Pueblo Community College (Pueblo, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/16/17

Gradington, Leticia from University of Kansas (Lawrence, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/7/18

Grammens, Christina from Northern Wyoming Community College District (Sheridan, WY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/27/17

Grayson, Denise from Dakota State University (Madison, SD) achieved 7 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/12/17
Cash Management on 3/25/17
Consumer Information on 12/23/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/17/20
Professional Judgment on 2/13/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/17

Greenstein, Linda from Bismarck State College (Bismarck, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 4/14/17

Greenway, Jill from Mitchell Technical Institute (Mitchell, SD) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/22/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/16/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/17

Groff, Pam from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/13/15

Gunn, Rebecca from Lynnes Welding Training (Fargo, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/9/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/13/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gurrola, Margarita from Western Nebraska Community College (Scottsbluff, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/16/17
Professional Judgment on 1/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/22/16
Student Eligibility on 9/27/16

Haas, Rebecca from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/29/19

Habrock, Marty from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17

Hagen, Rachel from Presentation College (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/16/18
Application Process on 12/14/15
Campus-Based Programs on 1/14/16
Direct Loans on 11/18/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/14/16
Professional Judgment on 1/25/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/16
Student Eligibility on 12/14/15
Verification on 1/14/16

Hager, Judith from University of Jamestown (Jamestown, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/14/19
Consumer Information on 7/10/19
Direct Loans on 12/6/18

Hajek, Ann from Southeast Community College Beatrice Campus (Beatrice, NE) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Cash Management on 12/21/18
Consumer Information on 12/4/17
Professional Judgment on 3/6/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18
Student Eligibility on 12/4/17
Verification on 10/27/17

Hall, Gregory from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/28/18

Hallows, Jared from Southern Utah University (Cedar City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/23/18

Hamad, Erin from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
TEACH Grants on 8/10/15
Verification on 11/18/15

Hamilton, Erika from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/1/19

Hamilton, Kathryn from Arapahoe Community College (Littleton, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/25/17
Student Eligibility on 9/28/16

Hammons, Melissa from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/15/19

Hancock, Shawn from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/13/18
Application Process on 12/15/17
Need Analysis on 12/7/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/14/18
Professional Judgment on 12/15/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17
Verification on 2/28/17

Hansen, Kaina from Montana Technological University (Butte, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/21/17
Verification on 12/22/18

Hansen, Mckennan from Southern Utah University (Cedar City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/8/17
Professional Judgment on 12/14/17
Student Eligibility on 11/14/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hanson, Hailey from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 11/20/17

Harbert, Bobbie from Front Range Community College Westminster Campus (Westminster, CO) achieved 1 credentials:

Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Harding, Jordan from Pittsburg State University (Pittsburg, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 12/11/17

Harris, Laura from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Harris, Sherry from Neosho County Community College (Chanute, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 12/5/19

Harris, Susie from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 6/12/19

Harrison Vazquez, Sharlene from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 4/6/17

Haseman, Brenda from Northern Wyoming Community College District (Sheridan, WY) achieved 3 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 10/20/16

Need Analysis on 6/3/17

Professional Judgment on 5/13/17

Hastain, Tyler from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:

Direct Loans on 12/12/19

Return of Title IV Funds on 12/26/19

Hastings, Holly from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 5 credentials:

Application Process on 12/23/17

Need Analysis on 7/16/18

Professional Judgment on 12/24/17

Student Eligibility on 4/13/19

Verification on 12/17/18

Haynes, Tabitha from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 7 credentials:

Application Process on 12/13/16

Cost of Attendance on 10/30/18

Direct Loans on 5/25/17

Need Analysis on 12/20/17

Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/20/17

Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/28/16

Student Eligibility on 11/11/16

Heath, Danielle from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials:

Application Process on 4/1/18

Cost of Attendance on 6/30/18

Need Analysis on 4/29/17

Professional Judgment on 6/16/18

Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/17

Student Eligibility on 5/7/17

Heckler, Rachel from University of Colorado Colorado Springs (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 8/17/19

Hein, Chris from Mount Marty College (Yankton, SD) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 11/22/19

Hein, Danton from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 3/24/16

Hemphill, Lindsay from Hutchinson Community College (Hutchinson, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 10/24/17

Henderson, Miranda from Doane University (Crete, NE) achieved 2 credentials:

Application Process on 10/7/16

Student Eligibility on 12/20/17

Hendrickson, Jed from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 11/5/18

Henley, Monique from University of Wyoming (Laramie, WY) achieved 1 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 4/5/18

Heritage, Jennifer from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:

Professional Judgment on 11/16/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Herzberg, Catherine from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/1/17
- Need Analysis on 4/8/17
- Professional Judgment on 11/15/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/5/17
- Verification on 3/30/16

Hester, Carol from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 7/6/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/6/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/13/18

Hiatt, Sara from Sterling College (Sterling, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/22/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/23/16

Hicks, Brenda from Southwestern College (Winfield, KS) achieved 10 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/30/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/3/16
- Cash Management on 6/3/16
- Consumer Information on 6/4/16
- Cost of Attendance on 6/4/16
- Direct Loans on 6/4/16
- Need Analysis on 5/29/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/3/16
- TEACH Grants on 5/29/16
- Verification on 5/29/16

Higgins, Tammy from Pittsburg State University (Pittsburg, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/25/17
- Cash Management on 6/28/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/25/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/15/17
- Verification on 11/26/17

Hilfiker, Karlene from University of Colorado Colorado Springs (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
- Need Analysis on 5/15/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/15/17

Hill, Brandi from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 1/13/17

Hill, Jessica from Mid-Plains Community College North Platte Campus (North Platte, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 1/5/18
- Cost of Attendance on 11/21/18
- Direct Loans on 5/10/17
- Need Analysis on 7/26/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/23/17

Hill, Stephen from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/20/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/21/17

Hills, Shelby from Mid-Plains Community College North Platte Campus (North Platte, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/6/20
- Professional Judgment on 3/26/20
- Student Eligibility on 11/25/19

Hodges, Sherry from Flathead Valley Community College (Kalispell, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/20/19

Hoellein, Eryn from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 4 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/16/17
- Cost of Attendance on 11/2/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/1/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/27/16

Holland, Annette from Hutchinson Community College (Hutchinson, KS) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Horner, Hylee from Central Community College (Grand Island, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/14/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/30/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/14/18
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/3/18
  - Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/10/15

Howard, Tara from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/5/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/17
  - Student Eligibility on 7/24/17

Huber, Leo from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credential:
  - Direct Loans on 12/31/19

Hrustanovic, Muamera from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 11/1/19

Hruza, Angie from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credential:
  - Cash Management on 3/3/17

Huber, Karrie from University of Mary (Bismarck, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 7/13/18
  - Student Eligibility on 5/31/19
  - Verification on 11/16/19

Huber, Morgan from Mitchell Technical Institute (Mitchell, SD) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 12/15/17
  - Direct Loans on 3/12/19
  - Need Analysis on 5/1/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 7/13/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/21/17

Humphrey, Michael from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/13/18
  - Verification on 7/13/18

Hundley, Theresa from Labette Community College (Parsons, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 11/5/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/19
  - Verification on 11/6/18

Hunthausen, Paula from Montana Technological University (Butte, MT) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 11/19/19

Ingraham, Jennifer from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credential:
  - Verification on 1/13/17

Ison, Angela from Snow College (Ephraim, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/17
  - Student Eligibility on 7/13/17

 Iverson, Carrie from Everest College, Colorado Springs Campus (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credential:
  - Student Eligibility on 6/17/14

Jackson, Emma from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 12/18/17
  - Professional Judgment on 12/18/17

Jackson, Loretta from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credential:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/28/17

Jacobs, Jeffrey from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 1 credential:
  - Professional Judgment on 4/3/17

Jacobsen, Amanda from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 13 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 2/15/17
  - Application Process on 12/19/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 2/22/17
  - Cash Management on 2/23/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/9/17
  - Direct Loans on 11/22/19
  - Need Analysis on 5/15/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jacobsen, Brandee from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/21/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/21/17

Jacobson, Randy from Neosho County Community College (Chanute, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/17/18

Jairell, Denise from University of Wyoming (Laramie, WY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/23/17

James, Hope from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/23/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/23/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18

James, Penny from Nebraska Methodist College (Omaha, NE) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/15/16
  Application Process on 10/27/13
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/4/15
  Cash Management on 10/24/15
  Consumer Information on 9/15/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/22/14
  Direct Loans on 11/1/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/4/15
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/2/18
  Need Analysis on 12/14/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/4/15
  Professional Judgment on 10/4/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/22/15
  Student Eligibility on 12/14/14
  TEACH Grants on 9/17/16
  Verification on 8/22/15

Jameson, Ashley from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/14/16

Jefferson, Lori from Southwest Technical College (Cedar City, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/28/18
  Consumer Information on 5/10/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/18/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/18
  Student Eligibility on 4/19/19
  Verification on 3/24/18

Jenkins, Scott from Concordia University Nebraska (Seward, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/9/17
  Need Analysis on 7/21/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/17

Jensen, Brenton from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/18/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/20/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/18

Johns, Sheila from Western Nebraska Community College (Scottsbluff, NE) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/21/17
  Application Process on 10/18/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/19/17
  Cash Management on 10/16/17
  Consumer Information on 6/18/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/11/17
  Direct Loans on 3/5/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/30/18
Gainful Employment Test on 6/17/17
Need Analysis on 3/24/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/6/17
Professional Judgment on 5/27/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/3/16
Student Eligibility on 10/8/16
Verification on 10/29/16

Johnson, Allison from Highland Community College Technical Center (Atchison, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/14/17

Johnson, Camille from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/15/17
  Need Analysis on 12/20/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/15/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17
  Verification on 2/24/17

Johnson, Darcy from Emporia State University (Emporia, KS) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/13/17
  Consumer Information on 10/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 11/9/17
  Direct Loans on 5/22/16
  Need Analysis on 12/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/9/17
  Verification on 12/13/17

Johnson, Drew from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/14/17
  Need Analysis on 12/26/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/19/17

Johnson, Jane from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/23/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/23/17

Johnson, Matthew from University of Nebraska at Kearney (Kearney, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 2/21/17
  Professional Judgment on 11/23/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/13/17
  Verification on 7/13/18

Johnson, Rhonda from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/23/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/3/16
  Need Analysis on 6/3/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/27/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/5/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16
  Verification on 6/21/19

Johnson, Robyn from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/7/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/12/17

Jones, Sylvia from Wells Fargo Education Financial Services (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/10/19

Jorgensen, Bailey from Clarkson College (Omaha, NE) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/2/17
  Application Process on 1/18/18
  Cash Management on 2/8/19
  Consumer Information on 6/4/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/13/17
  Direct Loans on 4/13/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/17/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 6/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/12/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/17
Student Eligibility on 9/2/16
Verification on 12/14/16

Jost, Ashley from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
- Cash Management on 5/2/18
- Consumer Information on 10/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/7/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/15/16

Kaaa, Mark from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/18/19

Karlin, Angela from University of Kansas (Lawrence, KS) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/18/18
- Application Process on 6/11/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/18
- Cash Management on 6/15/18
- Consumer Information on 6/11/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/18/18
- Direct Loans on 6/13/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/11/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 4/23/19
- Need Analysis on 6/11/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/26/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/17/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/14/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/10/18
- TEACH Grants on 5/15/18

Kattelman, Wendy from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/5/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/13/18

Kaufusi, Katalina from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 8/27/18

Kay, Erin from Williston State College (Williston, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/14/17
- Verification on 12/19/17

Kay, Tyler from Westminster College of Salt Lake City (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/17/19
- Need Analysis on 11/26/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/4/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/19

Keck, Todd from Doane University (Crete, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/2/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/1/17
- Verification on 3/24/16

Keegan, Carolyn from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/5/14

Kellogg, Laura from Platt College (Aurora, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 7/24/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/26/17

Kelsey, Heidi from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 7/14/19

Kerl, Jacquelyn from Concorde Career Colleges (Mission, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 4/27/18

Kessler, Sue from Friends University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 1/6/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Khong, VanUyen from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/22/18

Kidman, Shirley from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/23/17
Professional Judgment on 12/23/17

Kienow, Sharon from Northern State University (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 10/21/15
Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/15
Cost of Attendance on 10/21/15
Need Analysis on 10/31/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/21/15
Professional Judgment on 10/21/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/15
Student Eligibility on 10/21/15
TEACH Grants on 10/20/15
Verification on 10/27/15

Kihle, Kristen from University of Mary (Bismarck, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/5/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/17
Student Eligibility on 7/16/17

Kilgore, Janelle from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/16/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/30/17

King, Brian from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 2/27/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/21/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/23/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/19
Student Eligibility on 6/21/19
Verification on 12/23/18

Kirkpatrick, Jessica from Metropolitan State University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/26/17

Klein, Julie from College of Saint Mary (Omaha, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/19/19
Student Eligibility on 12/22/17

Kleinsorge, Cindy from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/2/18
Student Eligibility on 5/2/17

Kline, Haley from Metropolitan State University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/27/17

Knoettgen, Suzette from Cloud County Community College (Concordia, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/30/17

Kocer, Ken from Mount Marty College (Yankton, SD) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/10/17
Application Process on 11/8/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/19
Cash Management on 2/19/17
Consumer Information on 10/14/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/12/17
Direct Loans on 12/16/18
Need Analysis on 3/25/17
Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/17
Student Eligibility on 4/2/17
Verification on 11/17/17

Koerner, Carissa from University of Sioux Falls (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/19/18
Direct Loans on 12/21/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/2/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Kohler, Patti from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/5/18
- Application Process on 3/6/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17
- Cash Management on 7/1/19
- Professional Judgment on 12/19/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/23/16
Verification on 2/15/17

Kohnke, Jill from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 11/16/15

Koons, Joseph from Highland Community College (Highland, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/15/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/17
Verification on 12/20/17

Kopcow, Monica from Front Range Community College (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/6/17
- Consumer Information on 11/8/18
- Cost of Attendance on 11/9/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/17

Kort Swan, Jaclyn from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 11/1/19

Kossik, Ivonne from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 3/20/18

Kouns, Marissa from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cash Management on 6/29/18
- Cost of Attendance on 6/11/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/30/20

Kovar, Laurie from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 11/21/18
- Need Analysis on 7/25/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/11/17

Kruger, Harley from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 4/25/19

Kruse, Jacob from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
- TEACH Grants on 1/27/20
- Verification on 1/2/20

Krushensky, Jamie from University of Northern Colorado (Greeley, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 10/23/13

Kucera, Vicki from Central Community College (Hastings, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/9/16
- Consumer Information on 6/6/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/25/16
- Professional Judgment on 6/7/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/25/16
- Student Eligibility on 2/15/16

Kuralt, David from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/23/16
- Cost of Attendance on 4/6/16
- Direct Loans on 12/3/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/8/16
- Need Analysis on 4/19/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/29/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/18/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/2/18
- Student Eligibility on 4/1/16
- Verification on 5/11/16

Lada, Jennifer from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 5/25/18

Lamoreaux, Brittany from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 12/18/19
Lamplugh, KJ from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/19/18

Lane, Rachael from University of Nebraska Medical Center (Omaha, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 10/18/16
  Verification on 2/21/20

Lane, Sadonia from Tabor College (Hillsboro, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/27/19
  Consumer Information on 7/15/19

Lansbury, Sicilee from Manhattan Area Technical College (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/29/18

Larson, Chelsea from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 8/17/19

Law, Maysa from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

Ledkins, Amanda from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/22/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/21/17

Ledwith, Lacey from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/19/17
  Application Process on 10/30/17
  Consumer Information on 12/12/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/20/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/19/17
  Verification on 10/30/17

Leeds, Carolyn from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/21/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/27/18

Leigh, Rob from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/16/20

Leinweber, Stephanie from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/6/19

Lemke, Jane from Wells Fargo Education Financial Services (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/31/17

Leon, Jonathan from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/19

Lindsey, Haley from Pratt Community College (Pratt, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/8/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/6/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/1/17
  Verification on 2/24/20
  Verification on 12/12/18

Lindstrom, Bailey from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18

Lingen, Scott from Bismarck State College (Bismarck, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/13/17

Lingren-Vote, Brooke from Midland University (Fremont, NE) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/10/17
  Cash Management on 12/14/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/22/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/23/18
  Need Analysis on 9/27/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/20/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Verification on 10/30/17
Linn, Emily from University of Providence (Great Falls, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/21/18

Lockett, Kaitlin from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/7/18
  Need Analysis on 8/25/18

Longacre, Amanda from Butler County Community College (El Dorado, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/23/18

Lorendo, Thomas from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/29/17
  Direct Loans on 8/6/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/25/19

Lucas, Jill from Garden City Community College (Garden City, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/2/18

Lucie, Rebecca from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/13

Lund, Sabrina from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/20/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/6/18

Lutz, Vaine from Friends University (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/17
  Student Eligibility on 5/16/17
  Verification on 11/27/18

Luu, Steven from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/28/16

Madsen, Jenny from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/4/16
  Verification on 9/25/16

Malan, Shelbye from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/19/17

Malone, Anna from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/14/17

Manzella, Tyler from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/8/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/8/18
  Verification on 2/28/17

Marin, Kristi from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/20/18

Marks, Michelle from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/1/16

Marshall, Barbara from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/4/18

Marshall, Gwendolyn from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/2/18

Martin, Curt from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/28/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/5/17

Martin, David from South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (Rapid City, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/12/18
  Cost of Attendance on 11/19/18

Martin, Doris from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/5/16

Martin, Jordan from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/25/19

Martin, Kristen from University of Kansas Medical Center (Kansas City, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 5/23/18
  Cost of Attendance on 4/30/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Martin, Sharon from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/10/18
- Consumer Information on 3/31/17
- Direct Loans on 11/20/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/2/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/9/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/31/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18
- Verification on 2/23/18

Martin, Wendy from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/22/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/17

Martineau, Vanessa from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/27/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/30/19

Martinez, Sonia from Center for Excellence in Higher Education (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 4/18/18

Martinez, Sylvia from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 7/7/19

Masse, Alexandra from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 11/7/18
- Need Analysis on 7/12/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/12/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/25/18
- Verification on 7/12/18

Matlock, Lauren from Southern Utah University (Cedar City, UT) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

Mattus, Molly from College of Saint Mary (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 11/26/19

Matulka, Wendy from Concordia University Nebraska (Seward, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/10/19
- Direct Loans on 5/10/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/10/19
- TEACH Grants on 12/16/19
- Verification on 12/11/17

Maxfield, Courtney from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/18/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

May, Jolene from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/18/17
- Direct Loans on 12/1/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/18/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/10/17

McBride, Kelcie from Eastern Wyoming College (Torrington, WY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 10/6/16
- Need Analysis on 3/22/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/2/19

McCammon, Rheta from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 8 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/21/17
- Cash Management on 3/29/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17
- Need Analysis on 4/25/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/26/17

McClintock, Jordan from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/28/18

McCloy, Kayla from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credential:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
McCormick, Noemi from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/21/17
  - Direct Loans on 12/17/19
  - Professional Judgment on 12/22/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17

McFerrin, Tina from Sterling College (Sterling, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 6/12/18
  - Verification on 6/29/18

McGaughey, Jennifer from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 9 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/20/17
  - Direct Loans on 11/26/19
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/17/19
  - Need Analysis on 6/21/18
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/25/18
  - Professional Judgment on 11/29/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/2/16
  - Student Eligibility on 3/27/19

Mcgettigan, Samuel from Westminster College of Salt Lake City (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 7/10/19

McGinnis, Daniel from University of Nebraska At Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17
  - Cash Management on 2/17/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 3/8/17
  - Direct Loans on 4/20/17
  - Need Analysis on 3/23/17
  - Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/16/17
  - Student Eligibility on 4/4/17

McKenna, Carol from Pratt Community College (Pratt, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/8/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 3/21/17

McManigal, Rita from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 1/12/17

McWhirter, Heather from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 3/10/20

Meek, Christopher from Dickinson State University (Dickinson, ND) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/29/19
  - Consumer Information on 4/16/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17

Melcher, Kelsey from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 3/3/17
  - Need Analysis on 4/27/17
  - Student Eligibility on 10/5/16
  - Verification on 11/7/17

Merris, Cynthia from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 4/5/20

Merzlak, Traci from Helena College University of Montana (Helena, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 6/27/17

Messer, Heather from Metropolitan State University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/23/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/11/18

Millard, Cristi from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 16 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 9/12/18
  - Application Process on 7/12/19
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/19
  - Cash Management on 7/6/18
  - Consumer Information on 6/14/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/26/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Miller, Anna from Casper College (Casper, WY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/12/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/11/19
- Verification on 12/2/19

Miller, Ashley from Davis Technical College (Kaysville, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/20/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/19/19
- Need Analysis on 12/20/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/19/19

Miller, Grace from Arapahoe Community College (Littleton, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cash Management on 11/17/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/20/17
- Verification on 10/23/17

Miller, Greg from American Sentinel University (Aurora, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/17/13
- Student Eligibility on 10/23/13

Miner, Twila from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 6/21/19

Minor, Nelly from Metropolitan State University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 1/28/16

Mixayvanh, Patti from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 4/6/17

Moeller, Amy from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 7/8/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17
- Verification on 5/15/17

Monson, Abby from Doane University (Crete, NE) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 3/7/18

Montoya, Cynthia from Front Range Community College (Westminster, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 9/5/18

Moody, Chelsea from Dakota Wesleyan University (Mitchell, SD) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 12/14/18

Morales, Mary from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/16/17

Morales, Reymundo from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 5/15/17

Moreno, Kristy from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Moran, Karrie from University of Sioux Falls (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/9/19
- Consumer Information on 4/24/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/10/19
- Direct Loans on 1/18/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/6/19

Moran, Rochelle from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/19/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18
Mork, Gayle from Dickinson State University (Dickinson, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/5/19

Morris, Elizabeth from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/20/17
Professional Judgment on 12/20/17
Verification on 12/19/17

Morris, Jennifer from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/30/17
Professional Judgment on 12/4/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16

Moulton, Karina from Helena College University of Montana (Helena, MT) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/17
Verification on 11/27/17

Muir, Julie from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/13/17

Mullenaux, James from Southwest Technical College (Cedar City, UT) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/10/15
Consumer Information on 3/28/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/11/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/14/15
Need Analysis on 6/2/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/15/14
Professional Judgment on 6/2/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/14

Munson, Susan from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/7/19

Murphy, Alysia from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/16/19
Verification on 11/20/19

Murtha, Brenda from (Valley Springs, SD) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 9/10/13
Cost of Attendance on 9/11/13
Need Analysis on 9/16/13
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/16/14
Professional Judgment on 2/11/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/25/13
Student Eligibility on 9/16/13

Myers, Amy from University of Jamestown (Jamestown, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/14/20

Myers, Kristie from North Dakota State University (Fargo, ND) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 2/1/16
Verification on 4/4/16

Navarrete, Brenda from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/23/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/18
Need Analysis on 7/20/18
Professional Judgment on 7/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/18
Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

Nazario, Marissa from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/24/19

Nebeker, Jaclyn from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 1/7/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/10/20

Nelson, Katie from Black Hills State University (Spearfish, SD) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/27/17
Need Analysis on 4/28/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/24/17
Verification on 10/31/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Newell, Cindy from Kansas State University At Salina (Salina, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/16/20
  Professional Judgment on 3/13/19
  Verification on 7/9/19

Newman, Jacob from Utah Higher Education Assistance Authority (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/12/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/19/19
  Need Analysis on 12/17/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/18/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/22/17

Nguyen, Emily from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/30/16

Nicolaissen, Megan from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/31/17

Nida, Kim from Black Hills State University (Spearfish, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/17

Nordgren, Holly from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/12/19

Nordquist-Davis, Sara from College of Saint Mary (Omaha, NE) achieved 14 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/21/17
  Application Process on 11/3/17
  Cash Management on 3/29/19
  Consumer Information on 12/1/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/9/17
  Direct Loans on 4/11/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/7/18
  Need Analysis on 4/26/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/22/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/3/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/7/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/17
  Student Eligibility on 2/21/17
  Verification on 2/21/17

North, Joshua from Highland Community College (Highland, KS) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/6/18
  Application Process on 10/31/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/29/18
  Cash Management on 5/12/17
  Consumer Information on 7/30/18
  Cost of Attendance on 12/13/16
  Direct Loans on 6/20/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/15/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 8/16/18
  Need Analysis on 5/12/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/25/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/24/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/3/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/17
  Student Eligibility on 4/26/18
  TEACH Grants on 6/14/18
  Verification on 11/1/17

Norton, Megan from Western Wyoming Community College (Rock Springs, WY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/6/17

Novotny, Alicia from Pratt Community College (Pratt, KS) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/9/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/6/17
  Cash Management on 3/22/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/16/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
O’Kief, Kristy from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/10/18
  Direct Loans on 11/20/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/2/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/10/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/17
  Verification on 2/23/18

Obst, Angela from Northeast Community College (Norfolk, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/30/16
  Verification on 11/3/16

Odum, Cassandra from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credential:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/17/18

Oehlerking, Kelly from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18

Oglesby, Diana from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/9/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/14/17
  Cash Management on 11/20/18
  Consumer Information on 12/5/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/14/17
  Direct Loans on 4/14/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/5/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/25/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/18/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/14/17

Olsen, Andrew from McPherson College (McPherson, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/15/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/19

Olsen, Leslie from Carroll College (Helena, MT) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/20/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/12/19
  Consumer Information on 11/5/18
  Cost of Attendance on 11/12/18
  Verification on 11/22/19

Osborn, Angela from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/26/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/13/17
  Cash Management on 3/31/17
  Consumer Information on 11/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/12/14
  Need Analysis on 5/5/17
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/17
  Verification on 8/9/18

Ouren, Rebecca from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/11/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/23/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
  Need Analysis on 12/13/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/29/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/19/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/16
  Student Eligibility on 5/11/17
  Verification on 2/3/17

Owen, Kymm from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/18/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/18/17

Pallares, Ismael from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 1 credential:
  Direct Loans on 12/21/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Palmer, Marcie from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/23/19

Parada, Kristal from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/30/17

Parada, Stephanie from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/26/20

Parkinson, Lisa from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/19/17
Professional Judgment on 12/19/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/17

Pate, Ashlee from Arapahoe Community College (Littleton, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 8/3/17

Peghee, Rebecca from Kansas City Kansas Community College (Kansas City, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/10/20

Peltier, Christina from The University of Montana (Missoula, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/16/19

Perez, Blanca from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/19/17

Perez, Kathryn from Southwestern College (Winfield, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

Perkins, Myrna from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/16/16
Application Process on 6/2/19
Cash Management on 9/5/18
Consumer Information on 2/5/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
Gainful Employment Test on 2/6/18
Need Analysis on 7/9/19
Professional Judgment on 6/16/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/7/18
Student Eligibility on 6/1/19
Verification on 7/11/19

Persinger, Danielle from Adams State University (Alamosa, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/10/16

Peterson, Austin from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 12/19/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
Need Analysis on 12/4/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/18
Professional Judgment on 12/19/17
Student Eligibility on 3/25/19

Petr, Matthew from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 11/11/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/17

Petry, Kelly from College of Saint Mary (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/4/19

Pfannenstiel, Myra from Newman University (Wichita, KS) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/12/16
Application Process on 11/18/15
Campus-Based Programs on 1/26/16
Cash Management on 2/5/16
Consumer Information on 4/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 11/17/15
Direct Loans on 9/12/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/1/16
Gainful Employment Test on 5/11/17
Need Analysis on 1/25/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/4/14
Professional Judgment on 8/21/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/26/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/1/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Pfeil, Arica from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/19

Pickens, Ryan from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/17
   Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

Pittman, Michelle from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 12/4/18
   Need Analysis on 7/17/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18

Plank, Anna from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 4/5/20

Pleiss, Mary from Aims Community College (Greeley, CO) achieved 4 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 5/12/17
   Professional Judgment on 1/2/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17

Pohlmann, Carolyn from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/14/19

Portenier, Barbara from Benedictine College (Atchison, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 2/10/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17

Porter, Anthony from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/29/19

Porter, Audrie from Southern Utah University (Cedar City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/1/17
   Professional Judgment on 12/12/17
   Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

Porter, Kalie from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 4 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 4/29/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17
   Student Eligibility on 5/7/17
   Verification on 12/26/19

Pourier, Sheila from Chadron State College (Chadron, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 4/5/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/19

Pratt, Laura from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/21/17
   Professional Judgment on 12/22/17

Pribyl, Becky from Northern State University (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 14 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 2/3/17
   Application Process on 10/21/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 2/11/17
   Cash Management on 2/18/17
   Consumer Information on 12/2/17
   Cost of Attendance on 3/16/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/15/19
   Need Analysis on 3/25/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/10/19
   Professional Judgment on 11/22/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 5/27/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/17
   Student Eligibility on 3/31/17
   Verification on 10/28/17

Prouty, Robert from Mount Marty College (Yankton, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 12/13/17

Pugh, Debra from Peru State College (Peru, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 1/14/15

Quall, Kari from University of Sioux Falls (Sioux Falls, SD) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Rabitoy, Han from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

Ramey, Billie from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/20/17
Professional Judgment on 12/21/17

Rash, Daniel from Red Rocks Community College (Lakewood, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/21/19

Ray, Heather from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/15/19

Reece, Tammy from Kansas City Kansas Community College (Kansas City, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/31/18
Direct Loans on 12/19/19

Reed, Michael from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17

Reis, Morgan from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/18/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/19

Resch, Tyler from Metropolitan State University Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18

Reyes, Annabella from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/9/14
Need Analysis on 1/8/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/10/13
Student Eligibility on 7/22/13
Verification on 9/11/13

Reyes, Gaby from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/17/19

Reynolds, Jeanette from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/13/17

Rice, Lisa from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17

Richards, Erin from South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (Rapid City, SD) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 11/20/17
Campus-Based Programs on 10/30/19
Cash Management on 3/3/17
Consumer Information on 12/14/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/12/18
Direct Loans on 11/29/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/19
Need Analysis on 4/5/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/5/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/7/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17
Student Eligibility on 3/31/17

Richenburg, Kiesha from Labette Community College (Parsons, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/5/19

Riis, Janet from Carroll College (Helena, MT) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/6/17
Application Process on 11/20/17
Cash Management on 2/22/17
Consumer Information on 11/12/18
Cost of Attendance on 3/17/17
Need Analysis on 3/23/17
Professional Judgment on 1/25/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17
Verification on 11/21/17

Rinne, Lauren from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
Need Analysis on 2/22/19

Roach, Crystal from Friends University (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/6/17

Robbins, Amber from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/10/17
Direct Loans on 12/18/19
Need Analysis on 3/28/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/14/18
Professional Judgment on 12/21/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/7/17
Verification on 2/10/17

Roberts, Eleanor from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/27/18
Application Process on 10/30/17
Campus-Based Programs on 2/24/20
Cost of Attendance on 4/12/17
Need Analysis on 4/28/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/10/18
Professional Judgment on 11/16/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/28/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/13/17
Student Eligibility on 5/3/17

Robertson, Ashley from Peru State College (Peru, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/1/16

Robinette, Sharon from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/19/17
Direct Loans on 12/19/19
Professional Judgment on 12/19/17

Robinson, Jill from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/17/18
Application Process on 11/5/15
Campus-Based Programs on 10/19/18
Cash Management on 11/9/18
Consumer Information on 10/19/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/6/15
Direct Loans on 10/5/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/5/18
Gainful Employment Test on 11/9/18
Need Analysis on 10/5/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/5/18
Professional Judgment on 12/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/15
Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
TEACH Grants on 10/18/18
Verification on 11/6/15

Rocha Vasquez, Alma from University of Colorado Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/3/19
Student Eligibility on 5/30/18

Romba, Elizabeth from Front Range Community College (Westminster, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/15/19
Student Eligibility on 10/9/18

Romero, Angela from University of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/8/17

Romero, Melanie from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/18

Romney, Kylie from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 12/13/17
Professional Judgment on 12/20/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/22/17
Verification on 5/15/17

Rosario, Rosa from Western Nebraska Community College (Scottsbluff, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 12/16/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/12/18
  - Need Analysis on 6/2/19
  - Professional Judgment on 8/6/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/27/19
  - Student Eligibility on 8/26/18

Roskeland, Angela from Northeast Community College (Norfolk, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Application Process on 12/1/16

Rothermel, Eileen from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 6/4/19

Rott, Sydney from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 8 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/2/17
  - Cash Management on 5/15/17
  - Consumer Information on 12/29/17
  - Direct Loans on 10/26/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/31/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/14/20
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/2/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/30/17

Rowe, Justin from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 12/20/19

Rowell, Matthew from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 12/30/19
  - Need Analysis on 8/23/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/31/19

Royse, Megan from Independence Community College (Independence, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/15/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/6/19

Ruiz, Lily from Community College of Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 7/5/18
  - Professional Judgment on 7/6/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/12/18

Runion, Patricia from Manhattan Christian College (Manhattan, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 6/5/18
  - Consumer Information on 11/12/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 11/23/16
  - Student Eligibility on 10/28/16

Russell, Kimberly from University of Saint Mary (Leavenworth, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 6/30/18

Saalfeld, Richelle from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 12/21/17

Saba, Sheila from Pittsburg State University (Pittsburg, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/21/17
  - Student Eligibility on 1/27/17
  - Verification on 11/22/19

Saldana, Gerardo from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 12/22/17

Sams, Emily from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 7/25/17
  - Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
  - Student Eligibility on 5/5/18

Sandefer, Bonnie from University of Kansas (Lawrence, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/22/19

Sandidge, CortneyJo from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 5/23/15

Sasso-Mason, Judith from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 4/25/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
**Need Analysis on 4/3/19**
**Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/16**
**Student Eligibility on 12/2/16**
**Verification on 5/9/17**

**Saucedo, Bonnie from Newman University (Wichita, KS) achieved 7 credentials:**
- Application Process on 12/1/17
- Cash Management on 8/1/18
- Consumer Information on 12/18/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/19/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/15/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/19/16
- Verification on 12/8/17

**Savage, Shauna from Montana Technological University (Butte, MT) achieved 12 credentials:**
- Administrative Capability on 12/15/15
- Application Process on 11/26/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/27/14
- Cash Management on 3/27/17
- Consumer Information on 4/10/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17
- Direct Loans on 5/10/14
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/13
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 10/27/13
- Verification on 12/30/13

**Savre, Jessie from United Tribes Technical College (Bismarck, ND) achieved 2 credentials:**
- Administrative Capability on 6/13/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/9/19

**Sayler, Audrey from University of Mary (Bismarck, ND) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Verification on 3/14/18

**Schabert, Jennifer from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Student Eligibility on 7/19/19

**Schaffer, Amy from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Consumer Information on 3/31/17

**Schilt, Mariah from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Student Eligibility on 6/18/18

**Schroer, Michele from Central Community College Hastings Campus (Hastings, NE) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Direct Loans on 6/23/17

**Schrupp, Brandon from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Verification on 11/16/17

**Schuchardt, Maureen from Presentation College (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 6 credentials:**
- Administrative Capability on 4/21/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17
- Cash Management on 3/29/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/4/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/12/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17

**Schulzke, Dorothy from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 4 credentials:**
- Administrative Capability on 3/9/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17
- Need Analysis on 4/27/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/4/17

**Schumacher, May from Fort Hays State University (Hays, KS) achieved 1 credentials:**
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14

**Schwinn, Kara from Newman University (Wichita, KS) achieved 6 credentials:**
- Application Process on 11/8/17
- Cash Management on 7/25/18
- Consumer Information on 11/20/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/17
- Verification on 12/18/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Scoggan, Alisha from Chadron State College (Chadron, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/19

Scott, Camryn from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/21/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/22/17

Scott, Julie from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/9/17
Consumer Information on 12/14/18
Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/17
Student Eligibility on 5/4/17

Scow, Kimberly from Central Community College Columbus Campus (Columbus, NE) achieved 15 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/14/19
Campus-Based Programs on 5/8/19
Cash Management on 2/15/19
Consumer Information on 3/19/20
Cost of Attendance on 3/19/19
Direct Loans on 4/3/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/7/18
Need Analysis on 1/12/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/18
Professional Judgment on 3/26/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/17/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/19
Student Eligibility on 7/3/18
TEACH Grants on 2/7/20
Verification on 10/31/19

Sechtem, Josefin from Rocky Mountain University of Health Professions (Provo, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/10/19
Application Process on 8/21/19
Consumer Information on 8/14/19
Student Eligibility on 8/17/19

Seeklander, Marlene from Lake Area Technical Institute (Watertown, SD) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/11/17
Campus-Based Programs on 3/11/17
Consumer Information on 12/30/17
Direct Loans on 12/29/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/2/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/22/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/10/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/19
Student Eligibility on 4/29/17

Seltz, Colleen from Front Range Community College (Westminster, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/3/16

Sewell, Tristan from Montana Technological University (Butte, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 1/2/20
Verification on 11/24/19

Shade, Michelle from University of Nebraska at Kearney (Kearney, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/22/18

Shander, Lacey from Laramie County Community College (Cheyenne, WY) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/5/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/2/18
Need Analysis on 4/19/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/19

Shaw, Collette from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 11/22/17
Direct Loans on 12/23/19
Professional Judgment on 11/22/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/23/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/17

Shaw, Emily from Washburn University of Topeka (Topeka, KS) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Shawcroft, Russell from Adams State University (Alamosa, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 11/21/17

Shekarforoosh, Nahid from Weber State University (Ogden, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/19
- Need Analysis on 8/8/19
- Student Eligibility on 4/27/19

Sherman, Marilyn from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Shear, Sarah from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
- Application Process on 12/22/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/17/17
- Need Analysis on 5/1/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/25/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/17

Shewey, Dale from Tabor College (Hillsboro, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 2/5/20
- Need Analysis on 7/16/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/17

Shipman, Anne from Western Wyoming Community College (Rock Springs, WY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/17

Shipman, Lynsey from Wsu Tech (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/26/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/15/19

Shipton, Hayley from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 1/21/17

Shirley, Barbara from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/19

Shriver, Lynn from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/22/16

Simmons, Nicole from Front Range Community College (Westminster, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/18/19
- Student Eligibility on 9/17/18

Simpson, Austin from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/27/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/4/17
- Verification on 12/22/16

Simpson, Danielle from College America - Denver (Denver, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 8/9/18

Simpson, Melissa from Black Hills State University (Spearfish, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 12/18/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/18

Simpson, Sarah from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/10/17
- Verification on 10/27/17

Sisk, Beth from College of Saint Mary (Omaha, NE) achieved 15 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/21/17
- Application Process on 11/3/17
- Cash Management on 4/5/19
- Consumer Information on 11/22/17
- Cost of Attendance on 3/9/17
- Direct Loans on 4/11/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/27/18
- Need Analysis on 4/25/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/13/17
- Professional Judgment on 2/22/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/7/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/21/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Slotten, Chelsea from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/26/18

Smith, Haley from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/17/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/17
Student Eligibility on 4/20/17
Verification on 11/17/17

Smith, Jennie from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/2/18

Snow, Jared from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 12/5/17
Professional Judgment on 12/5/17

Snow, Jennifer from American Sentinel University (Aurora, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/7/13
Student Eligibility on 10/20/13

Solano, Valerie from South Dakota School of Mines & Technology (Rapid City, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/19

Sommerer, Rachel from Southeast Community College Milford Campus (Milford, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 10/27/17
Consumer Information on 12/4/17
Professional Judgment on 3/6/20
Student Eligibility on 12/4/17
Verification on 10/27/17

Sommerhalder, Tammy from Peru State College (Peru, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/30/16

Sommers, Mary from University of Nebraska at Kearney (Kearney, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/25/16
Need Analysis on 2/2/16
Professional Judgment on 5/23/17
Student Eligibility on 11/25/15

Sorensen, Marissa from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/31/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

Spackman, Linda from Westminster College of Salt Lake City (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/15/17

Spencer, Janice from Friends University (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/24/19
Verification on 11/20/18

Spotts, Ronald from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/22/17

Springer, Chelsea from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/25/17

Spritzer, Tara from Colorado State University (Fort Collins, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/23/19

Stadler, Morgan from Northern State University (Aberdeen, SD) achieved 5 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/26/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/9/19
Professional Judgment on 7/26/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/20/17

Standley, Sarah from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/17/17
Application Process on 11/29/17
Consumer Information on 12/22/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/21/18
Direct Loans on 5/23/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 5/19/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/18/17
Professional Judgment on 1/19/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/24/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/16
Student Eligibility on 12/20/16
Verification on 12/20/17

Stanley, Charis from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/18/18

Starling, Katie from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/5/18

Steelsmith, Bradley from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/28/18

Steffens, Jayne from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18

Stephan, Melissa from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/31/19
Professional Judgment on 5/15/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/22/17
Verification on 1/25/17

Stephenson, Susan from Eastern Wyoming College (Torrington, WY) achieved 15 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/16/17
Application Process on 9/18/15
Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/17
Cash Management on 1/23/17
Consumer Information on 3/24/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/1/15
Direct Loans on 10/23/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/16/17
Need Analysis on 3/17/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/17
Professional Judgment on 9/25/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/19/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/18/16
Student Eligibility on 3/17/16
Verification on 3/29/16

Stevenson, Ashley from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/13/18
Campus-Based Programs on 10/19/18
Consumer Information on 10/19/18
Cost of Attendance on 10/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/18
Student Eligibility on 7/13/18

Stewart, Connie from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/28/17

Stewart, John from Colorado Mesa University (Grand Junction, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/17/19

Stoltzfus, Amy from Friends University (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/19
Verification on 12/6/18

Stone, Tona from Benedictine College (Atchison, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 10/30/19

Stringham, Andrea from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/23/18

Suhler, Mitzi from Sterling College (Sterling, KS) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/2/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/22/18
Cash Management on 3/13/17
Consumer Information on 4/25/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Sullivan, Danielle from University of Kansas (Lawrence, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/21/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/5/17
- Need Analysis on 4/18/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16
- Student Eligibility on 4/24/17

Sullivan, Robert from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/21/17

Surender, Sheelu from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
- Application Process on 11/27/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/29/17

Swan, Darien from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 2/14/19

Tackett, Joshua from Kansas Wesleyan University (Salina, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 5/8/17

Talbot, Bridger from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/22/17
- Cost of Attendance on 2/24/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/22/19
- Need Analysis on 12/5/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/6/18
- Professional Judgment on 11/22/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/17/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/24/17
- Verification on 2/22/17

Tanking, Tony from Benedictine College (Atchison, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/8/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17
- Cash Management on 2/23/17

Tanner, Christine from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/18/17
- Need Analysis on 12/19/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/20/17

Taylor, Matthew from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/31/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

Tederman, Jo from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 5/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/11/18
- Need Analysis on 5/21/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/15/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/18/18

Terrill, Brittnee from Northeast Community College (Norfolk, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/25/16
- Direct Loans on 4/23/17
- Need Analysis on 10/11/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/6/17
- Verification on 11/3/16

Theard, Cynthia from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/13/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/18
Student Eligibility on 7/13/18

Theobald, Danielle from Ameritech College (Draper, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/2/16
  Verification on 12/12/16

Therianos, Kathleen from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/9/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/3/17

Thier, Samantha from Barton Community College (Great Bend, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/1/19
  Verification on 7/6/19

Thomas, Lara from Carroll College (Helena, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/14/17

Tieng, Sophara from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/5/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/20/17

Tishyna, Kateryna from Nightingale College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/23/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17

Toms, Deborah from Western Dakota Technical Institute (Rapid City, SD) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/31/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/18

Torres, Dianna from Hutchinson Community College (Hutchinson, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/3/16

Touchatt, Rachel from Wichita State University-Campus of Applied Sciences and Technology (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/15/19
  Direct Loans on 12/10/19

Tracy, Gail from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/3/17

Trauntvein, Shawn from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/10/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/17
  Verification on 5/12/17

Trausch, Sarah from Creighton University (Omaha, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/15/17
  Consumer Information on 1/5/18
  Verification on 11/17/17

Trottier, Kaylie from Sitting Bull College (Fort Yates, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/27/19

Troyer, Melissa from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 8 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/17/19
  Cash Management on 12/21/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19
  Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  Need Analysis on 2/18/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/16/19
  Verification on 12/15/16

Tuthill, Louisa from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/16/18

Tvrdy, Margaret from Doane University (Crete, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 12/17/16

Tyler, LaRhonda from Southwestern College Wichita Campus (Wichita, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/8/17
  Verification on 7/17/18

Unger, Deana from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/4/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Uriarte, Melissa from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/6/17
  Need Analysis on 12/20/18

Usselman, Anna from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 3/20/19

Vacca, Renatta from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/23/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/28/17

Vail, Brigid from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 10/18/17

Van Buskirk, Jessica from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/27/19

Vanden Berge, Jodi from EducationQuest Foundation (Kearney, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/4/16

VanderWerff, DJ from Western Nebraska Community College (Scottsbluff, NE) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/26/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/23/17
  Cash Management on 2/23/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/9/17
  Need Analysis on 5/3/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/14/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/15/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/23/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/27/16
  Verification on 12/19/16

VanDyke, Diana from Butler County Community College (El Dorado, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/26/19
  Direct Loans on 1/29/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/3/20
  Student Eligibility on 1/13/17

Vanosdall, Kimberly from Northeast Community College (Norfolk, NE) achieved 6 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/9/17
  Need Analysis on 10/12/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/20/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/16
  Student Eligibility on 10/31/16
  Verification on 11/17/16

Vaters, Addey from Colorado College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/11/18

Volker, Janice from University of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha, NE) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/21/16
  Need Analysis on 3/24/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/16
  Student Eligibility on 11/29/16
  Verification on 3/7/17

Vollan, Beth from South Dakota State University (Brookings, SD) achieved 13 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/7/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/20/17
  Cash Management on 3/27/17
  Consumer Information on 12/19/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/2/17
  Direct Loans on 12/24/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/8/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/1/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/4/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/3/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Vrajich, Rebekah from Brigham Young University (Provo, UT) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/16/18
- Cost of Attendance on 3/15/17
- Need Analysis on 5/1/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
- Verification on 2/16/17

Wade, Amanda from Pratt Community College (Pratt, KS) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/8/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/15/17
- Cash Management on 3/29/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/17

Wagar, Bethany from University of Colorado Colorado Springs (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/16/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/20/17

Wagner, Tina from Carroll College (Helena, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 3/31/17

Wainner, Desirea from Western Governors University (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/30/19

Walenz, Teresa from Metropolitan Community College (Omaha, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 4/6/17

Wallace, Talieya from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/27/14
- Student Eligibility on 3/20/15

Wain, Viola from Rosebud Sioux Tribe (Rosebud, SD) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 12/25/17

Walton, Michelle from Salt Lake Community College (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/15/17

Warner, Joseph from Nebraska Wesleyan University (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/15/17

Watson, Douglas from Midland University (Fremont, NE) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/19/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 4/6/19
- Cash Management on 12/20/18
- Consumer Information on 3/31/18
- Cost of Attendance on 3/23/19
- Direct Loans on 3/23/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/21/18
- Need Analysis on 12/19/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/12/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/13/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/7/19
- TEACH Grants on 11/23/19

Watson, Julie from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/24/17
- Need Analysis on 6/9/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/17/17

Webber Sporbert, Shannon from University of North Dakota (Grand Forks, ND) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/20/17

Webber, Shannon from Red Rocks Community College (Lakewood, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/30/18

Weber, Laurie from Minot State University (Minot, ND) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/20/17
- Cash Management on 3/27/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/3/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/4/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/10/17
Student Eligibility on 6/3/17

Weir, Jesse from Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/29/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/23/17
  Verification on 10/29/18

Weiss-Cook, Laura from Manhattan Area Technical College (Manhattan, KS) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cash Management on 7/1/18
  Consumer Information on 11/11/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/11/19
  Student Eligibility on 1/29/17
  Verification on 12/16/18

Wenzel-Garza, Gina from Arapahoe Community College (Littleton, CO) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/24/18
  Cost of Attendance on 10/25/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/6/17
  Student Eligibility on 10/3/16

West, Holly from Eastern Wyoming College (Torrington, WY) achieved 1 credential:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/15/17

Wickhamshire, Stephen from University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/31/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19

Williams, Christal from Johnson County Community College (Overland Park, KS) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 10/28/16

Williams, Christina from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 1 credential:
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/13/17

Williams, Krista from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 10/12/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/14
  Verification on 11/30/16

Wilson, Abby from Pikes Peak Community College (Colorado Springs, CO) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 5/9/18

Wilson, Margaret from Southeast Community College (Lincoln, NE) achieved 8 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/19
  Cash Management on 12/21/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/14/19
  Direct Loans on 5/3/19
  Need Analysis on 2/22/19
  Professional Judgment on 3/6/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/8/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/16/19

Wilson, Sheena from Utah Valley University (Orem, UT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/20/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/14/18

Winkelhake, Tracey from Peru State College (Peru, NE) achieved 1 credential:
  Application Process on 12/1/16

Wirtz, Scarlett from Montana State University (Bozeman, MT) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 1/1/17

Wise, Kacie from Concordia University Nebraska (Seward, NE) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/17

Wolfe, Kent from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/7/16
  Professional Judgment on 12/2/16

Wolfe, Timothy from Benedictine College (Atchison, KS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/23/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/28/17

Wolff, Traci from Montana State University - Billings (Billings, MT) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/30/18
  Verification on 11/28/17

Wood, Krysta from Southwestern College (Winfield, KS) achieved 1 credential:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Woodworth, Jamie from Colorado Mountain College (Glenwood Springs, CO) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/3/18

Woolsey, Summer from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/21/17
Student Eligibility on 1/26/18
Verification on 12/22/17

Wornen, KayLynn from Utah Higher Education Assistance Authority (Salt Lake City, UT) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 12/21/17
Professional Judgment on 12/21/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/17
Student Eligibility on 7/10/17

Wulf, Ian from Inceptia (Lincoln, NE) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/6/19

Yancey, Ashley from Utah State University (Logan, UT) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/19/19
Need Analysis on 6/20/19
Student Eligibility on 3/25/19

Yuan, Carl from University of Nebraska - Lincoln (Lincoln, NE) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/14/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/17
Student Eligibility on 3/14/17

Zaborek, Rebekah from University of Colorado Boulder (Boulder, CO) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/23/17
Campus-Based Programs on 3/3/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/23/17
Need Analysis on 4/28/17
Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/17
Student Eligibility on 5/4/17

Zaran, Alex from Butler County Community College (El Dorado, KS) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 4/26/19

Zelenak, Maia from Helena College University of Montana (Helena, MT) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/20/18

Zeorlin, Angela from Wichita State University (Wichita, KS) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/8/18
Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
Student Eligibility on 5/23/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Adkins, John from Georgia Southern University (Statesboro, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/20/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/20/19
- Need Analysis on 11/15/19

Ahouse, Julie from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/3/18
- Cash Management on 4/8/18
- Consumer Information on 4/26/17
- Professional Judgment on 11/26/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/14/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/25/19
- Verification on 11/19/19

Ailster, Felicia from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/29/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/26/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/6/19

Aladenika, Plexda from Meharry Medical College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 11/10/16

Alemar, Karen from Washinton High School (Charles Town, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 2/1/17

Alexander, Akeem from Alabama Community College System (Montgomery, AL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/20/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/6/18
- Student Eligibility on 3/3/19

Alexander, Tara from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/15/19

Alexander, Winoma from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 11/24/15

Alicea, Melissa from Valencia College West Campus (Orlando, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 3/4/19

Allen, Britt from Midway University (Midway, KY) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 1/29/16

Allen, Karyn from Rhodes College (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 3/5/19

Alleyne, Sanchia from Northern Virginia Community College Woodbridge Campus (Woodbridge, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/10/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/14

Allison, Reed from Chattanooga State Community College (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 3/12/19

Allmon, Sue from ProEducation Solutions, LLC (Sarasota, FL) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/28/20
- Cash Management on 1/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 2/23/18
- Direct Loans on 9/19/17
- Need Analysis on 6/25/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/11/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/7/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/13/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18
- Verification on 5/3/18

Almeida, Dominique from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/12/16

Alston, Kerstin from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 6 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Campus-Based Programs on 4/5/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/3/18
Professional Judgment on 4/4/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/18
Verification on 4/4/18

Alzoubi, Kasim from Jefferson State Community College (Birmingham, AL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/30/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/19/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/17

Amato, Roseann from Seminole State College of Florida (Sanford, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/12/15

Amlett, Malika from Atlanta Technical College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/6/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/5/18

Andersen, Stephen from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/8/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15
  Need Analysis on 5/16/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/18/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/11/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/14/16
  Verification on 12/10/15

Anderson, Jennifer from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/16/15

Anderson, Laurel from Jefferson State Community College (Birmingham, AL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/18/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/18/19
  Direct Loans on 6/27/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/6/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/19/19

Anderson, Maureen from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/14/17
  Need Analysis on 6/17/16
  Professional Judgment on 6/17/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/16
  Student Eligibility on 10/15/17
  Verification on 7/15/16

Anderson, ReOtis from North Carolina Wesleyan College (Rocky Mount, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 6/22/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/22/18

Anderson, Stefanie from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/9/18

Anderson, Stephanie from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/22/19

Anicic, Branka from Altius Career College, Tampa Campus (Tampa, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/17/18
  Direct Loans on 6/18/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/15/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/18
  Verification on 6/21/18

Archer, Jennifer from Catawba Valley Community College (Hickory, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/13/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/22/19

Ard, Thomas from Newberry College (Newberry, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 2/28/18

Arehart, Shari from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 11/17/16

Armstrong, Beth from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 1/18/15
- Need Analysis on 1/31/20

Ashley, Amey from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/18
- Verification on 11/14/18

Ashley, Carletta from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/30/16

Assez, Roger from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/11/18
- Direct Loans on 8/1/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/22/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/26/18

Athanas, Melissa from Seminole State College of Florida (Sanford, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 7/24/17

Austin, Corey from Murray State University (Murray, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/2/16

Avent, Sherri from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 4/28/18

Ayres, Charlotte from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/3/16

Babb, Sarina from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/19/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/3/20

Bachelder, David from Jefferson College of Health Sciences (Roanoke, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 11/6/15

Baden, Cory from Rollins College (Winter Park, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/1/19
- Need Analysis on 6/18/19

Baggett, Corey from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Baggett, Lashonda from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/24/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/23/19

Bailey, Adam from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 11/20/15
- Professional Judgment on 4/1/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/1/15

Bailey, David from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/31/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/29/16
- Student Eligibility on 1/20/16
- Verification on 1/27/16

Bailey, Lacy from South Georgia Technical College (Americus, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/4/18

Baker, Nancy from Gwinnett Technical College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/27/19

Baker, Tiffany from Tennessee State University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/2/15

Balan, Lana from Chattanooga State Community College (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/2/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/18/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/30/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Balkcom, Sabrina from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/7/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
- Need Analysis on 9/8/16
- Professional Judgment on 12/31/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/12/16
- Verification on 12/15/15

Ball, Derek from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/15/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/15/16

Balte, Janice from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/14/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/13/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/11/16
- Professional Judgment on 1/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/16
- Verification on 1/10/16

Balte, Janice from University of North Georgia (Watkinsville, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/14/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/13/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/11/16
- Professional Judgment on 1/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/16
- Verification on 1/10/16

Banks, LaMetria from Southwest Tennessee Community College (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/1/17

Banks, Regina from Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/30/20
- Application Process on 3/8/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/6/19
- Cash Management on 3/23/20
- Consumer Information on 4/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 11/15/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/12/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/21/18
- Need Analysis on 12/5/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/21/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/7/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/13/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/7/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/18/18
- TEACH Grants on 3/30/20
- Verification on 3/12/20

Banks, Tammy from University of South Carolina Regional Campuses (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/4/19

Banks, Terri from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/2/17
- Consumer Information on 1/10/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/3/17

Barber, Ashley from University of South Carolina Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 4/21/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/6/19

Barker, Katelin from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 12/1/19

Barkowitz, Daniel from Valencia College (Orlando, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/20/20
- Student Eligibility on 2/20/20

Barlow, Michael from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 1/10/16

Barnes, Jennifer from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/30/18
- Need Analysis on 7/1/18
- Student Eligibility on 3/23/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Barnes, Lee from Northeast State Community College (Blountville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/13/18

Barnett, Brad from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 6 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 7/29/16
   Consumer Information on 12/4/16
   Need Analysis on 12/21/17
   Professional Judgment on 12/21/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/18
   Verification on 7/13/18

Barnett, Jennifer from Gwinnett Technical College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 4/30/18
   Application Process on 5/3/18
   Student Eligibility on 5/10/18

Baro, Alaina from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Barree, Zita from Hampden-Sydney College (Hampden Sydney, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 8/8/15
   Professional Judgment on 8/6/15
   Verification on 8/7/15

Barrett, Christen from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
   Verification on 12/1/14

Barton, Patricia from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 2/15/16
   Professional Judgment on 2/17/16

Basford, Nathan from The Florida State University (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 4/8/15
   Student Eligibility on 3/18/15
   Verification on 4/8/15

Basham, Holly from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 5/20/19
   Student Eligibility on 5/20/19

Bass, Donna from Lurleen B. Wallace Community College (Andalusia, AL) achieved 6 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 10/26/16
   Cash Management on 10/24/16
   Cost of Attendance on 10/23/19
   Professional Judgment on 10/24/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/3/18
   Student Eligibility on 2/11/19

Bassaragh, Melissa from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 2/21/20

Bates, Jennifer from University of Pikeville (Pikeville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
   TEACH Grants on 10/17/19

Baumhoff, Sarah from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 5/18/16
   Application Process on 3/3/16
   Campus-Based Programs on 3/16/16
   Cash Management on 5/18/16
   Consumer Information on 5/18/16
   Cost of Attendance on 3/16/16
   Direct Loans on 5/18/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/25/16
   Gainful Employment Test on 6/29/18
   Need Analysis on 5/18/16
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/18/16
   Professional Judgment on 10/13/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/3/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/13/15
   Student Eligibility on 3/3/16
   TEACH Grants on 5/18/16
   Verification on 3/3/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Beakley, Jennifer from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/17
  Verification on 5/22/15

Beasley, Joslin from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/12/20

Beeman, Meredith from Pamlico Community College (Grantsboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 4/15/19

Bell, Trudy from FA Solutions (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/6/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/6/19

Belton, Jan from Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine Carolinas Campus (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/5/17
  Application Process on 8/17/18
  Consumer Information on 4/8/17
  Need Analysis on 11/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/11/16

Benjamin, Samantha from Palm Beach State College (Lake Worth, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/11/20

Bennammon-Hudson, Melissa from Jackson State University (Jackson, MS) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 9/7/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/7/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/5/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16

Bennett, Jennifer from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/19

Bennett, Shunice from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/21/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/8/15
  Consumer Information on 10/25/16
  Cost of Attendance on 7/21/15
  Direct Loans on 9/11/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/15
  Need Analysis on 7/21/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/24/15
  Student Eligibility on 4/9/15
  Verification on 4/8/15

Benson, Amanda from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/10/20

Benson, Tiffany from Atlanta Metropolitan College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/27/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/29/17
  Direct Loans on 6/30/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/17
  Verification on 6/29/17

Bentley, Brett from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/10/20
  Consumer Information on 1/9/20
  Cost of Attendance on 1/14/20
  Direct Loans on 9/6/19
  Need Analysis on 1/8/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/8/19

Bernard, Emily from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18
  Verification on 12/23/18

Bernard, Kenneth from Central Carolina Technical College (Sumter, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/15
  Verification on 7/8/15

Berrien, Lisa from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/17/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 10/24/19

Berrier, Amy from University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/6/19
  Application Process on 6/6/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/17/15
  Cost of Attendance on 3/11/19
  Direct Loans on 8/31/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/4/15
  Student Eligibility on 3/17/15
  Verification on 4/8/15

Betancourt, Luis from St. Thomas University (Miami Gardens, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/13/14

Betts, Anne from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/10/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/11/16
  Consumer Information on 11/22/16
  Cost of Attendance on 7/22/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/26/16
  Professional Judgment on 3/30/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/9/16
  Verification on 3/14/17

Beveridge, Kim from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
  Cost of Attendance on 10/23/15

Bialk, Kathy from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
  Application Process on 1/13/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/22/16
  Cash Management on 11/22/16
  Consumer Information on 1/31/17
  Cost of Attendance on 1/14/16
  Direct Loans on 9/8/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/10/16
  Need Analysis on 9/23/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/13/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/12/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/22/15
  TEACH Grants on 10/29/16
  Verification on 10/8/16

Billings, Beverly from Davidson County Community College (Lexington, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/24/20
  Cash Management on 1/12/20
  Consumer Information on 1/13/20

Billups, Cheryl from Atlanta Technical College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/19

Birchett, Michael from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/6/16

Bivins, Amy from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/7/16

Black, Amanda from Saint Leo University (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/21/17

Black, Kimberly from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/10/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/5/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/14/16
  Verification on 5/7/17

Black, Sul from Medical University of South Carolina (Charleston, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/5/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Blackwell, Bridget from University of South Carolina Regional Campuses (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/21/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19

Blackwell, Mandy from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/10/17
  Application Process on 1/20/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/21/17
  Direct Loans on 1/26/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/17/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16
  Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Blair, Kenvoris from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/31/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/16

Blanco, Marlen from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Bland, Terry from Itawamba Community College (Fulton, MS) achieved 5 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 9/1/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/9/15
  Professional Judgment on 10/9/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/9/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/15

Blaney, Stephany from Berea College (Berea, KY) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/28/17
  Application Process on 6/1/18
  Consumer Information on 11/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/22/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/20/18
  Need Analysis on 5/26/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/19/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/18/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/17

Blankenship, Trista from Truett-McConnell University (Cleveland, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/26/18
  Cost of Attendance on 12/1/17

Blaylock, Juliette from University of North Florida (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/28/18

Bledsoe, David from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/7/16

Blevins, Scarlett from Emory & Henry College (Emory, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/2/17

Bloomingdale-Fogle, Nina from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/11/19
  Application Process on 9/10/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/20/19
  Cash Management on 3/12/20
  Consumer Information on 11/1/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/1/18
  Direct Loans on 3/3/20
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/14/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 2/26/20
  Need Analysis on 9/26/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/24/18
  Professional Judgment on 11/19/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/30/18
  TEACH Grants on 3/13/19
  Verification on 6/26/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Bohannon, Justin from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/4/18
  Consumer Information on 7/5/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/18
  Verification on 5/7/18

Bold, Kim from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/7/15
  Professional Judgment on 6/6/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/15

Bolden, Hope from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/16/16

Bolt, Sharon from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/29/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/29/15
  Verification on 1/18/16

Bolton, Colleen from St. Johns River State College (Palatka, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/20/19

Bonones, Patrick from Agnes Scott College (Decatur, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/11/18

Booker, Steve from Rollins College (Winter Park, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/10/17
  Cash Management on 10/8/18
  Consumer Information on 1/11/17
  Direct Loans on 8/6/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/9/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/19
  Verification on 7/2/18

Boothe, Hanna from Jefferson College of Health Sciences (Roanoke, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/1/17

Bordeaux, Anthony from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/14

Borden, Brenda from College of William & Mary (Williamsburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/15/18

Borowski, Kristy from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/11/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19
  Verification on 12/5/14

Borregard, Andrea from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/1/16

Botdorf, Kimberly from Eastern Virginia Medical School (Norfolk, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/6/15
  Student Eligibility on 9/26/15

Boucher, Thomas from Zeiders (Woodbridge, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/29/15

Boutell, Heather from Vanderbilt University School of Medicine (Nashville, TN) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/29/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/12/17
  Cash Management on 11/3/18
  Consumer Information on 4/22/19
  Need Analysis on 10/22/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/7/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/8/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/19/15
  Verification on 11/17/15

Boutwell, Donna from Alabama Community College System (Montgomery, AL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/3/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/18
  Professional Judgment on 10/22/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/6/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/5/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Bowden, Dawn from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Need Analysis on 1/28/20

Bowman, Alayne from Maryville College (Maryville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 11/7/17
Cost of Attendance on 11/7/17

Boyd, Leslie from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:

Need Analysis on 8/4/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/18

Boykin, Tanya from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

Application Process on 12/8/16
Student Eligibility on 12/19/16

Bozeman, Randi from Lurleen B. Wallace Community College (Andalusia, AL) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 2/21/19

Brabandt, Katherine from Bellarmine University (Louisville, KY) achieved 6 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 1/31/17
Campus-Based Programs on 4/16/18
Need Analysis on 1/31/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/15
Student Eligibility on 10/3/18
Verification on 12/6/16

Bradley, Angela from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College Jefferson Davis Campus (Gulfport, MS) achieved 2 credentials:

Direct Loans on 7/14/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/17/15

Bradley, Judy from University of Pikeville (Pikeville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 1/7/16

Bradley, Nedra from Meridian Community College (Meridian, MS) achieved 1 credentials:

Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/21/15

Brady, Melissa from Erwin Technical College (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 3/6/14

Bragg, Nancy from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/15/16

Branch, Mandy from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 5/4/18
Consumer Information on 5/4/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/30/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/30/19

Brandon, Alicia from Florida State College at Jacksonville (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 6/27/19
Cash Management on 6/27/19

Brandt, John from Jackson State Community College (Jackson, TN) achieved 3 credentials:

Application Process on 6/17/19
Consumer Information on 6/28/19
Professional Judgment on 10/12/18

Branson, Lisa from Shenandoah University (Ashburn, VA) achieved 8 credentials:

Application Process on 5/20/19
Consumer Information on 5/14/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/27/17
Professional Judgment on 7/8/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15
Student Eligibility on 10/20/13
Verification on 11/21/17

Branton, Amber from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/25/16

Braswell, Debbi from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 8 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 3/7/15
Cost of Attendance on 5/4/15
Direct Loans on 12/3/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/4/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/8/14
Professional Judgment on 1/8/15
Student Eligibility on 3/10/15
Verification on 4/6/15

Bray, Brandon from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/24/19

Bray, Lee from Pitt Community College (Greenville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/11/18

Breed, Josh from Southeastern University (Lakeland, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/18/18

Breeden, Drake from Washington and Lee University (Lexington, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/23/13
  Verification on 1/5/14

Breeding, Stephanie from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 1/16/20

Brennan, Brian from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/31/20

Brewer, Carla from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/13/16
  Cost of Attendance on 5/13/17
  Direct Loans on 5/14/17
  Need Analysis on 5/14/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/4/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/13/16
  Verification on 7/3/16

Bridge, Eric from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 1/11/20

Bridges, Garret from State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota (Bradenton, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/13/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/6/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/3/17

Bridges, Lisa from Isothermal Community College (Spindale, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/16/18

Briggs, Stacy from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/27/16

Bright, Lindsay from Northwest-Shoals Community College Phil Campbell Campus (Phil Campbell, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/18

Brinson, Sedrick from Valencia College (Orlando, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 6/26/17

Broadbent, Jennifer from Blue Ridge Community College (Weyers Cave, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/9/20

Broadfoot, Caroline from University of Richmond (Richmond, VA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/18/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/23/19
  Direct Loans on 7/24/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/23/19

Brooks, Debbie from Central Piedmont Community College (Charlotte, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/15/19
  Consumer Information on 11/22/19

Brooks, Diona from Cleveland State Community College (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/13/19

Brooks, Stephanie from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/13/19

Brooks-Walter, Alexis from Bethune-Cookman University (Daytona Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16

Brostic, Maggie from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/30/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 11/30/18
Broughton, Tammye from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/21/19

Brown, Adrienne from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/1/17

Brown, Anita from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 8/3/18

Brown, David from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/2/17

Brown, Dawn from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/26/19

Brown, Gwendolyn from Barton College (Wilson, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/13/18
  Verification on 11/15/17

Brown, Jared from Jacksonville State University (Jacksonville, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/5/19

Brown, Keaira from Georgia Southern University Armstrong Campus (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/28/16
  Need Analysis on 9/30/16

Brown, Kristi from Abraham Baldwin Agriculture College (Tifton, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/17

Brown, Patrice from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/18/16

Brown, Rita from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Brown, Shayla from East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/6/15
  Professional Judgment on 11/6/15
  Verification on 11/6/15

Brownlow, Nicole from Trident Technical College (Charleston, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/27/17
  Consumer Information on 4/14/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/15/19

Broyles, Ashley from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/3/17
  Consumer Information on 1/11/17
  Professional Judgment on 5/2/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/18/16
  Verification on 5/5/17

Broyles, Joy from Dabney S Lancaster Community College (Clifton Forge, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/7/16

Brumback, Elaine from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
  Verification on 7/1/15

Brumley, Misty from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/6/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/30/17
  Cash Management on 11/28/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/17
  Need Analysis on 5/19/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/22/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/27/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/17
  Verification on 12/11/17

Bryan, Tina from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/29/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/26/19

Bryant, Evelyn from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/7/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cash Management on 12/1/19
Consumer Information on 12/1/19
Direct Loans on 12/16/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/2/18
Verification on 3/3/18

Bryant, Rhonda from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 11 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 5/30/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 5/31/17
   Cash Management on 2/5/19
   Consumer Information on 6/22/19
   Cost of Attendance on 5/31/17
   Direct Loans on 7/31/19
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/31/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/7/17
   Professional Judgment on 2/7/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/31/16
   Student Eligibility on 12/21/18

Bryant, Susan from Chattahoochee Valley Community College (Phonix City, AL) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 12/10/15
   Cost of Attendance on 12/3/15
   Need Analysis on 12/22/15
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/15/18
   Student Eligibility on 3/13/19

Bryant, Trey from University of the Cumberlands (Williamsburg, KY) achieved 1 credential:
   Application Process on 6/27/19

Bryson, Alice from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 2/22/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 11/2/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/18/16

Brzozowski, Eileen from Eastern Florida State College (Cocoa, FL) achieved 17 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 11/4/17
   Application Process on 10/22/14
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/17
   Cash Management on 11/24/17
   Consumer Information on 9/30/16
   Cost of Attendance on 11/9/14
   Direct Loans on 10/27/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/1/16
   Gainful Employment Test on 2/9/18
   Need Analysis on 8/11/13
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/29/15
   Professional Judgment on 4/3/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 2/17/13
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/9/18
   Student Eligibility on 2/12/13
   TEACH Grants on 2/9/18
   Verification on 3/28/15

Buchanan, Amanda from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 4/18/19
   Professional Judgment on 11/30/18
   Verification on 11/30/18

Buchanan, Victoria from Strayer University (Herndon, VA) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 3/20/20

Bucher, Karen from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 17 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
   Application Process on 2/8/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 5/30/19
   Cash Management on 4/5/18
   Consumer Information on 3/31/17
   Cost of Attendance on 1/25/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Buchholz, Joe from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 11 credentials:
   Application Process on 5/21/18
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/31/18
   Consumer Information on 5/21/18
   Direct Loans on 11/2/15
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/2/15
   Need Analysis on 1/23/20
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/6/19
   Professional Judgment on 1/15/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 5/18/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16
   Verification on 1/13/16

Buckles, Jennifer from University of Tennessee At Chattanooga (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 1 credential:
   Student Eligibility on 6/23/17

Bunn, Lydia from Regent University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credential:
   Student Eligibility on 4/3/20

Burgett, Melissa from Birmingham-Southern College (Birmingham, AL) achieved 13 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 10/6/16
   Application Process on 1/21/15
   Campus-Based Programs on 3/19/15
   Cash Management on 12/1/16
   Consumer Information on 11/3/17
   Cost of Attendance on 10/16/19
   Direct Loans on 12/7/18
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/15/18
   Professional Judgment on 10/16/19
   Professional Judgment on 12/7/18
   Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/17
   Student Eligibility on 2/12/15
   Verification on 2/9/15

Burke, Amy from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credential:
   Professional Judgment on 4/17/19

Burke, Shana from Lurleen B. Wallace Community College (Andalusia, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 11/21/19
   Student Eligibility on 2/27/19

Burkhart, Jenny from Asbury Theological Seminary (Wilmore, KY) achieved 1 credential:
   Cash Management on 12/10/18

Burleson, Sheila from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 1 credential:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18

Burns, Janie from Bethel University (McKenzie, TN) achieved 1 credential:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/23/15

Burt, Matthew from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 9/12/16
   Cost of Attendance on 9/27/16
   Direct Loans on 10/18/16
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/14/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/19/16
   Student Eligibility on 9/16/16

Buswell, Dana from Martin Methodist College (Pulaski, TN) achieved 1 credential:
   Application Process on 5/8/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Butler, Andra from Union College (Barbourville, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/23/17
Professional Judgment on 1/31/16
Student Eligibility on 11/16/15

Butler, Keri from Miller Motte Technical College (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Byers, Gary from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/8/16

Byrd, Audrey from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/5/16

Byrd, Jennifer from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/11/19
Application Process on 10/3/16
Cost of Attendance on 3/11/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/17/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/15
Verification on 3/22/16

Byrd, Rachel from Fort Valley State University (Fort Valley, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
Professional Judgment on 12/22/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16
Verification on 12/15/15

Cabiness, Bruce from University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/4/15
Verification on 3/8/16

Cain, Tammy from Southwest Mississippi Community College (Summit, MS) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/21/16
Cost of Attendance on 4/24/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/17
Student Eligibility on 9/20/16

Calderon, Sharon from Delta Career Education Corporation (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/15

Callahan, Anne from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/13/16

Cameron, Surbrina from Southwest Mississippi Community College (Summit, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/24/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/11/15

Camp, Amanda from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/13/18
Student Eligibility on 3/2/18

Campbell, Cole from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/6/19

Campbell, Douglas from Guilford College (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/24/16

Campbell, Rachel from Volunteer State Community College (Gallatin, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/10/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18

Campbell, Sean from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/9/19

Cannie, Madeline from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 9/2/16
Need Analysis on 3/10/17
Student Eligibility on 9/11/16
Verification on 4/19/17

Cannon, Cynthia from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/28/16

Cantrell, Joann from University of Pikeville (Pikeville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/13/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 12/14/17

Cao, Vivian from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/22/18

Cape-Jewell, Ellen from Spartanburg Methodist College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/1/19

Carithers, Bretta from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/16/19
Campus-Based Programs on 1/18/20
Cash Management on 5/11/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/23/19
Direct Loans on 5/17/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/15
Need Analysis on 3/13/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/17/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15

Carlsson, Kristen from Chattahoochee Valley Community College (Phenix City, AL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/16/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/15/18
Student Eligibility on 3/14/19

Carlton, Ashley from University of Richmond (Richmond, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/28/19

Carmichael, Benjamin from Winston-Salem State University (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/4/18

Carpenter, Katie from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/26/17

Carpio, Maria from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 9/21/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/15/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/25/18
Student Eligibility on 5/24/18
TEACH Grants on 9/19/18
Verification on 6/7/18

Carr, Demetra from Southern Union State Community College Opelika Campus (Wadley, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/5/19

Carr, Reniece from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/11/15
Professional Judgment on 1/16/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/16
Verification on 1/15/16

Carroll, Jeremy from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/30/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/17
Student Eligibility on 7/16/17

Carson Durham, Bonnie from University of South Carolina Upstate (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/30/17

Carson, Brenda from East Central Community College (Decatur, MS) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
Application Process on 7/16/15
Campus-Based Programs on 7/26/16
Cash Management on 8/25/17
Consumer Information on 5/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/17/15
Direct Loans on 8/28/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/27/15
Need Analysis on 7/22/15
Professional Judgment on 5/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/28/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/26/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Carter, Angelique from Virginia University of Lynchburg (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18

Carter, Demetria from University of North Carolina At Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/16

Carter, Gaye Nann from Mercer University Atlanta Campus (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/19

Carter, James from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/1/20

Carter, Tina from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/26/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16

Carter, Tony from University of South Carolina at Aiken (Aiken, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/6/16

Casey, Kristina from Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 6/7/19
Professional Judgment on 6/7/19

Casey, Wanda from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 1/11/17

Casperson, Kristen from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/17/16

Castaneda, Susell from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/16/19

Castle, Steven from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/28/20

Caudill, Dusty from Lincoln Memorial University (Harrogate, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/17
Consumer Information on 5/7/19
Professional Judgment on 11/13/18

Cave, Jacob from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/8/19
Verification on 11/27/19

Cellary, Joanna from Ellucian (Reston, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/22/19

Chaiz, Jahara from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/18/19
Application Process on 1/16/19
Campus-Based Programs on 5/21/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/22/19
Direct Loans on 8/17/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/19/18
Need Analysis on 7/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/29/19
Professional Judgment on 2/1/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/15/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/1/18
Student Eligibility on 5/15/19
Verification on 8/28/18

Chalmers, Kim from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 3/26/18
Need Analysis on 12/4/19
Professional Judgment on 3/13/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/17
Verification on 7/17/15

Chamberlain, LaShanda from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College Jefferson Davis Campus (Gulfport, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 10/30/14
Professional Judgment on 11/3/14
Chambers, John from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/7/18

Chandler, Kimberly from Northwest-Shoals Community College (Muscle Shoals, AL) achieved 6 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/6/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/17/19
Professional Judgment on 11/12/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/18
Student Eligibility on 4/17/19

Chapman, Bethany from The University of Alabama at Birmingham (Birmingham, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/9/19
Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

Chavarria, Jacqueline from South Dade Technical College-South Dade Skills Center Campus (Leisure City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/20/19

Chawda, Payal from Global Health College (Alexandria, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16

Cheyne, April from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/28/18

Childress, Lisa from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/24/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/17
Verification on 11/22/17

Chou, Vanda from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/4/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/2/19

Christensen, Rocky from Johnson University (Knoxville, TN) achieved 23 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/22/19
Administrative Capability on 6/11/19
Application Process on 12/10/19
Application Process on 6/25/19
Campus-Based Programs on 7/3/19
Cash Management on 12/9/19
Cash Management on 6/12/19
Consumer Information on 11/8/19
Consumer Information on 4/5/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/29/19
Direct Loans on 6/10/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/8/19
Gainful Employment Test on 9/27/19
Need Analysis on 5/2/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/15/19
Professional Judgment on 5/10/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/14/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/9/19
Student Eligibility on 12/12/19
Student Eligibility on 7/1/19
TEACH Grants on 7/31/19
Verification on 4/16/19

Christian, Zachary from South Carolina Higher Education Tuition Grants Commission (Columbia, SC) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/5/19
Need Analysis on 9/20/19
Professional Judgment on 4/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/24/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17
Student Eligibility on 9/5/19
Verification on 11/13/15

Christy, Brittany from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/1/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Clark, Brenda from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/14/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/17/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/19
  Verification on 5/22/18

Clark, Deborah from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 4/11/16

Clark, Erika from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/6/17
  Application Process on 1/27/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
  Direct Loans on 2/7/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/23/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/15/16
  Verification on 12/23/15

Clark, Fred from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/11/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/6/16

Clark, Jennifer from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 11/13/19

Clark, William from Jefferson Community & Technical College (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 5/4/19

Clavijo, Diana from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credential:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/4/20

Clayton, Sherrie from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credential:
  Direct Loans on 9/29/15

Cochran, Sarah from Piedmont College (Demorest, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Gainful Employment Test on 7/24/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/18

Cochrane, Stephanie from University of South Alabama (Mobile, AL) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 12/13/16

Codner, Lezonne from (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 11/26/19

Coffey, Jennifer from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 11/27/19

Coffman, Charlee from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 1/19/20

Coggins, Jason from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/30/18
  Verification on 11/30/18

Coker, Alison from University of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/27/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/26/16
  Cash Management on 6/30/17
  Consumer Information on 10/27/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/2/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/29/16
  Professional Judgment on 2/28/17
  Verification on 3/2/17

Coker, Catherine from Suncoast Technical Education Center (Brooksville, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 1/30/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/25/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/11/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/4/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/12/19

Cole, Charlotte from Jacksonville State University (Jacksonville, AL) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/4/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cole, James from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/16/16

Cole, Kenneth from University of South Carolina Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, SC) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/6/16
Need Analysis on 3/11/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/16/16
Verification on 5/24/16

Coles, Angelia from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 6/8/16

Collier, Joel from Virginia Western Community College (Roanoke, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/7/17

Collins, Doug from Pitt Community College (Greenville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/23/19

Collins, Gary from University of Pikeville (Pikeville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/7/16

Collins, Natasha from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/26/17

Collins, Sarah from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/24/20

Colyer, Tawesia from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 7/14/15
Campus-Based Programs on 3/22/15
Cost of Attendance on 7/12/15
Direct Loans on 9/9/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/2/15
Need Analysis on 7/20/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/15
Student Eligibility on 3/21/15
Verification on 4/6/15

Coney, Anouska from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/19
Consumer Information on 11/20/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/6/19
Need Analysis on 12/9/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/18

Conn, William from Pensacola State College (Pensacola, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/1/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/30/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/18
Student Eligibility on 7/2/18
Verification on 3/22/18

Conner, Jeremy from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 15 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/12/19
Application Process on 10/9/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/29/18
Cash Management on 11/26/19
Consumer Information on 11/8/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/28/18
Direct Loans on 12/5/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/14/19
Gainful Employment Test on 11/5/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Connor, Erin from Berea College (Berea, KY) achieved 12 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/19/18
- Cash Management on 12/17/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/26/17
- Direct Loans on 7/16/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/15/19
- Need Analysis on 1/8/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/22/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/12/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/11/17
- Verification on 12/9/14

Conrad, Katie from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/30/18
- Cost of Attendance on 1/16/19
- Direct Loans on 5/14/18
- Need Analysis on 2/27/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/30/16
- Professional Judgment on 11/30/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/14/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/23/15
- Verification on 1/30/16

Consolazio, Beth from Syracuse University (Daytona Beach, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 7/13/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/17/18

Cook, Kandy from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/19

Cook, Portia from Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation (Nashville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/22/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/5/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/26/17

Cook, Tyler from Southwestern Community College (Sylva, NC) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/7/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/1/17
- Verification on 5/30/17

Cooper, Carrie from University of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/9/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/5/15
- Cost of Attendance on 2/2/15
- Direct Loans on 10/20/14
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/24/14
- Professional Judgment on 12/3/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/21/15
- Student Eligibility on 5/5/15
- Verification on 5/4/15

Cooper, Cierra from Atlanta Metropolitan College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/29/17

Corbin, Brenda from Abraham Baldwin Agriculture College (Tifton, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/4/16
- Application Process on 11/8/16
- Direct Loans on 11/16/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/21/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cordova, Ian from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/14/16
  Verification on 1/13/16

Corral, Corey from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/27/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/19/19
  Cash Management on 3/1/19
  Consumer Information on 5/31/19
  Direct Loans on 8/21/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/31/19
  Need Analysis on 7/22/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/19/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/18
  Verification on 8/31/18

Cottingham, Andrea from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/10/18
  Consumer Information on 5/18/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/19/18
  Professional Judgment on 10/19/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/18

Couch, Scott from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 9/6/19
  Need Analysis on 9/6/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/7/19

Cowan, Sarah from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 8 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/20/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/17/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/4/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/1/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/17/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/1/19
  Verification on 11/21/18

Cowherd, Heather from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/4/17
  Need Analysis on 7/8/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/30/17

Cox, Angela from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/16
  Professional Judgment on 6/20/16

Cox, Darlene from Halifax Community College (Weldon, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/18/18

Cox, Mary Katherine from Trident Technical College (Charleston, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/18/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/16

Crafton, Teresa from Oconee Fall Line Technical College (Dublin, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/23/16

Craig, Monica from Ashland Community & Technical College (Ashland, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/27/20

Creekmore, Mary from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/8/14

Cribb, Kathy from North Greenville University (Tigerville, SC) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/23/18
  Direct Loans on 6/29/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/9/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/16/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/26/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 7/12/18

Crocker, Jeromy from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:  
Cash Management on 6/18/15

Crohn, Burke from Bob Jones University (Greenville, SC) achieved 1 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17

Crosby, Kelly from Georgia Southern University Armstrong Campus (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 9/22/17  
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/3/17  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/5/17

Cross, April from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 3 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 6/16/16  
Student Eligibility on 4/15/17  
Verification on 8/5/14

Cross, Robert from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 17 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 12/12/18  
Application Process on 10/16/18  
Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/18  
Cash Management on 12/28/18  
Consumer Information on 12/18/18  
Cost of Attendance on 11/8/18  
Direct Loans on 6/7/18  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/26/18  
Gainful Employment Test on 12/18/18  
Need Analysis on 11/1/18  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/26/18  
Professional Judgment on 12/6/18  
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/16/18  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/25/18  
Student Eligibility on 10/22/18  
TEACH Grants on 11/21/18  
Verification on 6/8/18

Crowe, Patricia from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 2 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 1/28/16  
Verification on 1/12/16

Cruver, Stephen from Bob Jones University (Greenville, SC) achieved 1 credentials:  
Direct Loans on 3/23/18

Cruz, Chassity from East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA) achieved 4 credentials:  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/5/15  
Professional Judgment on 11/6/15  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/16  
Verification on 11/6/15

Culbreath, Laurel from State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota (Bradenton, FL) achieved 3 credentials:  
Application Process on 12/17/17  
Student Eligibility on 2/14/18  
Verification on 2/27/18

Culver, Julie from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 5 credentials:  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/8/19  
Professional Judgment on 12/12/19  
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/4/19  
Student Eligibility on 12/12/19  
Verification on 3/4/19

Cummings, Deidra from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:  
Application Process on 1/30/17

Cun, Jenny from University of South Florida Health (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 7/14/19  
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/14/19

Curley, Scott from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 6 credentials:  
Application Process on 7/16/19  
Cost of Attendance on 7/18/19  
Direct Loans on 7/26/19  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/22/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19
Student Eligibility on 7/16/19

Curtis, Meaghan from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/5/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/23/20

Cutshall, Scott from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/13/18
- Student Eligibility on 8/10/18
- Verification on 11/14/18

D'Eath, Kelly from Gadsden State Community College (Gadsden, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/17

Damon, Anissa from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 1/27/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/10/20
- Professional Judgment on 1/5/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/18

Daniel, Mary from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/15

Daphnis, Jean from Miami Dade College Wolfson Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/16/14

Darden, Joanna from Baptist College of Health Sciences (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 2/2/15

Daugherty, Angela from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/26/19

Daugherty, Chad from Valdosta State University (Valdosta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 10/25/17
- Verification on 10/26/17

Dauler, Robin from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/25/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/5/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/14/18

Davall, Lisa from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/9/17
- Application Process on 1/20/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/17/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16
- Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Davidson, Christopher from Jefferson Community & Technical College (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 12/20/19

Davis, Eroica from Florida Institute of Technology (Melbourne, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/29/19
- Consumer Information on 4/30/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/19
- Verification on 12/20/16

Davis, Jennifer from Bellarmine University (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/21/19

Davis, Shana from Tennessee State University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/9/15
- Verification on 11/9/15

Davis, Sharon from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/9/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/1/16

Davis, W. Bryson from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/30/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14

Davis-Hilyer, Taylor from Auburn University at Montgomery (Montgomery, AL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/16/17
- Cash Management on 5/10/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 5/3/17
Professional Judgment on 5/2/17

Dawkins, Nikisha from York Technical College (Rock Hill, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/1/17

De La Cerda, Cassandra from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/6/19

Deal, Katie from University of South Carolina Beaufort (Beaufort, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 11/22/19
Verification on 6/22/15

Dean, Laura from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/3/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/17/19
Student Eligibility on 8/1/18

DeBord, Veronica from Somerset Community College (Somerset, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/30/17

Deen, Lauren from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/20/20
Need Analysis on 2/27/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16

DeFore, Jody from Gordon State College (Barnesville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/20
Student Eligibility on 4/1/20

DeGain, Sabrina from Alamance Community College (Graham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/30/17

Del Valle, Michelle from St. Johns River State College Orange Park Campus (Orange Park, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/14/19

Delano, Wendy from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/17/20

Denney, Russell from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/11/15
Professional Judgment on 1/15/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/20/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/22/16
Verification on 1/14/16

Dennis, John from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
Application Process on 1/20/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/24/17
Direct Loans on 1/26/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/15/17
Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Dennis, Julia from Alabama Community College System (Montgomery, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/21/19
Professional Judgment on 10/16/19

Dennis, Julia from Technical College of the Lowcountry (Beaufort, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 3/4/16
Professional Judgment on 3/11/16

Dent, Kymberly from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/6/13
Student Eligibility on 12/17/14

Denton, Bethany from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/16/15

Denton, Sothreaksa from Palm Beach State College (Lake Worth, FL) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 9/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 9/6/19
Direct Loans on 9/26/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/30/19
Need Analysis on 9/27/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19
Student Eligibility on 6/25/19

Denton, Tiffany from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/27/17
- Need Analysis on 5/30/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/9/15

DeSalle, Natalie from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 5 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/4/19
- Need Analysis on 5/1/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/16/18
- Verification on 11/16/17

Devine, Yvette from Jackson State University (Jackson, MS) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 9/7/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/7/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/5/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16

Devore, William from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/22/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/10/15
- Cost of Attendance on 7/10/15
- Need Analysis on 7/11/15
- Student Eligibility on 3/9/15
- Verification on 3/16/15

Diaz, Georgene from Erwin Technical College (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/21/14
- Need Analysis on 3/4/14

Dickens, M. Joanna from John A. Gupton College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16

Dill, Marian from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/20/18
- Cost of Attendance on 1/3/19
- Need Analysis on 5/28/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/15/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/12/15
- Verification on 5/22/16

Dimery, Tyrone from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/12/15

Dirghalli, Jacob from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/14/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/20/19
- Direct Loans on 7/14/19
- Need Analysis on 7/27/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/21/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/14/19

Dixon, Audrean from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/21/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/22/18

Dixon, Jocelyn from North Georgia Technical College (Clarkesville, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/16/18
- Application Process on 11/1/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 4/24/18
- Cash Management on 6/28/18
- Consumer Information on 9/12/18
- Cost of Attendance on 10/30/17
- Direct Loans on 9/17/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/24/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gainful Employment Test on 6/6/18
Need Analysis on 8/17/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/25/17
Professional Judgment on 6/26/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/17/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/18
Student Eligibility on 11/15/16
TEACH Grants on 5/1/18
Verification on 10/18/17

Dixon, Lloyd from Mississippi Valley State University (Itta Bena, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/1/15

Dixon, Schauri from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
  Direct Loans on 7/5/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/22/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/2/19

Dobbs, Gloria from University of Tennessee Health Science Center (Memphis, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/7/17
  Professional Judgment on 3/8/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/16

Doheny, Sarah from Longwood University (Farmville, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/17/17

Dolan, Kim from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/19/19

Doll, Christi from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/19/16

Domínguez, Javier from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/14/15

Donaldson, Deborah from Alcorn State University (Alcorn State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/15

Dossett, Carla from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/15
  Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
  Verification on 11/6/15

Douangtrixay, Bonnie from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/1/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/20/19
  Verification on 5/22/18

Doud, Forrest from Ellucian (Reston, VA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/22/14
  Need Analysis on 11/4/14
  Student Eligibility on 9/25/14
  Verification on 10/7/14

Dove, Sarah from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18
  Verification on 3/21/18

Downs, Natalie from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/24/16
  Application Process on 10/20/16
  Consumer Information on 3/22/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/10/17
  Direct Loans on 1/31/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/9/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/3/17
  Professional Judgment on 10/26/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/20/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/12/18
Student Eligibility on 10/21/16
Verification on 10/30/17

Driskell, Lindsay from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/20/19

Dudley, Sherry from Piedmont Virginia Community College (Charlottesville, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/3/20

Dukes, Andrew from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/13/16
Professional Judgment on 12/6/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/9/16
Verification on 1/14/16

Dula, Laurin from Western Piedmont Community College (Morganton, NC) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 9/1/17
Cost of Attendance on 8/4/19
Student Eligibility on 9/29/17
Verification on 11/5/17

Dunaway, Lara from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/3/18
Student Eligibility on 8/6/18
Verification on 11/19/17

Dunaway, Sara from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 5/9/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/18
Direct Loans on 6/22/18
Need Analysis on 1/19/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/31/19
Professional Judgment on 7/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
Student Eligibility on 12/11/17

Duncan, Chevy from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 3/29/18

Dunkley, Rebecca from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 5/12/16

Dunning, Freddie from Jefferson State Community College (Birmingham, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/25/18

DuRant, Catherine from Tri-County Technical College (Pendleton, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/20/16
Verification on 2/19/18

Dwyer, Lenna from University of North Carolina at Pembroke (Pembroke, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/22/16
Consumer Information on 10/5/16

Earls, Tristan from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/8/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/14/17
Verification on 12/1/17

Eaton, Belinda from Tennessee Wesleyan University (Athens, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 11/30/16

Echols, Chelsea from St. Petersburg College (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 6/17/19
Direct Loans on 6/24/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/19
Need Analysis on 6/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/2/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/19
Student Eligibility on 6/17/19

Echols, Terry from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
Application Process on 12/6/16
Student Eligibility on 12/20/16

Edens, Ashley from Tusculum University (Greeneville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Edgar, Rylee from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 1/30/17

Edgeworth, Kimberly from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 5 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/23/19
Need Analysis on 11/21/19
Professional Judgment on 12/7/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/18

Edmonds, Vickie from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 2 credentials:

Direct Loans on 1/10/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/10/15

Edwards, Juanita from Alcorn State University (Alcorn State, MS) achieved 13 credentials:

Application Process on 7/14/15
Campus-Based Programs on 5/5/15
Consumer Information on 1/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/17/15
Direct Loans on 12/19/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/9/15
Need Analysis on 7/22/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/14
Professional Judgment on 12/5/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/11/16
Student Eligibility on 4/23/15
Verification on 5/6/15

Eiler, Theresa from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 7 credentials:

Consumer Information on 5/17/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/12/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/7/18
Professional Judgment on 12/12/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/6/18
Student Eligibility on 5/15/19
Verification on 11/6/18

Elam, Susan from Shelton State Community College (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 2/14/19

Elcius, Molinseai from St. Petersburg College Gibbs Campus (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 9/28/17

Elkins, Eric from Christopher Newport University (Newport News, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 11/30/17

Elliott, Rosalind from University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:

Consumer Information on 4/4/20

Ellis, Jennifer from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

Need Analysis on 12/6/19

Ellis, Pamela from Isothermal Community College (Spindale, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

Professional Judgment on 4/9/18

Ellison, Journey from Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

Application Process on 5/4/18

Emmett, Casey from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 5 credentials:

Cash Management on 5/24/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/19
Professional Judgment on 12/7/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Erslan, Bryan from Eastern Kentucky University (Richmond, KY) achieved 2 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 10/9/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/12/15

Ervin, Charlene from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 7 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 10/18/15
Direct Loans on 7/6/19
Professional Judgment on 5/15/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16  
Student Eligibility on 11/14/16  
Verification on 4/9/16

**Estes, Vicki from Leon's Beauty School (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Application Process on 3/20/18

**Esuzor, Brandi from Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) achieved 17 credentials:**  
Administrative Capability on 5/4/17  
Application Process on 10/25/16  
Campus-Based Programs on 11/22/16  
Cash Management on 8/15/17  
Consumer Information on 12/18/17  
Cost of Attendance on 11/9/17  
Direct Loans on 5/5/17  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/2/15  
Gainful Employment Test on 1/31/18  
Need Analysis on 10/3/16  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/12/17  
Professional Judgment on 11/6/15  
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/15  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16  
Student Eligibility on 5/18/16  
TEACH Grants on 12/12/17  
Verification on 1/14/16

**Etheridge, Stephanie from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Verification on 2/15/19

**Ethredge, Rebecca from Southeastern Technical College (Vidalia, GA) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Campus-Based Programs on 7/13/16

**Etter, Michelle from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 4 credentials:**  
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/28/16  
Professional Judgment on 7/27/15  
Student Eligibility on 5/22/15  
Verification on 5/14/15

**Evans, Allyson from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/23/18

**Evans, Gloria from Morris College (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Direct Loans on 12/16/17

**Evans, Suzanne from St. Johns River State College (Palatka, FL) achieved 7 credentials:**  
Administrative Capability on 6/10/19  
Application Process on 5/11/18  
Cash Management on 6/9/19  
Need Analysis on 5/11/18  
Professional Judgment on 5/18/18  
Student Eligibility on 5/11/18  
Verification on 6/8/18

**Evans, Tyrone from Everest University Online Division (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Professional Judgment on 6/19/17

**Everett, Kelly from South Georgia Technical College (Americus, GA) achieved 2 credentials:**  
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/10/16  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/9/16

**Farland, Grant from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:**  
Verification on 11/14/18

**Feldman, Kimberly from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 7 credentials:**  
Application Process on 7/23/19  
Cost of Attendance on 7/24/19  
Direct Loans on 7/27/19  
Need Analysis on 7/25/19  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/19  
Student Eligibility on 7/24/19  
Verification on 7/25/19

**Felton, Tameika from St. Johns River State College (Palatka, FL) achieved 1 credentials:**

---

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Professional Judgment on 12/5/19

Ferguson, Nancy from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 14 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/11/19
- Application Process on 3/12/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/21/16
- Cash Management on 4/1/19
- Consumer Information on 5/14/17
- Cost of Attendance on 4/27/17
- Direct Loans on 12/18/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/26/18
- Need Analysis on 9/24/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/20/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/20/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/16
- Verification on 11/10/17

Ferguson, Regina from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/16/14

Fieldhouse, Belinda from Flagler College (Saint Augustine, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/21/17

Fields, Adzrian from Claflin University (Orangeburg, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/24/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/30/18

Fields, Teresa from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 3/31/19

Filien, Mindy from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/1/16
- Application Process on 10/24/16
- Direct Loans on 12/6/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/28/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/9/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/25/16
- Verification on 9/18/17

Finley, Megan from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/28/14
- Verification on 11/19/15

Finney, Brandy from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/8/16

Fletcher, Andrew from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/25/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/29/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/6/18

Flores, Annette from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

Flores, Roseanna from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/18/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/8/18
- Student Eligibility on 9/23/16

Flourney, Emma from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 12/16/15
- Verification on 12/17/15

Flowers, Monique' from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/22/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/3/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/16
- Verification on 11/25/15

Floyd, Wendy from Roane State Community College (Harriman, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/24/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 12/4/15
Flynn, Kathryn from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/18

Fockler, Julia from Winthrop University (Rock Hill, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/17/15

Forgette, Denise from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/17

Fortenberry, Katheryn from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/3/14

Foskey, Lora from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/14/18
Application Process on 2/1/17
Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
Cash Management on 4/25/18
Consumer Information on 5/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
Direct Loans on 12/7/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
Gainful Employment Test on 10/1/18
Need Analysis on 9/7/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/26/18
Professional Judgment on 12/22/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16
Student Eligibility on 2/1/17
TEACH Grants on 10/3/18
Verification on 12/14/15

Foss, Matthew from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/29/16
Application Process on 9/8/16
Cost of Attendance on 9/19/16
Direct Loans on 9/28/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/21/16
Need Analysis on 9/19/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/30/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/30/16
Student Eligibility on 9/12/16
Verification on 9/20/16

Foster, Janet from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/10/15

Foster, Theresa from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/1/16

Fowler, Angela from Anderson University (Anderson, SC) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/8/19
Direct Loans on 3/11/18
Need Analysis on 11/30/19
Professional Judgment on 7/18/17
Verification on 4/7/18

Fowler, Kimberly from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/14/16

Franks, Melissa from College of William & Mary (Williamsburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/8/20
Student Eligibility on 11/14/16
Verification on 11/10/15

Frasier, Tamieka from College of Charleston (Charleston, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/14/17

Frazier, Shanelle from Coahoma Community College (Clarksdale, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/12/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Freeman, Nicole from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/16/19

Freyberg, Ian from Shorter University (Rome, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/14/16
Professional Judgment on 1/14/16
Verification on 1/13/16

Fricks, Amelia from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/17

Friedrichs, Kimberly from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 10/26/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/16/15
Professional Judgment on 11/19/15

Fuller, Kaylee from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 1/21/20
Direct Loans on 2/20/20
Need Analysis on 2/27/20

Fuller, Tyammy from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/29/16
Student Eligibility on 1/28/16
Verification on 1/28/16

Fulton, Vanessa from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/15/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/29/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/15/19
Professional Judgment on 10/30/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/15

Fultz, James from Georgetown College (Georgetown, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
Professional Judgment on 2/24/17

Furlow, Ashley from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19
Verification on 11/25/19

Gagula, Ana from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/7/19

Gaines, Cheryl from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/16/18

Gallimore, Tonia from Tennessee College of Applied Technology At Paris (Paris, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/12/15

Gamba, Aaron from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/28/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15

Gandy, Jessica from Abraham Baldwin Agriculture College (Tifton, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/8/17
Direct Loans on 12/9/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/8/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/17

Gant, Jessica from Pro Way Hair School (Stone Mountain, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 1/15/15
Verification on 9/17/15

Garcia, Brenda from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/15/19
Verification on 3/29/20

Garcia, Jose from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 7/10/17

Garlobo, Kesia from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 10/13/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/18
Student Eligibility on 12/13/15
Verification on 3/21/20

Garner, Sandra from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Application Process on 3/1/17
Student Eligibility on 3/7/17

Garrett, Charise from Wingate University (Wingate, NC) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/7/19
  Consumer Information on 12/13/19
  Cost of Attendance on 3/31/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/20
  Student Eligibility on 3/9/20
  Verification on 4/8/18

Garrison, Chimene from Miami Dade College North Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/15/14

Garza, Courtney from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/19/15

Gentry, Tracy from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/20/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/3/16

George, Travis from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/12/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
  Need Analysis on 6/5/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/5/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/13/18

Gershman, Cindy from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/10/13

Gibbs, Deborah from Campbell University (Buies Creek, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 3/29/18

Gibbs, Jeffrey from Lenoir Community College (Kinston, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 4/2/19

Gibson, Sandra from Morris College (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/25/18

Giddens, Deborah from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/16/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
  Direct Loans on 12/7/16
  Need Analysis on 9/7/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16

Gigon, Ashley from St. Johns River State College (Palatka, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/20/19

Gilbert, Regina from Watkins College of Art & Design (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 5/24/19

Gilchrist, Brandon from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/20/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/15/18

Gilchrist, Tannica from St. Petersburg College (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 4/16/14

Gillespie, Melanie from Southern Wesleyan University (Central, SC) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/4/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/25/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/24/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/4/19

Gilliam, Holly from University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/8/18
  Need Analysis on 9/19/19
  Professional Judgment on 3/14/19

Gilliam, Kensa from College of William & Mary (Williamsburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/16

Gilmore, Brianne from St. Johns River State College (Palatka, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
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Gilstrap, Michelle from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/1/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/18
  TEACH Grants on 6/28/18

Gloster, Kimberly from Florida Gulf Coast University (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15

Godfrey-Dawson, Angela from College of the Albemarle (Elizabeth City, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/26/17
  Verification on 2/21/18

Godina, Selene from (Oakwood, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/19/20
  Student Eligibility on 4/1/20

Gomes, Kelly Anne from University of North Florida (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/27/20

Goodacre, Kristina from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 3/21/18

Goodman, Emily from Tennessee Technological University (Cookeville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/24/17

Goodman, LaTosha from Palm Beach Academy of Health & Beauty (Lake Park, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/16/18

Goosetree, Megan from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/10/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/9/18

Gordon, Deborah from Altierus Career College, Norcross Campus (Norcross, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/21/19
  Direct Loans on 8/20/18
  Professional Judgment on 2/21/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/20/18
  Student Eligibility on 2/21/19
  Verification on 8/20/18

Gordon, Sharonda from Halifax Community College (Weldon, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/6/18

Gore, Lynn from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
  Verification on 12/14/15

Grannis, Dustin from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/25/17

Graviss, Dawn from Bellarmine University (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 8/6/16

Gray, Courtney from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/21/18
  Student Eligibility on 5/30/18

Gray, Debora from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/28/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/21/19

Gray, Whitley from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/18/15

Green, Ebony from Tallahassee Community College (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/25/19

Green, Shakelia from Trident Technical College (Charleston, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/18/18
  Verification on 8/18/18

Green, Susan from Troy University Dothan Campus (Dothan, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/18

Green, Tyesha from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 1/11/17

Greene, Aesha from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/8/19

Greene, Brandy from Douglas - Cherokee Economic Authority, Inc. (Morristown, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Greene, Dawn from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 2/21/20
- Need Analysis on 2/27/20
- Professional Judgment on 3/25/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/8/19

Greene, Mykal from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/11/18
- Direct Loans on 8/1/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/26/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/26/18

Greenfield, Karli from Truett-McConnell University (Cleveland, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/22/18
- Cash Management on 4/16/19
- Consumer Information on 3/27/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/18/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/17/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/18/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/16/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/18/18

Greenhough, Jessi from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 3/13/19
- Verification on 2/21/20

Greenway, Haley from Tennessee College of Applied Technology - Elizabethton (Elizabethton, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/8/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/19/16

Greenway, Nicky from Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/8/17
- Application Process on 8/14/18
- Cost of Attendance on 8/21/18
- Professional Judgment on 8/31/18
- Student Eligibility on 8/1/18

Gregory, Robin from Longwood University (Farmville, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 4/28/17

Gresham, Ashley from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 7/9/18

Grier, Charelle from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 12/1/16

Grim, Amy from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Need Analysis on 1/30/20

Grinton, Felicia from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 7/18/18

Gross, Erina from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/22/18
- Need Analysis on 5/24/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/24/18
- Student Eligibility on 4/6/18

Gross, Kylie from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/12/19
- Application Process on 3/24/19
- Cash Management on 3/24/19
- Cost of Attendance on 3/25/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/5/18
- Professional Judgment on 5/31/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/7/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Grove, Jessica from Spartanburg Community College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 10/28/19

Guerra Rosado, Marie from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 8 credentials:

- Application Process on 9/25/17
- Direct Loans on 11/8/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/8/17
- Professional Judgment on 11/7/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/17
- Student Eligibility on 9/25/17
- Verification on 10/30/17

Guillaume, Kathy from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 7/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/11/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/26/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/17/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/26/18

Gunther, Janet from Hopkinsville Community College (Hopkinsville, KY) achieved 5 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 6/17/16
- Direct Loans on 6/17/16
- Professional Judgment on 11/13/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
- Verification on 11/6/15

Gupton, Brooke from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 8 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/16/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/26/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/12/19
- Professional Judgment on 1/27/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16
- Student Eligibility on 5/24/16
- Verification on 10/28/16

Habecker, Nathan from Central Virginia Community College (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/16
- Student Eligibility on 9/27/16

Hahn, Starla from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 4 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 11/27/17
- Need Analysis on 5/31/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/21/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/17

Hailey, Rachel from Piedmont Virginia Community College (Charlottesville, VA) achieved 16 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 8/7/16
- Application Process on 2/14/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/24/15
- Cash Management on 6/18/16
- Consumer Information on 7/8/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/19/13
- Direct Loans on 12/5/14
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/7/16
- Need Analysis on 10/1/14
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/25/13
- Professional Judgment on 7/6/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/13
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/11/14
- TEACH Grants on 7/2/16
- Verification on 9/14/13

Halfacre, Lesa from Southwest Tennessee Community College (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/15/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hall, Anna from Meridian Community College (Meridian, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 10/25/16

Hall, Crystal from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 3/2/20
Consumer Information on 1/8/20
Cost of Attendance on 2/28/20
Direct Loans on 2/21/20
Need Analysis on 2/27/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/2/20
Professional Judgment on 3/8/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/8/19

Hall, Delinda from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/9/19
Verification on 4/11/16

Hall, Lisa from Northwest-Shoals Community College (Muscle Shoals, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/18
Student Eligibility on 4/11/19

Hall, Manesra from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/28/19

Hall, Rabecca from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Hall, Terri from Douglas - Cherokee Economic Authority, Inc. (Morristown, TN) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/13/17
Consumer Information on 4/3/19
Professional Judgment on 5/26/17
Student Eligibility on 11/4/16
Verification on 3/26/16

Hall, Travis from Northern Kentucky University (Highland Heights, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/23/17

Hamilton, Holly from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/30/16
Application Process on 9/16/16
Cost of Attendance on 3/24/17
Direct Loans on 5/13/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/3/16
Student Eligibility on 9/21/16
Verification on 3/16/17

Hamilton, Ronnette from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16
Student Eligibility on 6/12/16
Verification on 6/12/16

Hamilton, Terryann from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 8/2/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/8/16
Need Analysis on 10/19/16
Student Eligibility on 9/21/16
Verification on 9/13/16

Hammett, Maria from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 2/18/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/21/16
Professional Judgment on 1/20/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/7/16
Verification on 1/22/16

Hammond, Chas from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/3/19

Hamner, Amanda from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 2/28/17
Cost of Attendance on 4/12/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/7/17
Student Eligibility on 10/31/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Handcox, Jenelle from University of North Carolina at Pembroke (Pembroke, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/28/20

Hannah, Joseph from Strayer University (Herndon, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/18

Hanson, Egan from National Aviation Academy (Clearwater, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/27/16

Harbert, Kim from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/29/19
Application Process on 2/28/20
Campus-Based Programs on 11/30/19
Consumer Information on 11/8/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/5/19
Professional Judgment on 11/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/19
Student Eligibility on 2/26/20
TEACH Grants on 3/7/20

Hardesty, Heather from Bluegrass Community & Technical College Cooper Campus (Lexington, KY) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 6/25/18
Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/26/17
Direct Loans on 7/24/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/24/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/24/17
Professional Judgment on 7/3/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/18
Student Eligibility on 6/28/18
Verification on 10/26/17

Hardin, Trevor from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/28/17
Campus-Based Programs on 4/30/17
Need Analysis on 4/29/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/27/17
Verification on 12/11/17

Hardwick, Cindy from Horry-Georgetown Technical College (Conway, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/13/19

Hardy, Kacee from Dyersburg State Community College (Dyersburg, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 2/2/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/7/17
Consumer Information on 4/22/19
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18

Hardy, Shanice from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/21/19
Cash Management on 3/17/20
Cost of Attendance on 7/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/14/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/19
TEACH Grants on 3/16/20
Verification on 3/16/20

Harfst, Cynthia from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/3/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/4/15
Consumer Information on 1/12/17
Direct Loans on 9/11/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/15
Professional Judgment on 3/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/11/15
Student Eligibility on 4/29/15
Verification on 5/6/15

Harkleroad, Laura from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/22/16

Harkness, Margaret from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/20/16

Harness, Kimberly from Milligan College (Milligan College, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 12/1/17
Professional Judgment on 1/21/19

Harper, Charles from Belmont University (Nashville, TN) achieved 4 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
Application Process on 3/23/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16
Verification on 4/11/16

Harrell, Deidre from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 3 credentials:

Application Process on 6/26/19
Professional Judgment on 3/8/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/17/19

Harrell, Latonya from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:

Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
Professional Judgment on 1/14/16
Student Eligibility on 6/27/18
Verification on 1/15/16

Harrell, Robin from Atlanta Metropolitan College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

Application Process on 6/29/17
Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

Harris, Carl from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/15
Professional Judgment on 12/3/15

Harris, Eric from Cleveland State Community College (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 11/28/17

Harris, Rodney from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 3/8/17
Application Process on 2/28/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/23/18
Cash Management on 9/26/18
Consumer Information on 9/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 5/30/18
Direct Loans on 3/9/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/24/18
Gainful Employment Test on 10/8/18
Need Analysis on 10/9/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/1/17
Professional Judgment on 2/6/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/7/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/7/18
Student Eligibility on 2/28/17
TEACH Grants on 5/21/18
Verification on 2/5/19

Harris, Shannon from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Harris, Taheisha from Horry-Georgetown Technical College (Conway, SC) achieved 2 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 10/25/13
Verification on 1/8/14

Harris, Terral from College of Coastal Georgia (Brunswick, GA) achieved 15 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 3/14/17
Application Process on 1/24/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/8/17
Cash Management on 4/12/19
Consumer Information on 8/29/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/13/17
Direct Loans on 4/11/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/18/15
Need Analysis on 8/31/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/9/18
Professional Judgment on 12/7/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/13/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16
Student Eligibility on 1/26/17
Verification on 12/15/15

Harrison, Katie from South Carolina Higher Education Tuition Grants Commission (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:

  - Administrative Capability on 4/4/19
  - Professional Judgment on 4/11/19

Hart, Anne from Ave Maria University (Ave Maria, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

  - Verification on 3/24/18

Hart, Cathy from Bluegrass Community and Technical College (Lexington, KY) achieved 3 credentials:

  - Application Process on 5/28/18
  - Professional Judgment on 1/5/16
  - Student Eligibility on 12/30/15

Hartley, Jeannie from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 4 credentials:

  - Application Process on 2/17/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/10/16
  - Need Analysis on 2/24/17
  - Student Eligibility on 2/23/17

Hartway, Eric from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:

  - Application Process on 7/27/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/28/18

Harvey, Cierra from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:

  - Need Analysis on 5/26/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17

Harvin, Charlene from Regent University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

  - Professional Judgment on 6/1/17

Hasty, Samantha from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 3 credentials:

  - Application Process on 7/30/18
  - Direct Loans on 7/31/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/23/18

Hatcher, Kristopher from Gulf Coast State College (Panama City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

  - Application Process on 4/1/14

Hauser, Karen from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:

  - Application Process on 1/30/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/16

Haynes, Anita from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

  - Application Process on 10/10/13
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/15

Haynes, Kimberly from University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

  - Professional Judgment on 11/5/18
  - Verification on 7/13/18

Haynes, Lawana from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 9 credentials:

  - Application Process on 12/17/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/17
  - Consumer Information on 2/13/20
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/11/15
  - Professional Judgment on 1/21/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/28/18
  - Student Eligibility on 12/1/16
  - Verification on 11/18/17

Heazel, Mary from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:

  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/26/16

Helgesen, Samantha from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 3 credentials:

  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
  - Professional Judgment on 11/19/15
  - Verification on 11/23/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Helm, Brittney from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/21/16

Helms, Collin from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/27/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/26/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/18
Student Eligibility on 7/26/18
Verification on 7/26/18

Hemmer, Michelle from North Carolina State Education Assistance Authority (Research Triangle Park, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/26/17

Henderson, Sherry from North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/24/18
Verification on 3/17/18

Hendrix, Haley from Cleveland State Community College (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17

Henry, Sandi from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
Verification on 12/22/16

Henry, Shelly from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/12/15

Hensley, Judy from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/17/16

Hernandez Cervantes, Jorge from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/28/18
Student Eligibility on 6/27/18
Verification on 6/30/18

Hernandez, Angela from Tidewater Community College (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/7/19

Hernandez, Daisy from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/19

Herriage, Rori from Gordon State College (Barnesville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/4/20
Student Eligibility on 4/2/20

Herron, Brittney from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/5/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/27/18

Heustess, Sandra from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 3/20/20
Professional Judgment on 3/13/20

Heyward, LaTonya from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/24/18

Hicks, Samantha from Coastal Carolina University (Conway, SC) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19
Need Analysis on 12/7/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/19
Student Eligibility on 12/7/19

Hidalgo, Andrew from St. Petersburg College Seminole Campus (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/18
Student Eligibility on 8/10/18

Higbee, Isabelle from Millsaps College (Jackson, MS) achieved 8 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/15
Cost of Attendance on 5/16/17
Direct Loans on 12/15/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/28/17
Professional Judgment on 10/27/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Hight, Kimberly from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Hill, Brenda from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Application Process on 10/9/13

Hill, Leah from North Carolina Wesleyan College (Rocky Mount, NC) achieved 2 credentials:  
  Consumer Information on 5/12/19  
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/17

Hill, Myralee from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Application Process on 6/28/17  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/17  
  Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

Hill, Rachel from (Gaffney, SC) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Administrative Capability on 8/31/17  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/14/17  
  Verification on 3/30/16

Hill, Ryan from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/21/16

Hill, Tracy from Northwest-Shoals Community College (Muscle Shoals, AL) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Application Process on 3/12/20

Hillon, Casey from Maryville College (Maryville, TN) achieved 5 credentials:  
  Application Process on 7/13/19  
  Cost of Attendance on 7/13/19  
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/22/19  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19  
  Student Eligibility on 7/8/19

Hils, Ruth from Isothermal Community College (Spindale, NC) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Professional Judgment on 11/9/18

Hilton, Melanie from Charleston Southern University (Charleston, SC) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Hilyer, Taylor from Alabama Community College System (Montgomery, AL) achieved 6 credentials:  
  Consumer Information on 10/19/17  
  Direct Loans on 3/29/19  
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/18  
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/17  
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/3/18  
  Student Eligibility on 2/14/19

Hines, Annette from Morehead State University (Morehead, KY) achieved 2 credentials:  
  Direct Loans on 6/28/19  
  Student Eligibility on 12/2/19

Hinkley, Beth from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Professional Judgment on 12/16/15  
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/15  
  Verification on 12/10/15

Hinton, Tamara from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Verification on 11/12/15

Hitt, Bridgett from East Central Community College (Decatur, MS) achieved 7 credentials:  
  Application Process on 7/16/15  
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/22/16  
  Cost of Attendance on 7/21/15  
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/22/16  
  Need Analysis on 7/22/15  
  Student Eligibility on 9/29/16  
  Verification on 9/29/16

Hobdy, Natalie from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Verification on 12/21/16

Hoffman, Patrick from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 6/13/18  
  Professional Judgment on 8/7/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA 273
Student Eligibility on 4/12/18
Hogan, Elizabeth from Paul Mitchell the School Roanoke (Roanoke, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/14/14

Holden, Lorna from Saint Leo University (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/31/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18
Verification on 5/31/18

Holder, Sabrina from Gateway Community & Technical College (Edgewood, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/17/16

Holdren, Chelsey from Wake Forest University (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 1/1/16
Cost of Attendance on 12/31/15
Direct Loans on 12/29/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/2/16
Professional Judgment on 4/2/18
Student Eligibility on 1/5/16
Verification on 12/31/15

Holleman, Clate from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 5/28/15
Cost of Attendance on 5/26/15
Direct Loans on 8/27/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/26/15
Need Analysis on 6/2/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/15

Holliday, Amanda from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/20/15
Cost of Attendance on 7/20/15
Direct Loans on 9/10/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/9/15
Need Analysis on 7/21/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/15

Hollifield, Jessica from Tri-County Technical College (Pendleton, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/26/19

Hollifield, Megan from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/6/15

Holloway, Janet from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/25/16
Student Eligibility on 1/8/16

Holman, Denise from Columbia State Community College (Columbia, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/30/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/12/18

Holmes, Michael from FA Solutions (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 7/31/17

Hopkins, Jessica from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 4/18/18
Verification on 12/19/16

Hopper, Cynthia from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
Need Analysis on 9/7/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/24/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/16
Verification on 12/15/15

Hopson, Jonathan from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 11/4/16
Professional Judgment on 5/26/16

Hornback, Kelley from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/17/17

Hornsby, Stormy from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 3/1/17
Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/18
Student Eligibility on 6/18/18
TEACH Grants on 6/18/18

Horton, Ginger from University of Tennessee at Martin (Martin, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17

Hough, James from Palm Beach State College Boca Raton Campus (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 3/23/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/11/20

Howard, Rachael from Anderson University (Anderson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 8/10/15

Howard, Teresa from University of Mary Washington (Fredericksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/18

Howey, Diana from Attain (McLean, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18

Hubbard, Joni from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/2/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/5/18
Direct Loans on 7/30/18
Professional Judgment on 7/6/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
Student Eligibility on 7/3/18
Verification on 7/12/18

Hubbard, Tomeco from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/3/20
Consumer Information on 2/5/20
Cost of Attendance on 1/30/20
Need Analysis on 2/7/20

Huber, Jeff from Beckfield College (Florence, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 1/30/17

Hudson, Andrew from Hiwassee College (Madisonville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/15

Hudson, Bria from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/20/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

Hudson, Lauri from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/6/17

Hudson, Rosetta from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/20/18
Application Process on 2/1/17
Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
Consumer Information on 5/14/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
Direct Loans on 12/7/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
Gainful Employment Test on 10/2/18
Need Analysis on 9/7/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/22/16
Student Eligibility on 2/1/17
Verification on 12/14/15

Hudson, Shawn from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/8/17
Direct Loans on 3/26/18
Professional Judgment on 3/13/19
Student Eligibility on 3/22/20
Verification on 2/21/20

Huffmon, Sammie from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/13/15

Hugee, Alicia from University of South Carolina at Aiken (Aiken, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/27/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hughes, Kristie from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/19
- Student Eligibility on 1/31/16

Huguenin, Ryan from University of North Florida (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 3/20/18

Hull, Branden from Southeastern University (Lakeland, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 5/21/18

Hulvey, Jennifer from University of Virginia School of Law (Charlottesville, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/30/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/11/18

Humphries, Wilmani from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/5/17
- Application Process on 10/26/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/6/17
- Direct Loans on 5/11/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/28/17
- Need Analysis on 9/8/17
- Professional Judgment on 9/6/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/2/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/8/17
- Verification on 9/1/17

Hundley, Deja from Fisk University (Nashville, TN) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/6/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/6/17
- Professional Judgment on 9/9/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/15
- Verification on 6/9/16

Hunt, Cheryl from College Aid Services, LLC (Miami, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/18/16
- Need Analysis on 9/15/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/13/16
- Verification on 9/14/16

Hunt, Octavia from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/28/17
- Direct Loans on 7/20/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/29/17

Hunter-Goldsworthy, Heidi from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/9/17
- Professional Judgment on 2/26/18

Hunter-Kidd, Patricia from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 4/16/19

Huntress, Catherine from Tallahassee Community College (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/19

Huntsberger, Brinley from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/29/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/20/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/7/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18
- Verification on 11/28/17

Hurd-Crank, Cathy from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/31/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/30/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/30/17

Hussey, Leigh Ann from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College (Perkinston, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/2/15
- Direct Loans on 10/20/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Hutchins, Wendy from Postlethwaite & Netterville (Terry, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/13/15
  Student Eligibility on 4/10/15

Hutchinson, Andrea from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 11/17/16

Hutchinson, Tracy from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 5 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/19/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/6/17
  Need Analysis on 1/31/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/5/17

Hutto, Samantha from Georgia Southern University Armstrong Campus (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/13/16
  Verification on 1/13/16

Hux, Pat from Halifax Community College (Weldon, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/30/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/5/18

Ilojiole, Brenda from Valencia College West Campus (Orlando, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/4/20

Imes, Jean from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/11/17
  Need Analysis on 5/28/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/9/18
  Verification on 6/9/18

Ingram, Patrick from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/14/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/21/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/16
  Verification on 1/15/16

Iniguez, Eliana from Florida National University (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credential:
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Isaac, Angela from Tallahassee Community College (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 1 credential:
  Application Process on 4/25/19

Isgett, Meaghan from Coker College (Hartsville, SC) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/16/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/17/19
  Direct Loans on 6/19/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/17/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/16/19

Jackson, Shwanna from Meridian Community College (Meridian, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/24/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/13/16

Jackson, Tracy from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/4/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/4/16

Jacobson, Michelle from Tri-County Technical College (Pendleton, SC) achieved 1 credential:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/17

James, Ashley from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 3/6/18

James, Patrick from University of Alabama in Huntsville (Huntsville, AL) achieved 6 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/15
  Direct Loans on 12/15/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/9/14
  Professional Judgment on 10/27/14
  Student Eligibility on 2/9/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
James, Rhonda from University of St. Augustine for Health Sciences (St. Augustine, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 7/4/17

Jared, Amy from Tri-County Technical College (Pendleton, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/5/17

Jarrell, Emily from South Piedmont Community College (Polkton, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/15/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/17
Verification on 11/16/18

Jarrett, Jason from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/5/19

Jarrett, Jessica from Tennessee Board of Regents (Nashville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/30/17
Need Analysis on 5/30/17
Verification on 7/18/17

Jasper, Irene from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 10/19/15

Jefferson, Chrystal from Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/9/16

Jefferson, Jameshia from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/19
Student Eligibility on 7/11/19

Jeffords, Lisa from University of South Carolina Sumter Campus (Sumter, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/15
Verification on 7/9/15

Jenkins, Beth from Jackson State Community College (Jackson, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/7/17
Professional Judgment on 1/31/19

Jenkins, Connie from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 3/2/17
Campus-Based Programs on 9/9/16
Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
Direct Loans on 6/29/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
Need Analysis on 9/9/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/3/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/3/16
Student Eligibility on 3/29/17
Verification on 12/15/15

Jimenez, Audra from North Georgia Technical College (Clarkesville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/4/19

Johnson, Angela from Jefferson Community & Technical College (Louisville, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/31/17
Professional Judgment on 5/31/17
Student Eligibility on 1/29/16
Verification on 1/31/16

Johnson, Ben from East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/10/19
Direct Loans on 7/5/19
Need Analysis on 7/11/19

Johnson, Beverly from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/17

Johnson, Debra from Radford University (Radford, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/7/15

Johnson, Katherine from Luther Rice University (Lithonia, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 7/11/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/18/18
Direct Loans on 7/31/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/30/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Need Analysis on 7/29/18
Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/9/18
Student Eligibility on 7/15/18

Johnson, Kim from Converse College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/19/18

Johnson, Mark from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/11/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/20

Johnson, Patrice from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/7/19

Johnson, Sean from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 6/14/16
Student Eligibility on 6/15/16

Johnson, Shatealy from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/18/17
Student Eligibility on 11/2/17

Johnston, Brenda from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/24/15

Jones, Ashley from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/18

Jones, Bonnie from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 10/21/15

Jones, Christina from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/12/17
Application Process on 5/17/18
Professional Judgment on 8/13/17
Student Eligibility on 11/16/17
Verification on 8/10/18

Jones, Connie from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/23/19
Application Process on 9/14/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/22/18
Cash Management on 12/6/19
Consumer Information on 3/15/19
Cost of Attendance on 9/30/18
Direct Loans on 3/14/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/21/18
Gainful Employment Test on 12/6/19
Need Analysis on 2/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/6/19
Professional Judgment on 11/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/4/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/19
Student Eligibility on 6/28/18
TEACH Grants on 6/28/18
Verification on 3/6/20

Jones, Courtney from Brenau University (Gainesville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/4/19

Jones, Janet from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/6/17
Student Eligibility on 10/25/17

Jones, Latrice from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 6/29/17
Student Eligibility on 9/10/17

Jones, Lindley from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 8/1/19
Student Eligibility on 7/29/19

Jones, Sarah from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/13/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jones, Shannon from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/8/15
Verification on 1/22/16

Jones, Shawna from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credential:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/10/19

Jones, Sheila from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Professional Judgment on 1/30/19

Jones, Sivia from Tidewater Community College (Norfolk, VA) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/5/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/7/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/10/20
Student Eligibility on 2/22/20

Jones, Tajuana from Chattahoochee Valley Community College (Phenix City, AL) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/4/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/21/18
Professional Judgment on 10/31/19
Student Eligibility on 3/18/19

Jones, Tamara from Atlanta Technical College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/7/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/5/18

Jordan, Christy from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 15 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/31/19
Application Process on 10/10/17
Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/18
Consumer Information on 1/31/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/6/17
Direct Loans on 9/20/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/7/17
Gainful Employment Test on 9/24/18
Need Analysis on 9/21/18
Professional Judgment on 11/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/31/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/2/17
Student Eligibility on 11/3/17
TEACH Grants on 6/25/18
Verification on 6/26/18

Jordan, Domoni from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/7/19
Need Analysis on 11/13/19

Jordan, Domoni from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/15/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/29/18
Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/18
Student Eligibility on 7/20/18

Jordan, Janice from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credential:
Application Process on 9/30/15

Jordan, Kimberly from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/7/17
Application Process on 11/10/16
Campus-Based Programs on 3/22/17
Consumer Information on 3/22/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/7/17
Direct Loans on 5/14/17
Need Analysis on 5/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/16
Student Eligibility on 3/26/17

Jordan, Kristie from Volunteer State Community College (Gallatin, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Direct Loans on 7/3/19

Jordan, Theresa from Williamsburg Technical College (Kingstree, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/19/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/14/17
Kalbfleisch, Kellie from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/31/17

Kamalsky, Sara from The University of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/18

Kamsler, Noah from East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/27/19

Kaufman, Sara from Broward College (Davie, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/4/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/30/18

Keddo, Dwain from Miami Dade College Hialeah Campus (Hialeah, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/27/16

Keeter, Tara from Halifax Community College (Weldon, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/5/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/5/18

Keith, Janice from Horry-Georgetown Technical College (Conway, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/27/13
  Verification on 12/16/13

Kellam, James from Converse College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/30/17
  Application Process on 9/27/16
  Cost of Attendance on 3/18/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/23/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/9/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/18/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/18

Kelley, Andrew from Southeastern University (Lakeland, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/20/17
  Need Analysis on 12/30/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/17
  Verification on 12/29/17

Kelly, Denitra from Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/22/18

Kelly, Michael from Trident Technical College (Charleston, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/9/18

Kelly, Patrick from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 4/17/19

Kenney, Stevie from St. Johns River State College Orange Park Campus (Orange Park, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/13/19

Kent, Courtney from St. Petersburg College (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/23/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/27/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/26/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/21/16
  Verification on 9/20/16

Keown, Laura from Centre College (Danville, KY) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/21/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/30/17
  Need Analysis on 5/31/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/4/16
  Professional Judgment on 6/19/18
  Verification on 10/8/18

Kerney, Patricia from University of South Florida Health (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/19

Kersten, Maggie from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/30/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ketterman, Kimberly from College of William & Mary (Williamsburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 11/4/16
  - Verification on 12/14/16

Key, Erica from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 5/18/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/31/18
  - Need Analysis on 6/5/18
  - Student Eligibility on 5/29/18
  - Verification on 6/11/18

Key, Malaika from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 1/15/16
  - Verification on 1/15/16

Kinback, Harold from Northern Virginia Community College Fairfax Campus (Fairfax, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 3/10/20

King, Becky from Eastern Kentucky University (Richmond, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/22/16
  - Direct Loans on 9/6/16

King, Bonita from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 10/27/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/11/16

King, Penny from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 11/19/13
  - Need Analysis on 11/26/13
  - Student Eligibility on 1/14/15

Kinlaw, Rosalind from University of South Carolina Regional Campuses (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 1/6/20

Kirk, Marquita from Mississippi University For Women (Columbus, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 7/29/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/29/16
  - Professional Judgment on 12/17/15

Kirkland, Lee Ann from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 13 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 6/22/17
  - Application Process on 5/12/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 8/31/16
  - Consumer Information on 5/12/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/15/17
  - Direct Loans on 12/19/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/18/15
  - Need Analysis on 9/7/16
  - Professional Judgment on 12/29/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/3/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/16
  - Student Eligibility on 5/12/17
  - Verification on 12/14/15

Kiser, Jessie from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 5/10/16

Knight, Heather from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/20
  - Verification on 11/22/19
  - Verification on 11/3/15

Knox, Janet from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 9/25/15

Knox, Kelly from Hampton University (Hampton, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/26/17
  - Professional Judgment on 5/19/17
  - Verification on 12/6/17

Konu, Sara from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 9/14/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 1/4/20
  - Verification on 9/12/17

Korsiuuk, Beata from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Kostyrna, Jennifer from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/12/15
Student Eligibility on 10/21/14

Kramer, Monica from Delta Career Education Corporation (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/17/15

Krishnan, Balasubramanian from Financial Aid Management for Education, Inc. (Fort Lauderdale, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 9/7/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/5/15
Student Eligibility on 9/10/15

Krouse, Travis from Columbia State Community College (Columbia, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/18

Krywko, Asha from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18
Student Eligibility on 12/6/17

Kuykendall, Adam from Jackson State Community College (Jackson, TN) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/28/19
Direct Loans on 6/26/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/24/19
Need Analysis on 7/23/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/15/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19
Student Eligibility on 6/28/19
Verification on 7/23/19

Kuzuoka, Gina from Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/13/16

LaBaun, Meshell from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/10/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/16/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/5/17
Professional Judgment on 12/29/16

Lackey, Kameron from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/27/18

Lagardere, Fabiola from San Ignacio University (Doral, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/21/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Laidler, Colleen from Tidewater Community College (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/19

Lamb, Christina from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 7/24/19
Campus-Based Programs on 8/22/19
Cash Management on 8/16/19
Consumer Information on 8/16/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/30/19
Direct Loans on 7/5/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/27/19
Need Analysis on 8/7/19
Student Eligibility on 7/25/19

Lamb, Elaine from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/10/16

Lamb, Kevin from Centre College (Danville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 10/2/15

Laney, Lindsey from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/19/15

Lanford, Leigh from Converse College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/3/18

Langston, Bill from Florida Southern College (Lakeland, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/23/19

Lanier, Derwin from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Consumer Information on 12/15/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16
Student Eligibility on 10/30/17

Lanier, Mary from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 10/25/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
  - Need Analysis on 11/1/16
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/12/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/16
  - Verification on 12/16/15

LaRocca, Debbie from Virginia Western Community College (Roanoke, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 6/2/15

Lassiter, Victoria from Trevecca Nazarene University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 11/16/18

Lawrence, Brittany from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 5/17/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17

Lawrence, Karen from Bethune-Cookman University (Daytona Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16

Lawrence, Stephanie from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 2/27/17
  - Application Process on 4/24/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 2/26/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/26/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/10/16
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/16/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 6/12/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/24/16
  - Student Eligibility on 5/7/16
  - Verification on 5/17/17

Lawson, Karissa from University of Central Florida (Orlando, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 11/13/18
  - Direct Loans on 4/9/19
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/29/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/14/18
  - Student Eligibility on 2/25/20

Le, Tu from Northern Virginia Community College Fairfax Campus (Fairfax, VA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 12/16/17
  - Professional Judgment on 6/10/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/1/17
  - Verification on 3/11/18

Leach, Julie from University of North Carolina at Pembroke (Pembroke, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 5/24/17
  - Consumer Information on 5/23/17

Ledezma, Abigail from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 3/12/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/11/19

Lee, Natasha from Middle Tennessee State University (Murfreesboro, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/15

Lee, Saerom from Kaplan Higher Education (Fort Lauderdale, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/29/20

Lee, Tracy from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 7/27/18

Legg, Lorie from Kheaa (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/16/16

Leggett, Teresa from Martin Community College (Williamston, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 11/8/16

Legleiter, Natalie from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 12/20/17
  - Student Eligibility on 12/6/18
  - Verification on 12/14/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Leistico, Susan from The University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/12/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/18/16
  Verification on 12/17/16

Lemieux, Susan from Anderson University (Anderson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 3/20/18

Lemmon, Monique from Morris College (Sumter, SC) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/26/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/27/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/27/19

Lenderman, Victoria from Forsyth Technical Community College (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/30/18

Leonard, Anita from Greenville Technical College (Greenville, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/9/14

Levister, Anton from University of North Carolina at Pembroke (Pembroke, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/17

Lewis, Amanda from Longwood University (Farmville, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/19/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/18
  Verification on 6/20/17

Lewis, Angelina from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/24/19

Lewis, Darlene from East Tennesse State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/25/19
  Verification on 2/13/18

Lewis, John from Christian Brothers University (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/16

Lewis, Julie from Piedmont College (Demorest, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/13/16
  Professional Judgment on 12/29/15
  Verification on 12/18/15

Lewis, Latoya from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/14/19

Lewis, Lori from Warren Wilson College (Asheville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/15/19

Lewis, Marla from University of North Florida (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/4/18

Lewis, Sheila from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
  Application Process on 1/20/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/17
  Consumer Information on 5/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 3/24/17
  Direct Loans on 1/26/17
  Need Analysis on 5/8/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/15/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16
  Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Lifsey, Laura from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/8/17
  Need Analysis on 12/13/19

Likes, Jennifer from Bellarmine University (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/16

Lilley, Stephen from Leon's Beauty School (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/28/17
  Cash Management on 6/28/17

Lindo, Lily from Miami Dade College Medical Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/16/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Lindsey, John from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/11/18
Application Process on 9/6/16
Campus-Based Programs on 6/24/18
Cash Management on 11/3/19
Consumer Information on 10/12/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/2/19
Direct Loans on 9/12/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/20/15
Gainful Employment Test on 10/11/18
Need Analysis on 12/3/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/3/19
Professional Judgment on 11/3/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/18
Student Eligibility on 9/10/16
TEACH Grants on 6/18/18
Verification on 11/19/18

Linker, Jamie from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/3/17
Student Eligibility on 9/25/15
Verification on 9/26/15

Linn, Andrew from The University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Direct Loans on 10/29/19

Linville, Tyler from Lander University (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credential:
Student Eligibility on 11/22/19

Linzey, Scott from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
Cash Management on 4/27/18

Liss, Audrey from The University of West Florida (Pensacola, FL) achieved 1 credential:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/13

Lloyd, Nicholas from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credential:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19

Lofton, Della from Kaplan Inc., Ft. Lauderdale (Ft. Lauderdale, FL) achieved 1 credential:
Administrative Capability on 5/13/18

Lones, Stefanie from Tennessee Wesleyan College (Athens, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Application Process on 11/30/16

Long, Gretchen from Carson-Newman University (Jefferson City, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Application Process on 1/12/17

Long, Tina from Roane State Community College (Harriman, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16

Longley, April from Tidewater Community College (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 11/12/15

Lopes, Zilma from Robeson Community College (Lumberton, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/2/17
Verification on 8/12/18

Lopez, Jarrod from Georgetown College (Georgetown, KY) achieved 1 credential:
Student Eligibility on 6/2/19

Lopez, Niurka from Ave Maria University (Ave Maria, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/4/20
Verification on 3/24/18

Lord, Julie from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 10/31/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/26/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/18
Student Eligibility on 6/25/18
Verification on 6/27/18

Love, Kayla from Columbia State Community College (Columbia, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Professional Judgment on 1/21/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Lovett, Dameion from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 5/8/19

Lowder, Theresa from Berea College (Berea, KY) achieved 14 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/25/17
  Application Process on 6/4/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/17
  Cash Management on 12/6/18
  Consumer Information on 11/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/18/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/17/16
  Need Analysis on 1/6/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/21/16
  Professional Judgment on 5/22/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/17
  Verification on 11/16/17

Lowe, Ashley from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/31/19
  Consumer Information on 7/31/19
  Need Analysis on 12/16/19

Lowrimore, Michael from East Mississippi Community College Mayhew Campus (Mayhew, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/6/15

Loydd, NeQuoia from University of South Florida Health (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/19

Loza, Lillian from Southern Adventist University (Collegedale, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/31/15

Lucas, Alexandra from Northern Virginia Community College Fairfax Campus (Fairfax, VA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/4/18
  Application Process on 7/24/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/14/16
  Direct Loans on 9/24/16
  Need Analysis on 8/22/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/10/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/26/16
  Verification on 12/17/16

Lucky, Delicia from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/5/13
  Need Analysis on 11/19/13
  Student Eligibility on 11/13/13

Lunkin, George from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/14

Lunsford, Heather from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 1/29/19
  Verification on 12/17/18

Luppens, Sheryl from Saint Leo University (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 8/25/19

Lyles, Jennifer from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/6/13
  Need Analysis on 11/20/13

Lynch, Stephanie from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/3/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/28/18

Lynn, Jacquelyn from University of South Carolina Sumter Campus (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/25/19

Lytle, Kendra from Liberty University (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 10/23/15

Mabe, Dena from Greensboro College (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Student Eligibility on 11/14/16

MacDonald, Donna from Valencia College (Orlando, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/4/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/4/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/29/19
Student Eligibility on 2/24/20
Verification on 4/13/18

Mackey, Jeannie from University of South Carolina Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 4/21/15

Mackey-Crim, Shirley from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/7/17

Mahoney, Regina from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/12/18

Maind, Kiran from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/16/19

Major, Randi from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/8/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/8/18
Professional Judgment on 11/6/18

Majrooh, Nahid from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 10/21/16
Student Eligibility on 10/24/16

Mak, Sally from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/25/18

Malbrough, Lois from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/18
Gainful Employment Test on 6/18/18
Need Analysis on 5/26/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/3/17

Malicoate, Jessica from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/9/18

Malone, Holly from Northeast State Community College (Blountville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/1/16
Verification on 6/30/16

Malone, Theodore from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/22/16
Campus-Based Programs on 6/14/16
Cash Management on 7/6/17
Consumer Information on 2/14/17
Gainful Employment Test on 9/15/17
Professional Judgment on 6/15/16

Manning, Jessica from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/16

Manning, Tina from Coastal Pines Technical College (Jesup, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/7/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/18/15
Need Analysis on 9/28/16
Professional Judgment on 11/11/15
Verification on 11/10/15

Manrique, Alex from Cambridge Institute of Allied Health & Technology (Delray Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18

Mantilla, Leilani from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Manuel, Charles from Leon’s Beauty School (Greensboro, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/3/18
Cash Management on 6/28/17
Professional Judgment on 8/6/18

Mapes, Christi from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Marchante, Tiziana from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 4/4/18

Mark, Robin from St Johns River State College (St Augustine, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 11/20/19

Markel, Dawn from St. Johns River State College St. Augustine Campus (St. Augustine, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 11/22/19

Marquez, Britney from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 12 credentials:
   Application Process on 2/20/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 5/23/19
   Cost of Attendance on 7/19/19
   Direct Loans on 8/17/19
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/28/19
   Need Analysis on 7/22/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/10/19
   Professional Judgment on 2/1/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 1/15/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/18
   Student Eligibility on 7/16/19
   Verification on 8/29/18

Marshall, Lana from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/27/19
   Direct Loans on 7/8/19
   Student Eligibility on 7/1/19

Martin, Brandy from University of the Cumberlands (Williamsburg, KY) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 7/19/17
   Cost of Attendance on 8/28/17
   Need Analysis on 8/30/17
   Student Eligibility on 7/23/17
   Verification on 8/23/17

Martin, Kristen from Southern Wesleyan University (Central, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 7/18/16

Marvin, Jessica from University of Virginia (Charlottesville, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 11/30/17

Mason, Chelsea from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 1/15/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/15/19

Mason, Kara from Georgetown College (Georgetown, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 4/17/18
   Need Analysis on 4/28/16
   Student Eligibility on 10/11/17

Mason, Toyann from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/21/16
   Professional Judgment on 1/20/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 4/27/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/16
   Verification on 1/21/16

Masters, Jordan from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 10 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 8/7/19
   Application Process on 9/22/17
   Cost of Attendance on 9/22/17
   Direct Loans on 10/31/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/7/17
   Professional Judgment on 11/7/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/17
   Student Eligibility on 11/7/17
   Verification on 11/7/17

Mathis, Andrena from Gwinnett Technical College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/15/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Mathis, Catrina from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 1/14/17
  - Application Process on 9/16/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/21/17
  - Student Eligibility on 9/22/16

Matthews, Jermele from Auburn University (Auburn, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/18
  - Student Eligibility on 7/3/18

Matthews, Kathie from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Direct Loans on 5/26/16

Matthews, Meagan from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/15/16
  - Professional Judgment on 6/23/16
  - Verification on 1/13/16

Matthews, William from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 3/9/18
  - Verification on 11/19/19

Matthias, Melissa from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/25/19
  - Consumer Information on 11/21/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 11/6/19
  - Need Analysis on 12/9/19
  - Professional Judgment on 10/16/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/16/18

Mattox, Gregory from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 3/14/19
  - Application Process on 9/13/18
  - Campus-Based Programs on 9/27/18
  - Cash Management on 3/12/19
  - Consumer Information on 3/13/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 2/20/19
  - Direct Loans on 10/19/18
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/18
  - Gainful Employment Test on 2/25/19
  - Need Analysis on 2/21/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/26/19
  - Professional Judgment on 3/7/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 2/27/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/18/18
  - Student Eligibility on 9/25/18
  - TEACH Grants on 2/19/19
  - Verification on 2/18/19

Mauger, James from Northern Virginia Community College Alexandria Campus (Alexandria, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/31/17

Maupin, Michael from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credential:
  - Consumer Information on 2/14/20

Maxfield, Dianne from Jenzabar, Inc. (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 8/2/17
  - Professional Judgment on 3/22/17
  - Student Eligibility on 8/18/16
  - Verification on 9/28/16

Maxwell, Andrew from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Need Analysis on 11/26/19

Mayer, Kevin from George Mason University (Fairfax, VA) achieved 1 credential:
  - Student Eligibility on 5/20/15

Mayer, Patrick from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 1/31/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/28/17
  - Need Analysis on 7/6/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Maynard, Debbie from Tennessee Technological University (Cookeville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/27/17
Verification on 2/24/17

McAllister, Robert from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/15/18
Cash Management on 4/25/18
Consumer Information on 4/27/18
Gainful Employment Test on 10/1/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/26/18
Professional Judgment on 2/28/18
Verification on 2/27/18

McAllister, Tabatha from Retired from the University of South Carolina Regional Campuses (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/2/18

McCamy, Kendall from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 1/20/16
Cost of Attendance on 10/15/16
Direct Loans on 10/18/16
Need Analysis on 10/17/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/12/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/16
Student Eligibility on 9/19/16
Verification on 10/7/16

McCarroll, Lesia from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College Perkinston Campus (Perkinston, MS) achieved 1 credential:
Direct Loans on 9/2/15

McCarty, Deborah from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credential:
Student Eligibility on 11/22/14

McClain, Shelby from Brenau University (Gainesville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 8/3/18
Student Eligibility on 8/6/18

McConnell, Marcia from Berry College (Mount Berry, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/30/17
Direct Loans on 12/2/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/1/17
Professional Judgment on 8/8/17
Verification on 12/2/17

McCoy, Wanda from Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 4/8/16

McCoy, Yvette from Morehouse College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 4/8/16

McCrary, Kevin from Bethune-Cookman University (Daytona Beach, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 7/1/18
Need Analysis on 8/4/18
Student Eligibility on 8/7/18
Verification on 8/6/18

McCraw, Stella from Blue Ridge Community College (Flat Rock, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/1/16
Student Eligibility on 8/18/16

McCray, Shemeka from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credential:
Application Process on 10/2/16

McCullars, Ellen from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 2/2/17
Campus-Based Programs on 9/8/16
Need Analysis on 9/8/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16
McCurdy, Lauren from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/31/18
Verification on 1/24/18

McDevitt, Roberta from University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/23/16

McDonald, Stacey from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/31/19

Mcelroy, Marci from Richmond Community College (Hamlet, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/11/19

McFadden II, Andre from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 7/20/19
Direct Loans on 7/23/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/21/19
Need Analysis on 7/21/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/16/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/21/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/20/19
Student Eligibility on 7/20/19

McGivney, Sean from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/5/16
Verification on 5/12/16

McIlrath, Nancy from Oconee Fall Line Technical College (Sandersville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/6/16

McIver, Valerie from North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/29/18

McKee, Catherine from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/30/18

 McKinney, Timothy from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/16/16

McLaughlin, Wanda from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/5/16

McLean, Tiffany from Coastal Pines Technical College - Waycross (Waycross, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/8/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/15/15
Need Analysis on 9/26/16
Professional Judgment on 11/19/15
Verification on 11/18/15

McLendon, Peggy from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/7/16

McLeod, Courtney from Charleston Southern University (Charleston, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19

McMahon, Jeremiah from Keiser University Jacksonville Campus (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/26/19
Application Process on 5/14/18
Cash Management on 6/24/19
Need Analysis on 5/21/18
Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
Verification on 7/23/18

McMillan, Donna Marie from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/21/16

McMullen, Tracy from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/5/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/27/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

McWhorter, Tina from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/12/18
Verification on 12/20/17

Medina, Aura from Altierus Career College, Tampa Campus (Tampa, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 1/2/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 8/23/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/25/18
Student Eligibility on 12/31/18
Verification on 8/23/18

Meehan, Wendy from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 10/11/17
Student Eligibility on 10/27/14

Mehta, Miti from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/26/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15

Mekus, Anna Beth from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/15/19
Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Mendenall, Robert from The College Funding Center of SC, LLC (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/10/15

Mention, Timothy from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/17

Mercer, Gabriell from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/19/18

Meredith-Castle, Tammy from Morehead State University (Morehead, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/4/16

Messingschlager, Mark from Thomas More College (Crestview Hills, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/28/17
Direct Loans on 6/16/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/29/16
Verification on 1/28/16

Middleton, Deana from University of Southern Mississippi (Hattiesburg, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/3/16
Direct Loans on 9/10/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/15

Middleton, Kelleigh from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/25/17

Milam, Elizabeth from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 7 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/27/16
Need Analysis on 1/1/15
Professional Judgment on 6/27/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/19/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/2/17
Student Eligibility on 1/18/16
Verification on 3/23/15

Miles, Jonathan from Central Alabama Community College (Alexander City, AL) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/4/15
Cash Management on 7/28/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/20/17
Professional Judgment on 4/12/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/15
Verification on 11/20/15

Miley, Brooke from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/31/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/26/16

Miller, Angel from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/9/17
Professional Judgment on 12/31/16

Miller, Benjamin from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Miller, Elaine from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/1/19

Miller, Elizabeth from University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/27/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/8/17

Miller, Jamesen from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/13/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/17/19
  Need Analysis on 7/14/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/7/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/2/19

Miller, Jonah from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/3/18
  Professional Judgment on 4/3/18

Miller, Mary from Southern Wesleyan University (Central, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/15/16

Miller, Sharon from (St Petersburg, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/5/17

Miller, Stephanie from Central Alabama Community College (Alexander City, AL) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/7/16
  Application Process on 6/25/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/17/17
  Cash Management on 9/21/16
  Consumer Information on 10/1/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/28/15
  Direct Loans on 6/4/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/7/16
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/29/18
  Need Analysis on 5/30/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/7/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/17/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/17/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/9/16
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/16
  Verification on 6/8/16

Miller, Steven from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/2/19

Miller, Tiffany from University of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/27/17
  Cost of Attendance on 7/25/17
  Professional Judgment on 2/28/17

Milsap, Stormy from Spartanburg Methodist College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/30/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/19

Mitchell, Elizabeth from Transylvania University (Lexington, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 11/12/18
  Direct Loans on 6/19/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/18/19
  Verification on 11/16/18

Mitchell, Emmilee from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/25/17
  Application Process on 2/25/17
  Cash Management on 4/9/20
  Cost of Attendance on 11/13/17
  Direct Loans on 12/8/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/29/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/29/16
  Verification on 1/15/16

Mitchum, Lori from Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation (Nashville, TN) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/13/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/8/17
  Consumer Information on 5/6/19
  Need Analysis on 11/1/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Moncure, Betty from Jackson State University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 1/11/17
- Direct Loans on 12/23/14
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/7/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/17/14
- Professional Judgment on 12/9/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/5/15

Monroe, Cynthia from Millsaps College (Jackson, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 5/22/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/24/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/18/17

Monroe, Syreeta from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 6/24/17
- Professional Judgment on 11/16/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/8/17

Montanye, Alison from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/25/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/12/18
- Need Analysis on 10/26/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/31/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/6/18
- Verification on 6/25/18

Montgomery, Vickie from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/13/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/12/17

Montoya, Eusebio from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/13/18
- Need Analysis on 2/1/18
- Student Eligibility on 1/13/18
- Verification on 1/31/18

Moore, Angela from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/17/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/4/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/9/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/24/18

Moore, Brianna from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/19

Moore, Emily from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/28/17
- Verification on 1/5/14

Moore, Jacob from Pellissippi State Technical Community College (Knoxville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/7/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/31/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/14/17

Moorer, Keyscha from Claflin University (Orangeburg, SC) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 7/31/17

Morales, Susana from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/13/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/21/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/17/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/11/19

Moran, Aimee from St. Thomas University (Miami Gardens, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/18

Moran, Gema from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 1/31/20

Moreno, Jennifer from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Application Process on 7/15/18
Professional Judgment on 7/22/18
Student Eligibility on 3/8/18

Morgan, Beryl from The College of the Florida Keys (Key West, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/18

Morgan, Cara from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/5/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/17
  Verification on 4/12/18

Morgan, Deshawn from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/26/18

Morgan, Jessa from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/28/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/25/17

Morgan, Laura from Columbia State Community College (Columbia, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/11/17

Morgan, Mike from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/8/19
  Verification on 12/20/19

Morgan, Patricia from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/23/18

Morgan, Romena from Virginia University of Lynchburg (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/13/18
  Need Analysis on 6/16/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/16/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/18
  Verification on 12/17/18

Morgan, Tasha from Southern Wesleyan University (Central, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/1/17

Morris, Charidy from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/15/16

Morris, Crystal from Davidson County Community College (Lexington, NC) achieved 11 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/1/18
  Cash Management on 12/15/19
  Consumer Information on 5/12/18
  Cost of Attendance on 11/22/17
  Direct Loans on 12/4/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/29/18
  Need Analysis on 7/6/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/17
  Professional Judgment on 1/21/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/27/19
  Verification on 11/18/17

Morris, Jimmy from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/30/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/17

Morris, Kimberly from Fort Valley State University (Fort Valley, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/13/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/3/15
  Need Analysis on 6/15/16
  Professional Judgment on 11/2/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/16/16
  Verification on 12/21/15

Morris, Megan from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/9/14

Morris, Tabatha from Tennessee Technological University ( Cookeville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/11/17

Morrison, Scott from Bridgewater College (Bridgewater, VA) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/12/17
  Application Process on 2/15/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Morrissette, Denise from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/1/16

Moseley, Michael from The University of Mississippi (University, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/4/16

Mosley, Miracle from Winthrop University (Rock Hill, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 3/20/18
Need Analysis on 12/14/19
Verification on 11/13/15

Moss, Alyssa from Chattanooga State Community College (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/5/19

Moten, Keith from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/9/16

Mott, Kimberly from East Central Community College (Decatur, MS) achieved 11 credentials:
Application Process on 7/20/15
Campus-Based Programs on 7/27/16
Consumer Information on 5/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/21/15
Direct Loans on 8/28/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/27/15
Need Analysis on 7/21/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/4/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/16
Student Eligibility on 9/28/16
Verification on 9/29/16

Moyers, Susan from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/20/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/8/19
Professional Judgment on 6/12/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/13/18
Verification on 12/8/16

Mudd, Vicktoria from Luckes Beauty Academy (Newport News, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/7/15

Muhammad, Khaleelah from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 10/9/15
Cost of Attendance on 4/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/2/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/16
Student Eligibility on 7/31/18

Mundrean, Vanessa from Wyotech, Daytona Beach Campus (Ormond Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/27/17

Mundy, Ashley from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/16/19

Murph, Johnathan from Carson-Newman University (Jefferson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/12/17

Murray, Danielle from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 5/16/19

Muse-Beggs, Gail from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/3/17
Consumer Information on 1/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/19/15
Direct Loans on 9/3/15
Need Analysis on 7/21/15
Professional Judgment on 12/1/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Mwango, Kamia from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 5/27/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/26/16

Myers, Jamie from State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota (Bradenton, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/21/17
- Need Analysis on 3/9/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/12/17

Myers, Tiffany from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/2/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/20/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/20

Myrick, Tykesha from Northern Virginia Community College (Fairfax, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 12/8/15

Naef, Cathy from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credential:
- Need Analysis on 12/6/19

Nall, Rolland from North Greenville University (Tigerville, SC) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 6/20/19

Nazario, Elsa from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/26/19
- Cash Management on 2/28/19
- Consumer Information on 5/31/19
- Direct Loans on 8/24/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/13/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/11/19
- Need Analysis on 7/22/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/22/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/21/19
- Verification on 9/2/18

Neel, Sandra from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
- Consumer Information on 9/29/18
- Cost of Attendance on 4/5/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/21/15
- TEACH Grants on 10/8/19
- Verification on 2/19/16

Nefe, Ian from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/10/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/24/18

Nelson, Dustin from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 2/12/15

Nelson, Evelyn from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 9/15/19

Nelson, Megan from Leon's Beauty School (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 7/12/17

Nesbitt, Kenyetta from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/20/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/18/19
- Direct Loans on 7/21/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/22/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/8/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/17/19

Nettles, Lindsey from Charleston Southern University (Charleston, SC) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Neuenschwander-hurley, Kimberly from Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools (Falls Church, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Newman, Jenny from Asbury Theological Seminary (Wilmore, KY) achieved 1 credential: *Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cash Management on 12/10/18
Nicholas, Karla from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 8/23/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/18
- Verification on 9/5/18

Nicholson, Andrea from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 2/12/20

Nicol, Patricia from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/13/13

Nipple, Whitney from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cash Management on 11/29/18
- Direct Loans on 6/20/19

Noblitt, Brenda from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 7/25/17

Noragon, Tammy from Middle Tennessee State University (Murfreesboro, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/15

Nordstrom, Autumn from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 10/18/19

Northington, Carrie from Belmont University (Nashville, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
- Application Process on 10/18/16
- Professional Judgment on 11/8/18

Nowak, Ashley from Chattahoochee Technical College (Acworth, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/11/20
- Cash Management on 3/10/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/12/20
- TEACH Grants on 3/11/20
- Verification on 3/10/20

O’bryan, Diana from Bob Jones University (Greenville, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 4/9/20

O’Hearn, Dennis from Santa Fe College (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 12/4/16

O’Neill, Zachary from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/27/19

O’Sullivan, Linda from Piedmont College (Demorest, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15
- Professional Judgment on 12/29/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/21/16
- Verification on 12/15/15

Odom, Amber from Belmont University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/21/17

Ofosu, Amber from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/29/17
- Cash Management on 9/29/17

Ogletree, Kristyn from Tennessee Technological University (Cookeville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/10/17

Olasunkanmi, Rachael from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/25/17
- Need Analysis on 12/26/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/27/17
- Verification on 12/28/17

Oliver, Sharon from North Carolina Central University (Durham, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/15/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/8/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/17

Oliver, Taylor from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/29/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18
Student Eligibility on 7/17/18

Ordaz, Yaylyn from Florida National University South Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/17/19

Orning, Helen from Horry-Georgetown Technical College (Conway, SC) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/20/20
Professional Judgment on 3/29/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/28/20
Student Eligibility on 3/11/20

Ortiz, Eduardo from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/24/14

Ortiz, Jenninfer from Ultimate Medical Academy (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18

Otto, Mary from Campbell University (Buies Creek, NC) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 3/20/18
Cost of Attendance on 4/30/18
Direct Loans on 7/30/18
Professional Judgment on 5/18/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/25/18
Student Eligibility on 4/30/19

Overcash, Kim from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/14/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/6/19
Need Analysis on 6/2/18
Professional Judgment on 6/3/18

Overholt, Meghann from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/24/15

Owens, Robin from Atlanta Metropolitan State College (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/29/17

Owens, Victoria from Simmons College of Kentucky (Louisville, KY) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/7/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/9/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/28/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/4/17
Student Eligibility on 12/9/18
Verification on 12/4/17

Pacious, Francis from Kaplan Higher Education (Ft Lauderdale, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/28/17

Pagan, Denise from Galen College of Nursing - Tampa/St. Petersburg (Saint Petersburg, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 12/21/18
Direct Loans on 8/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/25/18
Student Eligibility on 12/21/18
Verification on 8/23/18

Page, Julius from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 1/20/20
Consumer Information on 1/20/20
Cost of Attendance on 1/19/20
Need Analysis on 1/20/20

Palmer, Kelly from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 11/13/19
Verification on 2/11/20

Palomo, Janelle from Southern Wesleyan University (Central, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 7/15/16

Panchana, Elena from Altierus Career College, Norcross Campus (Norcross, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 2/20/19
Direct Loans on 6/12/18
Professional Judgment on 2/22/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/18
Student Eligibility on 2/8/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 6/20/18
Paris, Theresa from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15

Park, Marcia from Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/18/17
Verification on 12/8/18

Parker, Mandie from Truett-McConnell University (Cleveland, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/29/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
Professional Judgment on 1/14/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16

Parks, Cynthia from Fort Valley State University (Fort Valley, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 4/7/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/30/15
Professional Judgment on 12/29/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/16
Verification on 12/29/15

Parks, Hunter from Jefferson College of Health Sciences (Roanoke, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 9/13/16
Need Analysis on 10/28/15
Student Eligibility on 9/14/16

Parness, Megan from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/23/19

Parrott, Lou from Morris College (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18

Paton, Suzanne from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/19/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16

Patrick, Nicole from Mississippi University For Women (Columbus, MS) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 4/30/15
Campus-Based Programs on 2/16/15
Consumer Information on 10/17/16
Cost of Attendance on 5/6/15
Direct Loans on 12/9/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/8/15
Need Analysis on 6/2/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/15/14
Professional Judgment on 11/20/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/17/16
Student Eligibility on 2/13/15
Verification on 7/23/16

Patterson, Brenda from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 9 credentials:
Application Process on 7/17/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/25/19
Direct Loans on 7/26/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/26/19
Need Analysis on 7/19/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/25/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19
Student Eligibility on 7/24/19
Verification on 7/19/19

Patterson, Daniel from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
Need Analysis on 2/1/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/22/17
Verification on 1/30/17

Patterson, Lynne from North Carolina Wesleyan College (Rocky Mount, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/3/19

Patton, Connie from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Achieved Credentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paulson, Christopher</td>
<td>Horry-Georgetown Technical College (Conway, SC)</td>
<td>1 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne, Asia</td>
<td>University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY)</td>
<td>2 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payne, Jacquelyn</td>
<td>Belhaven University (Jackson, MS)</td>
<td>3 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacock, Martha</td>
<td>Wake Technical Community College (Raleigh, NC)</td>
<td>2 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Jennifer</td>
<td>Wingate University (Wingate, NC)</td>
<td>6 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson-Loomis, Ephraimia</td>
<td>University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN)</td>
<td>5 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peebles, Ciara</td>
<td>East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA)</td>
<td>3 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemberton, Amy</td>
<td>Bluegrass Community &amp; Technical College (Versailles, KY)</td>
<td>3 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendergrast, Runan</td>
<td>Bluegrass Community &amp; Technical College (Versailles, KY)</td>
<td>2 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennington, Betty</td>
<td>Jackson State Community College (Jackson, TN)</td>
<td>5 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez, Jose</td>
<td>University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN)</td>
<td>4 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Kiana</td>
<td>Mercer University (Macon, GA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkinson, Brittany</td>
<td>Longwood University (Farmville, VA)</td>
<td>2 credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Brooke</td>
<td>University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA)</td>
<td>9 credentials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Perry, Melissa from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 5/5/17
  - Direct Loans on 3/29/18
  - Need Analysis on 12/3/19
  - Verification on 7/16/15

Peters, Laura from KHEAA (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/16/16

Peters, Laurabeth from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 10/28/19

Peterson, Andra from Gwinnett Technical College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 6/30/16

Petrik, Joy from Seminole State College of Florida (Sanford, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Petit, Alana from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/17

Piana, Cynthia from Aquinas College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/26/16

Pichey, Justin from Columbia College (Columbia, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 5/24/19
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/3/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/29/19

Pickett, Ashley from Benedict College (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Piper, Tony from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 2/14/18
  - Application Process on 2/1/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
  - Cash Management on 4/25/18
  - Consumer Information on 5/2/17
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
  - Direct Loans on 12/7/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
  - Gainful Employment Test on 10/1/18
  - Need Analysis on 9/7/16
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/26/18
  - Professional Judgment on 12/22/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/2/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16
  - Student Eligibility on 2/1/17
  - TEACH Grants on 10/3/18
  - Verification on 12/14/15

Pirone, Melodie from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/4/16
  - Professional Judgment on 1/4/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/13/17
  - Verification on 2/7/16

Pitonyak, Matthew from Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 6/3/15
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16

Pittman, Brenda from William Carey University (Hattiesburg, MS) achieved 16 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 5/10/17
  - Application Process on 7/6/15
  - Campus-Based Programs on 4/25/16
  - Cash Management on 8/11/17
  - Consumer Information on 10/21/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 4/27/16
  - Direct Loans on 9/6/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/25/15
  - Need Analysis on 7/20/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/26/18
Professional Judgment on 7/28/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/8/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/23/16
Student Eligibility on 8/22/16
TEACH Grants on 9/15/17
Verification on 9/12/16

Pizzo, Lauren from Emory & Henry College (Ceres, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/26/12
  Student Eligibility on 12/26/12

Poe, Eric from Strayer University (Herndon, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/20/14

Poe, Micki from Dyersburg State Community College (Dyersburg, TN) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/1/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/8/17
  Consumer Information on 5/2/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/7/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/1/17

Poff, Allison from South Piedmont Community College (Polkton, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/13/18
  Verification on 12/13/18

Polanco, Caroline from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/9/19

Pollard, Ashlee from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/16/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/23/19
  Direct Loans on 6/28/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/2/19
  Need Analysis on 6/21/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/20/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/5/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/19/19
  Verification on 6/25/19

Poole, Laura from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/10/18

Poole, Vickie from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/6/17
  Application Process on 2/27/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/4/17
  Verification on 6/26/18

Portela, Odalys from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/12/14

Porter, Lauren from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/10/16

Posey, Lilian from Miami Dade College Kendall Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/13/20

Powers, Carla from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/15

Prescott, Veronica from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/4/19

Presson, Stephanie from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/25/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/6/17
  Verification on 12/14/16

Preston, Vicki from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/4/18

Price, Candace from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/18

Price, Donna from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Pridgen, Terrell from Lenoir Community College (Kinston, NC) achieved 3 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/4/18
- Student Eligibility on 9/5/18
- Verification on 9/11/18

Priest, Jennifer from Transylvania University (Lexington, KY) achieved 2 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/16
- Verification on 6/25/16

Prisock, Donna from Millsaps College (Jackson, MS) achieved 9 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/15
- Consumer Information on 10/13/16
- Cost of Attendance on 5/23/17
- Direct Loans on 12/15/14
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/26/17
- Professional Judgment on 10/27/14
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/16/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/9/15
- Verification on 2/9/15

Proctor, Felecia from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/16/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/7/19
- Professional Judgment on 3/6/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/20
- Student Eligibility on 11/1/19

Pruitt, Kylie from Trevecca Nazarene University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 11/22/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/6/18

Pulido, Jordan from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 11 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/20/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
- Direct Loans on 7/5/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/19
- Need Analysis on 7/23/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/2/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/15/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/22/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/25/19
- Verification on 7/24/19

Quackenbush, Candice from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 8 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/22/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/22/19
- Direct Loans on 6/17/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/20/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/17/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/22/19
- Verification on 11/19/19

Quick, Donna from Emmanuel College (Franklin Springs, GA) achieved 17 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 6/30/16
- Application Process on 6/25/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/22/16
- Cash Management on 7/1/16
- Consumer Information on 7/7/16
- Cost of Attendance on 7/1/16
- Direct Loans on 6/22/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/28/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 10/5/17
- Need Analysis on 6/29/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/2/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Quinlan, Meghan from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 3/13/15

Quinn, Andrew from University of Mary Washington (Fredericksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/26/18

Quinn, Arthur from Saint Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary (Boynton Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/18

Quinn, James from J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College (Richmond, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/23/20

Rabil, Alison from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/7/16
Consumer Information on 12/21/16

Ragan, Katie from Carson-Newman University (Jefferson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/24/17

Ransom, Nicole from College of Coastal Georgia (Brunswick, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 1/8/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/9/18
Verification on 1/9/18

Ranson, Chris from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/14/17
Consumer Information on 12/1/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/11/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/10/17
Student Eligibility on 9/22/16
Verification on 9/14/16

Rapp, Tracy from Haywood Community College (Clyde, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/19/19

Ratcliff, Nicolette from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 11/7/19

Rath, Jenine from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/22/17
Professional Judgment on 6/30/16

Ratliff, Christopher from University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/12/16
Verification on 12/14/16

Ray, Courtney from Athens Technical College (Athens, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 9/21/15

Ray, Patricia from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/4/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/6/17

Rayner, Jill from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/17/18
Application Process on 7/2/18
Campus-Based Programs on 6/2/18
Cash Management on 6/17/18
Consumer Information on 10/31/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/17/18
Direct Loans on 11/7/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/31/18
Gainful Employment Test on 6/16/18
Need Analysis on 10/31/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/7/18
Professional Judgment on 5/28/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/5/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/28/18
Student Eligibility on 6/3/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
TEACH Grants on 6/2/18
Verification on 6/15/18

Rector, Lawrence from University of the Cumberlands (Williamsburg, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 3/23/18
Direct Loans on 5/12/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/14/15

Redford, Carrie from Lindsey Wilson College (Columbia, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/18/15

Redlund, Samantha from University of Central Florida (Orlando, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/20

Redwood, Patricia from Eastern Virginia Medical School (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 9/17/15

Reed, Karen from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/19

Reed, Kevin from Trevecca Nazarene University (Nashville, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 1/26/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/10/17
Professional Judgment on 11/2/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/16

Reed, Michelle from Piedmont College (Demorest, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/12/16
Professional Judgment on 12/22/15
Verification on 1/14/16

Reel, Meredith from Shenandoah University (Winchester, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/14/17
Verification on 4/26/17

Reich, Ashley from Liberty University (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/25/20
Professional Judgment on 2/26/20

Renaud, Nicholle from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 8/1/18
Student Eligibility on 8/2/18

Resto, Diana from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/16

Rettig, Katherine from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/13/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/7/18

Revels, Paige from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/19
Verification on 12/1/17

Reves, Katherin from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/4/15
Verification on 9/9/17

Reynolds, Debra from Alcorn State University (Alcorn State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/18/16

Riaz, Sana from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 7/22/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
Direct Loans on 7/24/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/16/19
Need Analysis on 2/27/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/14/19
Student Eligibility on 7/8/19

Richmond, Joyce from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/7/16

Richmond, Laura from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/21/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/18

Rickenbaker, Monique from Benedict College (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Ricker, April from South Florida State College (Avon Park, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/13/15

Ricks, Ruchelle from Roanoke-Chowan Community College (Ahoskie, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/21/19

Riener, John from Northern Virginia Community College Springfield Campus (Springfield, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Ritchie, Katie from Longwood University (Farmville, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/16/19

Ritter, Erin from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Rivera, Alexander from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/7/19

Rivera, Alexander from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/31/20

Robbins, Abby from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/10/19

Roberson, Diane from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 2/25/16
Professional Judgment on 3/1/16

Roberts, Journey from Hopkinsville Community College (Hopkinsville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
Verification on 11/6/15

Robinson, Andrew from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/23/20

Robinson, DeAndra from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 2/28/18
Student Eligibility on 12/15/17
Verification on 10/25/17

Robinson, Kim from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/12/16

Robinson, Norma from Barry University (Miami Shores, FL) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 8/10/18
Direct Loans on 7/7/19
Need Analysis on 5/30/18
Professional Judgment on 12/31/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/6/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/18
Student Eligibility on 8/11/18
Verification on 8/17/18

Rock, Clara from The University of Mississippi (University, MS) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/20/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/15
Student Eligibility on 9/27/16

Rodgers, Melinda from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/31/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Rodriguez, Laura from Walters State Community College (Morristown, TN) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 1/10/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/26/17
Need Analysis on 12/18/19
Professional Judgment on 7/26/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/17/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/28/16
Student Eligibility on 5/7/17
Verification on 7/26/16

Rogers, Katie from Zenith Education Group (Tampa, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 8/17/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/18
Verification on 9/5/18

Rogers, Samantha from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/16

Rogers, Shektiha from Alamance Community College (Graham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/18

Rone, Vernell from Alamance Community College (Graham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 5/25/17

Ross, Brena from Wake Technical Community College (Raleigh, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/27/17

Rossell, Yusmellin from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/13

Roszell, Janette from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/11/16
Application Process on 11/8/16
Campus-Based Programs on 10/4/16
Cash Management on 4/15/19
Consumer Information on 5/9/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/4/17
Direct Loans on 5/15/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/30/18
Gainful Employment Test on 7/23/18
Need Analysis on 4/10/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/17/17
Professional Judgment on 7/4/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/18/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/12/17
Student Eligibility on 12/13/16
Verification on 8/20/18

Rotunna, Mario from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/16/18

Rowell, Tyrie from University of South Carolina Lancaster Campus (Lancaster, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/29/18
Need Analysis on 12/5/19
Professional Judgment on 7/3/19

Rozborski, Joanne from Pensacola State College (Pensacola, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/8/19
Cash Management on 6/8/19

Rubalcava, Erick from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/12/19

Rudisill, Lacy from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/3/19
Verification on 3/7/20

Ryan, Alexandra from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/19/15
Professional Judgment on 11/18/15

Ryan, Nicole from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 12/27/19
Rymer, Danielle from University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 9/30/19

Sajja, Padmaja from Luther Rice University (Lithonia, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/26/18
Student Eligibility on 7/31/18

Salyers, Jason from Ashland Community & Technical College (Ashland, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/20/19

Sampson, Timothy from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/25/18

Samuels, Stephanie from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/7/13
Need Analysis on 11/12/13
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/15/15
Student Eligibility on 11/19/13

Sanchez, Daniel from University of North Carolina Wilmington (Wilmington, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/2/17

Sanchez, Kathleen from Full Sail University (Winter Park, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/16/18

Sandefur, Kourtney from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/13/19

Sanders, John from University of Pikeville (Pikeville, KY) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 11/8/17
Cost of Attendance on 11/8/17
Direct Loans on 7/1/19
Need Analysis on 11/8/17
Student Eligibility on 11/8/17
Verification on 11/8/17

Sanders, Lakisha from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 5/8/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/17/17
Cash Management on 7/30/18
Cost of Attendance on 6/24/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/7/16
Student Eligibility on 5/15/17

Sanders, Tinisha from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/29/18

Sandlin, Holly from University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/25/17
Professional Judgment on 5/9/17

Sanford, Starlar from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/22/17
Application Process on 6/21/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/15/17
Consumer Information on 5/15/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/23/15
Need Analysis on 6/30/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/23/16
Student Eligibility on 6/24/17
Verification on 12/15/15

Saraceno, Victoria from The College of the Florida Keys (Key West, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/16/19
Verification on 11/20/15

Sartini, Chad from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/25/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/17

Satterfield, Cerrie from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 10/5/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/13/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/13/16
Student Eligibility on 10/6/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Saviolis, John from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Professional Judgment on 3/7/16

Sawyer, Trisha from College of the Albemarle (Elizabeth City, NC) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Verification on 2/18/20

Scaggs, Bradley from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 11/7/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/20/17
  Professional Judgment on 4/4/16

Scandrick, Sony’a from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:  
  Direct Loans on 5/21/15
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/25/15
  Need Analysis on 3/13/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/22/15

Schaaf, Marla from Tusculum University (Greeneville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 11/7/19

Schillizzi, Dominic from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 3 credentials:  
  Cost of Attendance on 5/23/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/17
  Verification on 11/18/15

Schoof, Jennifer from College of Coastal Georgia (Brunswick, GA) achieved 9 credentials:  
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/5/20
  Cash Management on 4/12/19
  Consumer Information on 2/5/20
  Cost of Attendance on 1/8/18
  Direct Loans on 1/8/18
  Need Analysis on 2/5/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/9/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/26/19
  Verification on 1/8/18

Schroader, Ashley from George Mason University (Fairfax, VA) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Cash Management on 11/29/18

Schultz, Craig from SAE Institute of Technology - Nashville (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 12/26/19

Schulz, Amanda from Christopher Newport University (Newport News, VA) achieved 4 credentials:  
  Direct Loans on 7/16/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/10/18
  Verification on 2/23/18

Schumeyer, Megan from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 2 credentials:  
  Need Analysis on 1/28/20
  Student Eligibility on 4/6/20

Schutt, Candi from Austin Peay State University (Clarksville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Verification on 3/2/20

Schworn, Edward from Florida International University (Miami, FL) achieved 11 credentials:  
  Application Process on 6/20/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/27/19
  Direct Loans on 7/5/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/27/19
  Need Analysis on 6/26/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/15/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/10/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/25/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/25/19
  Verification on 6/27/19

Scoggins, Amy from Southern Regional Technical College (Thomasville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:  
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/30/16

Scott, Felicia from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 11 credentials:  
  Administrative Capability on 3/13/17
  Application Process on 1/20/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/2/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cash Management on 5/15/19
Consumer Information on 1/21/20
Direct Loans on 1/26/17
Need Analysis on 1/21/20
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/11/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16
Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Scott, Will from St. Petersburg College (Clearwater, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/28/17

Scott-Smith, Tara from Southwest Tennessee Community College (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/24/19

Sealy, Janelle from Winthrop University (Rock Hill, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/24/19

Seawright, Olivia from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/17/15

Seibert, Mallorie from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/27/18

Sekul, Michelle from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community CollegeJackson County Campus (Gautier, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/16

Selby, Geoffrey from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 4/11/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/24/16
Student Eligibility on 10/30/17

Self, Laura from The Board of Regents of The University System of Georgia (Atlanta, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 12/13/16
Cost of Attendance on 5/8/17
Direct Loans on 5/7/17
Need Analysis on 5/15/17
Student Eligibility on 12/15/16
Verification on 11/22/17

Self, Rosemary from Holmes Community College (Goodman, MS) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/30/15
Cost of Attendance on 7/15/15
Direct Loans on 9/3/15
Need Analysis on 7/16/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/22/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/1/15

Seraphin, Ange from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/10/19
Direct Loans on 4/11/17

Sethman, Ronald from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 9/11/16

Shanks, Anastasia from Albany State University (Albany, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 6/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/17/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/20/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/19
Student Eligibility on 7/11/19

Shannon, LaToya from Bethune-Cookman University (Daytona Beach, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16

Shaulis, Maria from Financial Aid Services (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/26/16

Shearer, Sarah from University of North Carolina at Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/12/19
Cost of Attendance on 3/11/19

Shelton, Vanessa from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/24/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Sheppard, Amanda from Milligan College (Milligan College, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/30/17

Shervington, Nicole from University of North Florida (Jacksonville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Shockley, Sarah from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 5/26/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/24/17
  Need Analysis on 5/25/17

Showalter, David from Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/3/15
  Direct Loans on 5/26/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16

Shuler, Shawnee from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/12/18

Shumard, Denise from The University of Tampa (Tampa, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/9/17
  Need Analysis on 11/16/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/17/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/17
  Verification on 11/17/17

Siat, Caitlin from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/17

Siddell, Robyn from Alabama State University (Montgomery, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/5/15
  Student Eligibility on 10/15/15

Simmons, Aireyll from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/28/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/28/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/18

Simmons, Aria from Georgia State University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/11/16
  Application Process on 6/10/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/25/19
  Consumer Information on 9/28/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/11/16
  Direct Loans on 5/13/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/7/16
  Need Analysis on 6/12/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/11/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/10/16
  Student Eligibility on 4/24/16
  Verification on 6/8/16

Simmons, Nolan from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/5/19

Simmons, Sean from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/29/16

Simmons, Timley from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/7/18

Simmons-McNally, Kenya from Rasmussen College - Ocala (Ocala, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/8/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/8/18

Simms, Lauren from Elizabethtown Community & Technical College (Elizabethtown, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/13/16

Simonds, Deanna from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/28/18
  Application Process on 6/28/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Simons, Sipera from Bluegrass Community & Technical College Cooper Campus (Lexington, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/8/16

Simpson, Andrea from Surry Community College (Dobson, NC) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 2/15/20
  Consumer Information on 2/14/20
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/19
  Verification on 1/30/19

Sims, Lillian from University of South Carolina Regional Campuses (Columbia, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/1/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/19/19

Sims, Shon from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 3/23/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/31/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/2/17

Singletary, Amber from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/13/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/23/16
  Cost of Attendance on 12/13/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/3/15
  Need Analysis on 5/26/16
  Professional Judgment on 11/13/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/16
  Verification on 9/18/15

Sisk, John from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/13/13
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/14

Skeen, Adrienne from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 5/29/15

Sloan, Okjin from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/18/18

Sloan, Rhonda from Morehead State University (Morehead, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/28/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/2/19

Sloan, Sherron from The Florida State University (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Smith, Amy from Sullivan University System, Inc.Lexington Campus (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/5/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/6/17

Smith, Andria from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/2/17

Smith, Anna-Marie from The University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/12/17

Smith, Athena from Fort Valley State University (Fort Valley, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/16

Smith, Breanna from Hillsborough Community College (Tampa, FL) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/2/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/9/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/13/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/21/16
  Verification on 9/12/16

Smith, Bryan from Trevecca Nazarene University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/6/18
Smith, Cassandra from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 2/12/19

Smith, Cierra from Northwest-Shoals Community College (Muscle Shoals, AL) achieved 8 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 12/6/17
   Cost of Attendance on 11/22/19
   Direct Loans on 5/7/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/28/18
   Professional Judgment on 10/22/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/11/18
   Student Eligibility on 3/19/19

Smith, Crystal from Blue Ridge Community College (Flat Rock, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 4/3/20

Smith, Cynthia from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 7/27/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 4/22/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/13/16

Smith, Dawn from Elizabethtown Community & Technical College (Elizabethtown, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 5/21/19

Smith, Dean from Winston-Salem State University (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18

Smith, Deanean from University of Tennessee at Martin (Martin, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 1/31/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/15
   Student Eligibility on 6/14/17

Smith, Donovan from Toccoa Falls College (Toccoa Falls, GA) achieved 7 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 11/22/19
   Cash Management on 3/9/20
   Consumer Information on 11/22/19
   Cost of Attendance on 11/1/19
   Need Analysis on 11/21/19
   TEACH Grants on 3/9/20
   Verification on 3/9/20

Smith, Jamie from Alcorn State University (Alcorn State, MS) achieved 11 credentials:
   Application Process on 7/13/15
   Campus-Based Programs on 5/5/15
   Consumer Information on 1/7/17
   Cost of Attendance on 7/17/15
   Direct Loans on 12/17/14
   Need Analysis on 7/23/15
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/19/14
   Professional Judgment on 12/10/14
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/10/16
   Student Eligibility on 4/22/15
   Verification on 5/6/15

Smith, Jennifer from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 12/23/18

Smith, Jernitha from Central Carolina Technical College (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 4/30/15

Smith, Kaitlyn from Saint Leo University (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/19

Smith, Karen from The University of Memphis (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 5/23/18

Smith, Lane from Samford University (Birmingham, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 4/21/19
   Student Eligibility on 4/20/19

Smith, LJ from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/26/18
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/5/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 7/31/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Smith, Megan from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 7 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/17/15
- Consumer Information on 10/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 5/6/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/15/14
- Professional Judgment on 11/20/14
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/16
- Student Eligibility on 2/13/15

Smith, Melissa from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/21/19
- Direct Loans on 3/19/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/16

Smith, Shana from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 12/19/16

Smith, Spencer from University of North Carolina At Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Smith, Susan from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/13/17
- Application Process on 3/10/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/15/16
- Cash Management on 6/25/18
- Consumer Information on 5/13/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/5/16
- Direct Loans on 5/13/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/10/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/26/18
- Need Analysis on 9/23/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/14/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/3/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/6/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/14/16
- Student Eligibility on 4/28/17
- TEACH Grants on 5/25/18
- Verification on 1/12/16

Smith, Tabitha from Gordon State College (Barnesville, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/13
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/5/20
- Student Eligibility on 4/1/20

Smith, Teala from ProEducation Solutions, LLC (Sarasota, FL) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/5/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/26/19
- Direct Loans on 7/25/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/17/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/9/19

Smith, Tyler from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 10/22/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/12/16

Smucker, Rachel from Appalachian State University (Boone, NC) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/5/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/18

Snavely, Vanessa from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 4/6/18

Snodgrass, Amy from First Coast Technical Institute (St Augustine, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 3/25/18

Soldato, Heather from Blue Ridge Community College (Weyers Cave, VA) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Sollberger, Robyn from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 11 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 1/31/17
- Application Process on 6/6/18
- Cost of Attendance on 4/22/19
- Need Analysis on 11/27/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/15/18
- Professional Judgment on 1/11/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/14/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/21/18
- TEACH Grants on 10/29/19
- Verification on 12/2/16

Spagnoli, Traci from Lynn University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 5 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 8/19/19
- Application Process on 10/11/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/10/19
- Student Eligibility on 8/2/18

Sparks, Jessica from Eastern Kentucky University (Richmond, KY) achieved 3 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 5/12/16
- Direct Loans on 6/30/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/15/16

Speer, Jennifer from Middle Tennessee School of Anesthesia (Madison, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 5/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/24/15

Speight, Sandra from Tallahassee Community College (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 1 credential:

- Direct Loans on 4/24/19

Spiers, William from Tallahassee Community College (Tallahassee, FL) achieved 7 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 7/12/17
- Application Process on 5/11/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/19/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/18/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/16/17
- Student Eligibility on 5/11/17
- Verification on 10/23/17

Spivey, Cristen from Galen College of Nursing-Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credential:

- Student Eligibility on 11/23/19

Spivey, Danielle from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 11/7/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/17/14
- Verification on 11/10/15

Spratley, Saamori from Virginia State University (Petersburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:

- Verification on 12/27/19

Springmier, Michele from Sullivan University System, Inc. (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credential:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/31/17

Spurlin, Margaret from Edward Via College of Osteopathic Medicine (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credential:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Stabile, S. Beckett from Edfinancial Services (Knoxville, TN) achieved 1 credential:

- Campus-Based Programs on 11/21/17

Stables, Michael from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 11/5/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/8/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/27/18

Stahl, Stephanie from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 9 credentials:

- Application Process on 3/12/20
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/29/19
- Cost of Attendance on 10/28/19
- Need Analysis on 3/12/20
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/30/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Stains, Rachele from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/28/17
- Cost of Attendance on 10/9/17
- Direct Loans on 10/9/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/9/17
- Need Analysis on 10/10/17
- Professional Judgment on 10/12/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/11/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/5/17
- Student Eligibility on 10/12/17

Stambaugh, Mollie from Georgia Southern University Armstrong Campus (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credential:
- Need Analysis on 9/27/16

Standridge, Michelle from Spalding University (Louisville, KY) achieved 10 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/22/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/23/17
- Cash Management on 8/3/17
- Consumer Information on 12/8/18
- Cost of Attendance on 5/12/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/21/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/17/16
- Professional Judgment on 11/21/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/4/15

Stansberry, Terri from Walters State Community College (Morristown, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 7/26/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/16

Stansell, Maggie from Berry College (Mount Berry, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 11/18/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19

Stark, Tamara from University of Alabama in Huntsville (Huntsville, AL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 10/20/16
- Student Eligibility on 10/14/16
- Verification on 10/21/16

Starling, Christin from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/2/17
- Cost of Attendance on 3/31/17
- Direct Loans on 1/26/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/11/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 2/10/17

Starr, Monica from Florence-Darlington Technical College (Florence, SC) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 5/21/16

Staton, Kimberly from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/22/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/23/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/23/19

Staufenbiel, Loretta from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/13/16
- Direct Loans on 10/20/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/15
- Student Eligibility on 11/4/15

Steen, Anrika from The University of Alabama at Birmingham (Birmingham, AL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/25/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/25/19

Stehlin, Jessica from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Stephens, Alisa from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/13/17
  Direct Loans on 3/10/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
  Professional Judgment on 1/15/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/11/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/11/16
  Student Eligibility on 3/10/17
  Verification on 1/15/16

Stern, Barbara from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/24/16

Stevens, Heather from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/3/17
  Student Eligibility on 8/7/15

Stewart, Sharroan from Douglas - Cherokee Economic Authority, Inc. (Morristown, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/26/19

Stewart, Tycie from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 12/4/19

Stinson, Alexis from University of West Georgia (Carrollton, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/26/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/16/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/19

Stoner, Holly from University of South Carolina (Columbia, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 2/27/18

Stott, Julie from Wofford College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 6/3/15

Stroup, Katherine from Delta State University (Cleveland, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/10/16

Sturgeon, Mitchell from Northern Kentucky University (Highland Heights, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/31/18
  Student Eligibility on 10/31/18

Stutts, Meredith from Caldwell Community College & Technical Institute (Hudson, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/3/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/13
  Verification on 11/19/19

Suarez, Katherine from Valencia College East Campus (Orlando, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/13/16

Sullivan, Meghan from Northern Virginia Community College Loudon Campus (Sterling, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 3/5/20

Sullivan, Samantha from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/30/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
  Consumer Information on 2/25/19
  Need Analysis on 5/11/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/12/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/27/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/13/15
  Student Eligibility on 5/5/17
  Verification on 7/21/16

Summers, Regina from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/7/18

Summers, Tiffany from Lipscomb University (Nashville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/30/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/17

Summers, Tykeeta from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/19/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 7/23/19
Direct Loans on 7/24/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/25/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19
Student Eligibility on 7/18/19
Verification on 10/28/19

Suttles, Tonja from Spartanburg Community College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 3/26/18
  Professional Judgment on 4/15/19

Swan, NaTasha from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/30/16
  Need Analysis on 9/1/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16

Sweatmon, Savannah from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/17/19

Swendsen, Amanda from Berry College (Mount Berry, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 7/6/18

Swider, Tricia from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 1/29/19

Swing, Ashley from Wake Technical Community College (Raleigh, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/17/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/7/15

Swinney, Sandra from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/31/17
  Need Analysis on 11/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/3/17
  Verification on 11/6/17

Swoveland, Kristine from Bluegrass Community & Technical College (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 5/25/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/28/17

Tague, Kenneth from Miami Dade College InterAmerican Campus (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/9/14

Talley, Debra from Birmingham-Southern College (Birmingham, AL) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/7/19
  Direct Loans on 11/14/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/8/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/5/19

Tappin, Nancy from Emory University (Atlanta, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/5/13
  Need Analysis on 11/13/13
  Student Eligibility on 11/19/13

Tardy, Sonya from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/27/20

Tate, Angela from Lanier Technical College (Oakwood, GA) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/23/17
  Application Process on 11/4/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/6/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/4/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/8/15
  Professional Judgment on 12/8/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/16
  Student Eligibility on 11/9/16
  Verification on 5/4/16

Tatum, Emma from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/26/19
  Consumer Information on 11/21/19
  Cost of Attendance on 11/1/19
  Need Analysis on 12/9/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Taylor, Brenda from College of Coastal Georgia (Brunswick, GA) achieved 15 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/10/17
  Application Process on 2/17/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/21/17
  Cash Management on 4/7/19
  Consumer Information on 7/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/8/14
  Direct Loans on 4/11/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/9/18
  Need Analysis on 7/1/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/10/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/22/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/10/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/16
  Student Eligibility on 2/23/17
  Verification on 12/23/15

Taylor, Jennifer from University of North Carolina At Asheville (Asheville, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/18

Taylor, Yolanda from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 2/3/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/13/16

Teasley, Kristie from Chattahoochee Technical College (Marietta, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/17/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/18
  Verification on 6/29/18

Tehrani, Ariana from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15
  Professional Judgment on 12/18/15

Thach, Linda from Virginia University of Lynchburg (Lynchburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/18

Thomas, Candace from Itawamba Community College (Fulton, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 1/6/15

Thomas, Chris from Berea College (Berea, KY) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/25/18
  Consumer Information on 12/17/18
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/17

Thomas, Jackie from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/20/16

Thomas, Jennifer from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 5/30/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/31/18
  Verification on 2/12/18

Thomas, Lakea from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 9/17/19

Thomas, Letrell from Ogeechee Technical College (Statesboro, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/9/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/9/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/16

Thomas, Megan from Longwood University (Farmville, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 8/29/16

Thomas, Rosa from Hampden-Sydney College (Hampden Sydney, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/2/14

Thompson, Deborah from Southern Crescent Technical College (Griffin, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/30/16

Thompson, Lisa from Belhaven University (Olive Branch, MS) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/7/17
  Cost of Attendance on 9/29/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/5/17
  Need Analysis on 9/17/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Professional Judgment on 3/3/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/4/17
Student Eligibility on 8/20/17

Thompson, Robert from Coastal Carolina University (Conway, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/10/20

Thorne, Lori from Jackson State Community College (Jackson, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/31/19

Thornton, Mae from East Central Community College (Decatur, MS) achieved 11 credentials:
Application Process on 7/16/15
Campus-Based Programs on 7/27/16
Consumer Information on 5/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/21/15
Direct Loans on 8/28/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/27/15
Need Analysis on 7/22/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/4/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/16
Student Eligibility on 9/27/16
Verification on 9/28/16

Thornton, Randall from Vance-Granville Community College (Henderson, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/5/19

Thornton, Valez from Belmont University (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/26/16

Tinsley, Amanda from Western Kentucky University (Bowling Green, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/30/18

Tippit, Darby from Spartanburg Methodist College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/20

Tipps, Carla from University of the South (Sewanee, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/28/19
Verification on 12/14/18

Todd, Linnea from (Herndon, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/31/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/4/18
Verification on 7/29/15

Todd, Martha from Forsyth Technical Community College (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/2/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/17
Verification on 11/20/14

Tollefson, Deborah from University of North Carolina At Greensboro (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/15/16

Tomfohrde, Tammy from Lincoln Memorial University (Harrogate, TN) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/7/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/4/18
Verification on 3/13/18

Toney, Deanna from Northern Virginia Community College (Annandale, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/22/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/14

Torkos, Jonathan from New College of Florida (Sarasota, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/6/16

Towers, Jennifer from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 6/29/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Towns, Jill from Georgia Military College (Milledgeville, GA) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/14/17
Application Process on 1/18/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/11/17
Consumer Information on 5/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 3/31/17
Direct Loans on 12/6/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16
Need Analysis on 5/11/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Townsend, Kenneth from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/7/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/10/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/17

Townsend, Lori from Tidewater Community College (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credential:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/1/13

Trautwein, Bryan from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 9 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/17/16
- Direct Loans on 6/28/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/9/16
- Need Analysis on 1/24/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/31/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/11/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/24/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/4/15
- Verification on 12/1/15

Traylor, Yolanda from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/10/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/13/18

Tretter, April from Bellarmine University (Louisville, KY) achieved 14 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 6/9/16
- Application Process on 6/6/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/21/18
- Cash Management on 7/1/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/14/16
- Direct Loans on 7/16/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/9/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 4/15/18
- Need Analysis on 6/5/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/28/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/10/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/6/16
- Verification on 6/8/16

Trigg, Cedric from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/10/15
- Cost of Attendance on 3/18/19
- Need Analysis on 4/4/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/30/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/27/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/20/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/6/15

Tulloss, Celena from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/5/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/5/16

Tumuluru, Melissa from Rollins College (Winter Park, FL) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/25/20

Turner, Angelia from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/22/16

Turner, Ashley from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
- Direct Loans on 12/7/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
- Need Analysis on 9/7/16
- Professional Judgment on 12/22/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Turner, Debra from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 17 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 1/30/17
- Application Process on 12/22/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/2/16
- Cash Management on 1/27/17
- Consumer Information on 4/6/18
- Cost of Attendance on 11/3/16
- Direct Loans on 5/11/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/31/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/4/18
- Need Analysis on 5/2/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/18/16
- Professional Judgment on 12/12/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/6/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/16
- Student Eligibility on 12/20/16
- TEACH Grants on 12/14/16
- Verification on 4/30/18

Turner, Derek from East Tennessee State University (Johnson City, TN) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 7/27/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/18

Turner, Jessica from Alamance Community College (Graham, NC) achieved 1 credential:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/17

Turner, Kathi from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credential:

- Student Eligibility on 9/26/15

Turner, LaKeesha from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credential:

- Application Process on 10/8/15

Turnson, Sasha from Barry University (Miami Shores, FL) achieved 3 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 5/30/19
- Professional Judgment on 2/10/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/19

Tyda, Kelly from Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN) achieved 8 credentials:

- Application Process on 1/30/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
- Consumer Information on 2/25/19
- Need Analysis on 5/11/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/27/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/16
- Student Eligibility on 5/5/17
- Verification on 7/21/16

Tyndall, Lori from North Carolina Wesleyan College (Rocky Mount, NC) achieved 2 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 12/14/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/18

Ungerleider, Michael from James Madison University (Harrisonburg, VA) achieved 1 credential:

- Verification on 11/30/16

Unterseeher, Beth from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credential:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/16

Vafaei, Sam from Northern Virginia Community College Fairfax Campus (Fairfax, VA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 4/3/18
- Professional Judgment on 12/9/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Valencia, Magda from Northern Virginia Community College Annandale Campus (Arlington, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 11/1/14

Valentine, Karis from Chattanooga State Community College (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 11/7/17

Vanhorn, Amber from Rhodes College (Memphis, TN) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 8/13/17

Vasquez, David from Gwinnett Technical College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:

Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/9/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/19

Vasquez, Katherine from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 10/17/18

Venable, Bethany from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Need Analysis on 11/26/19

Vernon, Sierra from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:

Need Analysis on 1/23/20

Vickers, Shannon from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 5 credentials:

Application Process on 5/15/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/7/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/13/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/13/16
Student Eligibility on 5/14/17

Villaverde, Kimberly from Beckfield College (Florence, KY) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 5/20/16

Vineyard, Katie from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 4 credentials:

Application Process on 6/24/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/21/18
Need Analysis on 7/24/18
Student Eligibility on 6/30/18

Visnjic, Eldina from Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton, FL) achieved 2 credentials:

Return of Title IV Funds on 10/28/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18

Voelmle, Joseph from Florida SouthWestern State College (Fort Myers, FL) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 2/18/20

Vollmer, Matthew from ECPI University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 2 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 8/17/15
Verification on 8/13/15

Voorhees, Chadwick from University of North Carolina Wilmington (Wilmington, NC) achieved 1 credentials:

Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/17

Wade, Kyle from Spartanburg Methodist College (Spartanburg, SC) achieved 5 credentials:

Application Process on 3/29/20
Consumer Information on 3/30/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/31/20
Student Eligibility on 3/31/20
Verification on 3/31/20

Wade, Monica from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 6 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 3/1/17
Application Process on 9/28/16
Campus-Based Programs on 7/26/16
Consumer Information on 10/25/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/1/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/2/16

Wages, Amy from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 9 credentials:

Application Process on 7/14/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/19/19
Direct Loans on 7/23/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/6/19
Need Analysis on 7/21/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/25/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Walker, Cheryl from Chattanooga State Community College (Chattanooga, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/22/18

Walker, Christopher from University of Georgia (Athens, GA) achieved 13 credentials:
Application Process on 3/5/18
Campus-Based Programs on 3/2/17
Cash Management on 3/12/19
Consumer Information on 3/9/17
Cost of Attendance on 2/27/17
Direct Loans on 11/14/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/9/18
Need Analysis on 3/16/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/16/17
Professional Judgment on 10/19/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/18/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/23/16
Verification on 12/18/17

Walker, Dentaveous from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/31/19

Walker, Jody from Southeastern University (Lakeland, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 7/13/17

Walker, Margie from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 5 credentials:
Cash Management on 1/28/19
Cost of Attendance on 5/31/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/20/16
Student Eligibility on 10/30/15
Verification on 11/13/15

Walker, Rebecca from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/4/16
Student Eligibility on 9/7/15
Verification on 9/7/15

Walker, Robert from Retired from the University of Montevallo (Tupelo, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/6/19

Walker, Stacy from University of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS) achieved 12 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/8/15
Application Process on 1/23/15
Campus-Based Programs on 4/8/15
Cost of Attendance on 2/2/15
Direct Loans on 10/20/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/9/15
Need Analysis on 2/17/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/14
Professional Judgment on 12/2/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/25/15
Student Eligibility on 4/9/15
Verification on 4/9/15

Wallace, Dareth from Strayer University (Herndon, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/25/16

Wallace, Jo from Tennessee College of Applied Technology - McKenzie (Mc Kenzie, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17

Wallace, Katherine from University of South Carolina Beaufort (Beaufort, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/12/19

Wallace, Steven from Jefferson Community & Technical College (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/25/16
Verification on 1/25/16

Wall, Tahirah from Altierus Career College, Norcross Campus (Norcross, GA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 2/21/19
Direct Loans on 8/17/18
Professional Judgment on 2/21/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/18
Student Eligibility on 2/21/19
Verification on 8/17/18

Walls, Tiffany from North Carolina A & T State University (Greensboro, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/13/18

Walters, Jeffrey from Lee University (Cleveland, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/15

Walton, Arlisha from Rust College (Holly Springs, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/28/20

Ward, Precious from Central Carolina Community College (Sanford, NC) achieved 5 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/24/19
Professional Judgment on 5/11/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/17
Student Eligibility on 5/24/19
Verification on 8/12/18

Warden, Sonya from College of Central Florida (Ocala, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 1/22/18
Need Analysis on 5/24/18
Student Eligibility on 4/5/18

Ware, Kate from Midway University (Midway, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/29/16

Ware, Richard from University of Mary Washington (Fredericksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/14/17

Warf, Grant from Augusta University (Augusta, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 5/11/18

Warfield, Dana from Hopkinsville Community College (Hopkinsville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/6/15
Verification on 11/6/15

Warner, Grace from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/4/19

Warren, Rebecca from East Georgia State College (Swainsboro, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/6/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/14/16
Verification on 11/6/15

Washington, Alexander from University of Mississippi Medical Center (Jackson, MS) achieved 11 credentials:
Application Process on 3/9/15
Campus-Based Programs on 4/8/15
Cost of Attendance on 2/9/15
Direct Loans on 11/12/14
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/10/15
Need Analysis on 12/22/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/25/14
Professional Judgment on 12/2/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/25/15
Student Eligibility on 4/9/15
Verification on 4/8/15

Washington, Apryll from Mississippi Institution of Higher Learning (Jackson, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 10/26/14

Washington, Shanequa from Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 12/6/16
Campus-Based Programs on 11/10/17
Cost of Attendance on 11/9/17
Direct Loans on 11/1/16

Washington, Tia from The University of North Carolina at Charlotte (Charlotte, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/29/18
Verification on 12/14/18

Wasson, Alex from Transylvania University (Lexington, KY) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/25/20
Application Process on 6/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/11/19
Direct Loans on 7/25/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/22/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/19
Student Eligibility on 7/1/19

Waters, Leanne from Newberry College (Newberry, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/22/19
  Verification on 2/20/20

Watkins, Jacoby from D. A. Dorsey Educational Center (Miami, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/16/18

Watkins, Morgan from Jacksonville State University (Jacksonville, AL) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/30/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/30/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/19

Weaver, Jessica from Armstrong State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/14

Weaver, Sarah from Coastal Carolina University (Conway, SC) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/25/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/19

Webb, Holly from Nashville State Community College (Nashville, TN) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/9/18

Weber, Nina from Georgia Gwinnett College (Lawrenceville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/23/18
  Consumer Information on 3/26/19

Weddle, Leanne from Campbellsville University (Campbellsville, KY) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/19/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/8/19
  Direct Loans on 7/15/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/13/19
  Need Analysis on 6/27/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/21/19

Weese, Lacey from Tennessee Wesleyan College (Athens, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/1/16
  Professional Judgment on 1/21/19

Weibley, Elizabeth from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/27/16

Weik, Deborah from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/7/18

Weiss, Heather from Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University (Blacksburg, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/6/19

Welch, Pamela from Palm Beach State College (Lake Worth, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/19

Weldon, Kendra from Gordon State College (Barnesville, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/20
  Student Eligibility on 4/2/20

Wells, Corinne from University of Tennessee at Martin (Martin, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/30/17
  Professional Judgment on 7/14/16
  Student Eligibility on 6/15/17
  Verification on 7/13/16

Wells, Melissa from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/14/18
  Application Process on 2/1/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/26/17
  Cash Management on 3/15/18
  Consumer Information on 5/2/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
  Direct Loans on 12/7/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/20/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gainful Employment Test on 10/1/18
Need Analysis on 4/26/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/25/18
Professional Judgment on 2/27/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/26/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/20/18
Student Eligibility on 2/1/17
TEACH Grants on 10/3/18
Verification on 2/15/18

Wesley, Beverly from Abraham Baldwin Agriculture College (Tifton, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/15/16

Wessels, Beth from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 9/11/15

West, Evelyn from Belhaven University (Jackson, MS) achieved 3 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 3/25/15
   Student Eligibility on 3/22/15
   Verification on 3/31/15

Westberry, Anita from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 9 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 4/9/18
   Application Process on 10/31/17
   Cash Management on 3/23/18
   Consumer Information on 4/16/19
   Need Analysis on 11/15/17
   Professional Judgment on 5/4/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/4/19
   Student Eligibility on 11/3/17
   Verification on 11/6/17

Westbrook, Lacie from Mercer University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 6/7/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/16

Weston, Courtney from ECPI University (Virginia Beach, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 9/5/15

Whitaker, Stephen from Kentucky Community & Technical College System (Versailles, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 5/23/18
   Gainful Employment Test on 5/24/18

White, Audrey from Samford University (Birmingham, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 4/26/17

White, Elizabeth from Central Carolina Technical College (Sumter, SC) achieved 2 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/2/16
   Verification on 11/5/15

White, Leslie from East Central Community College (Decatur, MS) achieved 7 credentials:
   Application Process on 7/16/15
   Campus-Based Programs on 7/11/16
   Cost of Attendance on 7/22/15
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/11/16
   Need Analysis on 7/22/15
   Student Eligibility on 9/27/16
   Verification on 9/28/16

White, Melissa from Tusculum University (Greeneville, TN) achieved 2 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 11/7/19
   Professional Judgment on 1/16/19

White, Nakyta from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/8/16
   Student Eligibility on 11/29/16

Whittle, Mary from Georgia Northwestern Technical College (Rome, GA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 2/2/17
   Application Process on 11/10/16
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/20/16
   Student Eligibility on 11/2/16

Wiggins, Jessica from Jacksonville State University (Jacksonville, AL) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/21/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/3/15
Professional Judgment on 1/13/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/16/16
Student Eligibility on 9/26/16
Verification on 1/20/16

Wightman McKemy, Marae from Walters State Community College (Morristown, TN) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 1/30/17
Campus-Based Programs on 12/1/17
Need Analysis on 11/8/19
Professional Judgment on 1/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/16

Wild, Carrie from South Georgia Technical College (Americus, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/10/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/9/16

Wilder, Marguerite from Morris College (Sumter, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/19/17

Wilder, William from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/17

Wilde, Kimberly from Forsyth Technical Community College (Winston Salem, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/28/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/17

Wilkins, Samantha from Meredith College (Raleigh, NC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/13/19

Wilkins, William from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/17

Wilkinson, Joan from Southwest Mississippi Community College (Summit, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/8/17
Student Eligibility on 9/21/16

Williams, Alicia from Savannah State University (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/16

Williams, Barbara from Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College Jefferson Davis Campus (Gulfport, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/15/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/4/15

Williams, Debby from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/30/19

Williams, Deborah from Piedmont Technical College (Greenwood, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 7/16/15

Williams, Jemeal from National Aviation Academy (Clearwater, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/9/17

Williams, Jennifer from Clemson University (Clemson, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/7/19

Williams, Kayleen from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/3/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/16

Williams, Kenderek from Valencia College West Campus (Orlando, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/8/19
Verification on 12/27/19

Williams, Kimber from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/15/16

Williams, Messiah from Columbus State University (Columbus, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/17/15
Professional Judgment on 1/15/16
Verification on 12/15/15

Williams, Shannon from University of North Georgia (Dahlonega, GA) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 6/2/18
Application Process on 10/17/18
Campus-Based Programs on 9/24/16
Consumer Information on 10/15/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/13/16
Professional Judgment on 6/28/18
Student Eligibility on 6/27/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 10/26/18
Williams, Shannon from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 1 credentials:

Student Eligibility on 10/17/14

Williams, Teresa from Wingate University (Wingate, NC) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/11/19
Cost of Attendance on 3/29/19
Direct Loans on 1/11/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/19/20
Student Eligibility on 2/24/20
Verification on 3/24/18

Williamson, Lisa from Emmanuel College (Franklin Springs, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 2/5/20
Student Eligibility on 4/3/20

Willock, Susanna from Fayetteville Technical Community College (Fayetteville, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/4/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/6/18

Wilson, Christine from Savannah College of Art & Design (Savannah, GA) achieved 3 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/21/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/2/19
Verification on 11/18/15

Wilson, James from University of South Florida (Tampa, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 9/7/16

Wilson, Kenneth from Stillman College (Tuscaloosa, AL) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/16/15

Wilson, Kesha from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/18

Wilson, Shawana from Florida Gateway College (Lake City, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/2/20

Wilson-McCoy, Vincent from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/2/16
Verification on 12/27/16

Winker, Paul from Berea College (Berea, KY) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/8/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/11/18
Professional Judgment on 6/20/18
Verification on 11/17/17

Winston, Elisha from Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond, VA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/19
Student Eligibility on 11/15/19

Winston, Hazel from Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/16/16

Wioskowski, Lisa from Duke University (Durham, NC) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/9/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16
Verification on 12/27/13

Wise, Brittini from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/16

Wisniewski, Ashley from Northern Virginia Community College Loudon Campus (Sterling, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/9/15

Witherow, Shannon from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Chapel Hill, NC) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 7/7/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/6/19
Direct Loans on 7/24/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/12/19
Need Analysis on 7/8/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/7/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19
Student Eligibility on 7/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 6/23/19

Wolfe, Natalie from Southeastern University (Lakeland, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/21/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/21/17

Wolfenden, Lee Ann from St. Petersburg College (St. Petersburg, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/24/17

Wolf-Faesy, Lindsey from KHEAA (Frankfort, KY) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/17/16

Wolford, April from University of Tennessee (Knoxville, TN) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/26/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/6/17
- Consumer Information on 4/9/19
- Professional Judgment on 11/2/18

Wonnum, Gloria from Middle Georgia State University (Macon, GA) achieved 13 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 6/29/17
- Application Process on 12/23/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/21/16
- Consumer Information on 6/19/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/20/17
- Direct Loans on 3/2/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/22/15
- Need Analysis on 10/23/16
- Professional Judgment on 12/30/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/13/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/13/16
- Student Eligibility on 5/15/17
- Verification on 12/15/15

Woodford, Kelsey from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 11/30/18
- Verification on 11/30/18

Woodous, Keshia from Norfolk State University (Norfolk, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/2/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/19/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/18

Woolever, Courtney from University of Louisville (Louisville, KY) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 11/11/19
- Student Eligibility on 10/18/19

Worthington, Machela from Walters State Community College (Morristown, TN) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/30/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/1/17
- Consumer Information on 7/23/19
- Need Analysis on 10/29/19
- Professional Judgment on 1/31/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/25/16

Wright, Cary from Bluefield College (Bluefield, VA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/27/16
- Need Analysis on 9/19/16
- Student Eligibility on 9/28/16

Wright, LaKeshia from Mercer University Atlanta Campus (Atlanta, GA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/3/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/3/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/16
- Student Eligibility on 3/2/17

Wright, Vernon from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 10/27/17
- Verification on 12/22/17

Wynn, Kateria from University of Florida (Gainesville, FL) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/11/18
- Direct Loans on 8/1/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Yarborough, Hunter from Western Carolina University (Cullowhee, NC) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/22/19
Student Eligibility on 4/18/19

Yeatman, Betty from Mississippi State University (Mississippi State, MS) achieved 10 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 5/5/15
Consumer Information on 11/28/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/16
Direct Loans on 1/15/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/16/15
Professional Judgment on 1/15/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/16
Student Eligibility on 5/5/15
Verification on 5/5/15

Yefimov, Liliya from (Sarasota, FL) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 9/16/16
Professional Judgment on 8/7/17
Verification on 8/3/17

Young, John from Northern Virginia Community College Fairfax Campus (Fairfax, VA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/24/17

Young, Kevin from Saint Leo University (Saint Leo, FL) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/30/19

Young, Susan from Bob Jones University (Greenville, SC) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/1/15

Young, Tanesha from Coahoma Community College (Clarksdale, MS) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/3/17
Consumer Information on 12/12/16

Young, Tiffany from Clayton State University (Morrow, GA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/2/20

Yussuf, Kamor from Kennesaw State University (Kennesaw, GA) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/4/18
Professional Judgment on 4/4/18

Aboud, Amber from University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 1/20/17
Consumer Information on 1/23/17
Direct Loans on 5/12/16

Abutaleb, Mohamad from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/19/18
Verification on 6/4/19

Acklin-Duren, Ashley from Northern Oklahoma College (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/12/17

Adams, Victoria from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/19/18

Aerts, Kenny from New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology (Socorro, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/8/15

Aguilar, Katherine from San Jacinto College Central Campus (Pasadena, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/31/18

Ahmad, Alan from The Alamo Colleges (Live Oak, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/29/16

Akins, Doug from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/30/19

Alafa, Sylvia from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/18/18

Alaniz, Luis from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Alejandro, Iris from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/16/16

Alexander, Taylor from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/28/19

Alicea, Cristen from University of the Incarnate Word (San Antonio, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 5/16/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/3/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/16/19

Alkebulan, Asar from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/3/20

Alongi, Cecelia from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Alvarado, Isabel from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/26/20
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/26/20
  Student Eligibility on 2/26/20

Amperan, Melissa from Sul Ross State University (Alpine, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/20/16

Amy, Rebecca from SOWELA Technical Community College (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/31/17
  Professional Judgment on 4/22/16
  Verification on 4/18/16

Anaya Chong, Marcela from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/13/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19

Andazola, Kimberly from Eastern New Mexico University - Roswell (Roswell, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/12/19

Anderson, Aimee from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/30/17

Anderson, Preston from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/6/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/5/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/28/17
  Verification on 8/1/17

Anderson-Davis, Latanya from University of North Texas at Dallas (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/19

Andrus, Ashley from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/3/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15
  Verification on 12/2/14

Aniol, Cameron from Schreiner University (Kerrville, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/15/17

Antwine, Fredrick from Lone Star College (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/25/19

Ardoin, Marina from McNeese State University (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/23/16
  Verification on 5/24/16

Armalay, Kevin from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/3/20

Armes, Traci from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 3/27/18
  Need Analysis on 3/30/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/2/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/18
  Verification on 4/2/18

Armstrong, Crystal from Carl Albert State College (Poteau, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/6/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 4/26/19
Professional Judgment on 11/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/17
Student Eligibility on 12/8/17
Verification on 11/15/17

Arnette, Chelsey from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/13/15

Ashley, Morgan from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/20/17

Aziamov, Kari from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/19/14
  Need Analysis on 4/4/14

Baca, Maisie from University of New Mexico, Valencia (Los Lunas, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19

Baker, Bonnie from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/24/19

Baker, Katy from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/15

Baker, Sarah from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/21/16

Ballard, Linda from Texas Southern University (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Ballard, Tracy from Amarillo College (Amarillo, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 4/8/14

Barker, Tyeka from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 1/15/15

Barker, Vicki from University of Texas Medical Branch At Galveston (Galveston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/25/14

Barrington, Robin from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Barton, Donna from Gordon Cooper Technology Center (Shawnee, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/3/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/26/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/11/16
  Student Eligibility on 5/4/17

Bassett, Christine from University of Dallas (Irving, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/6/20
  Need Analysis on 2/27/19

Bastian, Kayona from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/15/17

Baumer, Lisa from Lamar State College - Port Arthur (Port Arthur, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/18/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/29/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Baumert, Debbie from Northeast Technology Centers (Pryor, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/8/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/27/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/8/16

Baxter, Aimee from Louisiana Tech University (Ruston, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/29/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/7/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/12/18
  Verification on 6/8/16

Beason, Irish from Stephen F. Austin State University (Nacogdoches, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

Belmares, Norma from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/17/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19

Benally, Lauren from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Application Process on 6/14/19

Bendabout, Cynthia from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 3/11/20

Bernard, Schuyler from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 12/13/19

Bissell, Renee from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/23/17
- Consumer Information on 7/12/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/26/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/11/17
- TEACH Grants on 6/23/17

Bissonnette, Allen from Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/27/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/28/18

Bizot, Caroline from Saint Joseph Seminary College (St. Benedict, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/28/17
- Consumer Information on 4/15/18

Blair, Elaine from Tulsa Community College Northeast Campus (Tulsa, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/19/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/23/17

Blevins, Phillip from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Bohnsack, Melissa from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 1/31/19
- Verification on 4/5/16

Bolden, Johnna from McMurry University (Abilene, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/31/16
- Professional Judgment on 6/16/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/16

Bonner, Alison from Louisiana Delta Community College (Monroe, LA) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/30/17

Boses, Julia from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Need Analysis on 10/19/18

Boston, Karen from North Lake College (Irving, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14

Bourke, Talyn from University of Texas At Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
- Cash Management on 7/7/18
- Consumer Information on 1/3/20
- Direct Loans on 7/7/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/7/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/7/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/7/18

Bowen, Kim from St. Edward's University (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Bower, Sherry from The University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Belton, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/14

Bowman, Bethany from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Administrative Capability on 4/9/20

Boyd, Darrell from Louisiana Delta Community College (Monroe, LA) achieved 1 credential:
- Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Boyd, Lori from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/30/14
- Cash Management on 1/29/17
- Consumer Information on 1/29/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/24/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/18
- Student Eligibility on 4/7/14
- Verification on 11/5/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Brasseaux, Kelly from University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/11/16
  Verification on 4/12/16

Bray, Tiffany from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/7/19
  Cost of Attendance on 11/20/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/7/19
  Need Analysis on 1/7/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/18
  Student Eligibility on 1/7/19

Breaux, Anita from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  Verification on 2/24/20

Bredland, Susan from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 4/5/19

Brewer, Susan from University of Arkansas at Monticello (Monticello, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/24/15

Brooks, Mandy from Ozarka College (Melbourne, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/18
  Verification on 7/19/18

Brown, Antoinette from University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/14/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/7/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17
  Verification on 6/8/16

Brumbaugh, Julie from Texas Woman's University (Denton, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/31/16
  Direct Loans on 7/23/16
  Professional Judgment on 7/31/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/16

Bryant, Toni from Trinity University (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/13/20
  Verification on 11/21/19

Buchen, Rachel from Central New Mexico Community College (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/10/19
  Verification on 10/25/19

Burger, Crystal from ASU Mid-South (West Memphis, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/13/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/17/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/15/17

Burrill, Marissa from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/17/17

Burke, Mike from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/13/17
  Cash Management on 7/11/17
  Consumer Information on 7/12/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/4/17

Burnett, Karen from Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/29/19

Burrell, Jaquilla from Oklahoma State University - Oklahoma City (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/4/17

Butler, Chelsea from University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma (Chickasha, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/14/15

Butler, Sheri from Northwest Louisiana Technical College (Minden, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/12/15
  Student Eligibility on 2/12/15

Butterfield, Jessica from North Arkansas College (Harrison, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/26/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cable, Amy from Louisiana Community and Technical College System (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 7/10/18
Direct Loans on 10/31/19
Verification on 10/9/17

Campbell, Veronica from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/15/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/29/16
Professional Judgment on 7/5/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/16

Campos, Daniel from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/9/15
Verification on 12/9/15

Cantu, Arturo from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/30/17

Capo, Darcie from New Mexico Junior College (Hobbs, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/14

Cardona, Yolanda from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/4/19
Direct Loans on 7/12/19
Professional Judgment on 7/12/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/19
Student Eligibility on 7/3/19
Verification on 2/15/18

Caro, David from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/23/17

Carpenter, Kristin from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19
Verification on 6/8/18

Carroll, Brittany from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/25/19

Carroll, Lori from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/24/17
Verification on 12/21/17

Carter, Traci from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 2/16/17
Campus-Based Programs on 1/31/17
Consumer Information on 1/28/20
Direct Loans on 3/1/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/27/17
Need Analysis on 2/15/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/15/19
Professional Judgment on 3/31/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/11/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/5/17
Student Eligibility on 2/8/17
Verification on 2/20/17

Chapa, Francisca from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/31/19

Charles, Diane from University of North Texas (Denton, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19

Chavarria, Irma from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/16/18
Student Eligibility on 3/20/18
Verification on 3/13/18

Chavez, Ana from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Direct Loans on 7/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/18
Student Eligibility on 12/17/19
Verification on 5/14/18

Chavez, April from Clovis Community College (Clovis, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/22/18

Chavez, Carla from Texas A&M San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/16/19

Chavez, Christopher from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/4/20
Student Eligibility on 12/14/19

Chavez, Jose from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/5/18
Professional Judgment on 7/5/18
Verification on 3/8/19

Chavez, Marisela from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/9/18

Church, Melissa from Ouachita Baptist University (Arkadelphia, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 9/28/16
Cost of Attendance on 12/23/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/14/19
Verification on 11/20/15

Cisneros, Juliana from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19

Claire, Cynthia from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/14

Clark, Marci from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/18

Clarke, Calaundra from Southern University A & M College Law Center (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19

Cleek, Mary Ann from The University of Central Oklahoma (Edmond, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/8/19

Clements, Katherine from Postlethwaite & Netterville (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/1/15
Verification on 11/23/15

Cleveland, Melissa from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/8/20

Cochran, Teri from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 4/29/17
Cost of Attendance on 4/22/19

Cockrell, Samantha from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/5/18

Coffman, Gina from Brookhaven College (Farmers Branch, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/14

Coker, Susan from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 10/30/19
Student Eligibility on 10/16/19

Coleman, Bonita from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/18

Collins, Becky from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 1/11/15
Verification on 7/22/16

Collins, Mark from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
TEACH Grants on 10/28/19

Collister, Kim from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/19/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Colter, Tanitia from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging andNotification of Awards on 4/24/15

Compton, Jo Beth from Ouachita Baptist University (Arkadelphia, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/24/15
Verification on 11/19/15

Compton, Sara from Oklahoma State University - Oklahoma City (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 11/21/17
Campus-Based Programs on 12/20/17
Direct Loans on 12/11/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/28/17
Need Analysis on 12/1/17
Professional Judgment on 12/20/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/17
Student Eligibility on 11/21/17
Verification on 12/4/17

Condarco, Darian from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 1/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19

Conran, Meghan from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/30/16
Campus-Based Programs on 7/7/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/30/16
Direct Loans on 7/7/16
Student Eligibility on 6/30/16
Verification on 7/1/16

Conner, Trudy from Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/23/18

Conrow, Tammy from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/30/15

Contreras, Marcela from Tarrant County College South Campus (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/25/17

Cook, Connie from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/24/20

Cook, Kim from Southwestern Oklahoma State University (Weatherford, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 3/24/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/15
Student Eligibility on 10/3/14
Verification on 5/26/16

Cook, Lisa from Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 5/2/17
Professional Judgment on 6/15/16
Student Eligibility on 5/24/17

Cook, Sherry from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/18/15

Cooper, Arlesha from Tulane University (New Orleans, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/17/17
Campus-Based Programs on 11/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 1/30/18
Student Eligibility on 12/8/17

Cooper, Eric from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/10/18

Coponiti, Laura from University of Science & Arts of Oklahoma (Chickasha, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/28/14
Cost of Attendance on 11/17/14
Need Analysis on 5/13/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/26/16
Student Eligibility on 5/6/14
Verification on 5/25/16

Cordell, Michelle from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/8/20

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cormier, Selena from University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/20/18

Cormier, Sky from McNeese State University (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/20/16
Verification on 5/24/16

Cormier, Theresa from University of Louisiana At Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/10/16
Verification on 6/10/16

Cotton, Melisa from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/4/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/4/19
Student Eligibility on 3/5/20
Verification on 4/12/19

Coulter, Laurie from Austin College (Sherman, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/17

Cowley, Joshua from Texas Woman's University (Denton, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/28/16
Direct Loans on 7/31/16
Professional Judgment on 7/28/16

Cox, Donna from Southeast Arkansas College (Pine Bluff, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/12/20
Application Process on 10/17/17
Consumer Information on 11/3/16
Direct Loans on 11/6/17
Professional Judgment on 10/19/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/17/17
Student Eligibility on 10/18/17
Verification on 9/16/16

Cox, Erika from University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/10/15
Need Analysis on 3/10/15
Professional Judgment on 3/24/15

Crates, Heidi from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 6/3/19
Campus-Based Programs on 1/8/20
Cost of Attendance on 1/27/20
Direct Loans on 1/30/20
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/6/20
Need Analysis on 2/12/20
Professional Judgment on 2/12/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/19
Student Eligibility on 2/10/20
Verification on 2/14/20

Crossland, Shannon from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/1/19
Cash Management on 12/8/16
Consumer Information on 8/19/16
Direct Loans on 5/4/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/18/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/10/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/1/18
Student Eligibility on 4/7/14
Verification on 12/21/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cruz-Zavala, Eli from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 5 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 6/28/16
- Direct Loans on 7/22/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/16

Cuevas, Alberto from Lone Star College-CyFair (Cypress, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/1/17
- Verification on 2/22/18

Cunningham, Evelyn from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley - Brownsville (Brownsville, TX) achieved 3 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 7/8/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/3/18
- Verification on 2/24/18

Daddio, Krista from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 7 credentials:

- Application Process on 3/12/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 2/4/17
- Cost of Attendance on 2/5/17
- Need Analysis on 3/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/4/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/16/17
- Student Eligibility on 1/22/17

Daigle, Rachelle from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/19

Daniel, Margaret from Texas A&M University - Central Texas (Killeen, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/18

Danner, Alisha from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/18
- Verification on 12/1/17

Darner, Mindy from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 1/13/15

Davidson, Dustin from Great Plains Area Vocational Technical School (Lawton, OK) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 3/4/16
- Verification on 2/25/16

Davis, Bettina from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Davis, Brooke from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19

Davis, Chris from ASU Mid-South (West Memphis, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 11/29/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/6/18

Davis, Dorothy from Louisiana Delta Community College (Monroe, LA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/30/17

Davis, Juliana from St. Edward's University (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 12/27/16

Davis, Katelyn from Louisiana Tech University (Ruston, LA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/27/17

Davis, Laurie from Southeastern Louisiana University (Hammond, LA) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/29/17
- Verification on 1/31/18

Davis, Pamela from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/5/18

Davis, Timothy from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 6/5/15
- Verification on 5/21/15

De Leon, Ashley from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/17

De Loera, Rosa from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 3/21/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Deardorff, Lori from Rogers State University (Claremore, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/3/17
  Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
  Verification on 4/1/16

DeBoard, Scott from Oklahoma College Assistance Program (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 3/25/14
  Student Eligibility on 2/17/14

Delahoussaye, DeLannie from University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/8/16
  Verification on 6/8/16

Delos Santos, Roanna from Richland College (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/23/18

Denton, John from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/27/18

Dering, Allison from SOWELA Technical Community College (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/8/16
  Verification on 4/8/16

Dinkins, Ashleigh from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 1/20/17
  Consumer Information on 1/23/17

Disla, Julissa from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/20/19

Disney, Laura from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 11/29/16

Dixson, Carla from University of North Texas at Dallas (Dallas, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/19
  Verification on 12/15/18

Dominguez-Garcia, Daniela from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/20

Donner, Daniel from Vista College - Killeen (Killeen, TX) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/15/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/6/16
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/16
  Direct Loans on 3/10/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/21/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/16
  Student Eligibility on 2/28/15
  Verification on 1/30/16

Doner, Daniel from The University of Texas At Dallas (Richardson, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/7/15
  Professional Judgment on 6/15/15

Doss, Nancy from Southeastern Oklahoma State University (Durant, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/17

Downey, Amy from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/16/17
  Cost of Attendance on 12/26/17
  Direct Loans on 12/26/17
  Need Analysis on 12/26/17
  Professional Judgment on 12/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/16/17

Dunlap, Stacey from Arkansas State University Newport (Newport, AR) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/15/18
  Application Process on 11/21/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/3/19
  Consumer Information on 7/19/18
  Cost of Attendance on 12/3/19
  Direct Loans on 12/3/19
  Need Analysis on 12/3/19

Dupre, Andrea from Louisiana State University in Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/14/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Duran, Bryanna from New Mexico Highlands University (Las Vegas, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 11/7/19
   Verification on 12/11/19

Edens, Jason from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 3/11/20
   Cash Management on 3/22/18
   Consumer Information on 4/4/19
   Verification on 11/16/17

Edens, LaKisha from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 11/25/15

Eglaus, Kerline from Lone Star College-Montgomery (Conroe, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 12/15/17

Eiden, Eileen from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 6/20/18
   Professional Judgment on 6/12/18

Eldridge, Yulonda from Lamar Institute of Technology (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 4/5/16

Elizondo, Laura from Texas A&M International University (Laredo, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Professional Judgment on 7/3/17

Elk, Carissa from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Student Eligibility on 9/9/19

Eller, Brandi from South Arkansas Community College (El Dorado, AR) achieved 1 credential:
   Student Eligibility on 4/23/19

Ellerd, Robert from University of Arkansas Pulaski Technical College (North Little Rock, AR) achieved 13 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/30/16
   Campus-Based Programs on 6/30/16
   Consumer Information on 10/31/16
   Cost of Attendance on 2/22/16
   Direct Loans on 10/28/15
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/14/15
   Need Analysis on 3/3/16
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/29/16
   Professional Judgment on 3/8/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/3/16
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/16
   Student Eligibility on 7/1/16
   Verification on 11/12/15

Ellison, Ashlen from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 5/14/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/19
   Verification on 5/14/19

Elrod, Shelley from Trinity Valley Community College (Athens, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/27/19

Equevilley, Karla from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 11/25/13
   Direct Loans on 5/7/14
   Need Analysis on 3/25/14
   Return of Title IV Funds on 2/18/14
   Student Eligibility on 12/16/13

Erwin, Lori from Vista College (Richardson, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 11/21/17

Esquivel, Nestor from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 12/9/15
   Verification on 12/9/15

Estrada, Alice from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 7/9/14
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/13
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15
   Verification on 3/27/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Estrada, Edith from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/22/14

Etsch, Jennifer from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/5/15
Student Eligibility on 4/8/14

Evans, Laura from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/6/16
Verification on 11/16/15

Evans, Marie from Howard College (Big Spring, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/16/19

Evans, Peggy from Northern Oklahoma College (Tonkawa, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 6/8/17
Student Eligibility on 6/6/17

Fair, Malarie from The University of Tulsa (Tulsa, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 2/10/17

Falb, Cathy from Lamar Institute of Technology (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/5/16

Farmer, Rebecca from Arkansas State University - Mountain Home (Mountain Home, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 9/6/17
Professional Judgment on 9/6/17
Student Eligibility on 9/8/17
Verification on 9/12/17

Farrier, Keri from Texas Woman's University (Denton, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/6/16
Direct Loans on 7/31/16
Professional Judgment on 7/14/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/16

Faulkner, Tamara from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/25/14

Field, Andrea from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/19

Finley, Alyssa from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/15/19

Fishkind, Robert from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/9/16
Direct Loans on 7/16/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/25/16
Professional Judgment on 7/10/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/7/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/29/16

Flores, Adrian from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/4/18

Flores, Michelle from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/19/17
Cash Management on 5/11/17
Consumer Information on 1/5/17
Direct Loans on 5/16/18
Professional Judgment on 5/17/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/27/17

Flores, Sivan from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/7/17

Foltz, Samantha from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/25/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/25/19
Need Analysis on 7/2/19
Professional Judgment on 7/5/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/19
Student Eligibility on 7/3/19

Fontenot, DeWanna from Delta College (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Fontenot, Kinshanna from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/7/16
  Verification on 6/3/16

Fontenot, Tiffany from University of Louisiana At Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/8/16
  Verification on 6/7/16

Foote, Tammy from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/21/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/1/19
  Need Analysis on 3/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 2/22/19
  Verification on 3/29/19

Ford, Teisha from New Mexico Junior College (Hobbs, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/17

Fountain, Heather from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/4/19
  Verification on 1/28/19

Francis, Clarence from Altierus Career College, Bissonnet Campus (Houston, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/25/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/18
  Verification on 6/2/18

Francis, Shereka from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/6/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/14
  Student Eligibility on 10/27/14
  Verification on 6/7/16

Franks, Shelley from Tyler Junior College (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/1/19

Franks, Traci from Murray State College (Tishomingo, OK) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/20/16
  Cost of Attendance on 5/10/17
  Direct Loans on 5/11/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/12/17
  Need Analysis on 5/15/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/13/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/16/17
  Verification on 6/15/16

Frazee, Lori from University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/23/14

Frederick, Leejanna from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/2/19
  Verification on 2/21/20

French, Maurice from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/8/17

Frost, Courtney from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/8/18
  Verification on 11/17/17

Fuller, Lisa from Autry Technology Center (Enid, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/15/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 4/28/17
  Verification on 5/15/17

Galindo, Eduardo from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/19
  Verification on 12/20/19
  Verification on 3/20/18

Galvan, Juan from South Texas College (McAllen, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Administrative Capability on 8/9/19

Gamez, Marissa from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 4/3/20

Garcia, Agapito from The University of Texas At Dallas (Richardson, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cash Management on 6/8/15
- Direct Loans on 5/4/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/15
- Verification on 3/23/16

Garcia, Iraida from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 4/3/20

Garcia, Leandra from St. Mary's University (San Antonio, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/21/17
- Need Analysis on 11/21/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/21/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/8/19
- Student Eligibility on 11/21/17

Garcia, Radeanna from University of Arkansas Pulaski Technical College (North Little Rock, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/24/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/16

Garrahan, Preston from University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/8/19

Garrett, La'Charlotte' from Southern University At New Orleans (New Orleans, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/17

Gary, Jeffrey from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 6/15/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/21/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/17

Garza, Erika from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 3/19/20

Garza, Marivel from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/9/17

Gates, Alicia from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/12/14
- Need Analysis on 4/2/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/14
- Student Eligibility on 3/25/13

Gauger, Christine from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/4/19
- Direct Loans on 11/20/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/1/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/19
- Student Eligibility on 4/10/20
- Verification on 8/16/19

Gay, Tangelia from Houston Community College (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Gerler, Kriston from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 3/13/20

Gibson, Trudy from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/30/15

Gilliam, Glenna from Arkansas Colleges of Health Education (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/1/16
- Cost of Attendance on 11/11/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/16

Goad, Courtney from Oklahoma State University Tulsa Campus (Tulsa, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/1/14
- Cost of Attendance on 5/28/14
- Need Analysis on 6/9/14
- Student Eligibility on 4/30/14

Gogia, Ruchika from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 6/5/19
Student Eligibility on 5/25/19
Verification on 6/4/19

Gomez, Frank from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/26/19

Gonzales, Dede from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/7/15
Student Eligibility on 11/17/16
Verification on 3/30/16

Gonzales, Jessica from Mesalands Community College (Tucumcari, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/26/19

Gonzalez, Alejandra from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/3/14

Gonzalez, Bernice from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/8/17

Gonzalez, Chandra from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/27/19

Gonzalez, Elizabeth from Northern Oklahoma College (Tonkawa, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/8/17

Gonzalez, Monica from University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/22/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/12/19
Student Eligibility on 11/21/17

Good, Linda from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/5/18
Cost of Attendance on 5/20/19
Gainful Employment Test on 6/4/17
Student Eligibility on 7/8/17

Gray, Arianna from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/2/18
Application Process on 8/4/16
Campus-Based Programs on 4/2/18
Cash Management on 5/1/18
Consumer Information on 5/4/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/25/17
Direct Loans on 4/19/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/5/17
Gainful Employment Test on 5/6/18
Need Analysis on 3/7/17
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/24/18
Professional Judgment on 7/18/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/27/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/17
Student Eligibility on 9/9/16
TEACH Grants on 5/7/18
Verification on 3/21/17

Grayczyk, Jacqueline from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 11/27/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/19
Student Eligibility on 5/4/18

Green, Latora from Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/17/19
Verification on 12/4/19

Greene, Megan from San Jacinto College South Campus (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/27/15
Student Eligibility on 2/12/15

Greenfield, Karli from Oklahoma College Assistance Program (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 3/7/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/5/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/3/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Greenslade, Melissa from Northwest Technical Institute (Springdale, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/9/18
- Application Process on 6/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/20/18

Griffin, Jennifer from Arkansas Tech University (Russelville, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/28/18
- Consumer Information on 12/12/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/19/16
- Direct Loans on 7/22/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/30/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/20/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/28/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/16
- Verification on 10/26/15

Griffin, Shelby from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/19

Guess-Mitchell, Camille from University of Arkansas System EVersity (Little Rock, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/13/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/25/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/2/15
- Direct Loans on 10/1/16
- Need Analysis on 10/1/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/30/15
- Student Eligibility on 7/20/16
- Verification on 9/24/15

Guillory, Shannon from Louisiana Community and Technical College System (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/20/16
- Verification on 5/24/16

Hairston, Richard from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 1/15/15

Hale, Tracey from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/30/15

Halgerson, Carolyn from Lone Star College-University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/17/16
- Application Process on 3/14/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 5/17/16
- Cash Management on 5/17/16
- Consumer Information on 5/17/16
- Cost of Attendance on 3/14/16
- Direct Loans on 5/16/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/16/16
- Need Analysis on 3/16/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/17/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/18/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 5/18/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/16
- Student Eligibility on 3/14/16
- TEACH Grants on 5/16/16
- Verification on 7/6/16

Hall, Angela from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/19/18
- Direct Loans on 12/7/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18
- Verification on 11/19/18

Hall, Latoya from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/22/19

Hall, Racheal from Arkansas State University - Beebe (Beebe, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Administrative Capability on 6/1/18
Cash Management on 11/29/16

Hamad, Cristine from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/2/19

Hamilton, Carrie from Oklahoma Christian University (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/6/18
Application Process on 4/5/17
Cash Management on 1/27/17
Consumer Information on 1/24/17
Professional Judgment on 7/25/16
Student Eligibility on 5/11/17

Hammett, Becky from University of Arkansas at Monticello (Monticello, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/30/16
Application Process on 10/31/15
Cash Management on 12/10/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/24/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/11/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/18
Student Eligibility on 10/29/15
Verification on 12/3/15

Hammontree, Andrew from Francis Tuttle Technology Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/25/19
Gainful Employment Test on 2/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/22/19
Student Eligibility on 3/14/15
Verification on 4/2/16

Hancock, Donna from Francis Tuttle Technology Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 4/3/17

Hanks, Lisa from University of Science & Arts of Oklahoma (Chickasha, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 5/8/14
Verification on 5/17/16

Hanna, Marilyn from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/16

Hanson, Christina from Louisiana Community and Technical College System (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 3/19/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/19/20
Student Eligibility on 3/19/20

Hargrove, Jennifer from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 2/28/18
Cost of Attendance on 1/25/18

Hargrove, Regina from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 4/23/17
Cash Management on 1/29/17
Consumer Information on 1/28/17

Harjo, Tina from Wes Watkins Technology Center (Wetumka, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/16/16

Harrell, Heather from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/25/17
Consumer Information on 7/28/17
Verification on 7/11/17

Harris, Stacey from University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/23/14

Harrison, Jimmie from University of Arkansas at Monticello (Monticello, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 12/12/18

Havel-Palmatier, Gina from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 11/20/17
Campus-Based Programs on 12/11/17
Cost of Attendance on 5/20/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Haywood, Sarah from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/19
- Verification on 12/21/19

Hebert, Kaylla from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 2/21/20

Helm, Shaelyn from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 12/15

Henderson, Kristine from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cash Management on 6/12/15
- Cost of Attendance on 6/9/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/14

Henrie, Va-Linda from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/18/18
- Cost of Attendance on 4/3/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/19
- Student Eligibility on 2/4/19

Henshaw, Chelsea from Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology (Okmulgee, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/19/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/29/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/11/17

Henslee, Cody from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/2/17
- Consumer Information on 7/3/17
- Direct Loans on 7/3/17
- Professional Judgment on 7/2/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/3/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/2/17
- Verification on 7/2/17

Henson, Barbara from Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (SLGFA) (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credential:
- Direct Loans on 1/15/15

Hernandez, Bernice from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 7/3/18

Herrick, Lori from Abilene Christian University (Abilene, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14

Herron, Kimberly from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/10/15

Heslep, Cassandra from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 10/19/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/19

Hicks, Kelly from Rogers State University (Claremore, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/10/15
- Student Eligibility on 4/11/15

Higgins, Kelsey from The University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 5/31/17

Hildebrand, Garrick from University of North Texas at Dallas (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credential:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hillman, Sherry from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/24/13
  Student Eligibility on 3/20/13
  Verification on 3/22/16

Hinojosa, Andreana from St. Edward'S University (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/11/15
  Verification on 6/18/18

Hinton, Telisha from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/19
  Verification on 6/18/18

Hipchen, Kara from Lone Star College-Montgomery (Conroe, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/30/17

Hitt, Robyn from University of Science & Arts of Oklahoma (Chickasha, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/16/15

Hoffmann, Carmen from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/22/17
  Direct Loans on 12/20/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/28/17

Holcomb, Amber from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/19

Holder, Deanna from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19
  Verification on 4/5/16

Holder, Haley from Northwest Louisiana Technical CollegeMansfield (Mansfield, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/13/15
  Student Eligibility on 3/13/15

Holland, Rhett from Dallas Baptist University (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Holzer, Tina from Blinn College (Brenham, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/14/18
  Cash Management on 6/27/17
  Consumer Information on 5/18/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/12/15
  Professional Judgment on 6/18/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/28/17

Hopper, Lisa from National Park College (Hot Springs, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/22/14

Howard, Andrea from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/14/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/17
  Need Analysis on 12/19/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/12/17
  Student Eligibility on 12/15/17
  Verification on 12/20/17

Hubbard, Kelly from Francis Tuttle Technology Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 6/10/16

Hubener, James from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/11/15
  Need Analysis on 8/11/15
  Professional Judgment on 8/11/15

Hubier, Pamela from Northwest Louisiana Technical CollegeMansfield (Mansfield, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/4/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
  Professional Judgment on 11/21/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/17

Hudgins, Pam from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/22/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/5/18

Hurst, Susan from Ouachita Baptist University (Arkadelphia, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jacks, Melanie from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 10 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/25/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/2/16
- Cost of Attendance on 6/26/16
- Direct Loans on 7/13/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/4/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/17/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/25/16
- Verification on 7/10/16

Jackson, Lauren from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 7 credentials:

- Application Process on 4/25/17
- Consumer Information on 5/25/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/2/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/8/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/20/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/17
- Verification on 6/3/16

Jackson, Rhalanda from Southern University At Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 7/7/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/6/15
- Verification on 7/8/15

Jacobson, Kristin from The University of Texas At Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 4 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 8/10/16
- Direct Loans on 8/9/16
- Professional Judgment on 8/31/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/16

Jacquez-Amador, Elizabeth from University of New Mexico (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/15/17
- Cash Management on 6/16/17

Jans, Briget from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 12/6/15
- Verification on 3/24/16

Jeffers, Karen from Tulsa Community College (Tulsa, OK) achieved 4 credentials:

- Application Process on 5/4/17
- Cash Management on 5/10/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/13/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/16/18

Jennings, Debra from ASU Mid-South (West Memphis, AR) achieved 8 credentials:

- Application Process on 11/13/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/6/17
- Need Analysis on 12/22/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/21/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/22/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/16/17

Jimenez, John from The University of Texas of the Permian Basin (Odessa, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/19

Johnson, Graciela from St. Edward’s University (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14

Johnson, Leanne from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 12 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 4/25/18
- Application Process on 12/5/13
- Consumer Information on 10/20/16
- Cost of Attendance on 1/6/14
- Direct Loans on 5/27/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/2/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Need Analysis on 1/8/14
Professional Judgment on 5/20/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/26/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/14/15
Student Eligibility on 1/10/14
Verification on 5/19/15

Johnson-Freeman, Michael from University of North Texas (Denton, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 5/6/19
  - Verification on 5/14/19

Jones, Carolyn from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Application Process on 3/9/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 8/16/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/25/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/8/17
  - Verification on 5/18/18

Jones, Deondra from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/21/20
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/19

Jones, Melissa from The University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Belton, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 5/28/19

Jones, Ssatis from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/9/14
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/23/19
  - Student Eligibility on 5/29/14

Jones, Stephen from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/19

Jones, Vicki from Tulsa Community College (Tulsa, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 4/14/15

Jordan, Jonathan from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19

Jordan, Kelly from Northern Oklahoma College (Tonkawa, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 4/18/17
  - Student Eligibility on 6/12/17

Joubert, Lakrystal from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/17
  - Verification on 3/22/18

Juhasz, Borbala from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/19

Jurell, Renee from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/15/18

Kaplan, Danielle from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 7/9/18
  - Direct Loans on 7/9/18
  - Professional Judgment on 7/9/18
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 7/9/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/19

Karlsen, Susan from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/14/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/18/20
  - Student Eligibility on 5/7/19

Kassim, Mariam from Collin College (Plano, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 2/1/20
  - Student Eligibility on 3/7/20

Keeton, Natalie from Vista College - Killeen (Killeen, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/27/17

Kelly, Sara from Grayson College (Denison, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/21/17

Kerestly, Charles from Angelo State University (San Angelo, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/11/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Kilgore, Mary from Southern Arkansas University Tech (Camden, AR) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 12/10/15

Killion, Jill from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials: Gainful Employment Test on 5/19/17

Kimberlin, Aaron from Oklahoma State University - Oklahoma City (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 2 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/17 Student Eligibility on 12/7/17

Kimmey, Kathryn from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Student Eligibility on 10/26/19

Kirova, Blagovesta from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 12/13/18

Kirsch, Forrest from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/22/20

Kizzee, Linda from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 12/26/19

Klemiuk, Michael from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 2 credentials: Application Process on 11/22/16 Student Eligibility on 11/22/16

Knight, Tirzah from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 3 credentials: Application Process on 4/3/17 Cost of Attendance on 4/25/19 Student Eligibility on 5/19/17

Korns, Linda from Lamar Institute of Technology (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

Krause, Karen from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Administrative Capability on 9/27/16

Kroepfl, Ronnie from University of Arkansas At Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 11/10/15

Krueger, Linda from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Return of Title IV Funds on 3/29/18

Kuhn, Linda from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19 Verification on 12/19/17

LaCour, Marsha from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 2 credentials: Professional Judgment on 6/8/16 Verification on 6/3/16

Lafferty, Emma from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 2 credentials: Application Process on 3/26/14 Student Eligibility on 12/9/14

Lane, Tammy from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Verification on 12/22/19

Laneaut, Shirley from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials: Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/19

Langley, Zachariah from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 1 credentials: Return of Title IV Funds on 6/30/16

Lapinski, Scott from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 4 credentials: Application Process on 10/30/16 Return of Title IV Funds on 11/8/18 Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/6/18 Student Eligibility on 11/6/16

Lassus, Deborah from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 4 credentials: Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/24/14 Professional Judgment on 6/24/14 Student Eligibility on 10/17/13 Verification on 12/17/13

Latimore, Leatrice from Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 5 credentials: Cost of Attendance on 6/30/15 Professional Judgment on 7/6/15 Return of Title IV Funds on 7/29/15 Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/17/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Veriﬁcation on 5/22/15

Latino, Jessica from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/23/16

Lawrence, Laura from Ozarka College (Melbourne, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/26/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/27/16
  Direct Loans on 9/29/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/31/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/29/16
  Veriﬁcation on 9/23/16

Lazard-Talbert, Sharmain from Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/26/19
  Professional Judgment on 10/14/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/14/20

Leafgreen, Melet from University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center (Dallas, TX) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/12/15
  Cost of Attendance on 6/18/15
  Direct Loans on 8/11/15
  Need Analysis on 6/4/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/19/15
  Professional Judgment on 7/20/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/18/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/23/15
  Student Eligibility on 7/12/15

Leal, Angela from Oklahoma City University (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/17/15

Leal, Karla from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/6/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/5/18
  Veriﬁcation on 12/21/17

Leclear, Leeanne from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/17/19

Ledbetter, Cozette from Tx Tech Univ Student Financial Aid (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/28/19

Ledford, Traci from Francis Tuttle Technology Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/30/14
  Student Eligibility on 12/8/14

Lee, Daniel from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Veriﬁcation on 7/22/18

Lee, Donna from Stephen F. Austin State University (Nacogdoches, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

Lee, Holly from Northern Oklahoma College (Tonkawa, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/10/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/1/17
  Veriﬁcation on 6/13/17

Lee, Kimberly from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 1/4/18
  Need Analysis on 3/8/16
  Student Eligibility on 10/28/15
  Veriﬁcation on 1/11/16

Legg, Kathleen from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/13/13
  Student Eligibility on 3/21/13

Lenz, Derek from University of the Incarnate Word (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Leving, Jeffrey from Abilene Christian University (Abilene, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/10/15

Lincoln, Laci from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 2/8/17

Lindsay, Nicholas from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cost of Attendance on 11/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/8/17

Living, Dekeith from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 6/29/19
   Verification on 3/24/19

Loman, Jan from Francis Tuttle Technology Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credential:
   Application Process on 4/3/17

Long, Cindy from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
   Application Process on 1/27/15
   Cost of Attendance on 7/13/15
   Direct Loans on 1/7/15
   Need Analysis on 7/16/15
   Professional Judgment on 8/12/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 8/10/15
   Student Eligibility on 2/9/15
   Verification on 3/16/15

Long-Trail, Karen from Texas Woman's University (Dallas, TX) achieved 17 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 7/24/16
   Application Process on 10/20/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 10/25/17
   Cash Management on 7/21/17
   Consumer Information on 7/20/16
   Cost of Attendance on 8/3/15
   Direct Loans on 9/15/15
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/16/17
   Gainful Employment Test on 7/10/17
   Need Analysis on 8/12/15
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/6/16
   Professional Judgment on 7/30/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 9/28/15
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/16
   Student Eligibility on 10/27/17
   TEACH Grants on 7/24/17
   Verification on 11/30/15

Lopez, Kayla from Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi (Corpus Christi, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Professional Judgment on 3/19/18

Lopez, Marisol from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Verification on 3/21/18

Lopez, Melissa from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credential:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/27/17

Lorenz, Ashley from Oklahoma State University Tulsa Campus (Tulsa, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/25/14
   Cost of Attendance on 6/2/14
   Need Analysis on 6/9/14
   Student Eligibility on 5/7/14

Lucas, Elizabeth from Mid-America Christian University (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credential:
   Student Eligibility on 11/16/18

Lucas, Kerry from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 1 credential:
   Application Process on 6/13/19

Lukesh, Michelle from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 6/13/17
   Professional Judgment on 12/15/15
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/19/18
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/12/17
   Student Eligibility on 6/19/17
   Verification on 12/23/15

Luna, Allysa from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 7/7/18
   Professional Judgment on 7/8/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Luza, Erin from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/30/20
  Verification on 9/19/19

Lyons, Cheryl from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/9/14
  Consumer Information on 9/25/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/6/17

Macdonald, Megan from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 3/12/20

Macias, Shayna from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 4/1/20

Mack, Erin from St. Edward's University (Austin, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/10/15
  Professional Judgment on 7/7/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/18

Mack, Royce from Langston University (Langston, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/11/17

Magdaleno, Delilah from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/13/18

Magee, Tiffany from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/23/16
  Consumer Information on 12/16/16

Main, Audra from University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/26/16

Maish, Roxann from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/17/18

Makepeace, Veronica from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/13/15

Maldonado, Connie from DuVall's School of Cosmetology (Bedford, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/7/19

Maldonado, Marisela from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/17/15

Manley, Brittany from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/23/15

Mann, Brianna from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/4/20
  Student Eligibility on 12/18/19

Manouelian, Christy from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/4/20
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/6/20
  Cost of Attendance on 3/5/20
  Direct Loans on 3/6/20
  Need Analysis on 3/5/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/6/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/5/20
  Student Eligibility on 3/4/20
  Verification on 3/9/20

Mansell, Jennifer from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/13/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/3/16
  Cost of Attendance on 2/18/16
  Student Eligibility on 1/17/16
  Verification on 5/30/17

Marable, Craig from Metro Technology Centers School District #22 (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/19/14

March, Nancy from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/19/14
  Student Eligibility on 3/25/13

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Marquez, Stephanie from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/19/20

Marrujo, Jason from Oklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences (Tulsa, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/18/15
Application Process on 10/12/17
Student Eligibility on 10/12/17

Martin, Justin from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 1/7/19

Martin, Lateah from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/26/19

Martinez, Gabriela from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/3/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/13
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15
Verification on 11/26/14

Martinez, Giselle from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/9/20

Martinez, Katie from St. Edward's University (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 10/24/14

Marze, Susan from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/24/16

Massey, Jennifer from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/5/19

Mathews, Marcia from St. Gregory's University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 5/24/16
Verification on 4/1/16

Mathis, Dikendra from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/23/19

Matros, Karen from Ouachita Baptist University (Arkadelphia, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/21/16
Application Process on 11/17/14
Cost of Attendance on 12/20/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
Student Eligibility on 12/2/14
Verification on 11/24/15

Mattox, Norine from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19

Matula, Allyson from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 4/3/20

Matus, Michel from Texas State Technical College (Waco, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/6/19

May, Erin from Blinn College, Bryan Campus (Bryan, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/16/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/3/20
Student Eligibility on 9/26/19

McCarty, McKayla from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/28/19

McCormack, Michelle from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/17

Mcdonald, Kathleen from Texas A&M University - Central Texas (Killeen, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/19

McDonald, Stephen from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/8/15
Campus-Based Programs on 7/9/15
Cash Management on 6/8/15
Cost of Attendance on 6/9/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/14

McDuffee, Theresa from Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (SLGFA) (Little Rock, AR) achieved 6 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Application Process on 1/27/15
Cost of Attendance on 3/17/15
Direct Loans on 1/12/15
Need Analysis on 3/24/15
Student Eligibility on 3/2/15
Verification on 3/10/15

Mckenzie, Lester from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/15/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/6/17
- Professional Judgment on 4/18/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/10/16

McKenzie, Vandeen from New Mexico State University (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/15/19

McKnight, Patricia from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/8/16
- Verification on 6/3/16

Mechalske, Elizabeth from Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/16/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/29/18

Medina, Monica from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/21/16

Meek, Ginny from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/5/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/26/13
- Student Eligibility on 11/20/14

Meeks, Evonne from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/19/20
- Cash Management on 11/28/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/18

Meeks, Stephanie from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 11/24/14

Mendoza, Elizabeth from Texas Woman's University (Denton, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 4/2/16

Merryman, Araceli from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/19
- Student Eligibility on 3/4/19
- Verification on 6/14/18

Miller, Christy from Wayland Baptist University (Plainview, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 10/8/19
- Need Analysis on 3/15/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/17/19

Miller, Kadedra from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/13/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/19

Miller, Lauren from Texas Woman's University (Denton, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 4/4/16

Milliken, Heather from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/25/13
- Need Analysis on 4/10/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/20/14
- Student Eligibility on 12/3/13
- Verification on 11/24/15

Millis, Linda from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 12/19/18

Minot, Pamela from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 2/21/20
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19

Mitchell, Kerrie from New Mexico Junior College (Hobbs, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/24/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/7/17
Mitchell, Molly from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/18/19

Mitchell, Nicole from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/15/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/17

Molder, Kandi from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/21/18
  Application Process on 4/17/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/5/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/27/18
  Student Eligibility on 5/25/17

Moncivais, Judith from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/15/17

Money, Ashley from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/15/14

Montante, Cindy from Lone Star College-North Harris (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/19

Montecinos, Eva from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 1/24/17
  Consumer Information on 2/28/17

Montoya, Krystle from Central New Mexico Community College (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 10/14/19

Mooney, Irma from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19

Moore, Scott from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/27/16

Morales, Maria from Vista College (Richardson, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15

Morales, Shelly from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/3/19

Moreno, Maria from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/23/16

Moran, Meghan from Oklahoma City Community College (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/18/15

Moran, Quinton from University of Arkansas At Monticello (Monticello, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/25/16

Morris, Lynetta from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/18/14

Mullins, Melissa from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/16/20

Munoz, Ethel from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19

Munoz, Priscilla from Texas A&M International University (Laredo, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/14/19

Murphy, Shelby from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 4/3/20

Nazworth, Susan from South Plains College (Levelland, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/7/16
  Direct Loans on 3/23/16
  Professional Judgment on 2/9/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/20/19
  Verification on 2/11/16

Nedwed, Laurie from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cash Management on 7/25/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/15

Negrete, Paul from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Student Eligibility on 11/5/13
Verification on 2/29/16

Negrete, Vanessa from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19

Newcomb, Chuck from Rogers State University (Claremore, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/2/18

Nguyen, Khanh from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 2/10/17
Consumer Information on 1/23/17

Nguyen, Ngoc from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 7/27/17

Nguyen, Nicole from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/26/19

Nguyen2, Gwen2 from Hill College Cleburne Campus (Cleburne, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/19/16

Nicanor, Juan from Lone Star College-North Harris (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/12/19

Nickerson, Josh from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/23/17
Consumer Information on 6/29/17
Student Eligibility on 6/26/17

Noah, John from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 5/12/16

Nolan, Holly from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 10/19/18

Nordell, Nikki from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 2/20/17
Campus-Based Programs on 4/26/17
Direct Loans on 5/1/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/17
Need Analysis on 4/11/17
Professional Judgment on 5/2/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/9/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/17
Student Eligibility on 4/19/17
Verification on 5/4/17

Norlin, Cynthia from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 12/22/14
Direct Loans on 1/27/15
Student Eligibility on 1/14/15

Nottenkamper, Janice from University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/6/17

Nwolise, Symbol from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/19

Obsta, Kim from The Victoria College (Victoria, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/15

Oesau, Kirsten from Hendrix College (Conway, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/29/18
Application Process on 7/2/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/16/18
Direct Loans on 7/27/18
Professional Judgment on 7/17/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/17/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/18
Student Eligibility on 6/29/18
Verification on 7/29/18

Ognowski, Landri from Hardin-Simmons University (Abilene, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ohamuo, Sherie from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 8/3/18

Oldigs, Kim from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 10/19/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/4/19

Olivarez, Marlee from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/2/18

Olson, David from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/10/20
Verification on 2/12/19

Orr, Linda from Oklahoma Christian University (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 2/6/18
Application Process on 4/5/17
Cash Management on 1/31/17
Consumer Information on 1/24/17
Professional Judgment on 7/25/16
Student Eligibility on 5/11/17

Pacheco, Caryn from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/17/17
Cost of Attendance on 1/2/17
Professional Judgment on 12/14/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/16
Student Eligibility on 2/17/17

Pacheco, Sally from Blinn College (Brenham, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 5/31/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/28/15
Professional Judgment on 6/15/15

Page, Rigel from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 6/30/17
Consumer Information on 6/29/17
Direct Loans on 8/1/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/6/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/17
Student Eligibility on 6/29/17
Verification on 8/3/17

Parish, Samantha from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 5/4/17

Parkhurst, LaShanda from Stephen F. Austin State University (Nacogdoches, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/19

Parkoff, Angela from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 3/5/14

Patterson, Emily from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/6/17
Application Process on 8/11/17
Cash Management on 8/6/17
Consumer Information on 10/11/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/15/18
Direct Loans on 8/13/17
Professional Judgment on 8/13/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/14/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/17
Student Eligibility on 8/13/17
Verification on 8/13/17

Paz, Arlene from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/19

Pearson, Shontel from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/15/18

Pease, Janelle from Western Technology Center (Burns Flat, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/12/16
Professional Judgment on 12/2/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/9/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/28/17
Student Eligibility on 1/24/17
Verification on 2/21/17

Peeples, D'Mon from Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 6/9/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/9/18

Pena, Belinda from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/17/17

Perez Hernandez, Katy from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/2/19

Perez, Jael from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/3/19

Pete, Megan from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/13/19

Petrosian, Amanda from Tarleton State University Fort Worth (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/19/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/14/20
  Cost of Attendance on 12/12/19
  Direct Loans on 3/5/20
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/2/20
  Need Analysis on 12/19/19
  Professional Judgment on 2/7/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/20
  Student Eligibility on 12/9/19
  Verification on 1/28/19

Pierce, Cayce from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/17/17

Piotrowski, Angela from Central Technology Center (Drumright, OK) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/6/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/24/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/19/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 7/31/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/14/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/17/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/19/17

Pixley, Alan from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/24/18
  Application Process on 5/1/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/7/18
  Cash Management on 4/24/18
  Consumer Information on 5/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 5/2/18
  Direct Loans on 5/8/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/7/18
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/8/18
  Need Analysis on 5/7/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/8/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/8/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/8/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/24/18
  Student Eligibility on 5/1/18
  TEACH Grants on 5/3/18
  Verification on 5/7/18

Plaideau, Cherie from Tulane University (New Orleans, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/19/17

Poon, Joey from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15
  Verification on 1/5/14

Porter, Erin from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/30/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/10/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Professional Judgment on 10/20/17
Potteiger, Rosario from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/17

Powell, India from Lone Star College-CyFair (Cypress, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/14

Powers, James from The University of Central Oklahoma (Edmond, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/9/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/19

Prater, Kelly from Amarillo College (Amarillo, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/19/19

Pratt, Carrie from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15
  Verification on 8/11/15

Prescott, Tasha from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 3/3/14

Pruitt, Suzanne from Carl Albert State College (Poteau, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/19

Puente, Ilaria from Rice University (Houston, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/15/15
  Cash Management on 12/4/16
  Professional Judgment on 7/8/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/13
  Student Eligibility on 10/15/13
  Verification on 1/6/14

Pulido, Julie from Lone Star College-University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/19

Quay, Valerie from St. Edward's University (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/18/13

Ralph, Rhonda from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/16

Ramirez-Green, Liliana from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/30/19

Ramos, Bailey from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/29/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/20/19
  Need Analysis on 2/27/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/30/18
  Verification on 3/1/19

Ramos, Imelda from Tarrant County College Northeast Campus (Hurst, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/1/19

Raney, Jonna from Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 11 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/30/17
  Consumer Information on 8/11/16
  Cost of Attendance on 4/4/14
  Direct Loans on 5/22/15
  Need Analysis on 4/3/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/22/15
  Professional Judgment on 5/20/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/8/15
  Student Eligibility on 5/10/17
  Verification on 5/22/15

Rankin, Rutherford from Eastern New Mexico University - Roswell (Roswell, NM) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/25/14
  Direct Loans on 12/2/14
  Student Eligibility on 11/26/14

Ransom, Patricia from University of New Mexico (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/13/17

Ratliff, Brandon from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ratliff, Thomas from Abilene Christian University (Abilene, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/2/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/17

Rawlinson, William from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/29/18
- Student Eligibility on 2/15/17

Ray, Billie from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 1/28/20

Rector, Nia from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/9/19

Redrick, Pamela from North Lake College (Irving, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/31/14

Redus, Tami from Meridian Technology Center (Stillwater, OK) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/17/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/5/17
- Need Analysis on 12/14/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/17
- Professional Judgment on 12/7/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/7/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/17/17
- Verification on 11/17/17

Reeser, Beverly from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/18/18
- Cost of Attendance on 6/20/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/21/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/12/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/7/18
- Verification on 5/8/18

Rendon, Kenyatta from New Mexico Junior College (Hobbs, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/18

Rice, April from Collin College (Mckinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/12/20
- Student Eligibility on 4/10/15
- Verification on 12/31/19

Richard, Elizabeth from University of Arkansas At Monticello (Monticello, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/18

Richards, Clayton from The University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/1/19

Richmond, Gwendolyn from University of Houston- Main (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/19

Riggins, Summer from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 7/1/15

Riley, Connie from Southern Arkansas University Tech (Camden, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/2/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
- Professional Judgment on 9/26/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/20/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/22/16
- Verification on 12/18/15

Rinehart, Melanie from Seminole State College (Seminole, OK) achieved 10 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/6/16
- Application Process on 12/14/13
- Cash Management on 4/20/18
- Cost of Attendance on 2/2/14
- Direct Loans on 4/24/18
- Need Analysis on 2/23/14
- Professional Judgment on 6/9/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/23/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Rios, Gilberto from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19
  Student Eligibility on 2/23/14

Roach, Sydney from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/20/17

Roberson, Maggie from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/4/20

Roberts, Jonathan from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/24/18
  Application Process on 6/23/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/23/17
  Direct Loans on 6/26/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/22/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/23/17

Robertson, Tracy from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/26/18
  Application Process on 6/19/18
  Cash Management on 6/20/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/19/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/21/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/18
  Verification on 6/22/18

Robison, Julia from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/16/14

Robison, Savanna from Arkansas Colleges of Health Education (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/8/19

Rodriguez, Andrea from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/20/18

Rodriguez, Cary from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/19
  Verification on 3/10/20

Rodriguez, Elvira from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/8/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15
  Verification on 11/26/14

Rodriguez, Jonathan from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/1/19

Rodriguez, Monique from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/6/18
  Professional Judgment on 6/26/18
  Verification on 12/26/19

Rodriguez, Sonya from New Mexico Military Institute (Roswell, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/1/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/6/17

Rojas, Rosa from Houston Community College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/19

Rook, Lauren from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 1/13/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/21/16
  Verification on 7/25/16

Rosenkrantz, Laurie from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 2/25/20

Ross, Latrease from Eastfield College (Mesquite, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 3/12/20

Roth, Renee from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/4/19
- Student Eligibility on 5/30/19
- Verification on 5/20/19

Rouquette, Robin from Tulane University (New Orleans, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/6/17
- Need Analysis on 2/20/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/12/17
- Verification on 11/29/17

Ruiz, Joseph from Del Mar College (Corpus Christi, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/19

Russell, Dillon from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/19/19

Royals, Vicki from Northeastern State University (Tahlequah, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 3/10/20

Ryburn, Nick from Northwest Technical Institute (Springdale, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 3/27/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/5/14
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/11/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/10/16
- Verification on 10/22/15

Ryon, Wayne from Grayson County College (Denison, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/17

Salayandia, Destinee from Eastern New Mexico University - Roswell (Roswell, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 11/19/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/13/18

Salazar, Natalie from New Mexico State University Dona Ana Community College (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/22/18
- Cost of Attendance on 4/4/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/18/18
- Student Eligibility on 3/23/18
- Verification on 3/15/18

Sanchez, Eddie from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19

Sanchez, Jennifer from University of Dallas (Irving, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/8/20
- Verification on 3/2/19

Sanchez, Jose from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 1/24/20

Sanders, Jeremy from Postlethwaite & Netterville, APAC (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/29/16
- Verification on 12/11/15

Sanderson, Elena from The Victoria College (Victoria, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 5/18/15

Santillanes, Darla from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/13/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/4/16

Sarabia, Cathy from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/26/19

Satterfield, Stephen from Walden University (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 1/13/15

Saunders, Dana from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/9/19

Savoit, Taina from McNeese State University (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/29/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/20/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/26/16
- Verification on 5/24/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Scarborough, Falicia from Vista College (Richardson, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/18

Schippert, John from Ancora Education (Hurst, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/13/15
  Verification on 4/4/16

Schmerer, Mendy from University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/24/19
  Application Process on 10/25/16
  Cost of Attendance on 10/13/15
  Direct Loans on 10/6/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/8/15
  Student Eligibility on 7/7/17

Schmid, Amber from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/3/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/10/20
  Verification on 5/11/18

Schrum, Mindi-Kim from San Juan College (Farmington, NM) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/31/16

Schwartz, Niki from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 10 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/28/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/30/16
  Consumer Information on 1/31/17
  Cost of Attendance on 9/19/16
  Direct Loans on 7/22/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/30/15
  Professional Judgment on 7/22/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/28/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/9/16
  Verification on 10/23/15

Scott, Melissa from Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/30/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/22/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/4/19
  Direct Loans on 5/11/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/17/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/10/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/15/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/22/17
  Verification on 2/28/17

Self, Jaime from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/13/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/21/18
  Verification on 5/7/19

Selmon, Sheryll from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/20/14

Shaklee, Theresa from Oklahoma City Community College (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 4/11/14
  Cost of Attendance on 3/12/14
  Need Analysis on 3/13/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/14
  Student Eligibility on 4/16/14

Shearer, Dixie from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/12/14

Shehan, Bridget from Texas Christian University (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/24/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Shepherd, Stephanie from University of Arkansas Pulaski Technical College (North Little Rock, AR) achieved 6 credentials:

- Application Process on 9/26/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/27/16
- Professional Judgment on 10/6/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/30/16
- Student Eligibility on 9/29/16
- Verification on 9/28/16

Shores, Isabela from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/24/19

Sikora, Lea from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

- Direct Loans on 5/30/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/19

Simmons, T'Juanna from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/4/17

Simpson, Jay from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 10 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 6/21/18
- Application Process on 6/23/17
- Consumer Information on 7/28/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/6/17
- Direct Loans on 11/5/18
- Need Analysis on 7/15/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/29/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/18
- Student Eligibility on 6/28/17
- Verification on 7/23/17

Sinele, Jennifer from University of Arkansas Community College At Batesville (Batesville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 11/4/14
- Verification on 12/3/15

Sisco, Colleen from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/23/17

Sisson, Melissa from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 1 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 4/3/20

Sisson, Renee from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 7/17/15
- Direct Loans on 1/6/15

Small, Brent from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 3 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 10/27/15
- Cash Management on 11/3/16
- Cost of Attendance on 10/8/15

Smart, Monica from Hardin-Simmons University (Abilene, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/23/19

Smiling, Sheree from Lamar University (Beaumont, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 6/12/17
- Student Eligibility on 2/15/17

Smith, Alicia from Metro Technology Centers School District #22 (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 1 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 2/19/14

Smith, Charly from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 2 credentials:

- Consumer Information on 4/19/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/27/19

Smith, Jackie from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Smith, Julia from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/14/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/20/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/18/17

Smith, Kirby from Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (SLGFA) (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Direct Loans on 1/16/15

Smith, Michelle from Abilene Christian University (Abilene, TX) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/30/20
- Cost of Attendance on 7/27/16
- Direct Loans on 7/31/16
- Professional Judgment on 7/28/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/28/16

Smith, Sean from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/8/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/14/16
- Cost of Attendance on 7/15/16
- Direct Loans on 7/19/16
- Professional Judgment on 7/24/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/26/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/16
- Student Eligibility on 7/12/16
- Verification on 7/20/16

Smith, Tabitha from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/18/18
- Application Process on 6/27/17
- Consumer Information on 6/29/17
- Direct Loans on 10/5/17
- Professional Judgment on 9/13/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/7/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/23/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/21/17
- Verification on 7/17/17

Smith-Patterson, Trina from Tarrant County College Northwest Campus (Fort Worth, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/27/18

Spaeth, Amber from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/4/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/19
- Student Eligibility on 12/19/18
- Verification on 5/7/19

Spiller, Sharon from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/10/19

Spruiell, Makezee from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 1/30/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19

Starling-McIntosh, Laurel from Arkansas Colleges of Health Education (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/8/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/17/16

Steltzlen, Cindy from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 1/19/20
- Student Eligibility on 1/6/20

Stephens, Debbie from Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 5/4/17
- Professional Judgment on 6/15/16

Sterling, Teresa from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 6/18/15

Stewart, Landon from Southern Arkansas University Tech (Camden, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 10/25/17

Stockton, Kathryn from Rogers State University (Claremore, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 4/25/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/8/19
- Verification on 8/3/18

Stouffer, Wendy from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 8/26/16
- Cost of Attendance on 6/12/14

Strother, Whitney from University of Arkansas-Fort Smith (Fort Smith, AR) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 11/30/15

Stubbs, Kimberly from University of Central Arkansas (Conway, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19

Surine, Kaitlyn from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/29/15

Sutherland, Lea from Northwest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 11/25/13
Need Analysis on 2/25/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/25/13
Student Eligibility on 3/18/13

Tackett, Tracy from Southwestern University (Georgetown, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/7/19

Talbert, Jewel from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/27/19

Tanner, Jeremy from Texas A&M University - Commerce (Commerce, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/4/16

Tanner, Kimberly from University of Louisiana at Lafayette (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/2/16

Tatum, Veronda from South Arkansas Community College (El Dorado, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/6/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/19/19

Taylor, Heather from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/26/18
Consumer Information on 12/8/16
Cost of Attendance on 9/19/16
Direct Loans on 7/21/16
Gainful Employment Test on 6/21/18
Professional Judgment on 7/21/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/28/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/8/16
Verification on 7/20/16

Tearney, Jesse from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 4/9/14

Temple, Vicki from Bossier Parish Community College (Bossier City, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/23/19

Teran, Christopher from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 6/11/14

Terry-Sanchez, Jan from Eastern New Mexico University - Portales (Portales, NM) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 4/10/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/27/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/28/16

Tesfaye, Fekerte from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/8/15

Thomas, Alvina from Louisiana Delta Community College (Monroe, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/24/17

Thomas, Joy from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/24/19

Thomas, Marissa from University of Texas at El Paso (El Paso, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 12/5/19
Campus-Based Programs on 12/6/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/6/19
Need Analysis on 12/6/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/19

Thompson, Elizabeth from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/29/15

Thompson, Kerry from Collin College (McKinney, TX) achieved 11 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/21/17
Application Process on 12/8/17
Campus-Based Programs on 8/3/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Consumer Information on 10/12/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/26/18
Need Analysis on 12/16/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/1/19
Professional Judgment on 8/30/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/26/17
Student Eligibility on 10/18/17
Verification on 5/4/18

Thompson-Luquette, Janelle from South Louisiana Community College - Lafayette Campus (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 6/7/16

Thornton, Melissa from St. Gregory's University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 5/3/17
Verification on 4/1/16

Tiller, Mark from The University of Texas at Tyler (Tyler, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/26/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/5/18

Tillman, Linda from Oklahoma Wesleyan University (Bartlesville, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 5/5/17

Todd, Andrea from University of Texas At Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/9/15
Need Analysis on 12/3/15
Professional Judgment on 7/31/15

Toland, Rita from (Little Rock, AR) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/30/14
Professional Judgment on 8/13/15
Student Eligibility on 8/27/14
Verification on 8/11/15

Toney, Michelle from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 2/26/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/1/19

Toomer, Nina from Texas State University (San Marcos, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 4/6/16

Torres, Marina from University of Houston - Downtown (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/19

Torres-Gonzalez, Mayra from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 4 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 10/1/15
Need Analysis on 7/31/15
Professional Judgment on 9/18/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/1/19

Torrez, Monica from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 2/10/17
Consumer Information on 1/24/17

Tovar, Jeannine from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 3 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/13/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/4/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/15/19

Tran, Vicky from Dallas County Community College District Service Center (Mesquite, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/8/15

Trevino, Joshua from University of Houston - Clear Lake (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/19

Trinidad, Humberto from University of Texas at San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/19

Tubbs, Alexandra from University of Arkansas System EVersity (Little Rock, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
Cash Management on 11/15/18
Consumer Information on 11/22/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/18
Verification on 12/4/15

Turner, Ann from NorthWest Arkansas Community College (Bentonville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
Turner, Jennifer from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 12/13/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/6/16

Tye, Lafarria from Northeast Technology Center-Afton (Afton, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 1/10/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/27/17

Tyler-Raye, Krista from Lone Star College-North Harris (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/23/18

Underwood, Joni from Louisiana Delta Community College (Monroe, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/21/17

Urian, Renee from University of Texas at Austin (Austin, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 10/16/18
  Professional Judgment on 8/8/17

Valdez, Janell from The University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center (Albuquerque, NM) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 11/24/14
  Student Eligibility on 10/1/13

Valencia, Duane from Southwestern Adventist University (Keene, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/3/14

Valle, Diana from University of Texas at El Paso (El Paso, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/15/17

Vanover, Karen from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/17

Vascocu, Lindsey from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 6/15/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/21/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/17

Vazquez, Ociel from Texas A&M International University (Laredo, TX) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/28/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/15/20
  Cost of Attendance on 3/15/20
  Direct Loans on 3/17/20
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/4/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/15/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/15/20
  Student Eligibility on 4/10/19
  Verification on 4/10/19

Vega, Nereida from Blinn College (Brenham, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 9/10/19
  Verification on 10/23/19

Velez, Carlos from Texas A&M University San Antonio Campus (San Antonio, TX) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/20/19
  Cost of Attendance on 6/17/19
  Direct Loans on 6/25/19
  Need Analysis on 7/2/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/5/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/19
  Student Eligibility on 6/20/19

Velez, Matthew from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/7/17

Vennochi, Leslie from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 4/19/19

Verstuyft, Vanessa from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/17/17

Vigil, Elizabeth from New Mexico State University (Las Cruces, NM) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 12/4/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/4/18
  Verification on 12/4/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Villasenor Garcia, Marybel from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/21/18

Vo, Kiet from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/26/20

Voeller, Judi from University of Oklahoma (Norman, OK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/13/15

Vu, Ngan from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/20

Walker, Carnesiha from South Louisiana Community College (Lafayette, LA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/13/19

Walker, Madison from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/19

Walker, Robin from Vista College (Richardson, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/16/15

Walker, Vicki from Arkansas State University (State University, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/3/15

Wall, Nathan from Texas Tech University (Lubbock, TX) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/29/20
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/1/20
  Consumer Information on 2/29/20
  Cost of Attendance on 3/1/20
  Direct Loans on 2/29/20
  Need Analysis on 1/30/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/4/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/4/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/19
  Student Eligibility on 3/9/20
  Verification on 3/11/20

Walton, Edessa from University of Arkansas Community College at Hope (Hope, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 6/3/19

Ward, Chelsea from GuidEd Solutions, a Division of Student Loan Guarantee Foundation of Arkansas (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/27/16

Waters, Kristi from Northwestern State University (Natchitoches, LA) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/12/20
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/13/20
  Cost of Attendance on 6/27/17
  Direct Loans on 3/5/20
  Professional Judgment on 6/7/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/17
  Student Eligibility on 2/12/20
  Verification on 6/7/16

Waters, Rhonda from Southwestern Oklahoma State University (Weatherford, OK) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/25/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/15
  Student Eligibility on 10/3/14
  Verification on 6/1/16

Watson, Felicia from Prairie View A&M University (Prairie View, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/18/19

Watson, Lonzella from University of Arkansas Pulaski Tech (North Little Rock, AR) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/7/18
  Cost of Attendance on 9/11/18
  Direct Loans on 9/11/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/5/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/10/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/11/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/10/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Weatherford, Tess from Ozarka College (Melbourne, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 6/14/18

Webb, Sarah from University of Texas At San Antonio (San Antonio, TX) achieved 5 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/28/15
Need Analysis on 9/25/15
Professional Judgment on 9/28/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/3/17
Student Eligibility on 10/21/16

Webb, Virginia from Arkansas Tech University (Russellville, AR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/21/17

Wei, Jike from University of Texas at Arlington (Arlington, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/27/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19

Welch, Denise from Panola College (Carthage, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 1/29/14
Student Eligibility on 1/30/14

Wellman, Danielle from Oklahoma Baptist University (Shawnee, OK) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 1/11/19
Cost of Attendance on 5/15/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/11/19
Need Analysis on 1/25/19
Student Eligibility on 1/18/19
Verification on 1/24/19

Wheeler, Greta from The University of Mary Hardin-Baylor (Belton, TX) achieved 7 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/24/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/4/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/15/16
Professional Judgment on 6/30/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/15/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/16
Verification on 4/2/16

White, Cherise from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/28/17
Consumer Information on 7/10/17
Direct Loans on 10/3/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/20/17
Student Eligibility on 7/18/17

White, David from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 9/27/16
Consumer Information on 7/19/17
Professional Judgment on 8/12/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/17
Student Eligibility on 7/15/17
Verification on 9/16/17

White, Stephani from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/5/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/5/17

Wichert, Carol from Southwestern Oklahoma State University (Weatherford, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/11/15
Verification on 6/1/16

Wicker, Jordan from Oklahoma State University (Stillwater, OK) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 2/20/19
Student Eligibility on 2/20/19

Wilemon, Sharon from Sul Ross State University (Alpine, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/24/19

Williams, Alene from Lone Star College System (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/7/17

Williams, April from Oklahoma Christian University (Oklahoma City, OK) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 4/5/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Williams, Brittani from Louisiana Office of Student Financial Assistance (Baton Rouge, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/9/18
- Consumer Information on 3/1/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/2/19
- Verification on 12/5/19

Williams, Jennifer from University of Arkansas Community College At Morrilton (Morrilton, AR) achieved 16 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/23/18
- Application Process on 9/12/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/26/16
- Cash Management on 11/16/18
- Consumer Information on 12/20/16
- Cost of Attendance on 7/14/15
- Direct Loans on 7/21/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/23/15
- Gainful Employment Test on 12/6/17
- Need Analysis on 7/23/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/22/15
- Professional Judgment on 7/31/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/27/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/23/15
- Student Eligibility on 9/22/16
- Verification on 7/20/15

Williams, Jennifer from North Lake College (Irving, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/26/14

Williams, Katraya from Southern University at Shreveport (Shreveport, LA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/27/16
- Professional Judgment on 8/24/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/14/15
- Verification on 3/18/15

Williams, Kayla from North Lake College (Irving, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/29/19

Williams, Matthew from University of Arkansas at Little Rock (Little Rock, AR) achieved 1 credential:
- Application Process on 6/30/16

Williams, Palyce from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/21/19

Williams, Sara from Stephen F. Austin State University (Nacogdoches, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/7/19

Williams, Sonja from Northwest Technology Center (Alva, OK) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 3/13/20

Williams-DeJean, Venus from McNeese State University (Lake Charles, LA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/20/16
- Verification on 5/24/16

Williford, Brent from Blinn College (Brenham, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Consumer Information on 12/5/19

Willis, Neotashia from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15

Wilson, Kevin from University of Houston University Park (Houston, TX) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/26/19

Wilson, Sara from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/4/15
- Verification on 12/4/15

Wisdom, Nancy from Harding University (Searcy, AR) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/17/17
- Consumer Information on 6/26/17
- Direct Loans on 9/15/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/21/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/3/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Wooldridge, Erin from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 2 credentials:

Consumer Information on 6/21/18
Gainful Employment Test on 6/21/18

Wright, Cathleen from Texas Lutheran University (Seguin, TX) achieved 3 credentials:

Need Analysis on 3/10/18
Professional Judgment on 4/22/17
Verification on 4/22/17

Ybarra, Eloisa from The University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley (Edinburg, TX) achieved 2 credentials:

Administrative Capability on 8/8/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17

Young, Chesma from Austin Community College (Austin, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

Cost of Attendance on 4/9/20

Young, Felicia from The University of Central Oklahoma (Edmond, OK) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 12/28/19

Young, Jason from Dallas County Community College District (Dallas, TX) achieved 11 credentials:

Application Process on 7/6/18
Cash Management on 6/22/18
Consumer Information on 12/13/19
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/16
Direct Loans on 7/25/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/29/16
Professional Judgment on 6/29/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/16
Student Eligibility on 4/9/19
Verification on 4/17/17

Young, Miranda from Sam Houston State University (Huntsville, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

Direct Loans on 6/7/19

Young, Vickie from Young’s (Hot Springs National Park, AR) achieved 13 credentials:

Application Process on 11/18/14
Campus-Based Programs on 6/30/16
Consumer Information on 10/19/16
Cost of Attendance on 2/22/16
Direct Loans on 2/3/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/16/15
Need Analysis on 3/3/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/29/16
Professional Judgment on 12/16/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/6/16
Student Eligibility on 12/4/14
Verification on 11/20/15

Zarate, Jocelyn from Texas A&M University (College Station, TX) achieved 1 credentials:

Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/24/19

Zuniga, Nereyda from University of Arkansas (Fayetteville, AR) achieved 3 credentials:

Direct Loans on 6/5/19
Student Eligibility on 5/24/19
Verification on 5/25/19

Wasfaa (2,419)

Abara, Katherine from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 2 credentials:

Direct Loans on 5/6/14
Professional Judgment on 5/9/16

Abelleira, Elisa from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Verification on 2/14/19

Adesina, Philsheena from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:

Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/18

Akana, Amy from Honolulu Community College (Honolulu, HI) achieved 3 credentials:

Campus-Based Programs on 8/27/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/23/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Alas, Shantii from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/7/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/18

Alcaraz, Yolanda from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/1/19

Aldama, Julie from Whittier College (Whittier, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/8/18

Aldama, Raul from Allan Hancock College (Santa Maria, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/12/14

Alexander, Jillian from Oregon Institute of Technology (Wilsonville, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/6/16

Allen, Elizabeth from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/1/16

Allen, Renee from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18

Alvarado, Magdyell from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/19
  Student Eligibility on 2/5/18

Amador, Richard from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/22/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/1/19
  Cost of Attendance on 1/24/19
  Need Analysis on 3/6/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 7/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 1/9/19

Amerio, Barbara from Taft College (Taft, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 2/27/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/11/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/15
  Verification on 3/25/16

Amorelli, Lucas from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 2/16/18

Anaya, Tamara from University of Phoenix Central Administration (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/2/14
  Cost of Attendance on 6/28/13
  Direct Loans on 6/23/14
  Need Analysis on 6/4/13
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/10/13
  Student Eligibility on 5/31/13
  Verification on 6/12/13

Anderson, Jeff from Kauai Community College (Lihue, HI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/18
  Verification on 7/23/18

Andisha, Ali from California Healing Arts College (Carson, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/22/17

Aquino, Cherry from Santa Monica College (Santa Monica, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/28/13

Arakaki, Tracey from Kapiolani Community College (Honolulu, HI) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/24/19
  Application Process on 6/23/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/19/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/19/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/23/17
  Verification on 6/24/17

Araujo, Rebecca from California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 3/17/15

Aribuabo, Winnie Ann from Los Angeles Community College District (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/26/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Arnold, Collyn from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/18

Arrizon, Luis from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/17/20

Ash, Karen from Clackamas Community College (Oregon City, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 9/21/17
Verification on 3/18/15

August, Roseanne from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/29/19

Averett, Brenda from Mohave Community College (Kingman, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/9/15

Avila, Sara from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 6/16/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/23/17
Need Analysis on 7/7/17
Student Eligibility on 6/19/17

Ayala, Mayra from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 10/3/14
Cost of Attendance on 10/24/14
Need Analysis on 10/7/14
Professional Judgment on 10/16/14
Student Eligibility on 10/22/14
Verification on 10/13/14

Ayres, Jessica from Palo Alto University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/16/17
Direct Loans on 7/8/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/7/18
Professional Judgment on 7/2/19
Student Eligibility on 12/1/17
Verification on 8/17/18

Bahadur, Kerry from Foothill College (Los Altos Hills, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/13

Bailey, Daniel from Eastern Oregon University (La Grande, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/16/17

Baker, Ingrid from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/13/19
Professional Judgment on 8/9/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/4/19

Baker, Tiffany from Eastern Washington University (Cheney, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/1/18

Baker-Smith, Hellen from Pima County Community College District East Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/6/19
Application Process on 11/15/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/20/19
Need Analysis on 12/30/19
Student Eligibility on 12/6/18
Verification on 12/24/17

Barlow, Peggi from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/18/16

Barrajs-Ritchie, Amanda from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 10/29/19

Barrios, Maggie from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/15/17

Basadre, Veronica from Pepperdine University (Malibu, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/8/18
Verification on 12/23/16

Bates, Leta from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/28/13

Bates, Vale from Western Washington University (Bellingham, WA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Batista, Evangeline from Pima County Community College District Northwest Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:

Bazor, Ruby from University of Alaska Fairbanks (Fairbanks, AK) achieved 5 credentials:

Beenfield, Amberlie from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:

Begay, Adrianne from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:

Begay, Amanda from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:

Beltran, Barbara from Yuba College (Marysville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Berber, Rosalva from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Berreth, Dwight from Northwest Nazarene University (Nampa, ID) achieved 4 credentials:

Betts, Justin from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:

Beus, Ben from Columbia Basin College (Pasco, WA) achieved 1 credentials:

Bickelmann, Cerita from Loyola Marymount University (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Bishop-Gabriel, Kyle from Sonoma State University (Rohnert Park, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Black, Calvin from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 17 credentials:

Black, Jessica from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:

Blum, Brandon from University of Alaska Fairbanks (Fairbanks, AK) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Board, Kristen from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/30/19

Bogner, James from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/7/19

Bollier, Sandra from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/10/19
  Verification on 2/28/17

Boon, Celva from Clover Park Technical College (Tacoma, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/15/16
  Verification on 12/20/13

Boudreau, Ryan from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 1/17/18
  Student Eligibility on 1/24/17
  Verification on 5/19/17

Boyance, Heidi from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/7/18

Bradfield, Tanisha from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/16/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/24/13
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/8/15

Bradley, Linda from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/29/17

Bradshaw, Star from Touro University (Vallejo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/16/17

Brady, Angela from Cosumnes River College (Sacramento, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/29/18

Braggins, Karen from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/4/19
  Professional Judgment on 9/5/19
  Student Eligibility on 9/5/19

Brandt, Kim from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/15/19

Briggs, Ashley from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/15/19

Brooks, James from University of Oregon (Eugene, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/8/17
  Need Analysis on 4/6/15

Brown, Alice from DigiPen Institute of Technology (Redmond, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/13/17
  Campus-Based Programs on 2/19/17
  Cash Management on 4/4/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/25/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/23/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15

Brown, Carna from Kauai Community College (Lihue, HI) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 8/24/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/18
  Verification on 8/28/18

Brown, Denise from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/19

Brown, Erica from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/12/17

Brown, Jamila from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/14/16

Buchanan, Jacque from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/11/18
  Consumer Information on 11/7/19

Buckhanan, Erica from Alaska Pacific University (Anchorage, AK) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/5/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/5/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Buckley, Bryce from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 10 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/25/19
  - Cost of Attendance on 6/21/19
  - Direct Loans on 6/19/19
  - Need Analysis on 6/27/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/21/19
  - Professional Judgment on 6/25/19
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/21/19
  - Student Eligibility on 6/25/19
  - Verification on 6/19/19

Buenrostro, Ricardo from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 11 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 6/11/17
  - Campus-Based Programs on 7/23/19
  - Consumer Information on 5/5/19
  - Direct Loans on 9/1/19
  - Need Analysis on 7/4/19
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/9/19
  - Professional Judgment on 5/12/17
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 5/16/17
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/17
  - Student Eligibility on 6/23/19
  - Verification on 1/28/19

Bull-Flores, Deanna from Everett Community College (Everett, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Application Process on 2/12/20

Bumpous, Rebecca from Bakersfield College (Bakersfield, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19

Burke, Keri from Linfield College (McMinnville, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 12/23/19

Burzota, Stacey from Treasure Valley Community College (Ontario, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 2/23/19

Butler, Rashad from Loyola Marymount University (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Direct Loans on 11/14/17

Byrd, Karen from Los Angeles Trade Technical College (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 8/24/18

Cabrera, Antonio from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 6/23/17
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/13/17
  - Student Eligibility on 7/7/17

Cadena, Rebecca from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 10/16/13

Campbell, Janet from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/27/15
  - Cost of Attendance on 8/12/15
  - Student Eligibility on 7/25/15

Campbell, Kathleen from Columbia Gorge Community College (The Dalles, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Cash Management on 5/30/18
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/27/14
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/31/16

Campos Marquez, Desiree from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 2/28/17

Canestro, Luanne from Cañada College (Redwood City, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/18

Cardona, Roman from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 13 credentials:
  - Administrative Capability on 10/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Carle, Crystalann from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/27/19
Verification on 2/22/20

Carlos, Adrienne from Yavapai College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 1/17/20
Consumer Information on 2/6/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/5/17
Direct Loans on 5/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/20/18
Student Eligibility on 4/28/17
Verification on 11/8/16

Carlos, Daniel from University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/30/15
Verification on 1/10/20

Carnevale, David from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 5/12/17
Consumer Information on 4/26/17
Cost of Attendance on 10/31/18
Professional Judgment on 6/5/17
Student Eligibility on 11/16/18

Carr, Desiree from Blake Austin College (Vacaville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/17

Carrillo, Sandra from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/26/18
Professional Judgment on 8/9/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/24/18

Carruthers, Allison from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/21/17

Casillas, Kassandra from Scripps College (Claremont, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/19

Castellanos, Maribel from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/26/19
Application Process on 8/26/18
Campus-Based Programs on 4/17/19
Cash Management on 7/22/19
Consumer Information on 10/21/19
Cost of Attendance on 8/24/18
Direct Loans on 8/29/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/17/19
Need Analysis on 8/22/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/19
Professional Judgment on 4/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/22/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/19
Student Eligibility on 8/3/18
TEACH Grants on 2/25/19
Verification on 8/27/18

Castellon, Pedro from California State University Channel Islands (Camarillo, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 7/19/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Castro, Breanna from Diablo Valley College (Pleasant Hill, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/3/18
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/3/18

Cayabyab, Patrick from Palo Alto University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/10/19
  - Professional Judgment on 6/18/19
  - Student Eligibility on 7/8/19

Cazares, Julia from University of Alaska - Anchorage (Anchorage, AK) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Celaya, Samantha from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Cervantes, Debbie from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 2/16/17

Chabot, Neshell from Pacific Lutheran University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 11/29/17

Chacon, Diana from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 3/29/16

Chamberlain, Craig from Pacific Lutheran University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
  - Application Process on 9/25/14
  - Direct Loans on 11/5/14
  - Need Analysis on 10/15/14
  - Student Eligibility on 10/16/14

Chase, Kait from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 7 credentials:
  - Application Process on 7/26/16
  - Campus-Based Programs on 9/30/16
  - Cost of Attendance on 7/30/16
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/7/16
  - Need Analysis on 9/23/16
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/27/16
  - Student Eligibility on 7/30/16

Chase, Nelson from University of San Diego (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 4/4/16

Chauvette, Alex from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
  - Consumer Information on 9/25/19
  - Direct Loans on 3/16/17
  - Student Eligibility on 5/18/17

Chavira, Jose from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18

Check Cinco, Jessie from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Verification on 3/1/17

Chin, Areum from Ventura College (Ventura, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
  - Application Process on 9/7/15
  - Cost of Attendance on 10/3/15
  - Direct Loans on 10/17/16
  - Need Analysis on 10/13/15
  - Student Eligibility on 9/4/15
  - Verification on 9/27/15

Chrisko, Rita from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Professional Judgment on 6/19/17

Christensen, Lisa from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  - Need Analysis on 4/10/20

Christianson, Kelley from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 12 credentials:
  - Application Process on 4/30/15
  - Campus-Based Programs on 5/11/15
  - Cost of Attendance on 5/4/15
  - Direct Loans on 5/31/15
  - Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/31/15
  - Need Analysis on 5/8/15
  - Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/28/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Christman, Robert from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/6/19
- Professional Judgment on 8/30/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/30/19

Chun, Adrianne from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/14/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14

Chung, Ngoc from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/7/16
- Cost of Attendance on 7/14/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 2/12/17
- Need Analysis on 2/21/17
- Professional Judgment on 2/18/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/31/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/31/17
- Student Eligibility on 7/10/16
- Verification on 8/19/16

Clark, Kathleen from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/26/17

Clifford, Aurie from Pima County Community College District Community Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/5/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/17/19
- Consumer Information on 10/5/18
- Direct Loans on 5/27/16
- Professional Judgment on 10/15/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/18
- Student Eligibility on 10/16/17

Colburn, Lauren from Santa Rosa Junior College (Santa Rosa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/3/15

Coe, Peter from San Francisco State University (San Francisco, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15

Coleman, Shaundra from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 10/8/19
- Verification on 11/14/18

Coloso, Monica from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/17/19

Compton, Brianne from University of California at Los Angeles (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/5/18

Conley, Erick from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/20/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/23/15
- Cost of Attendance on 7/22/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 11/16/15
- Need Analysis on 7/31/15
- Student Eligibility on 7/21/15
- TEACH Grants on 12/28/15
- Verification on 11/9/15

Connell, Eric from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 12/13/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/30/17

Connor, Rianne from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 4/6/18

Cook, Joel from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/2/19

Coomes, Teri from Summit College (Colton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/23/17

Cooper, Riley from Portland State University (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/19
- Verification on 2/19/20

Copeland, Cassady from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 7/3/19
- Need Analysis on 4/10/20

Cornejo, Edgardo from Pima County Community College District West Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/18/19
- Professional Judgment on 2/19/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19
- Student Eligibility on 2/20/19
- Verification on 2/18/19

Cornelius, Amanda from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 10/14/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/11/19
- Consumer Information on 5/11/19
- Cost of Attendance on 11/26/17
- Direct Loans on 12/10/16

Cornish, Luann from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/6/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/5/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/8/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18
- Verification on 3/20/19

Corradino, Krista from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 6 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/13/19
- Application Process on 7/18/17
- Cost of Attendance on 7/21/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/20/17
- Verification on 7/19/17

Correa, Edward from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/17/20

Correa, Krystal from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/7/19
- Verification on 3/24/18

Costello, Kelly from Arizona College of Allied Health (Glendale, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18

Cotter, Alison from MiraCosta College (Oceanside, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 6/19/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/19/18

Covert-Ortiz, Arturo from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 4/24/19

Craigie, Casey from Northwest Christian University (Eugene, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 9/8/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/29/17

Crisp, Racquel from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 3/4/20

Cross, Joshua from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 6/7/19

Cross, Margaret from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/31/18
- Cost of Attendance on 8/15/18
- Student Eligibility on 2/13/18

Croyle, Randi from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/30/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Cruz, Araceli from Linfield College (McMinnville, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/23/19

Cutler, Kindra from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 14 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/21/19
Application Process on 7/17/19
Campus-Based Programs on 7/24/19
Cash Management on 8/7/19
Consumer Information on 8/2/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/17/19
Direct Loans on 8/21/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/31/19
Need Analysis on 7/23/19
Professional Judgment on 8/14/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 8/16/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/19
Student Eligibility on 7/17/19
Verification on 7/24/19

Dael, Frederick from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/27/17

Dammer, Carolyn from Santa Monica College (Santa Monica, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/7/17

Daniels, Gretchen from Pierce College (Lakewood, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/3/17

Daniels, Josie from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 7/30/19

Davidson, Dorothy from University of San Francisco (San Francisco, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 6/6/16
Need Analysis on 6/20/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/16/16
Verification on 6/8/16

Davis, Erika from Columbia Basin College (Pasco, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 10/25/17

Davis, Renee from Nevada System of Higher Education (Reno, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/18/18
Cost of Attendance on 12/16/18

Davis, Robert from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 8/13/18

Davison, Dawn from University of Phoenix Central Administration (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/22/14
Cost of Attendance on 4/3/14
Direct Loans on 8/18/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/17/13
Student Eligibility on 6/18/13
Verification on 12/17/13

De La Cruz, Angelica from West Hills Community College (Coalinga, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 8/1/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/16/18
Direct Loans on 8/18/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/18/18
Need Analysis on 8/18/18
Student Eligibility on 8/16/18
Verification on 8/18/18

De La Rosa, Jeannette from California State University Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/22/19

Dedrick, John from Chemeketa Community College (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 8/15/18

DeLoatch, Tia from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/10/18

Delong, Rebecca from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/1/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 7/31/19
Need Analysis on 7/10/19
Professional Judgment on 7/16/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/10/19
Student Eligibility on 7/16/19

DeMascio, Sandi from Azusa Pacific University (Azusa, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 8/8/17
  Student Eligibility on 11/10/16

DeMott, Jeffrey from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/19/17

Derrick, Diahann from Treasure Valley Community College (Ontario, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/27/19

Diana, Louisa from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/10/19
  Consumer Information on 9/30/16
  Direct Loans on 5/30/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/18

Diaz Misa, Carmen from Sonoma State University (Rohnert Park, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 4/8/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/13/19

Diaz, Annabel from Scripps College (Claremont, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/4/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/15/19
  Verification on 12/11/18

Diaz, Sonia from Yuba College (Marysville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/29/17

Dieringer, Deanna from University of Alaska Fairbanks (Fairbanks, AK) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/28/17

Diestler, Mark from University of Oregon (Eugene, OR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/19/16
  Cash Management on 3/21/18
  Consumer Information on 11/17/16
  Direct Loans on 10/29/19
  Gainful Employment Test on 10/13/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/16/18

Dikas, Nick from University of Oregon (Eugene, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/5/19

Dillon, Anastacia from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/19/19

DiMauro, Julie from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/9/18

Doell, Angela from North Seattle Community College (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/19/19

Doering, Nichole from St. Luke's Health System (Nampa, ID) achieved 13 credentials:
  Application Process on 5/16/14
  Campus-Based Programs on 5/16/15
  Cash Management on 6/3/16
  Cost of Attendance on 5/23/14
  Direct Loans on 5/28/14
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/15/16
  Need Analysis on 5/27/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/5/14
  Professional Judgment on 5/30/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 5/19/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/3/16
  TEACH Grants on 3/29/16
  Verification on 5/29/14

Doig, Hayley from Corban University (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/7/17

Dolan, Teresa from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/11/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Domingo, Shawn from Ohlone College (Fremont, CA) achieved 15 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 5/15/16
- Application Process on 3/11/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 3/31/16
- Consumer Information on 5/10/16
- Cost of Attendance on 3/28/16
- Direct Loans on 4/10/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/8/16
- Gainful Employment Test on 5/27/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/13/16
- Professional Judgment on 5/11/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/13/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/17/16
- Student Eligibility on 4/1/16
- TEACH Grants on 4/9/16
- Verification on 3/6/16

Dominguez, Susan from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Verification on 1/8/14

Donderewicz, David from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 12/17/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/14/19
- Cash Management on 3/26/18
- Consumer Information on 4/3/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/2/17

Dorrell, Tina from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 9/16/17
- Student Eligibility on 12/12/17

Downey, Lisa from Mohave Community College (Kingman, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:

- Campus-Based Programs on 1/27/20
- Consumer Information on 11/25/19
- Direct Loans on 1/28/20

Drummond, Nancy from Warner Pacific University (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/3/18
- Consumer Information on 5/20/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/4/19

Duarte, Alicia from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 4 credentials:

- Cost of Attendance on 1/5/18
- Direct Loans on 12/27/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 2/21/18
- Verification on 1/20/17

Duarte, Keila from The Art Center Design College - Tucson (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:

- Application Process on 6/21/17

Duffy, Anna from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Need Analysis on 7/19/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/19/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/12/18

Duncan, Sarah from Oregon College of Oriental Medicine (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:

- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/18

Duncan, Tricia from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 2 credentials:

- Application Process on 12/18/19
- Cost of Attendance on 12/24/19

Dunehew, Kristi from Yuba College (Marysville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Student Eligibility on 12/29/17

Duong, Danny from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/29/19

Durazo, Julio from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 2/18/19
- Professional Judgment on 2/19/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Easter, Julian from Pima Community College (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/7/18

Eastman, Jenna from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/21/16
  Cash Management on 12/31/19
  Cost of Attendance on 11/20/18
  Direct Loans on 11/3/17
  Professional Judgment on 6/17/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/21/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/21/17
  Verification on 10/28/14

Edwards, Joshua from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/30/17

Eli, Alex from University of Washington (Seattle, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/13/14
  Cost of Attendance on 9/16/14
  Need Analysis on 10/20/14
  Verification on 2/22/17

Elizer, Michelle from University of Phoenix Central Administration (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 2/24/14
  Cost of Attendance on 3/11/14
  Need Analysis on 8/29/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/13/13
  Student Eligibility on 8/7/13

Emmons, Lori from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/10/18

England, JoannaKaye from Austin Kade Academy (Idaho Falls, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/12/15
  Student Eligibility on 8/12/15

Englund, Stacie from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/19
  Application Process on 9/21/18
  Need Analysis on 4/10/20
  Professional Judgment on 11/1/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/9/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/29/17

Enright, Abigail from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/19/19

Ernst, Kristy from Coconino Community College (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/28/17

Ernst, Rachel from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 3/26/19
  Cost of Attendance on 3/26/19
  Need Analysis on 3/26/19
  Student Eligibility on 1/13/18
  Verification on 3/26/19

Escobar, Jonnika from Mt. San Jacinto College, Menifee Valley Campus (Menifee, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/31/19
  Verification on 11/28/19

Esquivias, Jennifer from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/12/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/27/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/1/17

Estevez, Germany from Blake Austin College (Vacaville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/15/17

Eurich, Tiffany from Portland State University (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/26/18
  Verification on 6/27/18

Evans, Michelle from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Everitt, Sarah from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 9/9/16
- Application Process on 10/10/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/13/18
- Cash Management on 6/6/18
- Consumer Information on 11/30/16
- Cost of Attendance on 9/29/17
- Direct Loans on 10/2/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/12/18
- Gainful Employment Test on 11/2/17
- Need Analysis on 2/21/14
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/16/18
- Professional Judgment on 3/13/14
- Return of Title IV Funds on 9/9/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/3/17
- Student Eligibility on 4/29/16
- TEACH Grants on 10/18/19
- Verification on 2/21/14

Fahey, Stephen from California State University, San Bernardino (San Bernardino, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 8/8/17
- Student Eligibility on 11/10/16

Felix, Dora from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 11/19/14

Fernandes, Ann from San Jose State University (San Jose, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 12/2/14

Ferrell, Victoria from Woodland Community College (Woodland, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 12/1/16

Fetters, Jennifer from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/8/16
- Student Eligibility on 6/29/17
- Verification on 10/30/17

Fields, Chantel from Bellingham Technical College (Bellingham, WA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 2/24/17

Fisher, Joy from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/6/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/24/20

Fisher, Joy from California State University, Sacramento (Sacramento, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 6/2/17

Fitch, Emily from California State University, Northridge (Northridge, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/17/15
- Professional Judgment on 5/15/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/15

Flores, Fidelia from Oxnard College (Oxnard, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 9/12/16

Flores, Michael from Mt. Hood Community College (Gresham, OR) achieved 10 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/9/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 7/27/18
- Cost of Attendance on 8/9/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/19/18
- Need Analysis on 7/23/18
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/3/18
- Professional Judgment on 8/2/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/9/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/16/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Flores, Noemi from Coastline Community College (Fountain Valley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/15/17

Flowers, James from University of Washington (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/9/16

Flynn, Vierissi from University of Nevada, Las Vegas (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 12/30/17

Fobert, Karen from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/19/19
  Cost of Attendance on 12/19/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/13/19

Foy, Karen from Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/10/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/14/16
  Direct Loans on 9/25/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/17/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/25/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/30/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/5/16
  Verification on 9/11/16

Friedrich, Anthony from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/11/20
  Consumer Information on 1/21/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/9/18

Fujii-Miller, Kilohana from Maui College (Kahului, HI) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/2/19
  Consumer Information on 9/2/16

Furr, Bernadette from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13

Gadson, Tyrone from University of Hawaii - West Oahu (Kapolei, HI) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/23/18

Gaitan, Claudia from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/6/16

Galaviz, Myra from Fullerton College (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/12/15

Galeana, Mayra from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/13/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/27/16
  Verification on 12/5/14

Gallowglas, Robin from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/2/16
  Student Eligibility on 11/3/16

Galovale, Melina from Pima County Community College District Desert Vista Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/22/19
  Application Process on 9/30/19

Gampon, John Paul from Kapiolani Community College (Honolulu, HI) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/9/19
  Application Process on 6/16/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/16/17
  Direct Loans on 6/23/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/22/17
  Need Analysis on 6/21/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/9/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/16/17
  Verification on 6/15/17

Gan, Sharon from Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/9/18

Garcia, Amber from High Desert Medical College (Bakersfield, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/9/20

Garcia, Javier from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 4 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Garcia-Specht, Adrienne from Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 12 credentials:

- Application Process on 8/19/16
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/23/16
- Cost of Attendance on 8/16/16
- Direct Loans on 9/2/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/23/16
- Need Analysis on 8/12/16
- Professional Judgment on 9/27/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/6/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/2/16
- Student Eligibility on 8/9/16
- TEACH Grants on 9/29/16
- Verification on 7/15/16

Garey, Evelyn from Yavapai College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:

- Administrative Capability on 11/18/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 1/18/20
- Consumer Information on 1/19/20
- Cost of Attendance on 12/27/17
- Direct Loans on 5/14/17
- Student Eligibility on 3/31/17
- Verification on 1/23/17

Garriques, Michelle from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credential:

- Professional Judgment on 6/30/17

Garrison, Bronwyn from University of California, San Diego (La Jolla, CA) achieved 3 credentials:

- Professional Judgment on 5/13/16
- Student Eligibility on 11/21/16
- Verification on 8/10/18

Gates, Erika from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 5 credentials:

- Application Process on 8/28/18
- Professional Judgment on 8/24/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 8/23/18
- Verification on 8/23/18

Geer, Kimberly from Lake Washington Institute of Technology (Kirkland, WA) achieved 1 credential:

- Professional Judgment on 3/1/17

Geiger, Rachel from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 6 credentials:

- Application Process on 10/13/14
- Cost of Attendance on 8/11/16
- Need Analysis on 8/23/16
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/28/16
- Student Eligibility on 7/29/16
- Verification on 6/15/15

George, David from Prospect Education LLC (Reno, NV) achieved 3 credentials:

- Application Process on 4/25/16
- Student Eligibility on 8/12/15
- Verification on 10/6/14

Gera, Yasmine from Stanford University Graduate School of Business (Stanford, CA) achieved 12 credentials:

- Application Process on 7/8/17
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/23/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/8/17
- Direct Loans on 7/13/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/6/17
- Need Analysis on 7/13/17
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/23/18
- Professional Judgment on 7/14/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/8/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/9/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Student Eligibility on 7/10/17
Verification on 7/8/17

Gerber, Jodi from University of California, Merced (Merced, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/30/14

Gianni, Beth from California State University, East Bay (Hayward, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/17/18
Verification on 12/23/18

Gibbard, Corey from Oregon Health & Science University (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 8/4/19

Giddings, David from Mt. San Jacinto College, Menifee Valley Campus (Menifee, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/14/19

Gill, Sarah from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/21/14
Professional Judgment on 2/21/14
Verification on 2/20/14

Gillespie, Maja from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/18
Student Eligibility on 10/11/19

Gilliland, Shannon from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 7/22/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/18/19
Professional Judgment on 1/11/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18
Student Eligibility on 1/4/18
Verification on 8/14/18

Gilman, Jamie from Corban University (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/30/18

Glashan, Yvonne from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/5/14

Goeke, Victoria from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/21/16
Student Eligibility on 12/20/17

Goergen, Ryan from Yuba College (Yuba City, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/20/17

Goerig, Stephanie from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/30/19

Gomez, Brianna from California Lutheran University (Thousand Oaks, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/25/19

Gomez, Cynthia from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/12/19
Consumer Information on 11/19/19
Direct Loans on 12/6/17

Gonzales, Lexine from Mesa Community College (Mesa, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/21/18

Gonzales, Lourdes from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 4/27/18
Professional Judgment on 6/25/17

Gonzalez, Alexis from California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18

Gonzalez, Andrea from Whittier College (Whittier, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/25/16
Application Process on 7/25/16

Gonzalez, Karla from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/23/19
Cash Management on 4/30/18
Professional Judgment on 2/19/19
Student Eligibility on 2/20/19
Verification on 2/18/19

Gonzalez, Mayra from California State University, Northridge (Northridge, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 5/20/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Gonzalez, Noelia from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 6/16/15

Gonzalez-Hernandez, Landy from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 3/27/20
Direct Loans on 5/13/15

Goodbarian, Oda from Glendale Community College (Glendale, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/11/14

Goodrich, Amber from Heritage University (Toppenish, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/18

Gordon, Natalie from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 2/18/20

Gorman, Brooke from California Baptist University (Riverside, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/20/17
Verification on 1/24/17

Goss, Peter from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/21/20
Campus-Based Programs on 10/22/14
Cash Management on 7/25/17
Consumer Information on 6/17/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19
Professional Judgment on 8/21/17

Gotter, Elizabeth from Clackamas Community College (Oregon City, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/27/20

Grant, Nancy from Ilisagvik College (Barrow, AK) achieved 6 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 1/24/20
Application Process on 6/15/17
Cost of Attendance on 6/26/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/17
Need Analysis on 7/4/17
Student Eligibility on 6/17/17

Graves, Andrea from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/2/17

Graves, Scott from Alaska Pacific University (Anchorage, AK) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/2/18

Grayson, Shelley from MiraCosta College (Oceanside, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Need Analysis on 7/5/18
Professional Judgment on 6/19/18

Greaney, Brent from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/5/19
Application Process on 8/10/18
Campus-Based Programs on 2/25/20
Cost of Attendance on 8/10/18
Direct Loans on 8/13/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/10/18
Need Analysis on 8/10/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/3/20
Professional Judgment on 3/5/20
Return of Title IV Funds on 2/26/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/30/18
Student Eligibility on 11/22/17
Verification on 8/13/18

Green, Geoffrey from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/29/18

Greene, Ashlie from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
Consumer Information on 4/30/19
Direct Loans on 6/16/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/8/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/21/18
Verification on 3/1/19

Griffin, James from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 11/25/17
Griffin, Wesla from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/30/17

Griffis, Trina from The Evergreen State College (Olympia, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/20/17
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/5/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/6/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/17
  Verification on 8/6/17

Griffith, Sharon from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 8 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/31/19
  Consumer Information on 9/19/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/30/17
  Need Analysis on 3/5/14
  Professional Judgment on 3/6/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/19/16
  Student Eligibility on 4/18/17
  Verification on 2/25/14

Griffiths, Whitney from Mt. San Jacinto College, Menifee Valley Campus (Menifee, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/3/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/16/18

Griggs, Cherise from West Hills Community College (Coalinga, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/8/18

Grimmett, Sage from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/22/18

Griswold, Elizabeth from Peninsula College (Port Angeles, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/24/16

Groce, Krista from California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/14

Groyer, Molly from California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/14/18
  Verification on 3/29/18

Guiao, Victoria from California State University, East Bay (Hayward, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/18/18

Guidry, Sandra from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/30/19
  Cost of Attendance on 1/21/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/11/19

Gumin, Glenn from University of California, Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/19/15

Gunnarson, Laura from Faith International University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/9/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/7/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/27/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/5/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/21/16
  Student Eligibility on 8/6/16

Gutierrez, Jesus from Diablo Valley College (Pleasant Hill, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/9/19
  Verification on 11/19/19

Gutierrez, Maria from Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/12/17

Gutierrez, Serina from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/17

Gutierrez, Susan from Sonoma State University (Rohnert Park, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/14/15
  Consumer Information on 4/10/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hall Lewis, Heather from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 8 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/24/14
  Cash Management on 6/12/15
  Consumer Information on 11/17/16
  Cost of Attendance on 6/27/13
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/17/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/10/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/13
  Student Eligibility on 9/22/14

Hall, Tracy from The Evergreen State College (Olympia, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 8/25/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/14/17

Hamilton, Leslie from Ashford University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Professional Judgment on 6/29/17

Hamm, Heather from Azusa Pacific University (Azusa, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Professional Judgment on 8/8/17

Hammar, Abby from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19

Hammer, Barbara from DigiPen Institute of Technology (Redmond, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/8/17
  Student Eligibility on 5/10/17

Hamrick, Michelle from Ventura College (Ventura, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 1/5/17

Hancock, Julia from Gateway Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 1 credential:
  Professional Judgment on 12/23/16

Haner, Sharon from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 12/22/17

Hanigan, Stephanie from Southern Oregon University (Ashland, OR) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 7/16/18

Hansberry, Karrie from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/28/16
  TEACH Grants on 8/24/16

Hao, Mark from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 11/21/17

Harlow, Tyson from Whitman College (Walla Walla, WA) achieved 1 credential:
  Need Analysis on 10/31/16

Harris, Angie from Mills College (Oakland, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 3/12/19

Haviland, Michelle from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/18/19
  Consumer Information on 10/28/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/12/19
  Professional Judgment on 5/1/17
  Student Eligibility on 3/30/18

Hawken, Mary Ellen from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Verification on 12/15/19

Hawkins, Anny from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/1/19
  Verification on 2/14/19

Hawkins, Katie from Northwest University (Kirkland, WA) achieved 1 credential:
  Consumer Information on 7/2/18

Hayes, Josh from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 1 credential:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18

Hayes, Michaun from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/18/14
  Direct Loans on 10/19/14

Heindselman, Amy from SAE Expression College for Digital Arts (Emeryville, CA) achieved 1 credential:
  Consumer Information on 8/30/19

Hendrixson, Erick from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/1/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Direct Loans on 7/1/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/4/17
Student Eligibility on 7/2/17
Verification on 7/6/17

Hennessey, Lynn from Yakima Valley Community College (Yakima, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/22/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/8/15
  Cost of Attendance on 9/24/15
  Professional Judgment on 10/4/15
  Student Eligibility on 9/28/15
  TEACH Grants on 10/11/15

Hennessey, Samantha from Eastern Washington University (Cheney, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

Herman, Daniel from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/14/18

Hernandez, Annette from Ventura College (Ventura, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/1/17

Hernandez, Jessica from Eastern Washington University (Cheney, WA) achieved 1 credentials:

Hernandez, Jose from Big Bend Community College (Moses Lake, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/25/17
  Verification on 11/25/17

Herring, Kathy from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
  Verification on 12/21/17

Higginbottom, Dalton from Concordia University Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/27/17

Higgins, Holly from International Sports Sciences Association (Carpinteria, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 4/5/18

Higueria, Araceli from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/2/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18

Hill, Pat from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/5/14

Hiller, Kevin from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/2/19
  Application Process on 9/26/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/26/18
  Student Eligibility on 10/17/14
  Verification on 10/15/14

Hobbs, Marija from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/14/17
  Cost of Attendance on 6/21/17
  Need Analysis on 7/14/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/18/17
  Verification on 7/20/17

Hodson, Alissa from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/17
  Verification on 11/27/17

Hoerauf, Kate from Chemeketa Community College (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 2/14/20

Holcomb, Tina from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/28/19
  Application Process on 8/12/19
  Cash Management on 8/26/19
  Consumer Information on 8/27/19
  Cost of Attendance on 8/25/19
  Direct Loans on 8/25/19
  Need Analysis on 8/27/19
  Professional Judgment on 8/12/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Holguin, Daniel from West Los Angeles College (Culver City, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/25/19

Holland, Amy from Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Office of Student Access & Completion (Eugene, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/23/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/21/19

Holliday, Deann from Cascadia College (Bothell, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/11/18

Holloway, Joshlin from North Seattle Community College (Seattle, WA) achieved 7 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/20/20
  Consumer Information on 3/31/17
  Direct Loans on 5/17/16
  Professional Judgment on 6/24/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/2/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/7/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/24/17

Horetski, Helen from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/7/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/19/19

Horner, Jordan from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/30/17

Hoshino, Victoria from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/22/19

House, Stephanie from North Idaho College (Coeur d’Alene, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 10/28/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/17/17

Hughes, Laura from Lewis-Clark State College (Lewiston, ID) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/9/16
  Application Process on 10/19/14
  Cost of Attendance on 10/19/14
  Direct Loans on 10/19/14
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/30/17
  Need Analysis on 10/19/14
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/19/14
  Professional Judgment on 10/23/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/7/14
  Student Eligibility on 6/7/14
  Verification on 6/7/14

Huiner, Brandon from Sofia University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 8/13/17
  Application Process on 4/25/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 4/20/15
  Cash Management on 2/18/17
  Consumer Information on 2/12/17
  Cost of Attendance on 4/20/15
  Direct Loans on 7/9/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/30/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 8/20/17
  Need Analysis on 4/18/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/26/15
  Professional Judgment on 1/22/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 2/5/17
  Student Eligibility on 4/20/15
  TEACH Grants on 7/23/17
  Verification on 4/26/15

Hull, David from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Hull, Olivia from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 6/21/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/29/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/24/18
Student Eligibility on 6/22/17
Verification on 6/26/17

Hunt, Abril from Pacific Northwest College of Art (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credential:
Professional Judgment on 6/15/14

Hunter, Andrea from College of Marin (Kentfield, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 4/25/13
Student Eligibility on 12/18/13

Hunter, Gina from Bakersfield College (Bakersfield, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/8/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/1/19

Hunter, Josephine from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/28/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/5/19

Hunter, Kristen from Federico Beauty Institute (Sacramento, CA) achieved 1 credential:
Student Eligibility on 12/6/19

Hunter, Tania from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/22/19
Cost of Attendance on 8/22/19
Verification on 12/18/18

Hurley, Paige from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/1/18
Professional Judgment on 6/29/17

Hyman, Aaron from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 9/19/19
Cost of Attendance on 11/1/18
Need Analysis on 9/17/19
Professional Judgment on 9/6/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/20/18
Student Eligibility on 9/24/19
Verification on 9/17/19

Ibanez, Julia from Sonoma State University (Rohnert Park, CA) achieved 1 credential:
Direct Loans on 5/5/14

Icenhower, Nathan from Northwest Christian University (Eugene, OR) achieved 1 credential:
Professional Judgment on 9/28/17

Inaba, Kristine from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credential:
Direct Loans on 6/5/19

Isabeau, Domonique from California State University, Northridge (Northridge, CA) achieved 1 credential:
Professional Judgment on 6/7/17

Isao, Leilani from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 1 credential:
Verification on 12/21/17

Ives, Ryan from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/15/17
Student Eligibility on 2/16/17

Jackson, Ione from California Baptist University (Riverside, CA) achieved 1 credential:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/12/19

Jacobsen, Faith from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credential:
Administrative Capability on 12/19/19

Jara, Tina from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/1/19
Application Process on 10/13/14
Campus-Based Programs on 7/23/19
Cash Management on 9/2/19
Consumer Information on 7/31/19
Cost of Attendance on 12/14/14
Direct Loans on 10/16/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/19/19
Need Analysis on 8/24/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/21/20
Professional Judgment on 3/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/21/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18
Student Eligibility on 10/13/14
TEACH Grants on 8/7/19
Verification on 10/7/14

Jensen, Hannah from Alaska Pacific University (Anchorage, AK) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 6/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/19/18
Direct Loans on 12/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18
Student Eligibility on 6/28/18
Verification on 7/30/18

Jensen, Lynn from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/12/18

Jimenez, Christina from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/10/18

Johnson, Amy from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/30/16
Cost of Attendance on 9/23/16
Need Analysis on 9/27/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/30/16
Student Eligibility on 7/30/16

Johnson, Christine from Foothill College (Los Altos Hills, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/20/13

Johnson, G. Michael from Columbia Gorge Community College (The Dalles, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/21/19
Direct Loans on 5/30/14
Need Analysis on 5/21/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/3/14
Student Eligibility on 3/8/17

Johnson, Michael from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 6/30/17
Cost of Attendance on 8/5/17
Direct Loans on 7/5/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/27/17
Need Analysis on 8/5/17
Professional Judgment on 8/5/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/27/17
Student Eligibility on 7/27/17
Verification on 7/5/17

Johnston, Ann Marie from Palomar College (San Marcos, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/8/14

Johnston, Nicholas from Feather River College (Quincy, CA) achieved 12 credentials:
Application Process on 7/28/17
Campus-Based Programs on 7/23/17
Cash Management on 8/29/18
Consumer Information on 8/29/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/7/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/29/17
Need Analysis on 7/29/17
Professional Judgment on 7/16/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/8/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/12/17
Student Eligibility on 7/24/17
Verification on 7/22/17

Jones, Adrienne from California State University, Dominguez Hills (Carson, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Jones, Alan from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/4/19

Jones, Heather from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 8 credentials:
Direct Loans on 7/30/18
Need Analysis on 8/17/16
Professional Judgment on 1/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/10/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/30/17
Student Eligibility on 8/14/18
TEACH Grants on 2/4/16
Verification on 6/3/16

Jones, Tammy from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/10/17

Jones-Ludwig, Deborah from University of Phoenix Central Administration (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/30/14
Cost of Attendance on 8/15/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/13/14
Student Eligibility on 5/30/13
Verification on 8/7/13

Jordan, Kelsey from Tillamook Bay Community College (Tillamook, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 8/5/19

Judd, Ryan from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/19/18

Kaneshiro, Kevin from University of Hawaii at Manoa (Honolulu, HI) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 8/1/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/16
Student Eligibility on 8/1/16

Kang, Lauren from University of San Francisco (San Francisco, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/30/18

Kaplan, Regan from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
Cash Management on 8/14/17
Professional Judgment on 9/27/17
Verification on 12/20/16

Kaur, Gurpreet from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/28/16

Keenan, Rebecca from Dominican University of California (San Rafael, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/11/15
Direct Loans on 5/15/15
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/13/16
Verification on 11/12/15

Kelch, Jama from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 11/25/19

Keller, Darcy from City University of Seattle (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 3/20/20

Kelley, Mike from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/28/18

Keliogg, Amber from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/23/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/19/18

Kennard, Rahsaan from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/27/19
Professional Judgment on 12/21/16

Keomanee, Eah from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 2/12/19
Student Eligibility on 3/9/19

Kerr, Renee from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 6/30/17
Cost of Attendance on 8/9/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Keys, Rebecca from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19

Kieren, Tamara from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
Direct Loans on 1/12/20
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19

Kiesling, Parker from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/19

Kilbride, Shellee from Prospect Education LLC (Reno, NV) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 5/23/14
Cost of Attendance on 5/23/14
Direct Loans on 3/1/15
Professional Judgment on 6/8/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 5/26/14
Student Eligibility on 5/23/14
Verification on 3/1/15

Klassen, Krystal from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/21/19
Verification on 7/29/19

Knowles, Galen from Eastern Washington University (Cheney, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 10/23/14
Cost of Attendance on 10/24/14
Direct Loans on 10/23/14
Need Analysis on 10/24/14
Student Eligibility on 10/24/14
Verification on 10/23/14

Konstantine, Renee from Point Loma Nazarene University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/11/19

Koonce, Michele from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 6/25/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/19/19
Student Eligibility on 7/14/17

Kraszewski, Joan from Chandler-Gilbert Community College (Chandler, AZ) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/27/16
Application Process on 7/20/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/17/16
Cash Management on 9/25/16
Consumer Information on 9/29/16
Cost of Attendance on 8/10/16
Direct Loans on 9/20/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/13/16
Need Analysis on 8/17/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/23/16
Professional Judgment on 9/23/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/23/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/16
Student Eligibility on 7/27/16
TEACH Grants on 9/17/16
Verification on 9/2/16

Krigbaum, Lauren from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/17
Student Eligibility on 7/25/17

Krow-Lucal, Sam from Stanford University (Stanford, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/2/14

Kummrow, Dustin from Warner Pacific University (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 8/9/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
La Shier, Ellora from Concordia University Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/18/18
- Cost of Attendance on 7/11/18
- Direct Loans on 7/24/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/24/18
- Need Analysis on 7/19/18
- Student Eligibility on 7/19/18
- Verification on 7/24/18

Lamborn, Kim from University of Western States (Portland, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/21/18
- Cash Management on 8/31/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 8/15/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/11/19
- Student Eligibility on 1/16/18

Lange, Dannielle from Touro University (Vallejo, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/28/18

Lange, Darci from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/24/18
- Need Analysis on 6/16/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/18

Lange, Karen from University of La Verne (La Verne, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Packing and Notification of Awards on 3/16/14

Langley, Donna from Shoreline Community College (Seattle, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 9/1/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19
- Verification on 8/27/19

Larios, Griselda from Pima County Community College District Northwest Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/24/19
- Application Process on 8/1/19

Larkin, Patricia from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 5/2/17
- Professional Judgment on 5/16/16

Lauderdale, Khalilah from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/30/19

Lavenant, Katherine from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/3/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/29/19
- Verification on 3/21/19

Lavoie, Nicole from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/18/19
- Cost of Attendance on 12/30/19

Lawi, Elryna from Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Cash Management on 3/23/18

Le Fevre, Shanda from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/12/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
- Direct Loans on 7/16/19
- Need Analysis on 7/10/19
- Professional Judgment on 6/26/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/2/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/10/19
- Verification on 6/26/19

Le, Cynthia from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 12/28/18
- Cost of Attendance on 1/12/19
- Need Analysis on 2/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 1/1/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Le, Ly from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16

Lea, Linda from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 11 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/18/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 12/24/15
- Direct Loans on 2/3/16
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/18/16
- Need Analysis on 12/9/15
- Professional Judgment on 1/30/16
- Return of Title IV Funds on 1/28/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/29/16
- Student Eligibility on 8/26/15
- TEACH Grants on 1/24/16
- Verification on 9/2/15

Lee, Lindsey from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 4/23/19

Lee, Nicole from Kaiser Permanente School of Medicine (Pasadena, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 12/9/17

Lee, Rachel from Olympic College (Bremerton, WA) achieved 8 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/31/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 8/30/15
- Cost of Attendance on 8/30/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 12/30/15
- Need Analysis on 8/30/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/23/15
- Student Eligibility on 12/28/15
- Verification on 8/28/15

Lee, Staci from Kapiolani Community College (Honolulu, HI) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 3/22/17

Lehman, Roberta from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/19/19
- Consumer Information on 1/30/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/5/16

Lehr, Andrew from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/4/19

Lehto, Deborah from Central Oregon Community College (Bend, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Need Analysis on 4/1/20

Leijon, Joanne from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 10/25/17

Leis, Heather from Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 12/5/18

Leksunkin, Lena from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 2/28/20

Lemons, Matthew from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 8 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/21/19
- Application Process on 6/21/18
- Cost of Attendance on 6/29/18
- Direct Loans on 7/25/18
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/20/18
- Need Analysis on 7/26/18
- Student Eligibility on 4/5/18
- Verification on 7/31/18

Lemus, Daniel from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 11 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/15/19
- Application Process on 9/25/14
- Campus-Based Programs on 9/11/19
- Consumer Information on 10/13/16
- Cost of Attendance on 10/2/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Need Analysis on 10/9/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/22/14
Professional Judgment on 10/20/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/6/19
Student Eligibility on 10/15/14
Verification on 10/14/14

Leonard, Daniel from Pima County Community College District Community Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/7/19
- Application Process on 9/6/19
- Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/19
- Cash Management on 10/14/19
- Consumer Information on 10/9/19
- Cost of Attendance on 8/27/19
- Direct Loans on 8/30/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/31/19
- Gainful Employment Test on 11/16/19
- Need Analysis on 8/29/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/16/19
- Professional Judgment on 4/4/19
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/10/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 8/30/19
- TEACH Grants on 12/5/19
- Verification on 4/2/19

Lepeau, Christe from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 9 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/29/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/12/19
- Direct Loans on 8/1/19
- Need Analysis on 7/24/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/25/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/30/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/22/19
- Verification on 12/14/18

Lewis, S. Kay from University of Washington (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/25/15

Lewis, Sierra from California State University, Fresno (Fresno, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/12/18

Lim, Victoria from University of California, Berkeley (Berkeley, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 3/23/20
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Limper, Leslie from Pacific University (Forest Grove, OR) achieved 4 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 1/10/20
- Application Process on 9/21/18
- Consumer Information on 8/6/19
- Professional Judgment on 10/25/17

Linares, Guadalupe from California State Polytechnic University Pomona (Pomona, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 12/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

Ling, James from Ashford University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/14/17

Litke, Toni from Western University of Health Sciences (Pomona, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/17/18

Little, F. from Dominican University of California (San Rafael, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/15/15
- Direct Loans on 5/14/16
- Verification on 11/5/15

Llanes, Lise from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 7/3/19
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/3/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/6/19
Verification on 3/11/19

Lloyd, Leslie from Western Oregon University (Monmouth, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 4/18/17

Lo, MaiHoua from California State University, Chico (Chico, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15

Lockhart, Janet from Pepperdine University (Malibu, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 8/9/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/12/18

Lockwood, Dena from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 1/4/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/22/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/16/15

Loepker, Sarah from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 4/10/18
- Cash Management on 3/20/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/22/17

Loera, Jose from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 6 credentials:
- Direct Loans on 1/28/20
- Professional Judgment on 2/27/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 4/5/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/29/18
- Student Eligibility on 11/16/16
- Verification on 12/16/14

Loftis, Tangiera from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 6 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/1/17
- Cost of Attendance on 8/14/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/23/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/17/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/25/17
- Student Eligibility on 8/9/17

Loftus, Raye from Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/18/18

Logan, Jacob from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/15/15
- Professional Judgment on 8/16/17

Logan, Vanessa from Coconino Community College (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 14 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/22/15
- Campus-Based Programs on 10/20/15
- Consumer Information on 9/27/19
- Cost of Attendance on 10/15/15
- Direct Loans on 11/10/15
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/16/15
- Need Analysis on 11/30/15
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/17/15
- Professional Judgment on 10/8/15
- Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/15
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/13/15
- Student Eligibility on 10/12/15
- TEACH Grants on 11/2/15
- Verification on 10/9/15

Lopez Diaz, Elizabeth from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
- Cash Management on 3/24/18
- Direct Loans on 7/2/19
- Need Analysis on 6/16/18
- Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
- Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/18
- Verification on 2/15/18

Lopez, Mary Jo from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Verification on 11/19/15

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Low, Alexandria from University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
  Direct Loans on 8/18/19

Lugo, Brenda from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/18/18
  Professional Judgment on 9/27/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 2/20/19
  Verification on 2/18/19

Lukas, Alexandra from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/26/18

Luton, Barbara from Western Washington University (Bellingham, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/20/20

Lynam, Sarah from Pacific Lutheran University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/28/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/18
  Verification on 11/28/17

Lyons, Matthew from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/30/16
  Need Analysis on 8/8/16

Madani, Nadia from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/22/19
  Professional Judgment on 11/29/17
  Verification on 12/12/17

Madrigal, Victoria from Palo Alto University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/16/17
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/6/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/1/17
  Verification on 8/15/18

Madsen, Trisha from North Idaho College (Coeur D'Alene, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 10/25/16

Magana, Miriam from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/9/16

Magnusson, Melissa from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 13 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/30/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/7/16
  Cost of Attendance on 9/2/16
  Direct Loans on 10/21/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/12/16
  Need Analysis on 8/10/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/9/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/15/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/24/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/15/16
  Student Eligibility on 8/3/16
  TEACH Grants on 9/29/16
  Verification on 8/25/16

Mahone, Jennifer from Antioch University - Santa Barbara (Santa Barbara, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/24/17

Majalca, Domenica from California State University, Northridge (Northridge, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/17/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16

Marble, Ryley from California Baptist University (Riverside, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 9/6/19

Marquez, Desi from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/15/17

Martin, Nancy from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/27/17

Martin, Scott from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 2 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Martinez, Alejandro from Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 5/9/16

Martinez, Chelsie from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
- Student Eligibility on 1/26/18

Martinez, Edgar from California State University Channel Islands (Camarillo, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/11/16
- Student Eligibility on 7/18/16
- Verification on 9/20/16

Martinez, Katelyn from Whitworth University (Spokane, WA) achieved 7 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 7/26/19
- Direct Loans on 7/30/19
- Need Analysis on 7/30/19
- Professional Judgment on 7/29/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/29/19
- Verification on 7/26/19

Martins, Lino from Edmonds Community College (Lynnwood, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/20/18

Mason, Rachel from California State University, Chico (Chico, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Application Process on 9/22/14

Mathews, Kyra from Higher Education Coordinating Commission, Office of Student Access & Completion (Eugene, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/20/19

Matthews, Marco from College of Southern Nevada (North Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 1/9/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/14/18
- Student Eligibility on 12/7/17

Maxie, Joy from Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 4/26/18

Mccay, Katrina from Oregon College of Oriental Medicine (Portland, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
- Application Process on 7/10/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/10/19
- Direct Loans on 7/10/19
- Need Analysis on 7/10/19
- Student Eligibility on 7/10/19

McCracken, Jenny from University of California, Santa Barbara (Santa Barbara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Cash Management on 12/4/16

McCulloch, Molly from Clackamas Community College (Oregon City, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/9/19

Mcfadden, Verena from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
- Cost of Attendance on 11/19/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/11/18

McGlothian, Mary from Corban University (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/1/18

McGrath, Rod from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 4 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/6/14
- Professional Judgment on 7/1/14
- Student Eligibility on 8/18/14
- Verification on 12/19/13

McKay, Debra from Edmonds Community College (Lynnwood, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/25/14

McKenna, Barbara from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
- Professional Judgment on 7/10/14

McKenney, Meghan from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 12/15/19
- Cost of Attendance on 1/5/18
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/19

Mckoy, Marva from University of California, Berkeley (Berkeley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
McMillin, Nicole from Idaho College of Osteopathic Medicine (Boise, ID) achieved 9 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
- Application Process on 5/5/17
- Cost of Attendance on 5/5/17
- Direct Loans on 5/8/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/8/17
- Need Analysis on 5/8/17
- Professional Judgment on 9/12/16
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/29/18
- Student Eligibility on 5/5/17

McPherson, Frank from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 12 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 5/15/17
- Application Process on 6/23/17
- Cash Management on 6/23/17
- Consumer Information on 6/12/17
- Cost of Attendance on 6/30/17
- Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/28/17
- Gainful Employment Test on 6/27/17
- Professional Judgment on 1/11/17
- Return of Title IV Funds on 7/6/17
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/12/17
- Student Eligibility on 6/26/17
- Verification on 10/12/18

Mearig, Sayaka from New Hope Christian College (Eugene, OR) achieved 1 credential:
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 10/30/19

Medina, Diana from California State University, Northridge (Northridge, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 5/5/16

Medina, Veronica from California State University, San Bernardino (San Bernardino, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
- Consumer Information on 12/9/19
- Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

Mejia, Marissa from California State University Channel Islands (Camarillo, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Student Eligibility on 1/8/18

Mendenhall, Hart from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Return of Title IV Funds on 3/9/18

Mendoza, John from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
- Application Process on 6/23/19
- Cost of Attendance on 6/28/19
- Student Eligibility on 6/24/19

Mendoza, Priscilla from Mohave Community College (Kingman, AZ) achieved 1 credential:
- Verification on 11/9/15

Mendoza, Rosalba from Pima County Community College District Desert Vista Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 11/13/19
- Application Process on 7/16/19

Mendoza, Tatiana from Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
- Application Process on 8/19/19
- Cost of Attendance on 7/19/19
- Direct Loans on 8/16/19
- Need Analysis on 8/21/19
- Professional Judgment on 8/26/19
- Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/19
- Verification on 8/23/19

Merz, Nancy from Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA) achieved 1 credential:
- Professional Judgment on 9/10/16

Meyers, Kari from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 17 credentials:
- Administrative Capability on 7/6/18
- Application Process on 6/15/18
- Campus-Based Programs on 6/26/18
- Cash Management on 7/6/18
- Consumer Information on 7/3/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Cost of Attendance on 6/15/18
Direct Loans on 6/27/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 6/26/18
Gainful Employment Test on 7/3/18
Need Analysis on 6/18/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 6/27/18
Professional Judgment on 7/17/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/28/18
Student Eligibility on 6/15/18
TEACH Grants on 6/28/18
Verification on 6/19/18

Mickelson, Karri from Whitman College (Walla Walla, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/19/17
Need Analysis on 9/15/16
Student Eligibility on 7/19/17

Mickelson, Sally from Roseman University of Health Sciences (Henderson, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/10/15

Miller, Catherine from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 7/1/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/28/16
Cost of Attendance on 6/29/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/27/16
Need Analysis on 9/23/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/27/16
Student Eligibility on 7/7/16

Miller, Tayneerah from The Evergreen State College (Olympia, WA) achieved 10 credentials:
Application Process on 8/27/18
Campus-Based Programs on 8/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/27/18
Direct Loans on 8/29/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/29/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/24/18
Professional Judgment on 11/27/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/24/18
Student Eligibility on 8/24/18
Verification on 11/17/17

Minchillo, Fiorella from Solano Community College (Fairfield, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/19/18

Minniece, Anna from Irvine Valley College (Irvine, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/26/16
Application Process on 8/12/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/9/19

Mitsch, Yvette from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/26/18

Moffat, Heather from CampusLogic, Inc. (Chandler, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/15/18
Consumer Information on 10/24/19
Direct Loans on 11/27/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/19
Verification on 8/13/18

Mohl, Jenna from Pitzer College (Claremont, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 8/24/18
Cost of Attendance on 8/22/18
Direct Loans on 8/28/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/28/18
Need Analysis on 8/25/18
Student Eligibility on 8/23/18
Verification on 8/26/18

Mondragon, Minerva from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/16/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Monserat, Rachael from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/14/18
  Student Eligibility on 1/26/18

Montgomery, Jennifer from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/4/20
  Professional Judgment on 1/13/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/24/18
  Student Eligibility on 1/24/18

Moore, Derek from University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 3/16/20

Moore, Mayra from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 11 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/23/20
  Application Process on 8/13/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/16/18
  Cost of Attendance on 8/16/18
  Direct Loans on 11/21/17
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/15/18
  Need Analysis on 8/16/18
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/15/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/14/18
  Student Eligibility on 11/21/17
  TEACH Grants on 8/16/18

Moreno-Parker, Reyna from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/19/18
  Verification on 12/14/18

Morgan, Maureen from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/18/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/12/18
  Verification on 3/20/19

Mormillo, Kathryn from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/27/19

Morrone, Anthony from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 9 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 6/7/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/2/17
  Consumer Information on 3/3/17
  Cost of Attendance on 10/21/15
  Need Analysis on 2/27/15
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/6/13
  Professional Judgment on 7/3/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/5/16
  Student Eligibility on 9/29/17

Morse, Molly from University of Western States (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/29/17
  Student Eligibility on 1/26/18

Moser, Melissa from Retired from Pima County Community College District (Orange, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 11/2/14
  Student Eligibility on 11/2/14

Moses, Bruce from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/26/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19

Moua, Paula from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/14/16
  Verification on 3/29/16

Munoz, Genny from California State Polytechnic University Pomona (Pomona, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 12/9/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

Munro, Ashley from University of Alaska Fairbanks (Fairbanks, AK) achieved 17 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/26/16
  Application Process on 4/28/14
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/11/16
  Cash Management on 6/30/17

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Muramaru, Starr from Clackamas Community College (Oregon City, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/1/17

Music, Admir from Workday (Pleasanton, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/22/16
  Verification on 9/8/16

Myers, Melissa from Chandler-Gilbert Community College (Chandler, AZ) achieved 16 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/27/16
  Application Process on 7/20/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/17/16
  Cash Management on 9/25/16
  Consumer Information on 9/29/16
  Cost of Attendance on 8/10/16
  Direct Loans on 9/28/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/13/16
  Need Analysis on 9/29/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/23/16
  Professional Judgment on 9/23/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/23/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/25/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/27/16
  TEACH Grants on 9/17/16
  Verification on 9/2/16

Nakao, Suzie from California State University, Chico (Chico, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/8/18

Naslund, Eric from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/3/16
  Need Analysis on 7/7/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/7/18

Natelborg, Christopher from Mt. Hood Community College (Gresham, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/8/16
  Consumer Information on 4/21/17
  Direct Loans on 2/17/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 8/23/16
  Student Eligibility on 2/20/17

Nathans, Kathleen from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 11/1/16
  Student Eligibility on 12/31/14

Nava Workman, Veronica from California State University, Sacramento (Sacramento, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/26/17

Navarro-Castellanos, Norma from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/11/18
  Verification on 10/17/18

Navarro-Sandoval, Victor from Pima County Community College District Northwest Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/21/19
  Application Process on 7/12/19
  Student Eligibility on 10/24/19

Ndouangsy, Monic from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Nguyen, Duy from SK Campus Connection (WESTMINSTER, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 8/28/18

Nguyen, Kent from Berkeley City College (Berkeley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/15/18

Nguyen, Loan from Berkeley City College (Berkeley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/17/18

Nguyen, Nancy from Western University of Health Sciences (Pomona, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/18

Nguyen, Sam from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 4 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 1/25/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/18/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/20/18
Student Eligibility on 2/5/18

Nichols, Denise from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/22/18

Nicolosi, Tamara from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/21/18

Nielsen, Scott from Great Basin College (Elko, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/8/18

Nkansah, Zola from Oregon State University-Cascades Campus (Bend, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 6/28/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/14/17
Need Analysis on 8/3/17
Student Eligibility on 8/6/17
Verification on 7/26/18

Norng Pech, Soksandi from Everett Community College (Everett, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/26/19

Northway, Scout from Concordia University Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/19/17

Norton, Genevieve from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 10/19/18
Verification on 12/22/16

Norwood, Cristie from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/4/14

Nubel, Elizabeth from University of Nevada, Reno (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 8/1/17
Cost of Attendance on 8/2/17
Direct Loans on 8/28/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 8/28/17
Need Analysis on 8/29/17
Student Eligibility on 8/2/17

O’Brien, Kelly from Yavapai College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 2/10/20
Cost of Attendance on 1/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/6/19
Student Eligibility on 5/16/17
Verification on 5/16/17

O’Dea, Deborah from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/24/17
Cost of Attendance on 7/24/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/3/19

Ochs, Diane from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/10/14

ODonnal, Tracey from Eastern Arizona College (Thatcher, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/13/19

Ohlsen, Rachel from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/18/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Ojeda, Sose from Point Loma Nazarene University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 6/13/19

Oliva, Alexandra from Azusa Pacific University College (San Dimas, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Campus-Based Programs on 7/6/18

Oliveros, George from University of Hawaii at Manoa (Honolulu, HI) achieved 3 credentials:
   Application Process on 1/25/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/13/17
   Student Eligibility on 2/3/17

Ollee, Millicent from North Seattle Community College (Seattle, WA) achieved 13 credentials:
   Application Process on 7/6/16
   Campus-Based Programs on 2/17/17
   Cash Management on 2/22/17
   Cost of Attendance on 7/14/16
   Direct Loans on 2/27/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 1/23/17
   Need Analysis on 2/8/17
   Professional Judgment on 2/23/17
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/1/17
   Student Eligibility on 7/7/16
   Verification on 1/18/17

Omans, Katie from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 12/30/17

Omell, Brenda from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 2/20/18

Organek, Craig from Occidental College (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/7/18

Ortega, Denise from Honolulu Community College (Honolulu, HI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Cost of Attendance on 6/26/19

Osborne, Nikki from Eastern Oregon University (La Grande, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 8/16/17

Ow, Kevin from Dominican University of California (San Rafael, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Consumer Information on 4/24/17
   Direct Loans on 11/22/17

Oyama, Jannine from University of Hawaii System Financial Aid Office (Honolulu, HI) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/18

Palacios, Jackeline from Nevada State College (Henderson, NV) achieved 6 credentials:
   Application Process on 9/1/19
   Cost of Attendance on 12/10/18
   Professional Judgment on 9/1/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/23/18
   Student Eligibility on 2/9/18
   Verification on 12/21/18

Paniagua, Katrina from Reed College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 2/28/20

Patenaude, Heather from Mohave Community College (Kingman, AZ) achieved 4 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 8/7/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 1/26/20
   Consumer Information on 5/8/19
   Direct Loans on 12/15/19

Paterson, Molly from Western Washington University (Bellingham, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Professional Judgment on 6/20/17
   Student Eligibility on 1/29/18

Paton, James from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
   Need Analysis on 8/3/16
   Professional Judgment on 9/30/16
   Student Eligibility on 7/29/16
   Verification on 9/1/16

Patron, Eunice from Glendale Community College (Glendale, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Veriﬁcation on 12/11/14

Patterson, Janell from Cornish College of the Arts (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/30/17

Patterson, Jocelyn from University of Washington (Seattle, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/22/18
  Cost of Attendance on 8/27/18
  Student Eligibility on 8/16/18

Patterson, Lacey from University of Washington (Seattle, WA) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/5/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 8/23/16
  Consumer Information on 8/31/16
  Cost of Attendance on 4/18/16
  Direct Loans on 8/5/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/19/16
  Student Eligibility on 8/9/16

Patterson, Lauren from The Art Institute of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/5/17

Payne, Marty from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 10/19/15
  Return of Title IV Funds on 6/19/16

Pedey, Makayla from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Veriﬁcation on 2/25/14

Pedron, Colin from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 1/17/18
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/23/18

Peraza, Ismael from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 10/17/18

Perez, Anavel from West Hills Community College (Coalinga, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/7/18

Perez, Stephanie from University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/17/19

Perrault, Debora from Clackamas Community College (Oregon City, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Veriﬁcation on 3/21/19

Petere, Erlinda from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Veriﬁcation on 12/21/17

Peters, Holly from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/13/19

Pfalmer, Diana from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/10/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/25/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/24/18
  Veriﬁcation on 2/26/17

Pham, Teresa from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 12 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 9/27/19
  Application Process on 9/23/19
  Cash Management on 10/1/19
  Consumer Information on 9/27/19
  Cost of Attendance on 9/26/19
  Direct Loans on 9/26/19
  Need Analysis on 9/26/19
  Professional Judgment on 9/5/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/2/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/10/19
  Student Eligibility on 9/5/19
  Veriﬁcation on 10/4/19

Phan, Amber from SK Campus (Westminster, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/23/18

Phaphakdy, Phengphanh from Summit College (Colton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 7/4/16

Piere, Mary from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 3 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Professional Judgment on 1/20/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/12/18
Student Eligibility on 1/26/18

Piffer, Ellie from Northcentral University (Prescott, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 4/30/14

Pikey, Erin from University of Alaska - Anchorage (Anchorage, AK) achieved 2 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/6/15
Student Eligibility on 10/21/13

Pila, Coleen from California State Polytechnic University Pomona (Pomona, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/10/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

Pjanic, Alida from Foothill College (Los Altos Hills, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/22/15

Plesha, Lindsay from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/15/17

Pocklington, Annie from Washington Student Achievement Council (Olympia, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 11/17/17

Pollard, Cynthia from Warner Pacific University (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 11/1/16

Pomonis, Brenda from Arizona State University (Tempe, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/14/14

Portillo, Julie from University of California, Santa Barbara (Santa Barbara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/5/16

Portner, Ian from Willamette University (Salem, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/3/14

Potts, Carolyn from Concordia University Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/18/17
Verification on 12/12/17

Prado, Doreen from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/9/14

Price, Hallie from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 6/29/16

Pride, Dana from University of Washington (Toppenish, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
Campus-Based Programs on 9/9/15
Cost of Attendance on 9/4/15
Professional Judgment on 9/9/15
Student Eligibility on 9/1/15

Priest, Rebecca from The Cambridge School (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/8/17

Pringleton, Lisa from Summit College (Colton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 12/11/16

Provenccio, Angela from California State University, Dominguez Hills (Carson, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Gainful Employment Test on 6/9/17
Professional Judgment on 6/17/15

Puango, Katherine from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/29/16

Quiroga, Jose from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 9 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 11/20/18
Application Process on 6/30/17
Campus-Based Programs on 5/29/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/1/17
Direct Loans on 6/30/17
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/2/18
Professional Judgment on 4/4/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/14/17
Student Eligibility on 7/1/17

Rae, Zoe from Western Washington University (Bellingham, WA) achieved 10 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/3/19
Application Process on 8/22/19
Cost of Attendance on 7/27/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Rahmani, Zuhal from Diablo Valley College (Pleasant Hill, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 7/9/19

Ramirez, Sandra from Santa Clara University (Santa Clara, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 6/26/19

Ramirez, Saul from California State Polytechnic University Pomona (Pomona, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 12/10/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

Ramon Sanchez, Selina from Chemeketa Community College (Salem, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
Application Process on 8/3/16
Student Eligibility on 8/3/16

Ramos, Ana from Yuba College (Marysville, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/29/17

Ramos, Blanca from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 8/17/18
Verification on 8/15/18

Raposo, Juan from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 12/28/17

Ray, Kendra from Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Cash Management on 4/18/18

Reed, Ambra from Western Nevada College (Carson City, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 12/18/19

Reed, Tiffany from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Prescott Campus (Prescott, AZ) achieved 7 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 9/26/19
Campus-Based Programs on 1/29/20
Consumer Information on 9/6/19
Direct Loans on 10/3/19
Professional Judgment on 3/7/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 1/25/18
Student Eligibility on 3/6/17

Reese, Laura from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 6/8/17

Reeser, Brenda from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/7/14

Reid, Monica from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/4/18

Resendiz, Martha from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/30/19
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/19
Verification on 2/14/19

Reyes, Jessica from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
Cash Management on 3/24/18
Direct Loans on 7/2/19
Need Analysis on 6/16/18
Professional Judgment on 6/25/18
Return of Title IV Funds on 10/20/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/8/18
Verification on 2/15/18

Reynolds, Heather from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/23/16

Reynolds, Teresa from Azusa Pacific University (Azusa, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
Consumer Information on 8/23/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/22/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Richardson, Jamie from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/28/18

Ridenour, Marissa from Pepperdine University (Malibu, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

Ringle, Suzanne from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 12/23/16

Rios, Juana from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 13 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/21/18
Application Process on 8/29/15
Campus-Based Programs on 9/19/15
Cost of Attendance on 7/27/15
Direct Loans on 11/6/15
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/2/15
Need Analysis on 8/20/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/19/15
Professional Judgment on 12/30/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/21/15
Student Eligibility on 8/3/15
TEACH Grants on 10/10/15
Verification on 9/12/15

Ritchey, Christie from Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 1/28/18

Ritchie, Jeannette from The Evergreen State College (Olympia, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/24/18

Rivas, Benny from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/24/16

Rivera Rojas, Arely from Allan Hancock College (Santa Maria, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 9/30/16

Rivero, Mayda from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15

Roberts, Vanessa from University of California, Davis (Davis, CA) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 9/28/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/16/19
Need Analysis on 6/13/18
Professional Judgment on 7/4/18
Student Eligibility on 9/29/16
Verification on 11/18/15

Robertson, Miranda from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 5/29/19
Verification on 11/25/19

Robillard, Justin from Corban University (Salem, OR) achieved 6 credentials:
Application Process on 8/14/19
Cost of Attendance on 8/30/19
Direct Loans on 8/14/19
Need Analysis on 8/30/19
Student Eligibility on 8/14/19
Verification on 8/30/19

Robinson, Anafe from Pierce College (Woodland Hills, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/12/18
Consumer Information on 6/26/19
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/16/19
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/9/19

Robinson, Courtney from Lewis-Clark State College ( Lewiston, ID) achieved 8 credentials:
Application Process on 9/25/14
Cost of Attendance on 10/3/14
Direct Loans on 10/24/14
Need Analysis on 10/10/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/23/14
Professional Judgment on 10/21/14
Student Eligibility on 10/15/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Verification on 10/13/14

Rodriguez, Ana from Cabrillo College (Aptos, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/31/18

Rodriguez, Felipe from Fullerton College (Fullerton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/21/17

Rodriguez, Michelle from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/21/15
  Professional Judgment on 6/16/15
  Verification on 12/3/14

Rodriguez, Teresa from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/16/16

Rojas, Liliana from College of Alameda (Alameda, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/4/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/20/17

Romer, Aleah from Portland State University (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 8/30/16
  Professional Judgment on 8/17/16
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/15/16

Rosa, Juliana from California State University, Stanislaus (Turlock, CA) achieved 9 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/4/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 1/18/20
  Direct Loans on 1/20/20
  Need Analysis on 3/8/20
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 2/1/20
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 11/29/19
  Verification on 7/26/19

Rosinbum, Heather from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/29/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/12/19
  Direct Loans on 8/1/19
  Need Analysis on 7/24/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/5/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/25/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/22/19
  Verification on 7/26/19

Roteliuk, Kristin from University of California, Irvine (Irvine, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 6/6/19

Rough, Kathryn from University of California, Merced (Merced, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/9/17

Rowe, Zach from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/19/19
  Verification on 8/27/19

Ruble, Catherine from University of Phoenix Phoenix Campus (Mesa, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 5/13/13

Ruiz, Cynthia from Diablo Valley College (Pleasant Hill, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 1/24/20

Ruiz, Melanie from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/5/19
  Cash Management on 7/11/17
  Gainful Employment Test on 5/9/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/3/18

Salazar, Alejandra from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/30/19
  Verification on 2/17/20

Salcedo, Rebekah from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/7/18
  Professional Judgment on 10/15/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Salgado, Julie from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/23/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/15/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/23/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/31/19
  Student Eligibility on 9/23/16
Salisbury, Ashley from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/1/18
  Cost of Attendance on 1/9/19
  Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/11/19
Sambrano, Isabelle from Palo Alto University (Palo Alto, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/26/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 7/11/19
  Cost of Attendance on 7/2/19
  Direct Loans on 8/3/18
  Professional Judgment on 7/31/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/14/17
Sanchez, Gladys from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/13/20
Sanchez, Rudy from Azusa Pacific University (Azusa, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/22/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/14/19
Sanders, Felicia from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 10 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/31/19
  Campus-Based Programs on 3/12/20
  Cost of Attendance on 8/29/19
  Direct Loans on 9/10/19
  Need Analysis on 9/1/19
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/5/20
  Professional Judgment on 4/10/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/27/18
  Student Eligibility on 12/1/17
  Verification on 8/24/19
Sanders, Rebecca from Almich & Associates (Lake Forest, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 7/29/16
Sandifer, Nadia from California State University, San Marcos (San Marcos, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/30/19
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/21/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/29/19
  Verification on 2/14/19
SanOval, Yuliana from Antelope Valley College (Lancaster, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/17/15
SanPedro-Lintag, LaTisha from California State University, Sacramento (Sacramento, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/5/16
Santiago, Christine from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/17
Schmidt, Carrie from Sonoma State University (Rohnert Park, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/20/15
Schneider, Robin from North Seattle Community College (Seattle, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/24/18
Scott, Bryan from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/26/17
Scott, Mary from Mt. San Jacinto College, Menifee Valley Campus (Menifee, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 10/29/19
Scott, Patrick from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/8/14
Scott, Samantha from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 6/11/19

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Seidelman, Russell from University of Portland (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/18/19

Seledkov, Ekaterina from Warner Pacific University (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/4/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/18/19

Sell, Joseph from University of California, Berkeley (Berkeley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/10/16

Sena, Bee from Prescott College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 11/18/17
  Direct Loans on 11/21/16
  Professional Judgment on 2/23/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/5/18
  Student Eligibility on 3/1/17

Serafin, Patti from Palomar College (San Marcos, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/3/14

Shankar, Kamil from University of Nevada, Reno (Reno, NV) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 10/10/15
  Cost of Attendance on 11/9/15
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/5/16
  Student Eligibility on 11/22/15
  Verification on 4/17/16

Sharifova, Lala from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 11/30/17
  Verification on 11/30/17

Shaulis, Gretchen from Pima County Community College District East Campus (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/31/14

Shearer, Anne from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 6 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/8/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/16/18
  Need Analysis on 7/10/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/9/18
  Verification on 7/8/18

Shelby, Jeffrey from Stanford University (Stanford, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 5/11/18
  Cash Management on 4/28/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19
  Verification on 2/12/19

Shelton, Brandon from Stanford University (Stanford, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 12/16/17

Shim, Paul from SK Campus Connection (Westminster, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/28/18

Silsby, Stanley from Woodland Community College (Woodland, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 2/28/20

Silva, Richardo from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 1/24/17

Silveira, Brandon from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 12/5/14

Silver, Jade from Pacific Northwest College of Art (Portland, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 7/27/17
  Professional Judgment on 8/4/17
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/17
  Student Eligibility on 7/24/17
  Verification on 8/20/17

Simko, Elisa from Phagans School of Hair Design (Portland, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 9/12/14
  Return of Title IV Funds on 9/5/14
  Verification on 9/25/14

Singh, Avena from Southwestern Oregon Community College (Coos Bay, OR) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Administrative Capability on 5/18/18

Siu, Lojania from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 6/29/17
  Student Eligibility on 6/29/17

Skinner, Jentry from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 1/26/18

Slates, Britney from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/16/19
  Verification on 12/20/18

Slonina, Jennifer from University of the Pacific (Stockton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Student Eligibility on 11/9/16

Smith, Dacia from Lane Community College (Eugene, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 3/5/18

Smith, Jeannette from Truckee Meadows Community College (Reno, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Gainful Employment Test on 6/1/17

Smith, Jessica from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 5/9/17

Smith, Kristen from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 12/14/17

Smith, Mak from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 11/14/18

Smith, Patrick from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 13 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 7/23/16
  Application Process on 7/23/16
  Campus-Based Programs on 10/24/16
  Cost of Attendance on 11/11/16
  Direct Loans on 7/29/16
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/22/16
  Need Analysis on 7/17/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/13/16
  Professional Judgment on 7/16/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 10/23/14
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/31/16
  Student Eligibility on 7/15/16
  Verification on 7/16/16

Smith, Rachael from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/2/20
  Consumer Information on 4/15/19
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/5/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/8/19
  Student Eligibility on 2/23/18

Smith, Spencer from University of Oregon (Eugene, OR) achieved 5 credentials:
  Cost of Attendance on 7/5/19
  Need Analysis on 9/16/19
  Professional Judgment on 7/11/19
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/5/19
  Student Eligibility on 9/7/19

Smith, Sybil from Southern California University of Health Sciences (Whittier, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 4/2/19
  Cost of Attendance on 4/12/19

Smith, Tia from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 3 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 12/15/17
  Cost of Attendance on 11/30/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/22/18

Snook, Traci from Central Washington University (Ellensburg, WA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/6/18
  Cost of Attendance on 8/7/18
  Need Analysis on 8/6/18
  Student Eligibility on 8/3/18
  Verification on 3/6/20

Snyder, Jeneé from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 14 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Snyder, Jeremy from University of California, San Diego (La Jolla, CA) achieved 7 credentials:  
Application Process on 7/17/19  
Direct Loans on 7/16/19  
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 4/24/19  
Need Analysis on 7/16/19  
Professional Judgment on 7/10/19  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/18/19  
Student Eligibility on 7/18/19

Soltis, Corinne from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Application Process on 5/25/15  
Verification on 5/16/15

Soltis, Kay from Pacific Lutheran University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 6 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 6/11/16  
Campus-Based Programs on 5/9/16  
Consumer Information on 5/6/17  
Professional Judgment on 5/26/14  
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/11/16  
Verification on 5/16/15

Sousa, Courtney from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/19/18  
Verification on 2/12/19

Souza, Chauncey from Chapman University (Orange, CA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/25/17

Speed, Jessica from University of Alaska Fairbanks (Fairbanks, AK) achieved 2 credentials:  
Administrative Capability on 1/14/20  
Direct Loans on 5/31/19

Speidel, Elizabeth from National University (La Jolla, CA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Verification on 12/20/17

Spens, Kalyn from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 3 credentials:  
Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/19  
Student Eligibility on 10/15/19  
Verification on 11/27/19

Staples, Allison from Seattle Pacific University (Seattle, WA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Application Process on 8/7/15  
Student Eligibility on 8/13/15

Staples, Lindzy from Multnomah University (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:  
Student Eligibility on 12/1/17

Starcher, Marcia from California State University, Fullerton (Fullerton, CA) achieved 2 credentials:  
Professional Judgment on 2/6/17  
Verification on 5/15/17

Stark, Andrew from University of Idaho (Moscow, ID) achieved 1 credentials:  
Consumer Information on 4/24/19

Stefano, Katie from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 1 credentials:  
Need Analysis on 8/12/16

Stephens, Caryn from Lane Community College (Springfield, OR) achieved 2 credentials:  
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/21/15  
Verification on 2/10/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Stephens, Mary from Alliant International University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Consumer Information on 3/31/17

Stone, Kathryn from American College of Healthcare Sciences (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 1/6/18

Story, Michelle from Heritage University (Toppenish, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
TEACH Grants on 8/16/16

Stoute, Leah from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/13/19
Student Eligibility on 2/5/18

Stowers, Ollin from Alliant International University (San Diego, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 7/10/17

Strand, Leslie from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
Professional Judgment on 8/6/17
Student Eligibility on 8/5/17
Verification on 11/26/17

Stroud, Samuel from Coconino Community College (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 12/20/17

Sullivan, Andrea from Boise State University (Boise, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 2/5/18

Sunderland, Patricia from Pacific Lutheran University (Tacoma, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/7/18

Swartling, Jessica from The Evergreen State College (Olympia, WA) achieved 13 credentials:
Application Process on 7/6/16
Campus-Based Programs on 9/6/16
Consumer Information on 9/26/16
Direct Loans on 9/13/16
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 9/2/16
Need Analysis on 8/25/16
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 9/16/16
Professional Judgment on 9/28/16
Return of Title IV Funds on 9/19/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/23/16
Student Eligibility on 7/8/16
TEACH Grants on 9/8/16
Verification on 8/9/16

Swavee, Abbie from Yavapai College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 2/14/20

Sweeney, Jillian from California Baptist University (Riverside, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 12/20/17

Sweet, Micah from Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/19/15

Sylwester, Breana from Central Oregon Community College (Bend, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/19/20

Sze, Alvina from California State University, East Bay (Hayward, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/18

Tan, Angie from University of the Pacific (Stockton, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 11/15/17

Tanaka, Jun from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 2/15/18

Tangalakis, Christina from Glendale Community College (Glendale, CA) achieved 4 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 7/10/19
Application Process on 9/27/17
Cost of Attendance on 9/28/17
Student Eligibility on 9/8/14

Tanit Anwar, Umit from Portland State University (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/29/19

Taylor, Christine from Bellevue College (Bellevue, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 12/9/19

Taylor, Dolores from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
Application Process on 7/6/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA 426
Tehseen, Hira from Diablo Valley College (Pleasant Hill, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Student Eligibility on 10/11/19
   Verification on 11/20/19
Thom, Maggie from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 4 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 11/13/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 11/20/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 3/27/18
   Student Eligibility on 5/26/17
Thompson, Hope from Azusa Pacific University (Azusa, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Return of Title IV Funds on 11/22/19
Thorsen, Michelle from Edmonds Community College (Lynnwood, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 3/27/14
   Verification on 3/1/17
Three Stars, Paula from Everett Community College (Everett, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Direct Loans on 6/14/19
Tinsley, Jayson from University of Phoenix Central Administration (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
   Application Process on 10/4/13
   Direct Loans on 7/25/14
   Return of Title IV Funds on 8/30/13
   Student Eligibility on 5/24/13
   Verification on 3/7/14
Tolentino, Brian from Sierra College (Rocklin, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Verification on 2/21/19
Tolentino, Maria Lana from Los Angeles Community College District (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/11/19
Torres, Carmen from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 16 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 12/26/18
   Application Process on 6/26/17
   Campus-Based Programs on 7/19/17
   Cash Management on 12/5/19
   Consumer Information on 12/28/18
   Cost of Attendance on 7/11/17
   Direct Loans on 8/22/17
   Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/17
   Need Analysis on 7/12/17
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 11/27/19
   Professional Judgment on 12/16/16
   Return of Title IV Funds on 8/26/17
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 8/25/17
   Student Eligibility on 6/23/17
   TEACH Grants on 12/19/19
   Verification on 6/27/17
Tran, Dan from Irvine Valley College (Irvine, CA) achieved 14 credentials:
   Administrative Capability on 11/8/19
   Application Process on 8/30/19
   Campus-Based Programs on 12/16/19
   Cash Management on 12/16/19
   Consumer Information on 12/17/19
   Cost of Attendance on 8/30/19
   Direct Loans on 8/31/19
   Need Analysis on 8/31/19
   Packaging and Notification of Awards on 12/16/19
   Professional Judgment on 8/30/19
   Return of Title IV Funds on 12/17/19
   Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/8/19
   Student Eligibility on 8/30/19
   Verification on 8/30/19
Tran, David from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Achieved Credentials</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trice, Christiane</td>
<td>College of Southern Nevada (North Las Vegas, NV)</td>
<td>2 credentials</td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 12/21/16, Student Eligibility on 12/20/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truong, Chelsea</td>
<td>Cypress College (Cypress, CA)</td>
<td>3 credentials</td>
<td>Application Process on 9/15/16, Professional Judgment on 9/11/16, Verification on 9/15/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truong, Yeumie</td>
<td>Renton Technical College (Renton, WA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 7/28/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuck, Kirby</td>
<td>Oregon State University-Cascades Campus (Bend, OR)</td>
<td>5 credentials</td>
<td>Need Analysis on 7/27/17, Professional Judgment on 8/4/17, Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/26/17, Student Eligibility on 7/24/17, Verification on 6/20/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turley, Sylvia</td>
<td>Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 7/10/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, Janet</td>
<td>University of Portland (Portland, OR)</td>
<td>6 credentials</td>
<td>Administrative Capability on 12/15/15, Application Process on 1/15/17, Need Analysis on 6/14/18, Professional Judgment on 6/14/18, Return of Title IV Funds on 2/21/14, Student Eligibility on 7/25/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updike, Sara</td>
<td>Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Verification on 11/17/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urquidez, Celina</td>
<td>The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ)</td>
<td>5 credentials</td>
<td>Campus-Based Programs on 11/17/19, Direct Loans on 11/15/19, Professional Judgment on 10/19/18, Satisfactory Academic Progress on 3/28/19, Verification on 11/4/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urso, Angela</td>
<td>Western Nevada College (Carson City, NV)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Professional Judgment on 11/17/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacek, Lindsay</td>
<td>California Baptist University (Riverside, CA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Return of Title IV Funds on 10/19/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdez de Garcia</td>
<td>Southwestern College (Chula Vista, CA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Verification on 12/27/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valdivia, Nicolas</td>
<td>California State University, Long Beach (Long Beach, CA)</td>
<td>6 credentials</td>
<td>Application Process on 10/12/16, Cash Management on 4/28/16, Direct Loans on 5/1/16, Professional Judgment on 10/12/16, Student Eligibility on 11/4/17, Verification on 10/18/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valencia, Gina</td>
<td>Oregon College of Oriental Medicine (Portland, OR)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Application Process on 8/17/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerius, Gina</td>
<td>The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ)</td>
<td>5 credentials</td>
<td>Direct Loans on 5/7/17, Professional Judgment on 7/9/17, Return of Title IV Funds on 2/21/18, Student Eligibility on 12/21/16, Verification on 11/4/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallarta, Xochilt</td>
<td>Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 10/3/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valverde, Yarina</td>
<td>Cuesta College (San Luis Obispo, CA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Student Eligibility on 10/23/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Blaricom, Helen</td>
<td>Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA)</td>
<td>1 credential</td>
<td>Verification on 2/26/19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA*
Van Der Linden, David from DigiPen Institute of Technology (Redmond, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/22/19
  Student Eligibility on 7/22/19

VanBlokland, Julie from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Consumer Information on 3/28/17

Vargas Rivera, Mariela from Butte-Glenn Community College (Oroville, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/21/18
  Campus-Based Programs on 6/27/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/25/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/27/18
  Verification on 7/16/18

Vargas, Amanda from Klamath Community College (Klamath Falls, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 2/19/20

Vargas, Gabriela from University of Washington (Toppenish, WA) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/27/15
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/8/15
  Cost of Attendance on 9/4/15
  Professional Judgment on 9/9/15
  Student Eligibility on 9/1/15

Vargas, Jazmin from Mt. San Antonio College (Walnut, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/1/17

Varner, Angela from Orange Coast College (Costa Mesa, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/4/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/16/16
  Return of Title IV Funds on 7/5/16

Velasquez, Bianca from College of Southern Nevada (Las Vegas, NV) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/11/20

Velasquez, JoAnna from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/5/17
  Cost of Attendance on 8/2/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/15/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/26/17
  Verification on 8/9/17

Ven Eman, Ally from University of Western States (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/10/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/16/19

Vigil, Jessica from Yakima Valley Community College (Yakima, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/25/17

Villarroel, Carlos from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/24/20

Wainright, Nicole from Portland Community College (Portland, OR) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 1/24/20
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 6/6/19

Waldron, Bryan from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/24/18

Walker, Celeste from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 2 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/27/19
  Verification on 11/20/19

Wall, Rylan from Oregon State University (Corvallis, OR) achieved 4 credentials:
  Application Process on 7/2/18
  Cost of Attendance on 6/15/18
  Direct Loans on 6/28/18
  Need Analysis on 7/10/18

Wallace, Carlene from Idaho College of Osteopathic Medicine (Meridian, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 12/13/19

Walsh, Molly from DigiPen Institute of Technology (Redmond, WA) achieved 12 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/4/14
  Campus-Based Programs on 9/29/15
  Cost of Attendance on 8/18/14
  Direct Loans on 9/20/14

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 10/7/15
Need Analysis on 9/5/14
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 10/1/14
Professional Judgment on 10/9/14
Return of Title IV Funds on 12/1/15
Student Eligibility on 8/28/14
TEACH Grants on 9/30/15
Verification on 9/15/14

Walter, Myla from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
Cash Management on 3/30/18
Professional Judgment on 6/1/18

Weinert, Robert from University of California, Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
Consumer Information on 5/15/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 4/3/17

Wells, Danette Grace from Bastyr University (Kenmore, WA) achieved 6 credentials:
Cost of Attendance on 7/19/18
Direct Loans on 7/20/18
Professional Judgment on 10/2/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 7/19/18
Student Eligibility on 10/5/17
Verification on 7/9/17

Wentz, Kelly from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 4 credentials:
Need Analysis on 2/21/14
Professional Judgment on 3/7/14
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/14/15
Verification on 2/25/14

West, Ryan from Chemeketa Community College (Salem, OR) achieved 16 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 8/27/19
Application Process on 4/21/18
Campus-Based Programs on 5/19/18
Cash Management on 9/6/19
Consumer Information on 1/15/19
Cost of Attendance on 4/28/18
Direct Loans on 4/22/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/19/18
Need Analysis on 4/17/18
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/20/18
Professional Judgment on 8/27/19
Return of Title IV Funds on 7/24/18
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/18
Student Eligibility on 4/16/18
TEACH Grants on 5/19/18
Verification on 4/29/18

Wheelwright, Kandace from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 7 credentials:
Application Process on 8/27/18
Cost of Attendance on 7/20/18
Direct Loans on 8/17/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/18/18
Need Analysis on 8/17/18
Student Eligibility on 8/27/18
Verification on 8/18/18

Whitaker, Taryn from College of the Redwoods (Eureka, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 8/30/19

White, James from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 10/19/16
Need Analysis on 2/21/14

White, Kristi from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 7/11/16
Cost of Attendance on 7/15/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 1/25/17
Student Eligibility on 7/12/16

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Whitehead, Julie from Austin Kade Academy (Idaho Falls, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/12/15

Wicker, Tamera from Edmonds Community College (Lynnwood, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 11/8/17

Wickham, Heather from GateWay Community College (Phoenix, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 1/17/17

Wilde, Desiree from Make-up Designory (Burbank, CA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Direct Loans on 5/20/14
  Verification on 8/12/14

Williams, Caleb from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ) achieved 5 credentials:
  Administrative Capability on 11/15/18
  Consumer Information on 10/11/19
  Cost of Attendance on 12/11/17
  Direct Loans on 5/26/17
  Return of Title IV Funds on 2/28/18

Williams, Shanae from Mt. San Jacinto College, Menifee Valley Campus (Menifee, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 11/25/13

Williams, Suzanne from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
  Professional Judgment on 7/10/14

Williams, Tara from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Return of Title IV Funds on 12/3/19

Willingham, Fantaya from Mt. San Jacinto College (San Jacinto, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 5/15/15

Wilson, Melissa from Pima County Community College District (Tucson, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
  Cash Management on 4/26/18

Wilson, Michael from Brigham Young University - Idaho (Rexburg, ID) achieved 5 credentials:
  Application Process on 8/6/14
  Need Analysis on 10/21/14
  Professional Judgment on 7/1/14
  Student Eligibility on 8/11/14
  Verification on 8/12/14

Wind, Jennifer from College of Western Idaho (Nampa, ID) achieved 7 credentials:
  Application Process on 6/25/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/19/18
  Direct Loans on 7/20/18
  Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 7/19/18
  Need Analysis on 8/3/18
  Student Eligibility on 6/26/18
  Verification on 7/20/18

Winfrey, Latia from University of California, Merced (Merced, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
  Verification on 3/31/16

Wirth, Emily from Gonzaga University (Spokane, WA) achieved 2 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 2/26/14
  Verification on 2/24/14

Wohlfel, Claudia from Washington State University (Pullman, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
  Need Analysis on 6/4/18
  Professional Judgment on 5/30/18
  Verification on 12/17/18

Woodruff, Desiree from Lane Community College (Eugene, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
  Application Process on 9/12/18
  Satisfactory Academic Progress on 12/17/19
  Student Eligibility on 12/21/17

Woods, Kenneth from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 7 credentials:
  Cash Management on 12/1/18
  Cost of Attendance on 7/15/18
  Direct Loans on 7/3/16
  Packaging and Notification of Awards on 8/1/18
  Professional Judgment on 12/1/18
  Student Eligibility on 7/31/18

*Credentials earned prior to employment at NASFAA
Wrublik, Sureka from Yavapai College (Prescott, AZ) achieved 1 credentials:
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 4/29/19

Wu, Eleanor from University of Southern California (Los Angeles, CA) achieved 5 credentials:
Application Process on 10/3/14
Cost of Attendance on 10/24/14
Professional Judgment on 10/21/14
Student Eligibility on 10/23/14
Verification on 10/13/14

Wyers Johnson, Rachel from South Seattle College (Seattle, WA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/6/16
Student Eligibility on 7/7/16
Verification on 8/8/16

Wylie, Cindy from Lewis & Clark College (Portland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Application Process on 10/12/18

Yackley, Karen from Western Washington University (Bellingham, WA) achieved 1 credentials:
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/7/18

Young, Arthur from The University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) achieved 17 credentials:
Administrative Capability on 5/20/18
Application Process on 11/4/15
Campus-Based Programs on 5/20/18
Cash Management on 5/22/18
Consumer Information on 5/26/18
Cost of Attendance on 11/5/15
Direct Loans on 5/27/18
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 5/28/18
Gainful Employment Test on 5/26/18
Need Analysis on 11/4/15
Packaging and Notification of Awards on 5/26/18
Professional Judgment on 11/4/15
Return of Title IV Funds on 6/8/17
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 11/5/15
Student Eligibility on 11/4/15
TEACH Grants on 5/26/18
Verification on 5/28/18

Younker, Lisa from Southern Oregon University (Ashland, OR) achieved 1 credentials:
Verification on 3/21/20

Zendejas, Maria from California State University Channel Islands (Camarillo, CA) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 7/11/16
Student Eligibility on 7/14/16
Verification on 9/21/16

Zhou, Lanna from University of California, Berkeley (Berkeley, CA) achieved 1 credentials:
Federal Pell Grants and Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grants on 3/27/19

Zimmerlee, Cassie from Lane Community College (Eugene, OR) achieved 3 credentials:
Application Process on 8/31/16
Satisfactory Academic Progress on 9/1/16
Student Eligibility on 12/27/17

Zimmers, Jennifer from College of Southern Idaho (Twin Falls, ID) achieved 1 credentials:
Student Eligibility on 6/2/15

FOREIGN/US TERRITORIES (5)

Davoyan, Gayane from American University of Armenia (Yerevan, ) achieved 1 credentials:
Need Analysis on 12/10/15

Torres De Azcarraga, Beatrice from Schiller International University - Madrid (Madrid, ) achieved 4 credentials:
Direct Loans on 5/11/14
Professional Judgment on 6/4/17
Return of Title IV Funds on 3/22/18
Verification on 12/23/18